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I was ever of opinion, that the honest man who married and brought up a large family, did more service than he who continued single and only talked of population.

Oliver Goldsmith, *The Vicar of Wakefield*, in 3 *The Works of Oliver Goldsmith* 7 (Peter Cunningham ed., 1908 [1766])

That the first want of man is his dinner, and the second his girl, were truths well known to every democrat and aristocrat, long before the great philosopher Malthus.... It has been equally well known that the second want is frequently so impetuous as to make men and women forget the first, and rush into rash marriages, leaving both the first and second wants, their own as well as those of their children and grandchildren, to the chapter of accidents.
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[N]o democratic population policy can meet with the approval of the mass of the people so long as each individual follows his own interests, is taught to serve himself and not others and is forced by the character of the environment...to act acquisitively and not co-operatively.... The individual must not only feel but know that he is working and living not for himself alone but the whole community.... He must know that his children will be welcomed by the community as free contributions to the public good.... It is absolutely unthinkable that a co-operative responsible attitude to the population problem can emerge in a competitive acquisitive society.1

The economic and sociopsychological microfoundations of the billions of the most decentralized conceivable decisions to engage in the acts requisite to the production of new labor power have never been adequately understood. From historical, economic, social, political, demographic, and legal perspectives this book studies the consequences for the labor markets of capitalist societies of their laissez-faire regime of human reproduction.

The focus here is on two interrelated questions. First: if labor is the absolute prerequisite for the surplus that capital must extract to keep expanding, how can individual capitalists and the capitalist mode of production in general rely for an adequate, let alone optimal, supply of workers on so happenstrial a process as the vectored outcome of billions of uncoordinated procreative whims? And second: to what extent does the production of children constitute an autonomous or at least an exacerbating cause of microlevel poverty for those producers? Although these questions may appear to be narrowly economistic, examination of the specific manner in which millions of individual procreators uncoordinatedly create a demographic schedule of generative replacement for exhausted labor power that inadvertently responds to or conflicts with systemic labor requirements is one way
of shedding light on the social dynamics of capitalism.²

The central thesis of the book is that the planlessness of the reproduction of the biological basis of the workforce is no more (but also no less) a problem for capitalism than its spontaneous market processes. Capitalism’s capacities for responding in a system-stabilizing manner to exogenous changes in the potentially working population are similar in scope and limits to its capacities for adjusting to other exogenous shifts in supply and demand. At least with regard to its normal, cyclically recurrent development—and abstracting from such system-transcending cataclysmic events as global environmental destruction—the system can accommodate such shifts, though often only by introducing other threats to stability. Capital, in other words, has its own built-in, albeit self-contradictory, mechanisms for dealing with what from the vantage point of abstract economic imperatives might appear to be suboptimal biological production of its human material.

That capitalist societies have in fact left the production and reproduction of their central commodity to anarchically operating noncommercial entities is clear. They have certainly not implemented the sarcastic proposal of the Saint-Simonian philosopher, Pierre Leroux, that the rich annually state their demand for poor people, who would then draw lots to see who would be permitted to have children. Indeed, only “[f]ew governments...have been able to...persuade a reluctant population to increase the size of its families.” Even if it were the case, as one strand of feminist theory contends, that the implementation of state population policy “presupposes that women lose control of their ‘means of production,’ the uterus,” the necessary implication today would be that the impossibility of concealing from women that the state was interfering with their autonomy would render such intervention infeasible. Moreover, such patriarchal interference with women’s sexual autonomy and reproductive freedom as the state has historically imposed is not incompatible with a demographic laissez-faire regime: neither in the nineteenth century nor today, for example, are antiabortion initiatives designed to create an optimally filled labor supply for capitalist firms.³

Why capitalism has extended a noncommodity-producing laissez-faire regime to reproduction remains very much an open question. Some on the Left situate the chief impediment to a profit-making alternative in the nature of certain activities such as child care, which has failed to become a branch of capitalist industry because it presents “technical difficulties to the large-scale investment of capital.” Both the lengthy gestation period and the many years of child-rearing constitute a prolonged production period unfavorable to profit maximization. The implausibility of mechanizing and automating the affective and labor-intensive parent-child relationship acts as a further obstacle to capitalization. Moreover, others emphasize, the instrumental relations and personal fungibility inherent in capitalist production are incompatible with the emotional attachments associated with the fostering of human development: “The most effective way to build an industrial economy based on private enterprise was to combine it with motivations that had nothing to do with the logic of the free market.... Human beings are not efficiently designed for a capitalist system of production.”⁴
Axiomatic for the Right is that "a central purpose of human existence—perhaps the central purpose—is the reproduction of the species." Because the family as "a universal institution...serves as the source, protector, and incubator of...children...[a]ll other institutions...exist to support, preserve, or defend that primary social form." The Right’s specification of the relationship between that institution and U.S. capitalism in particular is extraordinarily frank and revealing:

A capitalist economic system is critically dependent on the successful functioning of the family. The nuclear family...provides the critical matrix for human reproduction while also serving as a highly mobile unit, able to follow the market signals that would raise their incomes while also increasing market efficiency. Moreover, the family contains...the necessary...incentives which make human beings behave in economically useful ways. As industrial capitalism cut persons off from the economic protections provided by kin and village, the family system made each male aware of his responsibilities to protect and provide for his mate as she performed her maternal task. This arrangement generated economically and socially constructive anxiety.\(^5\)

Whatever the causes of continued noncapitalist production of labor power, that the capitalist mode of production, by relinquishing decision-making with respect to family size to individuals, also abandons direct control of the production of its labor force is a functional concession to the ideology of individual liberty. By abstaining from overt intervention at this particular locus of social reproduction, the state cultivates and reinforces the image of the family as at least one reserve of self-determination sheltering its inhabitants from the all too sharply perceived domination and alienation of other institutionalized relationships. Here, the worker can imagine, he or she reigns as supreme as his or her employer at the "hidden abode of production": just as "No admittance except on business" marks off the employer’s dominion at the point of production, neither the state nor the employer has any business interfering at the point of biological reproduction.\(^6\)

Under the threat of mass disaffection from capitalism engendered by a decade and a half of depression and mass destruction, some post-World War II Western European states strove to deflect worker interest away from a class focus in large part by constructing a comprehensive supraclass social welfare program. By suggesting that the weak working class that had been the object of classical social policy had become an outdated fiction, this strategy instead sought to project the family across all classes and strata as the new object of social policy. The comprehensive equalization of economic burdens among families would amount to a fundamental reconstruction of the system of income distribution—not between social classes or even income strata, but between child-poor and child-rich families.\(^7\) That non-social-democratically structured capitalist societies such as the United States, which, unintimidated by class conflict, never transcended rhetorical concern with the family, have even disabled themselves from articulating in terms of public policy the relationship between optimal family size for individual pro-
creators and optimal population size for society as a whole (let alone for capital) is the price that they pay for a peculiar anarcho-liberal form of legitimation.

Not only has capital refrained from penetrating family production of new labor power, but employers’ structured indifference to that process entails an insistence on a labor-market and wage-formation system that disregards the fact that wages must finance the reproduction of labor power. Absent some form of collective corrective, these individual capitalist entities’ studied neglect of the reality of the differential needs and demographic contributions of families of varying sizes might trigger societally indigestible disruption. The welfare state has therefore been interpreted as the use of state power to modify indirectly the reproduction of labor power by regulating the amount of money families have available for consumption and providing food, housing, education, and health services. Almost all state social policies, on this view, are designed to affect families’ capacity to produce and raise children.

Such indirect means of reproductive regulation, especially in a country with as underdeveloped a welfare state as the United States, may enable families to act less desperately and with greater microrationality without affording any impetus to procreative macrorationality. Relying on the employment- and income-related vicissitudes of the business cycle to shape those reproductive decisions may be a suboptimal method of regulation for some nonexistent pure capitalism, but it is of a piece with that system’s overall irrational spontaneity. The consequences are manifest: macrosocietally unplanned reproduction creates disproportionalities in the form of maldistributed familial income insufficient to sustain an adequate standard of living for some parents and children. At the same time, the inevitable general or partial overproduction of labor into which reproduction eventuates, with a two-decade lag, must be financed by resources that could otherwise have supported further capital accumulation.

As capitalist societies have historically oscillated between perceived crises of overpopulation and underpopulation, the ruling regime of procreational laissez faire has impeded the formation of a process of solidarization even among fellow citizens of the same nation-state let alone among all human beings. Without any (democratically achieved or authoritarianly imposed) national consensus as to the desirable direction of demographic development or of the size of the next generation, each is reduced to acquiescing after the fact in everyone else’s reproductive output. So long as there is a widely perceived fear of underpopulation, few would begrudge even the poor their large families; similarly, when overpopulation is seen as a threat to living standards or the environment, childlessness is hardly looked at askance. Conversely, however, when the ratio between the working population, which finances pay-as-you-go old-age pensions, and pensioners is deteriorating, payors who have also contributed future payors in the form of progeny may well view intentional nonreproducers as antisocial free riders; and, similarly, in the face of overpopulation, individual self-regarding decisions (or, even worse, reckless nondecisions) to procreate at levels that must exacerbate the population crisis may alienate conscientious nonreproducers or moderate reproducers, who are taxed to
support such macrodemographically superfluous minor dependents. The question, however, is whether demographic crises as would generate such economic crises have in fact ever beset advanced capitalist societies or whether such cogenerational conflicts have ideological origins.

The contradiction between rationality and individual autonomy has characterized both capitalist and real-existing socialist societies. For the latter and any formations that succeed them, the dilemma consists in the improbability that any society that has failed to create members able to make reproductive decisions that are both personally and societally appropriate would bring forth state managers who could be trusted to make those decisions in locus parenti. A society that can educate such managers, however, would need neither them nor such surrogate decision-making.

In order to avoid misunderstandings and disappointments, it is equally important at the outset to stress what this book is not about. First, it does not concern itself at all with Third World population questions. One gauge of the enormous qualitative gap between population problems in advanced capitalist societies and impoverished ex-colonial countries is the fact that even such a devoted communitarian as Titmuss, whose trenchant socialist demographic critique furnished the epigraph to this preface, when advising a Third World government, struck a quasi-Malthusian tone. In light of the “far too menacing” population problem in Mauritius, where large families were “the biggest single cause of poverty,” he recommended capping the family allowance benefit at three dependent children lest the program be criticized for “tacitly approving the procreation of large families.”

Second, although women necessarily bear the most immediate and crushing biological and physical burdens of procreation (and unnecessarily and nonbiologically that of child care), the book’s self-consciously economist framework programmatically alludes, but precludes doing complete justice, to this gender difference of enormous historical and sociopsychological import.

And finally, the book touches only secondarily and comparatively on issues of race and single-mother families—as heroically astringent as this abstraction may be at a time when the latter alone account for more than one-third of those officially deemed poor in the United States. By focusing, wherever data are available, on two-parent and two-earner—and, for the United States, white—families, which have the greatest chance of avoiding poverty, the book seeks to confront the thesis of child-related poverty with the hardest possible case.

Part I situates the discussion of the micro- and macroeconomic consequences of family size within the contemporary demographic debate. Chapter 1 introduces the income constraints associated with the working-class family life cycle and the prevailing economic theory of procreational motivation. Chapter 2 examines the contradictions inherent in the effort by the advanced capitalist state to articulate and implement a population policy. Part II analyzes the history of the theory and practice of invisible-hand Malthusianism. Chapter 3 discusses the
origins and early development of invisible-hand demographic discourse among the classical English political economists, Smith, Malthus, Ricardo, and the Mills. This account is then embedded in contemporaneous public policy embodied in the British poor laws in chapter 4. Part III focuses on the working-class or socialist response to Malthusianism. The working-class neo-Malthusian movements in nineteenth-century Europe are presented in chapter 5. Marx’s complex theory of surplus population is the subject of chapter 6. The most interesting intraproletarian debate on the issue of the micro- and macroeconomic consequences of large families, the so-called birth-strike controversy in Germany shortly before World War I, occupies chapter 7. Part IV brings the subject into the present and future. Chapter 8 offers a broad selection of empirical data on the relationship between poverty and family size according to number of children. Chapter 9 focuses on the most venerable and important state policy designed to combat poverty associated with the cost of supporting large families—family or children’s allowances. Finally, chapter 10 reviews and evaluates current family policy debates with a view to the contribution they make toward enhancing overall social solidarity.


NOTES

1. Richard Titmuss & Kathleen Titmuss, Parents Revolt 120 (1985 [1942]).


10. Of 36,880,000 persons estimated below the poverty line in 1992, 12,707,000 or 34.5 percent lived in families with a female householder, no spouse present, and with related children under 18. The inclusion of nonwhites outside of this type of family brings the total share of the poor accounted for by these two groups above one-half. U.S. Bureau of the Census, *Poverty in the United States: 1992*, tab. 5 at 10, 14 (Current Population Reports [CPR], P60-185, 1993). To be sure, the fact that “single-parent families are more likely to be poor...itself needs explaining. It is not an inevitable fact of nature.” Stephanie Coontz, *The Way We Never Were: American Families and the Nostalgia Trap* 259 (1992).
The relations of production operate [with regard to the law of population] so that they do not have their starting point unmediatedly in the sexual glands; rather...the human being has a brain.... And this brain is the place where the sensorial or motor stimuli, which a mode of production exercises, are processed. The relations of production do not immediately determine for example the number of fertilizing coitions, but rather the effect of the relations of production on the relations of reproduction is mediated and quite complicated....

Fritz Brupbacher, Kindersegen—und kein Ende?
Ein Wort an denkende Arbeiter 3-4 (enlarged ed., 1909)
Poor people frequently assuage their own frustrations by seeking vicarious satisfaction through their children.... Child-raising seems, deceptively, to offer an area of control...in which adults have power to create human value according to their own, not their employers' direction.... Only the liberation of children from the burdens of being useful to adults can make child-bearing a free choice emanating from the desire to perpetuate human life, not oneself.¹

The production of population and thus ultimately of the supply of labor is not undertaken “according to rational cost calculations.”² How, then, can capitalism exist when its most essential prerequisite, labor power, is neither planned nor subject to the law of value—“since men are urged by their natural inclinations, and not by the state of the children-market, or by the desire for profit”—but produced by the nonprofit institution of the working-class family as it is influenced financially by the state and culturally by the bourgeoisie?³ To what extent, for example, do household budgetary constraints as governed by the class distribution of assets and income compel individual-level reproduction conformity with the constraints of abstract economic rationality?

This chapter offers a first approach to answering these questions from an empirical and theoretical perspective. The opening section preliminarily⁴ examines the extent to which the life cycle of the working-class family historically was and continues to be characterized by phases of impoverishment caused by the advent of children and the significantly increased expenditures they require, which are not matched by corresponding increases in income and may even be causally associated with a decline in family income as wives leave the paid labor force to become full-time mothers. The second section presents and engages the currently most fashionable microeconomic-demographic theory of reproductive behavior, the so-called new household economics, by confronting it with some of the social-
psychological compulsions to procreate that make the reduction of childbearing to a species of self-production consumer durable implausible.

THE PROLETARIAN FAMILY LIFE CYCLE AND THE FAMILY WAGE

The relation of parent to child is one of sacrifice. The interests of children and parents are antagonistic.... It may well be believed that, if procreation had not been put under the dominion of a great passion, it would have been caused to cease by the burden it entails.5

For the quarter-century Keynesian boom following World War II, some social policy theorists postulated the construction of a “fordist life cycle,” which, through “a system of wage stabilization at historically high standards of living...eliminated the ‘cycle of poverty’...traditionally associated with the working class life course.” This system of mass production cum mass consumption, linked to an increasingly pervasive social wage that replaced income during periods of incapacitation, sickness, unemployment, and retirement, purportedly made it possible for some adult male industrial workers without college educations to avoid reproductively triggered cyclical impoverishment.6 Yet as the end of the postwar reconstruction witnessed the “relative decline of the fordist life cycle,”7 even among those who would reject the claim that poverty is still the proletarian condition in general, many agree that for those working-class families who make a reproductive contribution or sacrifice, a distinctly cyclical impoverishment arises from the discrepancy between consumption needs and income (“pauperism of consumption”).8

The most intense squeeze on family income or consumption coincides with those phases when parents must support the greatest number of offspring simultaneously, relatively low-paid men’s earnings have already passed their peak, and yet the wife-mother is least in a position to step out of her quasi-ascribed gendered role and to work for wages.9 Even at the height of the relatively unselfconscious consumer mania of the mid-1950s, when the Committee for Research on Consumer Attitudes and Behavior sought to hitch the life cycle approach scientifically to family developmental stages to Fordist consumption patterns,10 surveys confirmed not only that couples (whose heads were under the age of 45) with children had lower median incomes and liquid assets than their childless counterparts, but that more of them expressed dissatisfaction with their incomes and savings; not coincidentally, twice as many childless wives reported employment as did mothers.11

Such microdemographically exacerbated cyclical family impoverishment should not be surprising. After all, even on the most general theoretical level, Marx, who conceptualized the wage as sufficient to cover the costs of production of labor power—that is, the costs of workers’ existence and procreation—assumed that this identity applied only to the class as a whole, not to the individual worker,
“millions of whom do not receive enough to be able to exist and procreate....”

This divergence between individual and class living standards is rooted in the fact that the proletariat does not engage in reproduction and thus reproduce itself as a class but rather by means of millions of individual procreating units. According to this model, then, a significant segment of the working class must, during some phases of the household’s demographic and life cycle, fail to receive wages sufficient to buy the rudiments of the historically and societally prevailing level of subsistence.

Although such fertility-exacerbated class poverty undermines the viability and vitality of the next generation of workers through above-average and medically preventable mortality, it may also increase the supply of labor as wives and children of child-rich families are forced into the labor market to restore the balance between the value of (the father-husband’s) labor power and subsistence that a competitive wage denies such large families. Perversely, the very attempt by individual proletarian families to eliminate the household budgetary deficit may undermine the position of the class as a whole by throwing huge numbers of lower-paid workers into an already overstocked market. The connection between family size and poverty over the family cycle is modified in families operating family farms since the father can more flexibly react to the per capita income squeeze by using his legally privileged access to his children’s labor at an age that the state otherwise outlaws. Insofar as these accretions to the total societal labor supply are, as adults, unable to sustain themselves on the same farm, microeconomic rationality in this generation may reproduce itself as macroeconomic irrationality in the labor market in the next.

Several late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century U.S. working-class surveys revealed the extent to which the proletarian husband-father’s inability to earn a family wage on his own forced the wife and children to engage in wage labor to maintain the family’s standard of living. As early as 1875, Carroll Wright’s study of 397 working-class families in Massachusetts revealed that only 36 percent of fathers were able to support their families alone whereas 64 percent were “assisted” by their wives or children. Although 56 percent of skilled workers managed to support their families alone, only 10 percent of the unskilled could do so. Whereas only 12 wives were employed, 325 children (including 177 aged 14 and under) worked. The earnings of these younger children accounted for 12 percent of total family income and 19 percent of income in families in which the husband-father was an unskilled laborer. The earnings of all children represented 24 percent of total family income, rising to 36 percent among the families of the unskilled. These results prompted Wright to conclude that “without children’s assistance...the majority of families would be in poverty or debt.”

When Wright became U.S. Commissioner of Labor, he conducted much larger national and international surveys of working-class family budgets. In his annual report for 1890, Wright published cost-of-living data for 3,260 families of iron, steel, and coal workers in the United States and Europe. Again, astonishingly, only 36 wives were sources of family income. In contrast to the earlier and smaller
state sample, however, in only 20 percent of the U.S. families with children did any children contribute income, ranging from 15 percent among coke workers to 31 percent among bituminous coal miners. Although the annual wages of the highest-paid husbands, bar iron workers, were more than twice as high as those of the lowest-paid, iron ore workers, almost identical proportions of their families with children included at least one who worked—16 percent and 17 percent respectively. These shares suggest that the mere fact that a lower-paid husband-father was the sole wage-earner did not necessarily mean that he earned a family wage; it may have meant that because the local industrial structure offered fewer opportunities for child labor, the per capita income of such families was especially low. Deviation from the male family-wage model was even greater in Europe, where children worked in 42 percent of all families with children.19

In his report for 1891, Wright published cost-of-living data for textile and glass workers in the United States and Europe, which disclosed an even greater reliance on child labor than the previous year’s survey. Among the lowest-paid U.S. group, cotton factory workers, 16 percent of the wives in the United States and 22 percent of those in Europe were a source of family income. In the United States, children in 56 percent of the families with children contributed to family income compared to 49 percent in Europe. Among U.S. woollen workers, who were somewhat higher paid than cotton workers, the proportions were lower: 9 percent of wives worked and children in 34 percent of families with children contributed income. The corresponding figures in Europe, where woollen workers’ wages were somewhat lower than those in cotton manufactures, were 19 percent and 54 percent respectively. Only the U.S. glass workers, whose wages were, respectively, 95 percent and 56 percent higher than those of cotton and woollen workers (and even 11 percent higher than those of bar iron workers), could be regarded as having approximated model family-wage earners. Only 2 percent of their wives contributed income, and in only 21 percent of the families with children did any of them work.20

Wright’s two international surveys revealed the existence of family life cycles in the sense that they uncovered a monotonically increasing mean total family income and share of total income accounted for by children as the family’s youngest child grew up. A reworking of Wright’s data for the two years shows that mean total family income in the United States rose from $669 when the youngest child was under 5 years of age, to $769 when that child was 5 to 14 years old, and peaked at $834 when the youngest child was 15 or older. The share of family income accounted for by children during these three stages was 10, 23, and 27 percent respectively. The greater intensity of child labor in Europe expressed itself in correspondingly higher shares: 12, 31, and 46 percent of family income respectively.21

Wright’s survey of more than 25,000 U.S. families in 1903 again underscored the tenuousness of the male family-wage model. It revealed that children in 23 percent of the families even with U.S.-born heads worked; in those with German- and Irish-born heads the proportion rose to 38 percent and 36 percent
respectively. In addition, in 9 percent of all families the wives also contributed income.22

Some contemporaries and even historians have charged that a qualitative difference separated the role played by child labor in the strategies used by U.S.-born family heads and their immigrant counterparts to deal with the proletarian poverty cycle. Thus a Juvenile Court judge explained to a group of large Detroit employers in 1912 that “while American-born parents were glad to keep their children in school to sixteen,” immigrants

rear large families, and they begin, without exception almost, in poverty and rise through a gradually increasing line of prosperity to a point where the maximum number of children are of the working age...and then as the children marry...go down the poverty side again.... They...force them into work, and confiscate the entire wages...for the family support. They build largely on the commercial value of their children.23

In fact, however, Wright’s 1903 survey disclosed that although 17 percent of the children of foreign-born heads worked compared with 13 percent of the children of U.S.-born heads, 45 percent of the former were in school in comparison with 43 percent of the latter.24 Nevertheless, the data also revealed that most prominently among Irish families the fathers’ low wages induced them to engage in a demographic labor-market strategy: high fertility, budgetary constraints, and child labor combined to enable these families to achieve total incomes comparable to those of native-born families despite the fathers’ lower incomes.25

Wright’s 1875 Massachusetts survey had also brought to light some evidence of the existence of a family cycle of work and income by correlating family size and sources of income. Among childless couples, wives accounted for 28 percent of total family income—a proportion far in excess of their contributions once they became mothers. Thus already the advent of the first child “keeps the mother at home” and her share declined to 3 percent; after the first child it became infinitesimal. Although the usefulness of the data is vitiated by a failure to indicate the age of the parents and whether family size had been completed, they nevertheless reveal that the children’s contribution to total family income rose monotonically in parallel with the number of children: in families with 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 children, the offspring’s contribution to total family income amounted to 3, 23, 35, 42, and 50 percent respectively.26

Smaller-scale and less detailed studies of working-class budgets and standards of living in New York City at the beginning of the twentieth century confirmed the limited scope of the family-wage pattern. Among the 200 families in Louise More’s 1907 survey, 47 percent of the wives and 37 percent of the children were employed; since 31 percent of the families also derived income from boarders or lodgers, the wives’ and children’s contributions were even greater. These three sources accounted for 9, 12 and 9 percent respectively of total family income.27 These findings sufficed to refute the “popular impression, outside the
working class,...that the entire income of the workingman's family is from the earnings of the head of the family.” Instead, More found “comparatively few families of wage-earners...entirely dependent on the earnings of the head of the family.” This structure may have prevailed “in families where there are several young children,...but...[a]s the children grow older and require less of her care at home, the mother takes in sewing or goes out washing, secures a janitor’s place, cleans offices, and does whatever she can to increase the weekly income.”

Similarly, only 47 percent of the 318 families investigated by Robert Chapin in 1909 were “able or willing to get along with what the father’s wages bring in.” Above-average working-class incomes, in particular, were “obtainable as a rule only by taking lodgers or by putting mother and children to work.”

A survey of 11,000 families in industrial sections of Philadelphia in 1917-18 revealed that only 45 percent of families were supported by husbands alone.

Studies of other late-nineteenth-century U.S. cities corroborate the low labor force participation rates of married women. Among more than 7,000 women living with their husbands in industrial sections of Philadelphia at the end of World War I, only 14 percent were gainfully employed away from or at home. Nationally, the decennial censuses revealed that the proportion of married women gainfully occupied by 1930 was still only 11.7 percent compared to 4.6 percent in 1890. To be sure, this aggregate average concealed the enormous gap between white and black women. In 1920, for example, when only 6.3 percent of native white married women were engaged in gainful occupations, the share for black women was more than 5 times as high—32.5 percent. Likewise, a study conducted by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1918 revealed that only 8.9 percent of white families had income from the wife’s earning compared to 43.7 percent of “colored” families.

Summarizing the available data on wages and standards of living on the eve of World War I, the economist Scott Nearing concluded “that it is financially impossible for an overwhelming majority of male wage-earners...to provide a fair standard of living for a family of three children, and further that a considerable proportion of these wage-earners do not receive a wage large enough to provide even a minimum standard of living....” Because wives and children supplemented these incomes, however, his conclusion did not mean that such a large share of families failed to secure a minimum or fair standard of living. A decade later Paul Douglas still found that: “Families with two or more dependent children...find it difficult to subsist on prevailing wages and a large proportion of them are in actual need, the intensity of which increases as the number of dependent children increases.”

Coming in the midst of all these surveys demonstrating the limited reach of the family wage, its vindication by Samuel Gompers, the president of the American Federation of Labor (AFL), sheds more light on the multiple ideologies of the unions of the skilled than about the economic reality of working-class reproduction. Writing in the AFL’s house organ in 1906, Gompers answered “absolutely, ‘No,’” to his own question: “Should the Wife Help to Support the
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Family?" Relying on "the holiness of motherhood" on the one hand and American exceptionalism on the other, he argued that even with regard to a mere laborer: "In our time, and at least in our country, generally speaking, there is no necessity for the wife contributing to the support of the family by working—that is...by wage labor. In our country...producing wealth in such prodigious proportions, the wife as wage-earner is a disadvantage economically considered, and socially is unnecessary."38

Where the AFL fled from the facts of life to patriarchal fantasy, poverty investigators retained a grip on reality. In view of the long tradition of French state demographic intervention, for example, it is not surprising that social observers in France early on remarked that a customary wage was insufficient to support a family with three young children.39 A mid-nineteenth-century account of the household budgets of cotton workers in Mulhouse by Louis Reybaud, a former French legislator and author of numerous works on industry and the working class, presented one of the earliest narratives of the proletarian life cycle. Whereas the wage level sufficed to establish "equilibrium" for unmarried male workers without much effort, for married workers, the situation was complicated by the number and age of the children and the wife’s working. Reybaud identified three distinct periods, each with its own physiognomy, in the life of the married worker. In the first, the most laborious but also the phase in which the worker was strongest, the household was full of young children who required supervision, were costly, and as yet yielded no return. Because pregnancy and lactation diminished the resources that the wife could contribute on her own account, the husband shouldered the financial burden almost alone. In the second period, when the children were between the ages of 8 and 15, the small sums that they contributed transformed them from burdens into resources. During these 12 to 15 years, the couple was at the height of their powers, experiencing easier circumstances and the possibility of saving some money. The third period, marked by the departure of the children and their financial contributions, was much less favorable. With their physical powers and wages in decline, the husband and wife could, if they had lacked the foresight to save during the good days for the bad, look forward only to public assistance or living with their children.40

Forty years later, a British poverty investigator undertaking one of the earliest detailed empirical studies of this cyclical deprivation impressively underscored the pattern sketched by Reybaud. In his turn-of-the-century privately funded large-scale survey of York, England, cocoa capitalist Seebohm Rowntree41 diagrammed the representative worker’s undulating movements into and out of poverty:

The life of a labourer is marked by five alternating periods of want and comparative plenty. During early childhood...he will probably be in poverty; this will last until he, or some of his brothers or sisters, begin to earn money and thus augment their father’s wage sufficiently to raise the family above the poverty line. Then follows the period during which he is earning money and living under his parents’


roof; for some of this period he will be earning more than is required for lodging, food, and clothes. This is his chance to save money. If he has saved enough to pay for furnishing a cottage, this period of comparative prosperity may continue after marriage until he has two or three children, when poverty will again overtake him. This period of poverty will last perhaps for ten years, *i.e.* until the first child is fourteen years old and begins to earn wages; but if there are more than three children it may last longer. While the children are earning, and before they leave home to marry, the man enjoys another period of prosperity—possibly, however, only to sink back again into poverty when his children have married and left him, and he himself is too old to work, for his income has never permitted his saving enough for him and his wife to live upon for more than a very short time.42

The snapshot of poverty that Rowntree developed for York captured only those workers who happened to be going through one of the poverty phases at the time of the survey. Later, when they passed out of this phase, however, others whom Rowntree had recorded as nonpoor would replace them. Thus the total proportion of laborer families suffering physical privation at some point in their life cycle considerably exceeded those below the poverty line at any given time. In particular, “every labourer who has as many as three children must pass through a time, probably lasting for about ten years, when...he and his family will be *underfed.*”43 In re-surveying York’s working class almost four decades later, Rowntree confirmed the continued existence of three periods of economic stress in the course of the working-class life cycle. Specifically, he determined that about one-half of working-class children lived in poverty during the first four years of their lives and a similar proportion during old age; between the ages of 25 and 44, when most children were born to parents, the proportion of workers passing through periods of poverty was almost three-tenths. Rowntree’s conclusion, however, that half of the working class spent part of their lives in poverty was fallacious since his snapshot did not permit him to discover whether those who were impoverished later in life were the same people who had been born into poverty or whether they were new recruits.44

During World War I, Rowntree remedied some of the defects of the frozen-in-time undercount by prevailing upon the Registrar-General to extract data from the 1911 census schedules for York on practically completed families—that is, those in which the mother was 40 to 45 years old. Although the data did not touch on income and poverty, Rowntree found that in only 16 percent of families were no dependent children living at home at the date of the census; 46 percent of families had three or more dependent children for 5 years or more and 36 percent for 10 or more years; 14 percent of families supported 5 or more children for at least 5 years.45

When the Registrar-General performed the same data extraction from the 1931 census, the declining birth rate was reflected in a somewhat diminished life cycle burden; nevertheless, 30 percent of all families still had 3 or more children
for 5 or more years and 21 percent for at least 10 years, while 5 percent of families supported 5 or more children 5 or more years. Looked at from a slightly different perspective: in 1911, 72 percent of all children grew up in families having 3 or more dependent children for 5 years or more compared to 59 percent two decades later; the corresponding proportions for families supporting 3 or more children for 10 years or more were 59 percent and 46 percent respectively, and for those with 5 or more children for 5 or more years 38 percent and 15 percent respectively. Whereas in 1911, 21 percent of families supported at least 5 children simultaneously, by 1931 only 9 percent did; similarly, in 1911, 43 percent of children lived in families with at least 5 dependent children compared to 24 percent 20 years later.46

Rowntree’s life cycle approach gained adherents among poverty investigators in the United States too. Statisticians for the U.S. Public Health Service, in the course of conducting an epidemiological study of pellagra among 4,000 families in South Carolina cotton-mill villages during World War I, confirmed the inevitability of proletarian poverty during certain phases of the life cycle. Among these near-subsistence-level workers, this period lasted 10 or 15 years—until the children themselves could begin working (at age 14) in the mills.47 Later, Howard Bigelow popularized the use of the life cycle approach to the study of family consumption patterns. That Bigelow generalized this conceptualization of the proletarian condition was ironic in light of his individualizing and voluntaristic belief that “the family as the consuming unit is the supreme authority which by its purchases controls the course of production.... It is because there are whole groups of families that have not been able to adjust their personal affairs successfully to the changes in their environment that we are faced with many economic and social problems.... The place for most of us to attack them is in our own homes.” Moreover, his cavalier assumption that as late as the 1950s the child-rich family could still “safely postpone its accumulation for old age, because if worst comes to worst it can fall back upon the combined earnings of several children for support” flowed from his conviction that “by improving our own manner of living, each of us...is doing something definitely to make the world a better place....” Nevertheless, Bigelow recognized that the child-rearing phases plunge subsistence-level families into poverty and reduce the living standards of others.48

In the 1970s, the economist A.B. Atkinson illustratively updated Rowntree’s method using the example of a representative British worker whose wife gave birth to three children when he was 21, 24, and 29 years old respectively. Assuming that the worker’s earnings placed him in the lowest income decile and that his wife began working part-time only when the youngest child reached 15, Atkinson determined that the family was in poverty until only the youngest child remained a financial charge; thus only from the man’s early 40s until age 60 did the family’s income exceed its needs.49

Ironically, such repeated findings of income cyclicity over the family’s lifetime may contrast sharply with children’s perceptions, which are skewed by
their lack of the longer view. Thus in a report on a two-child, two-working-parent family in New York City whose $38,000 income leaves it “on the cusp of hard times and of making it,” *The New York Times* recently quoted one of the children as foreseeing no improvement for her parents: “[U]nless they hit the Lotto, this is how it’s going to be the rest of their lives. And that’s sad, to think that’s it. This is as good as it’s going to get.” Presumably, however, once the younger, 13-year-old, child ceases to be a drag on her parents’ finances, the husband and wife may well move on to a typical path in which their personal standard of living increases before retirement—unless it was the need to support children that induced the parents to work as hard as they did in the first place and the children’s departure induces them to revert to the not yet atavistic model of the family wage in which the husband can fulfill his preference that his wife “be at home.” As noted a century ago, what husbands who are ideologically wed to the family wage “object to is the wage-earning not the work of wives.” To the extent that the children fail to detect a causal connection between their own existence and what they perceive as their parents’ financial plight, they may be unable to draw any consequences for their own procreative behavior.

In order to gauge the severity of the troughs of procreators’ life cycles it is necessary to juxtapose it to that of nonreproducers. In the early 1960s Ann Smith Rice in her home economic dissertation undertook the most detailed national economic study of the life cycle of childless families in the United States based on unpublished data from the 1960 census of population and the contemporaneous Survey of Consumer Finances. Unfortunately, because the requisite nationwide data for constructing life histories of married couples had never been collected, this study, too, was unable to provide a longitudinal study, and had to settle for merely describing the situation of childless families and parents in various phases of the life cycle at one point in time.

Rice found that during the first two decades of marriage, the income of the childless was higher than that of parents because a larger proportion of wives—whose educational attainment exceeded not only mothers’ but their own husbands’ years of schooling—worked. During the first ten years of marriage, the modal childless couple’s income lay between $8,000 and $10,000, whereas the greatest concentration of parents’ incomes fell between $5,000 and $6,000. During this phase, the childless couples’ median income was 6 percent higher; during the phase lasting from the 11th to the 23rd year of marriage, the gap rose to 9 percent. Only from the 24th year on did the parents’ median income slightly exceed that of the childless. Whereas family income of the childless peaked during the second decade of marriage and declined during the third decade because a smaller share of wives worked, parents’ income peaked during the third decade when at least one of their children became independent. During the first four years of marriage, 85 percent of childless wives contributed to the family’s income and that contribution averaged 38 percent of the family’s income; the corresponding proportions for mothers were 46 percent and 22 percent respectively. The proportion of childless wives contributing to family income then declined until after 20 years of marriage
only 35 percent contributed; by that phase, 40 percent of mothers, largely finished raising children, were contributing.54

During all phases, however, the liquid assets of the childless were significantly higher. During the first four years of marriage, 25 percent of parents had no such assets compared to only 11 percent of the childless. The median liquid assets of the childless were five, four, and two times greater than those of the parents during the first, second, and third decade of marriage respectively.55 It must be stressed that all the foregoing income and assets comparisons are understatements because the data are aggregate family averages and not per capita averages taking into account the procreators’ larger families. The differential impact of reproductive contributions over the life cycle on the economic status of adults thus continues to impose itself.

More recent data from the Survey of Consumer Finances shed some additional light on procreationally differentiated lifetime wealth. In the 1980s, for example, the mean wealth of families without children (living at home) was twice as large as that of their counterparts with children. Similarly, of the richest 1 percent of households (with net worth of $1.7 million and $2.0 million in 1983 and 1989 respectively), 66 percent and 59 percent were married couples without children, whereas married couples with children accounted for 23 percent and 25 percent respectively. Although the relevance of this comparison is diluted by the lack of age-specific data, which could segregate out families whose heads were presumptively too old to have dependent children, it is nevertheless noteworthy that even among rich household heads 45 to 54 years old, one-half had no children living at home.56

The dismal conclusion from Rowntree’s original turn-of-the-century survey—that the higgling of the labor market could not secure the needs of even the average working-class family—prompted Britain’s new liberals to advocate a living family wage that was in part a charge on the “social surplus.”57 In the event, not all remedies went that far. One palliative for this type of cyclical deprivation associated with the phases of familial reproduction might entail intra- or interpersonal or intra- or interclass redistributional evening out of income peaks and valleys. Thus it might be possible through a compulsory insurance scheme to ward off this particular type of poverty. Workers in the aggregate could, for example, be forced to save enough during the relatively nonpoor phases of the life cycle to finance their class’s reproduction. Nonproletarian classes could, however, also be compelled to subsidize proletarian procreation by means of general revenues from a progressive tax system. William Beveridge, a central figure in the construction of the British social security system, regarded this particular intervention, state-ordered child allowances, as “the greatest break with old tradition” among the innovations of the welfare state: “In addition to the recognised forms of distribution—wages and salaries, profits, rent, taxation...—there should be a new form: part of the national income should be assigned to those individual citizens who were undertaking the rearing of the citizens of the future, in order to make sure that they had the means for this task.”58
Beveridge's baptism of a new category of national income falls within the social-democratic tradition of ascribing to the state sovereign power to distribute the social product autonomously of the constraints of capitalist production. A state-mediated system that coercively inserts a multidimensional measure into capitalist norms of compensation and income redistribution might constitute a conscious deviation from the bourgeois principle of abstract right and equality. This inchoate system of stipends graduated in accordance with family size was appropriately called the social wage because it took into consideration a criterion other than performance or productivity. Its more ardent advocates claimed for it the achievement of a "social revolution" insofar as it is based not on earning power but "the needs of the worker as citizen, husband and father."  

The question thus arises as to whether the identification, reported by the International Labour Office (ILO) in the mid-1920s, of the principle of "to each according to his needs" with the doctrine of the living wage was accurate, especially since the ILO noted that the latter was generally applied to a wage adequate to enable a male adult worker to maintain a family of average size—which varied from country to country. Empirically, this supposition seems to have been premature; after all, even in the early post-World War II period, when, for example, Britain strongly supported family wages, and the typical father of two had to maintain dependent children only for 18 years of a working life that lasted as long as 50 years, enthusiasts conceded that the family and social wage still did not suffice to close the gap in living standards between a bachelor or childless couple and one-earner families passing, of necessity, through that formative stage.  

No more authoritative source on what qualifies as falling within the framework of "to each according to his needs" can be drawn on than Karl Marx himself. In sketching a possible transition to a postcapitalist society, Marx insisted that in the first stages, in which all the means of production are collectively owned, individual consumption would remain unequal because distribution would be regulated by the exchange of equivalents and some worker-producers would be contributing more labor than others. Equality before the law would therefore remain a bourgeois principle since legal equality is created by using labor as the equal measure for all workers, some of whom are physically or mentally superior to others:

This equal right is unequal right for unequal labor. It recognizes no class differences because each is only a worker; but it tacitly recognizes workers' individual talent and hence capacity as natural privileges. It is therefore a right of inequality, with respect to its content, like all right. Right can by its nature consist only in the application of the same standard; but the unequal individuals...are measurable only by the same standard insofar as one brings them under the same point of view, captures them only from the one certain side, e.g. in the given case views them only as workers and sees nothing more in them, abstracts from all else.

Further: One worker is married, the other not; one has more
children than the other etc. etc. Given equal amount of work performed and hence equal share in the societal consumption fund, the one thus in fact receives more than the other, the one is richer than the other, etc. In order to avoid all these abuses, right would have to be unequal instead of equal.62

Marx’s conceptualization of the contradictions of a society in transition from capitalism to socialism can be restated as his reflections on the labor market’s failure to value the production of the next generation’s working class and the need to treat procreation as the production of a public good. Rather than being regarded, in Marx’s terms, as a system of unequal right, reproductive subsidies can also be analyzed as a challenge to or a transcending of bourgeois right by virtue of their attack on the latter’s rigid abstraction from human needs. Thus they become a hybrid system because they apply two measures—performance and number of children or, alternatively, material production and human reproduction—resulting in greater equalization of consumption. Alternatively, if the needs-based component is viewed instead as a measure of and compensation for the parents’ contribution to the production of the next generation of workers, the system remains bourgeois but becomes less gendered. Even if, in other words, it were true that family allowances are in conflict with the capitalist principle that in an open market the same price must prevail for different units of the same commodity63—since the wage is an economic and juridical relationship rather than one of charity or controlled by a socialist theory of needs, a reproductively determined wage would lead to the repulsion from the labor market of fathers of large families64—it can plausibly be argued that a worker who produces many replacement proletarians for the capitalist class is selling a different commodity (his own labor power now and his children’s later) than one who produces none—provided that they neither exceed the demand for such future workers nor become social charges.

THE MICROECONOMICS OF ALIENATED PRODUCTION OF THE PRODUCERS

It is true that with every mouth God sends a pair of hands. But it is not true that with every mouth there comes a silver spoon....65

But it is not only money that is lacking, but also time. [T]he only scarce, non-augmentable good...is time. Above all children cost time, not money.66

A recent theoretical debate, based on conventional economic notions about supply, demand, and resource allocation, has led to speculation about capitalism, poverty, and children. Many socioeconomic realities fail to fit these conventional assumptions, and considerable empirical evidence underscores the irrationality of the microeconomic logic. The new microeconomic demography
serves as an apologetics for capitalism and free markets insofar as people—and especially women—take on reproductive labor that has lower exchange value and higher opportunity costs because they continue to recognize a culturally enhanced use value of procreational production that shifts the ordinary pleasure-pain calculus and seems to lack any market proxies.

Market-knows-best economic demography, a procapitalist self-caricature of the shallowest variant of economic determinism, dares to tread where even Marx left gaps. Producers and sellers of commodities are indifferent to the specific, concrete character of their products, which are merely vehicles for the abstract and endless accumulation of capital or for realizing the income they require for their lives outside of production. In principle, the same tendency toward indifference inheres in the worker's relationship to the only commodity he or she has to sell—labor power. Although some workers rebel some of the time against this logic of capital and protest their alienation at the workplace, the contradiction between abstract and concrete labor cannot be expunged. Nevertheless, as the abstractification of labor reaches ever greater heights, capital, recognizing both a legitimation crisis and an impediment to the extraction of surplus value, seeks new methods of securing workers' attention at the workplace.67

At a time when management is besieged with alienated wage workers, economic demography insists on transferring the model of abstract economic rationality into the domestic sphere of the production of new labor power otherwise known as child-bearing and child-rearing. Whereas some feminists have criticized Marx for having failed to reflect on the value-theoretical consequences of capital’s treatment of mothers’ reproductive labor as worthless,68 economic demography brutally closes the gap by dragging the creation of children into the sphere of commodity production. Importing the model of profit maximization from boardrooms into bedrooms, the new learning imposes a type of abstract individualism on the analysis of both working-class households' struggle for subsistence and bourgeois families' plans for the transmission of wealth that ignores the differential cultural constraints on the domestication of capitalist rationality.69

This one-dimensional microeconomic demography is blind to the fact that one of the unique characteristics of the self-producers/purchasers of children is that they are subject to intense social, economic, psychological, moral, and religious pressure to procreate: “Reproduction even more than sexuality is overlaid with attitudes the individual considers appropriate because he has been learning them ever since early childhood.”70 Although there is no gainsaying the advent in the twentieth century of various mechanisms to sustain high levels of consumption in general and of certain commodities in particular, they lack both the subtlety and the personhood-encompassing scope of the structure of norms constructing parenthood as a vital component of the human condition. No hidden persuader yet has dared to assert that its client’s commodity “is central to individual identity and meaning in life.” Those candid enough to concede that “the desire to reproduce is in part socially constructed,” nevertheless assert that “at the most basic level transmission
of one's genes... is an animal or species urge closely linked to the sex drive.... For many people 'breed'... is a central part of their life plan, and the most satisfying and meaningful experience they have."71 And even critical Marxists do it, being "prepared to grant that there is a near-universal desire to procreate."72

Although no urge drives humans to perpetuate their species by acts quite so heroic as those of emperor penguins, who incubate eggs for weeks in exposed terrains in -60° Fahrenheit Antarctic winters, philosophical thinkers at least since Plato have attested to the extraordinary ends to which some of those humans will go to become immortal through the flesh who do not belong to the small minority that can achieve immortality through glorious deeds or creations of the spirit.73 Vindicating a niche in the great genetic chain of being by way of "extending our selfhood into the future" has been styled a right every bit as fundamental as that to life itself.74 Biological ur-drives this potent—"[w]e are genetically programmed to want and to value" children75—should not be in need of penal props; yet the sanctions attached to what are stigmatized as pathological, irresponsible, and pitiable deviations from this prescribed role have been applied with especial force against women.76 As long ago as World War I, Leta Hollingsworth spelled out the "Social Devices for Impelling Women to Bear and Rear Children," which she found similar to those used to "get soldiers slain."77

By the same token, in certain societies at certain stages of development abstention from procreation has asserted itself sufficiently to make the more interesting question not why (abnormal) people do not have children, but why the majority continues to have children.78 Demographic developments in Germany and Italy have in recent years sharply posed this question.79 In these two countries, the total fertility rate, which at 2.11 births per woman would just replace the population under current mortality rates and assuming no net immigration,80 fell from 2.48 and 2.55 in the first half of the 1960s to 1.28 in 1985 and 1.27 in the early 1990s respectively.81 In Eastern Germany, where the wrenching conversion of a state-socialist into a capitalist economy prompted a decline in the birth rate by almost two-thirds from 1988 to 1993, the state appears dismayed by its citizens' economically rational "unprecedented birth strike," which is purportedly in part a reaction by women of the former German Democratic Republic to the unfamiliar need to reconcile children, consumption, and career.82 In Brandenburg, for example, the government has offered 1,000 marks for the birth of each child in an effort to counteract capitalistically disoriented couples' reluctance "to have children because they are unsure whether they will be able to survive in the newly competitive society."83

Though extreme, such phenomena help explain why, with the end of the baby boom in the early 1960s, scholarly study of voluntarily childless adults began to view them as psychological nondeviants.84 Studies have, for example, repeatedly shown that, despite the fact that parents state that they value children highly, "adults with children living at home report less happiness and less satisfaction with their marriages, friends, and leisure activities than adults not living with children." And despite the widespread assumption that parents value children
especially for their companionship in old age, nonparents report the same or greater happiness than parents whose children have left home. On balance, then, the turn-of-the-century observation that a child was not "a good investment for the father of the family," who resembled a breeder whose animals absconded just when they were about to begin to return a yield apparently still remained subjectively plausible for some parents.

Surveys also disclose that a major component of the desirability of parenthood is the instrumental use of children to achieve status and prestige. As contradistinguished from the interest in interacting with children in order to be part of an intriguing and stimulating qualitative growth process, the instrumental aspect emerges "because one does not want to go through life without becoming a parent, or because one would feel aimless or empty without a family, or because having children is a rite of passage in the attainment of adult status...a classic example being...people who loathe children but may have one or more simply to attain the status of being parents." Such pressures may be weakening in the face of heightened dedication to consumption and the work that supports it. Even in the United States, where the fall in fertility below the replacement rate—from 3.71 in the second half of the 1950s to 1.76 in 1985—has not reached European levels, a feminist sociologist was prompted, in the context of the resultant structural antinatalism, to bemoan the fact that feminists' emphasis on the newly gained right and freedom not to reproduce had blinded them to the unintended consequences of demographic decline.

The new economic-demographic approach is further encumbered by the fact that as households ceased to be centers of inanimate commodity production and ultimately became monoproducers, their one commodity is not children per se, who cannot legally be sold, but labor power. Since, however, it is impossible to foresee the demand for labor power (of any kind let alone of a particular kind) two decades in advance of its advent as a finished product in the labor market, whatever rationality attaches to the production-decision-making process must be tenuous at best. That rationality becomes even more attenuated on account of its surrogate character: parents make the decisions as to the creation of fresh labor power, yet ultimately the consequences of their misjudgments are borne individually by the children (and collectively albeit marginally by the class of labor power sellers) if labor market conditions turn out to be unfavorable.

The process of theoretical assimilation that the new economic demography underwent has assumed a mathematically sophisticated form since the 1960s. The starkness of the conversion is more poignant, however, in its unadorned, plain-language variant as set forth during a period when depopulation rather than overpopulation dominated the agenda. In the 1930s, for example, demographers assumed that children were primarily burdens exacerbating their "parents' discomfort and insecurity." Eager to ward off the demise of "Western civilization," Joseph Spengler, soon to become one of the world's leading demographic economists and historians, announced that:
Children are economic commodities even as are books, dogs, or automobiles. The production of commodities...occasions pain to the producers. Men produce automobiles only when the price obtained for the automobiles offsets the pain of producing them. So with children. [Millions of potential parents feel that the money value of children in an industrial civilization is less than the money cost of creating and rearing them. [A]n adequate price will induce the production of children even as it induces the production of automobiles.91

Despite the fact that those who procreate do so “because they feel that the joy and pleasure” of child-rearing exceeds the money cost, Spengler suggested that the state should pay “whatever wage is necessary to induce...couples to undertake the work” because “it is the state, and not parents, that benefits from the production of children.”92 Although some people may refrain from procreating because they lack the material resources to rear children, the assumption that money qua deus ex machina will automatically imbue financially strapped procreators with the experience, insight, tolerance, patience, sensitivity, interest, spontaneity, foresight, skill, maturity, emotional stability, and love that are required to promote the development of a socialized human being does not augur well for the longevity of Western civilization. Expressly commodifying children and reproduction and subjecting them exclusively to market direction would deprive them of the minimum exemption from the disruptive and destructive rigors of capital-logic that makes life under capitalism morally, emotionally, and culturally possible.93 That economic demography, when it believes that the time has come to make the invisible hand visible, can find no higher source of legitimation than state necessity, is typical of a social formation that can no longer rely on “une véritable solidarité entre générations.”94

Economic demographers must engage in considerable conceptual contortion to convert children into commodities. Economic theory assumes that consumers reveal preferences when they sacrifice leisure to work in order to produce or obtain the money to buy a commodity. The reproductive corollary that the self-produced supply of children must approximate the procreators’ demand for children is, however, difficult to reconcile with experience:

The problem with treating babies as a normal good is that they are produced by an activity that is not work, but is normally pleasurable, and...periodically...becomes intensely preferable to doing anything else. Consequently...it requires more work...to avoid conception than to produce babies. We cannot then assume that the number of babies produced simply fulfills demand for them.... As soon as we take the sex drive seriously, we must assume...that due to the “leisure preference” in coitus, the number of babies produced will be in excess of the number desired unless the costs of reliable birth control approach zero.95

Moreover, as British eugenicist-socialist Karl Pearson argued, unskilled laborers had little incentive to restrain their fertility since they would have to abstain from
"one of the few pleasures which lie within their reach; a pleasure...which does not, like drinking, appear immediately and directly to reduce the weekly pittance."96

In spite of these obvious differences separating the production of labor from that of run-of-the-mill commodities, the Chicago School new household economics inaugurated by Gary Becker has undertaken a reconstruction of childbearing as the self-production of consumer durables.97 Children have, according to Becker, who has tried to generalize and develop Malthus' economic framework, become the only "major commodity" in which families, at least in the advanced capitalist world, have remained self-sufficient.98 Even in Becker's view, this self-production is tempered by opportunity costs—especially as a result of wives' increasing earning power.99 To the extent that richer parents share their wealth with their children, a rise in the effective price of children as income rises diminishes the demand for them.100 This approach—which became plausible only in the wake of the "construction of the economically worthless child" as children ceased to be "the poor man's capital"101—replaced the nineteenth-century factory-worker model according to which "the family," viewing children as "producer durables," "acts like a firm supplying labor services. It has its own labor supply and can create more (with a considerable lag) through childbearing." A family, in deciding to increase its "stock of human capital for later stages in the life cycle," is consciously trading off the income the wife could be earning for the children's later contributions.102 If the new economic-demographic learning, which at least has the merit of treating the domestic (intrafamily) autoproduction economy as a separate system from that of commodity production, is to be taken seriously even as analogy, a number of salient differences between children and traditional commodities must be attended to.

First, parents do not undertake such production for the same reason (profit) that guides individual firms' capital investment decisions. As "one of the few truly craftlike activities of modern life," parenting has become a "luxury...conducted despite, rather than because of, economic self-interest."103 Here a pertinent analogy to noncapitalist (simple commodity producing) households suggests itself. Just as the family farm/farm family produces commodities not in order to accumulate capital but merely in order to survive, it produces children who "become living insurance, from which one later expects back all the effort with interest."104 Yet unlike the peasant landholder, who may not have been able to survive without spousal and child labor, the urban working-class male (and increasingly female as well) in welfare states who neither could nor needed to rely on offspring to finance his retirement, may be economically better off without children. And whereas at one time parents might have begun procreating early and then struggled to keep their children at home as long as possible in order to make use of their labor or wages, such considerations cease to apply in a period when child labor laws virtually insure that children will largely represent a fiscal drain.105

Second, the production time or period106 is very long for children in comparison to that of other commodities. Today, in advanced capitalist
countries—despite the efforts of some factions of capital to deregulate the employment of younger children\textsuperscript{107}—it may take 16 to 30 years before a worker is finally prepared to enter the labor market. Despite these unique characteristics, the population or labor force theory of classical political economy assumed that human reproduction was regulated by the same laws that controlled the rest of production: $\text{demand} \rightarrow \text{price (wages)} \rightarrow \text{supply} \rightarrow \text{price (wage)}$.\textsuperscript{108} Two centuries ago, when child labor was common, the process was accelerated, although even Thomas Malthus conceded that “the reduced cost of production [of labor] cannot, under sixteen or eighteen years, materially influence the supply of labour in the market.”\textsuperscript{109} A contemporary, Thomas De Quincey, underscored the aberrant character of the commodity labor power by delineating the impact of population on wages: if the rate of population change should “sustain the most abrupt change, it would take a score of years before that change could begin to tell upon the labour market.”\textsuperscript{110}

Another of Malthus’s contemporaries, John McCulloch, author of England’s “most successful” general economics treatise in the first half of the nineteenth century,\textsuperscript{111} spelled out the supposed mechanism more explicitly: “When wages rise, a period of eighteen or twenty years must elapse before the influence of the increased stimulus given by the rise to the principle of population can be felt in the labour market.” At the other extreme, according to McCulloch, a fall in wages occasioned by a diminution of the wage fund or an increase in population would not quickly bring about a decline in the supply of laborers through increased mortality unless they had “previously been subsisting on the smallest quantity of the cheapest species of food required to support mere animal existence.” At the same time, the force of habit, and the ignorance of the people with respect to the circumstances which determine wages, would prevent any effectual check being given to the formation of matrimonial connexions, and the rate at which fresh labourers had previously been coming into the market, until the misery occasioned by the restricted demand...and the undiminished supply...had been generally and widely felt. [T]his...impossibility of speedily adjusting the supply of labour proportionally to variations in the rate of wages...gives to these variations their peculiar and extraordinary influence over the well-being of the labouring classes.\textsuperscript{112}

Third, this long production period means that a rational self-producer must make long-term calculations that both dwarf in complexity those associated with other consumer durables and nondurables and that do not permit self-correction in midcourse because the unique commodity in question generally cannot be sold off, even at a loss, as, for example, might a house that becomes less utility-generating because the purchaser could not foresee that the neighborhood in which it is located would become less desirable after 10 or 20 years. The type of rational decision-making processes that purportedly prompts consumers to purchase toothpaste or
even expensive automobiles is precluded if "[b]y the time a parent finishes discovering whether he really likes bringing up his first child, he has already had his last [and b]y the time it is clear what kind of world the children will live in—a question relevant to whether they should be brought into it—the children are grown...."\textsuperscript{113}

Fourth, parents self-finance their output of offspring by means of installment payments that promote self-delusion concerning the ultimate costs. They do not, therefore, need any credit rating despite their failure to have made full disclosure to themselves regarding total cost over the lifetime of the transaction. Indeed, survey evidence suggests that parents "vastly underestimate" the amounts they spend on children even within the previous year. Whereas urban middle-class parents thought they were spending one-seventh of their income on their two children, estimates of actual direct costs averaged two-fifths of earned income.\textsuperscript{114} Parents' underestimation of the opportunity costs of procreation in terms of foregone income, traditionally a function of the fact that the wife stops working or works less, must also be taken into account here.

Fifth, associated with this self-production is the further "fundamental distinction between children and commodities" that the cost of the former is a function of the family's income insofar as it is plausible to assume that a child "cannot be brought up at a much lower level of living than that of his parents."\textsuperscript{115} Nevertheless, in some proletarian cultures inegalitarian consumption patterns can modify the parents' material deprivation. In early-twentieth-century England, for example: "Whatever it was that went to make the lower-working-class home 'cosy,' parents had first, often sole, rights in it.... To many people the idea of sharing food and possessions equitably with their children would have seemed preposterous...."\textsuperscript{116} Sociopsychological pressures to procreate may be supraclass in character, yet they also assume specific class forms. Lee Rainwater's survey of working-class attitudes toward family planning in the 1950s in the United States is particularly revealing because it unearths or at least constructs patterns of passivity and fatalism that have subsequently been attributed to Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) recipients, who are perceived as the root of the large-family poverty problem.\textsuperscript{117} Whereas the former group of relatively low-wage workers accepted their fate largely within a framework of unsubsidized income from employment, welfare mothers are the arch-Malthusian targets of demographic debate.\textsuperscript{118}

The economic intermediaries that discriminate between solvent and insolvent demand for Audis and Bentleys cannot prevent parents who "cannot afford" a child from creating one. The freedom to self-create any number of children is, in contrast, so "sacrosanct" that it, "even in the face of financial difficulties, receives widespread moral (and, if necessary, tangible) encouragement.... In fact, by creating public support for the dominance of family 'values' over economic rationality, reproductive and social institutions are geared to prevent economic factors from inhibiting reproduction." Becker's analogy also collapses when confronted with the impossible imputation to parents of the legal
right and social-psychological and moral ability to equalize the marginal utilities per dollar of consumption by reconfiguring their choices upon discovering that an incremental child-durable turned out to generate less utility than they had predicted.119

Consequently, the only obstacle standing between financially impecunious but fecund self-employed procreators and their self-made consumer durable is Malthus's pseudo-class-conscious admonition, echoed by John Stuart Mill,120 that: "A labourer who marries without being able to support a family may in some respects be considered as an enemy to all his fellow-laborers."121 In the absence of strict compliance with such counsel, however, Becker's hypothesis must deal with the following stylized set of assumptions. People who marry procreate unreflectively because having children is simply what married people do and children help cement the relationship.122 In the face of such normative pressures, once people have decided to marry, they cease weighing procreational advantages and disadvantages123: "In that respect alone the idea of some utilitarian calculus is totally inappropriate for describing the cognition involved in having some children." Moreover, parents report that they believe that they have little or no control over the rising cost of children, not because the prices of the commodities and services that they buy for them have increased more rapidly than the rate of inflation, but because culturally coerced behavioral standards require them to extend the scope of such acquisitions and to move to ever higher levels of quality.124 Indeed, given the facts that children are very expensive125 and that parents are often unaware of how expensive they are or will be, it becomes plausible that "[i]f economic factors were decisive, no one in modern society would have any children."126 And even where economic costs and benefits do influence fertility decisions, "they do so because couples believe and accept that it is important" to consider them.127 Thus outside of a specific socio-historical and class-oriented ideology mandating continuous "inflation of child costs geared to the unlimited demands of a symbolic system of prestige and deference,"128 such linkages cannot be adequately understood.

The new household economics also fails to engage the insight that because some level of procreation is socially prescribed, "the extent to which the level of resources may influence the level of childbearing is culturally restricted just as the concern for resources itself is influenced by social norms."129 Thus if parents would produce and consume the same number of children regardless of their income, that is, if the number of children is the independent variable and parents accommodate their standard of living to that number;130 and if, finally, the total cost imposed by a child (including college education) may quantitatively approach that of a house mortgage—must children not be viewed as very bizarre commodities? Even a lower-income husband-wife family (with annual income below $32,000) is estimated to spend $92,000 on a child through age 17, while a higher-income family (with income above $52,000) spends almost twice that amount.131 After all, few consumers would take out three or four mortgages within a few years of one another. Yet the average two-parent family in the early 1980s could expect to
devote almost one-quarter of its income to supporting a single child through college—a share that rose to two-fifths for two, and two-thirds for four children. The sums involved would have been sufficient, if they had instead been invested at the then prevailing historically high interest rates, to have permitted the parents to retire at age 47.132 In addition, contrary to Becker’s conceptualization of fertility decisions, procreators are in social reality not free to make any combinations of, or trade-offs between, numbers of children and money spent per child because class- and income-specific social conventions culturally constrict the range of choice. Thus, as a friendly critic remarked, “not even Becker...considers himself free to choose either two children who go to university or four children who stop their education after high school.”133 In other words, to the extent that each social stratum’s standard of living is controlled by its “folkways,” individual members cannot arbitrarily violate these societally given consumption standards without risking significant loss of social standing.134

The conceptualization of fertility decisions within the framework of homo oeconomicus is also significantly complicated by the fact that in many millions of instances birth is still not only not the product of a decision but counter-intentional.135 Some demographers’ and sociologists’ disbelief that “people in industrial society...have children...because they do not know how to avoid having children”136 is misplaced. As the U.S. Congress found in 1970: “The problems of excess fertility for the poor result to a large extent from the inaccessibility of family planning information and services.”137 That scholarly skepticism is certainly wrong with regard to contraception; and although many who fail to contracept may know of the existence of abortion, they may not possess the requisite social knowledge or money to have one.138 As the U.S. Surgeon General noted in connection with the finding that 57 percent of all births in the United States were unplanned or unwanted, overpriced long-term contraceptives deprive poor women of several of the most effective ways of avoiding pregnancies.139

Despite the broad evidence that individual, let alone class, socioeconomic rationality has not always reigned supreme over working-class procreativity, some social scientists, eager to refute “the functionalist assumptions of modernization theorists” and “trickle-down” arguments that the working class imitates the fertility patterns of the bourgeoisie with a lag, find it “important to stress the rationality and independence of working-class behavior.”140 And although Philippe Aries exempted workers without the prospect of social mobility, he depicted the West from the nineteenth century on as having subjected procreation to “the methods of rational and scientific organization, a sort of biological Taylorism.”141

Contemporary surveys, however, cast considerable doubt on the absolute assertion that “[f]ertility does not just happen. The number of children born to a man and a woman reflects a family strategy. [P]eople have large families out of desire, not ignorance....”142 U.S. survey data from the first half of the 1960s revealed that 17 percent of the births of all (married) respondents were characterized as unwanted compared to 36 percent among the near-poor and poor and 42 percent among the poor alone; among near-poor and poor blacks, the share
reached 51 percent. Another survey from the same period revealed that especially lower-income couples had unwillingly arrived at a fourth child. Later data showed that among ever-married black women 15 to 44 years old with incomes below the federal poverty threshold, the proportion of children born who were unwanted at birth was 43.8, 21.0, and 35.3 percent during the five years preceding 1973, 1982, and 1988 respectively. The corresponding figures for black women with incomes at 200 percent or higher of the poverty level were 18.0, 9.6, and 14.1 percent respectively—only marginally lower than the proportions among poor white women. As demographers noted, because the poverty definition incorporates family size, “many couples would not have been classified as poor were it not for their having had unwanted children. Consequently, the results indicate the coincidence of poverty and unwanted births rather than a propensity of the ‘poor’ to have unwanted children.” Unplanned pregnancies—that is, births of children whom parents may in principle want but not at that juncture in the procreators’ lives—warrant inclusion because they too can plunge the parents into irreversible poverty if they are as yet economically incapable of sustaining a family.

Against the background of such procreational behavior, Judith Blake, from a quasi-Darwinian perspective, concluded that:

Pro-natalist motives have helped societies survive thousands of years of want. The institutional context responsible for such motives is geared to combat the anti-natalist effect of poverty with desires that relentlessly override perceptions of current realities and demand the production of children in spite of everything. Regardless of child quality, or the toll it takes of individuals, this institutional complex concentrates on insuring the biological survival of the species.... We must recognize...that as yet we have no control over the social context of reproduction comparable to the control over consumer durables provided by the credit system.

Precisely how the linkage between cyclical and secular economic developments and individual rational procreational decisions and that between the latter and macrodemographic and -economic growth are supposed to operate has never been adequately explicated. Thus, for example, the third British population census of 1821 asserted that: “The Manufacturing Population is naturally on the Increase; not only as every short period of prosperity and increased wages produces imprudent Marriages, but also because in many Manufactures, Children are able to maintain themselves at an early age, and so to entail little expense on their Parents, to the obvious encouragement of marriage.” One possible interpretation of the population counters’ story, then, is that workers were irrationally responding to short-term signs of prosperity by shortsightedly producing additional children, who might turn into good investments, contributing within a few years more income to the household than they cost, but who might also stop earning altogether at the next downturn.
By the same token, at least in the United States during the nineteenth and into the twentieth century, "the earnings of young children were of decisive importance in enabling laboring families to secure a property stake in the community"—or at least to survive. Or, as the young Engels put it, "children are like trees, which superabundantly reimburse the expenditure spent on them...." Unmentioned, to be sure, is the further possibility that the production and mass labor marketing of successive contingents of extraordinarily low-paid child-competitors might, Sisyphus-like, perversely reduce aggregate family income. As George Bernard Shaw observed toward the end of the century:

The commodity which the proletarian sells is one over the production of which he has practically no control. He is himself driven to produce it by an irresistible impulse...to multiply men so that their exchange value falls slowly and surely until it disappears altogether.... This is the condition of our English labourers to-day: they are no longer even dirt cheap: they are valueless, and can be had for nothing. The proof is the existence of the unemployed, who can find no purchaser.

How then are workers supposed to be in a position to determine whether they will be able to support any (let alone how many) children during the next 22 years as well as to gauge future demand for their and their children's labor power if such long-term aggregate supply and demand conditions are unpredictable? "Even if the labourer possessed...an irrational passion for dispassionate calculation, the task of estimating his probable family income and even expenditure in the foreseeable future would tax the ingenuity of a trained economic forecaster, if only because of the irregularity of his prospective employment and earnings."
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Let us clear from the ground the metaphysical or general principles upon which, from time to time, *laissez-faire* has been founded.... Nor is it true that self-interest generally *is* enlightened; more often individuals acting separately to promote their own ends are too ignorant or too weak to attain even these. Experience does *not* show that individuals, when they make up a social unit, are always less clear-sighted than when they act separately.... The time...has come when each country needs a considered national policy about what size of Population, whether larger or smaller than at present or the same, is most expedient. And having settled this policy, we must take steps to carry it into operation.¹

If the aggregate supply of new labor is the vector of billions of self-regarding micro-social-psychological decisions—if, that is, when “a woman conceives and bears a child, it is safe to assume that the State is not overmuch in her mind”—what guarantees that the result promotes macroeconomic optimality let alone the accumulation of capital? Because the supply of labor at any given moment appears fixed, “not by anything then happening, but by the habits and actions of millions of disconnected households a generation back,” whereas the demand for labor is the aggregate of current individual demands by hundreds of thousands of competing employers, “[d]iscrepancy between two things so distinct in immediate origin is obviously possible.”²

That a sharp conflict can also erupt between micro- and macroeconomic rationality became a prominent theme, for example, in the French power-holders’ attempts to combat what they viewed as that country’s fatally uncompetitive underpopulation. In the explanation accompanying the filing of a bill to award premiums or annuities to mothers of four or more children, Adolphe Messimy, a former Minister of War, stated in 1912 that:
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Why, today, does one say it is disastrous to raise children? Because in the modern family and especially in the bourgeois family, when the father has paid for the education of the child for twenty years, the latter goes off and produces nothing for the family, which has raised him.

But from the point of view of the country, it is far from being so. The child once grown up will produce and will constitute for the money expended in his education a magnificent investment.

Messimy then explained that even in a working-class family, it cost 4,000-5,000 francs to raise a child to the age of 13, at which point he became a demi-ouvrier; later the child as worker would receive wages of 1,500 to 2,000 francs annually for 40 to 50 years and obviously produce much more—otherwise no one would employ him—thus generating a return of 40 percent. The problem was that economic self-interest was not calculated to promote this social or national dividend because the investors, the parents, bore the cost of producing the worker without any return. Such a divergence represents the canonical welfare-economics case for “interference with normal economic processes...to increase the dividend.” But has capital, disguised under the name of “society,” in fact intervened into procreational decisions to this end? And if spontaneous demographic outcomes are not favorable, why has capital not intervened into this laissez-faire regime?

This chapter first explores whether it makes sense to speak of an optimum population in a capitalist society. It then introduces and ultimately disposes of the objection that patriarchal state interference with women’s sexual autonomy and reproductive freedom (in the form of statutory bans on contraception and abortion) is inconsistent with the claim that capitalist population policy is laissez faire. Finally, it analyzes whether capital can articulate and implement a population policy designed to promote that optimum. The failure of capital and of the central state apparatus in the United States during the post-World War II period to agree on the definition of such an optimum let alone the need for establishing any population policy provides the illustrative material for the discussion.

IS THERE AN OPTIMUM POPULATION?

From the *histoires raisonnées* of Ricardo...it would be quite justifiable to infer that, once the world was populated at all, any increase in population was a disadvantage.... Even from an economic point of view, the advent of Eve was a misfortune!  

What is the optimum population from capital’s perspective? Many demographers and economists have, for the past century, expressed considerable skepticism as to whether the notion of an optimal population size has any practical value at all. For William Beveridge, optimum density as the golden mean balancing precariously between over- and underpopulation “suffers from the two
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defects of being unknowable and never the same for two moments together.” Gunnar Myrdal characterized the theory of optimum population as “a speculative figment of the mind without much connection with this world; it does not give any guiding rule for the practical and political judgment of reality.”

The complexity of economic consequences of alternative possibilities has meant that economists have failed to reach a consensus on the optimum rate of population change in the United States. At the peak of the Pax Americana in the mid-1950s, Kingsley Davis, a Parsonian functionalist, knew that the optimum would strike a balance between the “very large numbers for...sheer military and industrial strength” and “fewer numbers for...maintaining a high level of living,” but he was unable to sketch any criteria for framing such a determination. Daniel Moynihan, even as the federal government for the first time expressed concern about overpopulation in the United States, asked: “Is there an optimum population for the country? Who can say?” Even Julian Simon, an extreme market-knows-best pronatalist, concedes that “even in the very simplest case,” the macroeconomic welfare impact of an additional child is not only “thoroughly messy and generally indeterminate” but is incapable of a strictly scientific evaluation. Conceding that the short-run impact must be negative because children consume without producing, all Simon can offer is the speculation that the long-term effect “may be positive” because the connection between population growth and productive and infrastructural scale economies is “tenuous.” Finally, the 18 U.S. congressmen who introduced a joint resolution in 1970 placing the federal government’s imprimatur on zero population growth conceded that although “stabilizing population may be a terribly urgent priority...we do not know what constitutes an optimum population for this country.”

Although he was neither explicit nor clear on the point, Malthus must have presumed that Britain (and other countries) had already achieved an optimum level of population such that every additional person (or worker) would trigger diminishing returns. The notion of optimum population in the sense of the highest possible per capita national income does in fact hinge on the hypothetical counterbalancing of two forces in tension with each other: the “law” of diminishing returns, which imagines that per capita output rises as population declines; and that of external economies, which posits that in a complex social division of labor, larger populations generate benefits that cannot be captured by the smaller populations favored by diminishing returns because a smaller than optimum labor force cannot make maximum use of the indivisibilities of some factors of production. In an early formulation, for example, James Mill observed that: “There is a certain density of population which is convenient, both for social intercourse, and for that combination of powers by which the produce of labour is increased. When these advantages, however, are attained, there seems little reason to wish that population should proceed any further. If it does proceed further,...it lessens [the net revenue]....”

Some economists, rejecting a Malthusian interpretation of the maximum demographic carrying capacity, agree that the phenomenon of optimality would
have to relate to that population (at any given time) above and below which per capita income decreases. Keynes implied this view in his debate with Beveridge in the 1920s on overpopulation (rather than optimum population) when he asked rhetorically: "Is not a country overpopulated when its standards are lower than they would be if its numbers were less? The question of what numbers are desirable arises long before starvation sets in, and even before the level of life begins to fall." As a macroeconomic analogy to the "law" of diminishing (and increasing) returns—which even as a microeconomic doctrine presupposes an unreal constancy of certain factors and variability of the remaining factor of production—the theory of optimum population as applied to a dynamic historical societal process is doomed to irrelevance.

Because of the lack of any easy conversion between the individual and collective consequences of population change, the relationship between demography and economics is much less straightforward than is commonly recognized. The observation that, ceteris paribus, smaller families are economically less pressured than larger ones does not necessarily mean that the macro-societal analog is similarly structured. Under certain circumstances, reproductive free riders benefit only so long as most others continue to procreate sufficiently. Thus a person whose income derives from a business that depends on increases in population may individually benefit from sharply curtailing her own fertility but only so long as the rest of society continues to produce more children. Under certain circumstances, a total fertility strike would not only not reduce unemployment in the short run, but, by producing a smaller labor force and diminished demand, might even generate underpopulation-induced unemployment.

Unsurprisingly, few if any analysts believe that anyone has discovered a method for determining what the optimum population is—especially since any per capita welfare optimum would also have to take into account the personal and class distribution of income and the level and distribution of the subjective costs of production including the disruptiveness of cyclical depressions and booms. Indeterminacy of so many intertwined factors prompted one of the chief economic reporters to the U.S. Commission on Population Growth and the American Future to confess agnosticism "regarding an 'economically desirable' family size." Moreover, in a period of intense internationalization, production for and trade with the world market make it possible to escape at least from the limitations of putative national under- or overpopulation. As Beveridge remarked in his debate with Keynes: "The first principle of population to-day is that, under conditions of economic specialisation and international trade, the population problem in any particular country cannot profitably be considered without reference to other countries. The problem in every country is a problem of the distribution of population of the world as a whole." And, finally, the notion of an optimum is made even more complicated by the fact, recognized by orthodox economics as early as Marshall, that "deduction must be made for the growing difficulty of finding solitude and quiet and even fresh air...."  

From the narrower vantage point of capital, the notion of an optimum
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population would have to incorporate elements promoting the development of the forces of production such as the division of labor, cooperation, science, and the proliferation of numerous dense population centers of exchange and thus of optimal scale economies and consumer market size. Indeed, it was on this linkage of increasing population with intensified markets and a deepening division of labor on the one hand and increasing returns on the other that the Ricardian socialist Thomas Hodgskin grounded his refutation of Malthus. For capital in general, an optimum population would therefore have to be conceptualized differently. It would entail a population large enough to forge a labor force that during all phases of the industrial cycle suffices for capital’s self-valorization demands without being so redundant that the income required to aliment the reserve armies becomes a drag on capital accumulation: “A demographic Laffer curve, discovered, let us imagine, sketched on a tablecloth in the Hoover Institution canteen, tells us that six-child families are bad for business and zero children bad for business, but somewhere in between is a fertility regime under which the economy can optimally thrive.”

When the capital-friendly U.S. domestic population control and zero population growth agenda began to take hold of public opinion in the late 1960s, it was, for reasons of political legitimation, tactically clever to emphasize that whereas the bulk of population growth was accounted for by the contracepting nonpoor, above-average fertility among the poor was not so much a population as a poverty problem. Not all economic demographers, however, were discreet. Joseph Spengler, for example, in a commissioned report to the federal government’s Commission on Population Growth and the American Future in 1972, revealed that “[f]ar more important at present than how many people is what kind of people.” The segment of the population that stood most in need of demographic exorcising was the “born losers, dependent on the welfare system.” This group’s disappearance could be expedited by “drying up its sources....” These mere objects of pity are functionally equivalent to Malthus’s “unhappy persons,” the children of large families which arrived too late for the mythical “original division of land,” and who therefore “in the great lottery of life, have drawn a blank.”

This Malthusian reinvention of seventeenth-century English poor-law policy and anticipation of mid-1990s’ right-wing welfare reform was embedded in a broad attack on labor-protective legislation. Unlike their counterparts in the golden era, before the New Deal, today’s “losers” find their access to employment “limited by the requirement that employers pay them, not in keeping with their productivity, but somewhat in line with the wages paid quite productive workers and the living standards shared by the latter.”

To the extent that capital can shift the cost of the maintenance of the reserve army on to others, the sustainable optimum population may be enlarged. By the end of the Napoleonic wars, for example, the diminished demand for soldiers and sailors and the increased taxation absorbed by poor law relief meant that “it was by no means so obvious that the increasing numbers of the ‘lower orders’ was advantageous to the ruling classes.” Or as Malthus himself realized,
restating the issue of optimum population within the framework of the wage-fund doctrine: "It is not easy to determine what is the price of labour most favourable to the progress of wealth." Likewise, the Depression of the 1930s in the United States revealed the fiscal limits of the reserve army. After mentioning several unemployed people who continued to have children (including triplets), Time commented that the "urge to procreate...today provides relief administrators...with one of their toughest and most ticklish problems." Faced with 22 million people on the dole costing the states and federal government $180 million monthly and "producing a quarter of a million children a year...[r]elief administrators want to use scientific birth control to constrain that impoverished sixth of the population" that was accounting for one-third of the next generation. Concerted implementation of such state demographic policy was, however, stymied by "fear of the Roman Catholic Church."  

IS DEMOGRAPHIC LAISSEZ FAIRE COMPATIBLE WITH PATRIARCHAL STATE CONTROL OF WOMEN'S SEXUAL AUTONOMY AND REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM?  

For more than three decades, population scientists have pursued, without much success, that Questing Beast, the psychological determinants of fertility. But like the mythical King Pellinore, we seem to find only the beasts' fewmets.  

Before discussing whether capital has a population policy, it is necessary to explore a logically prior question: Is the characterization of capitalism as a laissez-faire reproductive regime merely a time-bound artifact of the period, encompassing the final third of the twentieth century, since the U.S. Supreme Court's constitutionalization of the right to reproductive freedom? Is, then, the characterization of capitalist population policy as laissez faire inconsistent with the legal prohibitions on contraception and abortion in effect for 100 years or more beginning in the mid-nineteenth century? Such a claim hinges on the hidden empirical assumptions that such laws not only were designed as macroeconomic measures to control population, but that they actually significantly interfered with procreation. Finally, it would be necessary to prove that such laws conflicted with the purposes of capitalist population policy by dysfunctionally affecting the supply of wage labor; proponents of the claim would have to show that such laws exerted a negative impact on proletarian reproduction. It would be irrelevant to show merely that restrictions on birth control had an impact on nonworking-class population growth since specifically capitalist population policy is not primarily concerned with the reproduction of the bourgeoisie.  

As U.S. fertility and birth rates, which at the outset of the nineteenth century far exceeded any ever registered in Europe, fell after midcentury below those of a number of European countries, some groups voiced concern that this
decline was a result of "'prudence' on the part of the community, not as a State, which encourages population, but as individuals." Indeed, even some legislative bodies commented on this trend in connection with penalizing the propagation of contraception and abortion. Such generalizations, however, are not pertinent in this context. For these complaints focused on the decline in fertility among "the native American" population and in particular on the fact that "the more wealthy and intelligent class of married persons limit the number of their children to one or two [through] induced abortions." Contemporary opinion generally believed that middle- and upper-class Protestants were the chief users of abortion in the mid-nineteenth century. Consequently, when, toward the end of that century, abortion again became associated with the poor rather than the higher-income "native" population, it ceased to be "as demographically significant or as socially threatening to men in the policymaking positions...."

The alleged pivotal piece of national anti-birth control legislation, the so-called Comstock Law of 1873 ("An Act for the Suppression of Trade in, and Circulation of, obscene Literature and Articles of immoral Use"), was not driven by any perceived need to interdict the working class's successful efforts to limit their numbers. The congressmen who explained the bill focused their attention on the popular "disgust" for and the need for suppressing the "abomination" of pornographic materials. Representative Merriam, who collaborated with Anthony Comstock in the latter's war on "this pestilential literature," was primarily concerned both that the "purity and beauty of womanhood has been no protection from the insults of this trade" and that nine-year-old children's minds were being polluted. Significantly, when, a half-century later, the birth-control movement agitated on behalf of repeal, one of its principal legislative history points was that not even Comstock himself had intended to penalize the dissemination of "normal birth control information"; rather, his goal had merely been "to free the young people...from contamination by those...trafficking extensively in smutty literature and inducements to sex perversion."

Nor can the Comstock Law and similar state laws be meaningfully interpreted as throwbacks to seventeenth-century mercantilism's "almost fanatic zeal for an increase in population...." Comstockery was not the product of a policy of state self-aggrandizement in a struggle for international competitive supremacy. Hobbes may have argued that the sovereign's duty with regard to "multitude," an aspect of a people's temporal good, was "to increase the people...by ordinances concerning copulation..." but Anthony Comstock did not. Antiabortion laws had more to do with regulating and protecting the public from a medical profession that appeared to be a menace to health than with shaping untoward demographic developments. Similarly, the criminalization of abortion in Britain at the beginning of the nineteenth century was a product, on the one hand, of a humanitarian movement to abolish the law on infanticide, and, on the other, of doctors' professionalization campaign to eliminate rival practitioners. And even if the legislation can also be interpreted as the "ruling classes...asserting their rights to police the reproductive actions of the lower orders" which led to a
“decline in women’s rights to limit their pregnancies,” there is no evidence that it was designed as a specifically capitalist instrument of population control.45

It makes no more sense to cast the misogyny inherent in the World War I-era judicial decision (under a state criminal statute banning the dissemination of information about contraception) denying women “the right to copulate with a feeling of security that there will be no resulting conception” as repopulationist than the recent religiously driven “pro-life” movement in the United States.46 This insight underlies the observation made by Crystal Eastman, a feminist and socialist, during World War I, that although “capitalism thrives on an over-supplied labor market...with our usual enormous immigration to be counted on as soon as the war is over, it is not likely that an organized economic opposition to birth control will develop.”47 Finally, even if Comstockery’s intent had been repopulationist, it would have been an outright failure; for “despite Comstock, large families were becoming scarce among native-born Americans even before 1910...”48

That a laissez-faire regime of reproduction can coexist with antiabortion and anticontraception laws was made abundantly clear by the position adopted by Margaret Sanger, the leader of the birth control movement in the United States. Despite having been repeatedly prosecuted herself under such statutes, she nevertheless protested what she expressly called the country’s laissez-faire population policy:

> We are a nation of business men and women. We believe in efficiency, accuracy, and sound economic policy. [I]t is high time that not only American science but American business as well should begin to analyze the cost to the community of the haphazard, traditional, happy-go-lucky methods in producing the Americans of tomorrow—the laissez-faire policy approved by those who forget that the Biblical injunction “be fruitful and multiply” was given to Noah immediately after the Flood, when...the entire population of the globe was eight.49

Feminist theoreticians have explored the complexity and contradictoriness of state “populationist (political-economic) and the sexist (patriarchal) dimensions of fertility control policies” in class- and race-divided societies, in which “‘pronatalist’ and ‘antinatalist’ policies coincide.” Rosalind Petchesky, for example, recognizes that “the policy of imposing patriarchal controls over women’s fertility and sexuality is difficult to balance with a policy of population control aimed at the poor or racial minorities. The state’s promotion of fertility control measures in the service of populationist ends may unwittingly facilitate their use by the ‘wrong’ women (ruling-class wives and unmarried daughters), in the service of their sexual and reproductive freedom.” State mediation of this conflict between population and sexual control is made even more complicated by the state’s need to maintain its legitimacy by accommodating some non-ruling-class demands. As an example, Petchesky mentions the third quarter of the nineteenth century when the decline in birth rates and rise in abortion prompted
efforts to discourage birth control among middle-class women and apply negative eugenics to the poor and foreign-born. But it is precisely here that even her critical approach becomes insufficient as Petchesky argues that the class and racial interests of compulsory sterilization as a populationist strategy are transparent: "A poor and unskilled mass of unemployed comprises not only a cheap labor reserve economically but also a potential source of social rebellion...."50

This insightful analysis nevertheless fails to explain how the state’s visible demographic hand could ever fulfill this mediating role by calibrating and implementing the production of the optimal size of the reserve army at any given time let alone dynamically for 20 years ahead of time. To make the calculation it would, at a minimum, be necessary to know: (1) individual employers’ fluctuating demand for such labor and the wages that would insure that the requisite amount of labor would be forthcoming; (2) the aggregate private and societal costs in terms of all the components of the social wage (including unemployment insurance and the non-employment-related welfare system); and (3) the quantitative point at which a functional reserve army of the unemployed is transformed into a gang of mutineers. To list these informational desiderata is to reveal the epistemological—not to mention the practical—hopelessness of the undertaking by the state in a capitalist society constrained by the anarchy of competition among millions of employers and self-legitimational needs to satisfy certain popular expectations that would preclude the kind of mass procreational invasiveness that such proletarian population planning would presuppose. After all, even the mid-twentieth-century planned parenthood organizations that urged the formulation of national population planning shrank back from authoritarian models without explaining how the procreative acts of 100 to 200 million people could be democratically coordinated. It is precisely for these reasons that a laissez-faire regime is consistent with state interference with female sexuality, and that, as Linda Gordon has observed: "Despite the apparent dominance of population-control-eugenics advocates for much of the last century, in fact that group has accomplished very little."51 The fact that the secular decline in the birth rate continued through and despite decades of patriarchal sex legislation further undermines the claim that such state intervention is incompatible with laissez-faire reproduction.52

These complexities have attended population policy at least since industrialization created a contradiction between bourgeois sexual prudery and fear of population. Because birth control would have destroyed the link between the relegation of women to motherhood and sex, the goals of population control and sexual control became "somewhat at odds." The response to Malthus’s population theory was doubly divided between radical and liberal attitudes toward social control and between concern for sexual control and population control; consequently, Malthusianism and anti-Malthusianism bore a complicated relationship to each other.53 Such ideological-legitimational reasons help explain why political actors as disparate as Jeremy Bentham and President Dwight Eisenhower have eschewed state intervention into procreational decisions as coercively inexpedient and wholly improper as a state function or responsibility.54
This overlay of demographic policies beholden to conflicting purposes emerged early in the work of James Mill, who is credited with having achieved the merger of political economy and Malthusianism—at least in its neo-Malthusian, that is, pro-birth control form. In his *Elements of Political Economy* Mill was constrained to concede that neither the rewards nor punishment that legislatures had at their disposal to alter the course of human actions...is very applicable to the purpose of counteracting the tendency in the human species to multiply. Suppose a law were proposed for annexing penalties to the father and mother of a child, the circumstances of whom were inadequate to its maintenance; it would not be easy to find a mode of punishing, which would be equal to the effect, without producing almost as much uneasiness in society as that which it would propose to remedy: neither would it be very possible to ascertain and define the state of circumstances which is, and that which is not, adequate to the maintenance of one, or two or any other number of children. To apply rewards to the case of not having any children, in such a manner as to operate usefully upon the principle of population, would be still more difficult.\(55\)

Mill was therefore reduced to propagating the popular sanction of intense approbation and disapprobation “to secure the great body of the people all the happiness which is capable of being derived from the matrimonial union, without the evils which a too rapid increase of their numbers involves.”\(56\)

A century and a half later, the same constraints still restricted the demographic policy universe in polities based on mass legitimation—with the significant modification that advances in birth control technology and the widespread availability of cheap contraceptive devices had displaced the focus of debate to the proper demarcation of the private and public spheres separating the freedom to engage in and the prohibition of certain conduct. In societies pervaded by widely if not universally accepted state regulation of many kinds of individual behavior, “in the sphere of reproduction, complete individual initiative is generally favored even by those liberal intellectuals who...most favor economic and social planning. Social reformers who would not hesitate to force all owners of rental property to rent to anyone who can pay, or to force all workers in an industry to join a union, balk at any suggestion that couples be permitted to have only a certain number of offspring.”\(57\)

**DOES CAPITAL HAVE A POPULATION POLICY?**

\[D\]on’t worry, he [the worker] will produce the boy himself, even if not exactly for the entrepreneur’s sake! He does not, like other commodity providers of the market, even need to be stimulated by a “profit” to produce this article! He provides it for the sake of the thing itself, if the
thing will just work.58

How does capital react in the face of perceived over- or underpopulation? The United States has not witnessed underpopulation propaganda since President Theodore Roosevelt59 galvanized “race suicide” plaints, accusing “the man or woman who...has a brain so shallow and selfish as to dislike having children [of being] in effect a criminal against the race....”60 Roosevelt, who later regretted “the profound and lasting damage unwittingly done by Malthus,”61 castigated those who wished to limit fertility so that the children could “taste a few of the good things of life”62 or “preferred automobiles and lap-dogs and put vapid excitement above the performance of the highest duty....”63

These presidential polemics were not, however, prompted by scarcity in the labor market, which was already overflowing with precisely the immigrants whose massive advent, coupled with declining birth rates among the Anglo-Saxon stock, had purportedly brought about the phenomenon that the racialists, eugenicists, antifeminists, and antibirth controllers were lamenting.64 “[U]nregulated immigration,” as labor economist and historian John Commons observed in 1920, was “America’s convenient reserve army of the unemployed,” which made it unnecessary for employers even to think about planning their utilization of labor while restraining wages and augmenting the surplus for capital.65 Nor has worldwide labor sourcing lost its functionality for U.S. capital. President Bush’s Council of Economic Advisers, for example, reconfirmed in 1990 that: “When labor market mobility is insufficient to eliminate area- or industry-specific labor shortages, employers often turn to immigrants. Throughout U.S. history...immigrants traditionally have adapted well to the U.S. labor market and have contributed significantly to long-run U.S. economic growth.” These quasi-exogenous demographic injections have in part, but only in part, been responsible for the fact that the labor market has been “remarkably efficient in adapting to economic change.” Consequently, “[l]abor markets typically do not experience long-run imbalances....” Of special relevance here is that these benefits of “the natural workings of the market”66 flow independently of the “natural workings” of procreation. This reasoning expressly underlay the Immigration Act of 1990, which was designed to meet labor shortages and contribute to the smooth operation of the labor market.67

If the United States has not experienced a labor shortage since the closing of the frontier, in Europe eugenicists complained on the eve of World War I that the proliferation of birth control “had destroyed the pressure which carried an English population as the great colonizing force into every quarter of the globe....” Consequently, the absence of “surplus population” meant that no longer would “a boom in the mining industry...be followed, as that of 1871 was, by a rise in the birthrate, but by an immigration of Polish or other foreign workers.”68 At a time when “the woollen and cotton manufacturing towns of England [we]re not reproducing themselves” because wages were “wholly inadequate to maintain” large working-class families, British eugenicists even found it “absurd...to still
further reduce the economic value of the child by carrying on his or her school days till 16 years.69

European states, in contrast to the United States government, have periodically, in association with undulating industrial cycles and continental military and imperialist rivalries, initiated repopulation campaigns. France, where such campaigns appear to be perpetual, is arguably the best example of the failure of the visible hand of the capitalist state to control reproductive outcomes. From the aftermath of the disastrous Franco-Prussian War of 1871 and the world wars to de Gaulle’s call for a doubling of the French population to 100 million, the French people have been impervious to the state’s efforts to frustrate their voluntary infertility.70

Whereas France and Germany had approximately equal populations on the eve of the Franco-Prussian War of 1871, by World War I, Germans outnumbered the French by 60 percent. Between these once and future military antagonists: “Numbers appeared at the beginning of the twentieth century as a question of life or death...: these are conclusions quite different from that which Malthus’s disciples claimed to elevate to an economic law.”71 The other major European powers also recorded much higher rates of increase than France. “Thus, as the First World War was declared, France was already on the eve of committing a national ‘suicide’ which she had been gradually preparing for more than a century.”72 Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, a leading French economist, worrying about the “relative sterility” that had already overtaken France but remained merely a distant possibility for France’s rivals, railed against the feminist movement for having brought about a procreationally perilous “masculinization of the woman”; after all, a stationary economy itself would eventually become “effeminate.”73 In an age of mass armies: “Since numbers were the most easily measurable feature of armies, the decision of the French Assembly of 1872 to have an armed force as numerous as Germany’s set going the competition in which each increase of peacetime effectives induced every potential enemy to follow suit, arguing in terms of balance of power politics.” This French “rage for numbers”74 led Messimy, the former War Minister, to introduce a bill in 1912 establishing premiums or an annuity for all mothers with four or more children.75 Leroy-Beaulieu viewed France’s demographic future with such alarm that, despite his reputation as one of the “laissez-faire ultras,” he found Messimy’s proposal insufficient; instead, he proposed reduced military obligations for the fathers and sons of normal (that is, three-child-or-more) families, reservation of state employment for members of such families, and, since the state budget was already overflowing with bounties for horses and hemp, non-means-tested state bounties for “la production des hommes”—third and higher-parity children.76

France’s enactment, following World War I, of a repressive criminal statute strictly prohibiting the propagation of contraception and abortions failed to halt the decline of natality despite the fact that the well-developed neo-Malthusian movement had been crushed. The 400,000 abortions performed annually in addition to the widespread and ineradicable practice of coitus interruptus insured
that by the 1930s France "was so demographically ill-equipped that there would be little hope of serious sustained resistance to any reasonably prepared and determined invader." As World War II began, France's birthrates were the world's lowest.  

At the beginning of the century, Darwinian eugenicists like the Fabian socialist Sidney Webb warned of the British race's "deterioration, if not...suicide" unless the state offered a financial "endowment of motherhood" to avoid "adverse selection." During the Great Depression of the 1930s, when immiseration and widespread contraceptive use made population decline possible, "it [w]as sometimes said that...the final condemnation of capitalism is that under it people are induced to keep their families so small that they no longer replace themselves." The post-World War II British Royal Commission on Population underscored the theme of underpopulation by observing that not even the atomic bomb had eliminated the military significance of numbers: "The radical change in the relative numbers of the French and German peoples...exerted a profoundly important influence on the European balance of power and on wider international affairs." It suggested that below-replacement level fertility in postwar Britain would not only undermine that country's international economic, military, and imperial roles, but as replicated elsewhere in Europe, became "merged in more fundamental issues of the maintenance and extension of Western values, ideas, and culture."

As more recent discussion in France, the center of secular complaints of underpopulation, have made clear, however, state intervention to promote growth may be as legitimationally risky as population control programs. The emergence of widespread support for sexual and procreational autonomy even among nonradical women has made traditional state rhetoric and policy obsolete. The Conseil économique et social recognized, for example, that offering parents 15,000 francs for the birth of a third child might be the most efficacious means of achieving a demographic goal, but because it would be resented by many as a lure and demagogic, its political and social costs would exceed its demographic benefits. Thus in 1970, French Defense Minister Michel Debré, "a leading Gaullist proponent of a population increase to maintain France as a major power" in the face of the country's continued importation of workers from Algeria and the Soviet Union's encouragement of larger families, was "hooted" when he told a convention of women sponsored by *Elle*, France's most popular women's magazine, that "they had a duty to increase the birth rate."

Organized immigration renders underpopulation—that is, a tight labor market that forces employers to increase wages—relatively easy to remedy; indeed, the recruitment of adults whose unproductive youthful consumption years have been financed elsewhere frees up more income for productive investment. As President Nixon's Commission on Population Growth and the American Future, chaired by John D. Rockefeller III, patiently explained to "the business

---
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The historical association of population growth with economic expansion reflects in large part the fact that periods of rapid economic expansion attracted immigrants to our shores and thus quickened population growth. Additions to population through immigration are far more stimulating to economic growth than are additions by natural increase because while babies remain dependent for many years before beginning to contribute to output, many immigrants are of working age and thus become immediately productive.

The primary obstacle to this strategy is political—labor-market oriented working-class opposition and more diffuse nativist-racist counterpropaganda. The silver lining for those concerned about the potential proletarian extinction is, as the neo-Malthusian Paul Ehrlich optimistically observed, that (in case the implementation of his alarmist analysis brought about underpopulation): “Fortunately, people can be produced in vast quantities by unskilled labor who enjoy their work.” At the other extreme, overpopulation has historically been amenable to reverse treatment—state-aided emigration. Although the ancient Greek states initiated this practice as far back as the eighth century B.C. and imperialist powers such as Britain continued it, neither the United States nor the advanced European countries are pursuing the possibility.

By the same token, it is unclear that within wide biological limits population really matters to capital—especially in light of the delegitimating repercussions it could expect from any efforts to interfere with what the U.S. Supreme Court has elevated to constitutionally protected individualistic rights both to procreate and not to procreate. For more than a half-century, the Court has declared that reproductive freedom is “one of the basic civil rights of man.” And although the Supreme Court initially framed the right as fundamental to “the perpetuation...the very existence and survival of the race,” it later transformed the right into an emanation of privacy: “If the right of privacy means anything, it is the right of the individual...to be free from unwarranted government intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to beget a child.” The state may override such a right only by reference to one of its own “compelling” interests. In light of the apparently macroreproductive origins or at least implications of this judicially created right, it is noteworthy that a majority of the Supreme Court has asserted, albeit in dictum, that “a State may have legitimate demographic concerns about its rate of population growth. Such concerns are basic to the future of the State and in some circumstances could constitute a substantial reason for departure from a position of neutrality between abortion and childbirth.”

Moreover, the most liberal justices in recent decades, Justices Thurgood Marshall and William Brennan, together with the author of the opinion vindicating a constitutional right to abortion, Harry Blackmun, agreed in dissent that it was “conceivable that under some circumstances this might be an appropriate factor to be considered as part of a State’s ‘compelling’ interest....” Significantly, the most prominent American constitutional law scholar, the left-liberal Laurence Tribe, has
conceded that collective choice might prevail over individual autonomy “in a period of concern with overpopulation. Government policies narrowly and nondiscriminatorily tailored to limit population growth need not be invalidated by” the aforementioned line of cases. Speculative though such constitutional concessions may be, they must be considered seriously in conjunction with seemingly extreme and undemocratic proposals for implementing zero population growth. Although a compelling case for a universal maximum or minimum two-child policy might be theoretically imaginable, recent uproars over a mandatory reproductive ceiling in the People’s Republic of China and quasi-compulsory procreation in Romania under the Ceausescus should serve as an object lesson to agents of capital in the advanced industrial societies that it should focus on other more important and less explosive struggles on its agenda.

By the late 1960s, when Mollie Orshansky’s family-size-linked poverty thresholds dominated empirical discourse on the poor in the United States, it had become impossible to ignore the number of children altogether. When the Senate Subcommittee on Foreign Aid Expenditures of the Committee on Government Operations held hearings, entitled Population Crisis, in 1965 on the creation of offices of population problems within the Department of State and of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), “it marked the first time that a committee has dared discuss...the once politically taboo subject of birth control.” The tentativeness and fragility of this turning point was symbolized by the fact that ex-President Eisenhower recanted his former opposition to governmental “corrective action in controlling population growth” in order to prevent “human degradation and starvation” and issued a traditionalist poor-law warning about “the repetitive production of children by unwed mothers, apparently lured by the resulting increase in income from welfare funds [which] provid[ed] financial incentive for increased production by the ignorant, feeble-minded or lazy.” Eisenhower himself recoiled from the logical consequences of his new position when he acknowledged that legal sterilization as the ultimate effective measure “unquestionably would shock great segments of our citizenry.”

The timid approach to population control that the Johnson administration implemented was lambasted by Senator Ernest Gruening, the chairman of the subcommittee and the prime congressional mover, who charged that HEW was “afraid” of dealing openly and effectively with population growth.

Even the commission that President Johnson had appointed to study income maintenance programs, which oozed sympathy for the poor, assigned primary causation of poverty to the social-economic structure, and rejected the claim that the poor were to blame for their own circumstances, was constrained to concede that “the costs of supporting a large number of children can result in poverty for workers with even relatively high earnings.” Although the suggestion that the economic pressures of procreation burdened even nonpoor families served to detach the stigma of irresponsible overpopulation from a segregated caste of poor, the commission did state that “for many families poverty is a result of having more children—frequently unplanned children—than the parents can adequately
support." Its advocacy of subsidized birth control for the poor, however, reinforced the Rockefeller population establishment’s notion that as yet the state should not intervene to dampen enthusiasm for wanted children.96

The so-called rediscovery of poverty in the United States during the 1960s did, however, prompt a spate of neo-Malthusian admonitions. Thus President Johnson’s Committee on Population and Family Planning, in suggesting that (without openly stating explaining why) the poor were the best candidates for birth control, warned that: “Excessive fertility can drive a family into poverty as well as reduce its chances of escaping it.”97 During the peak years of intense interest in the war against poverty and population control, demographers careened to the other extreme, virtually identifying poverty with high fertility. Merely because the Social Security Administration integrated family size into its new definition of poverty, Arthur Campbell, the federal government’s chief of natality statistics, drew “attention to the fact that the fertility of the poor will always be high.” He corroborated this claim by noting that the fertility rate among the poor was 50-60 percent higher than among the nonpoor in the first half of the 1960s; as a result, the dependency ratio—that is, the number of children under 18 years old for every 100 adults between the ages of 18 and 64—was twice as high. In 1966, for example, 100 poor adults had to provide for 130 children, whereas their nonpoor counterparts had responsibility for only 62. The disproportionate distribution of children was further underscored by the following data from 1964: of the children ever born to 35- to 44-year-old wives of household heads in the lowest family income class (under $2,000), only 15 percent lived in families with two children while 20 percent lived in families with seven or more children; the corresponding shares in the richest income class (over $10,000) were 29 percent and 2 percent.98

Perhaps the most sustained policy-driven analysis during this period of the relationship between child-rich families and poverty was undertaken by Harold Sheppard, a social scientist at the Upjohn Institute for Employment Research and staff consultant to the Senate Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower, and Poverty, which turned out more than a score of volumes of testimony and reports in the late 1960s on the War on Poverty. Taking exception to the prevalent view that because large family size was the result of poverty, raising family income was a prerequisite to limiting fertility, Sheppard called attention to the possibility that family size was itself a cause of poverty. Sheppard operated within the contemporary mainstream demographic-sociological conceptualization of urban-bound rural southern blacks as recapitulating “the modernization process” that had ushered in the so-called demographic transition in nineteenth-century Europe and that First World population controllers had begun to urge on the Third World.99 Viewing the poor within the United States as “somewhat equivalent to the population of a poor nation as a whole,” Sheppard argued that birth control was the common policy denominator:

The increasing gap between most underdeveloped countries and the developed ones—a gap resulting in large part from the
differential rates of population growth—might well serve as a model in our attempts to understand how, within one country, some parts of the population in poverty fail to move out of poverty while the rest of the country continues to improve. The problem of poverty in such circumstances is not exactly a product of the machinations of "the power structure" or the "system," unless one wishes, of course, to believe that it is to the best interests of the wealthy and powerful that the poor continue to remain poor through a pattern of excessively high fertility rates.  

The unexplicated irony to the contrary notwithstanding, the question is not whether some measure of poverty is functional for capitalism, but rather the point at which the political unrest and the tax-financed alimentation of the unemployed become insupportable. Sheppard's program fit comfortably within the Rockefeller demography cartel's agenda, which targeted eliminating unwanted births. A contemporaneous estimate speculated that the "total economic benefit," which consisted of both the incremental annual income which the family would not have to spend to avoid being thrust down into the ranks of the poor by the advent of another child and the additional income that women who avoided pregnancy could earn, exceeded the total costs of the requisite subsidized family planning services by a factor of 26. This analysis appeared to envision the costs as incurred by the public and the benefits as privately inuring to birth-controlling families. To the extent, however, that additional procreation triggers entry into the poor-law system, fertility reduction by eligible candidates for public payments constitutes a saving to the nonpoor including capital. More relevant to capital is the intended proletarianization of mothers, which adds to the labor supply now rather than in 18 to 30 years—that is, a time the labor-market needs of which are as yet unpredictable.

President Nixon inaugurated an unprecedented verbal revolution in U.S. state demographic policy in his special message to Congress on population growth on the eve of the lunar landing in 1969. Nixon not only enunciated the first express national fertility-reduction policy for 5 million poor women in the United States—"[u]nwanted or untimely childbearing is one of several forces...driving many families into poverty or keeping them in that condition"—but also raised the issue of the need for social institutions to plan to house, employ, educate, transport, and provide health care to the next 100 million people "in a humane and intelligent way." Realizing that it was not enough that "[p]erceptive businessmen project the demand for their products many years into the future by studying population trends," Nixon sought to identify the "special responsibility" of the federal government as aggregate capitalist "for defining these problems and stimulating thoughtful responses": "Perhaps the most dangerous element in the present situation is the fact that so few people are examining these questions from the viewpoint of the whole society."  

The ambiguities and halfheartedness of the Nixon administration's approach to demographic questions, however, transcended gender. That it
remained incapable of tearing away from laissez faire became clear in its initial rhetorical support for and then withdrawal from state intervention to facilitate the deconcentration of the existing population in the United States in order to avoid both regional depopulation and overpopulation. In ultimately accepting the free-market dogma that the sum of individual entrepreneurial investment-locational decisions produces maximum aggregate efficiency, the national government insured that the United States continued to be the only advanced capitalist society to subordinate the illusion of workers’ freedom of locational choice to the reality of freedom of corporate choice.103

Consistent with the view of political stalemate, the high point of this national family planning movement in the United States was the Family Planning Services and Population Research Act of 1970.104 Taking as its starting point the claim that low-income families produced more than the three children whom most couples in the United States wanted because they lacked access to family planning information and services, Congress failed to go beyond appropriating funds to be made available for voluntary family planning services.105 This approach was congruent with the goal set forth by President Johnson’s Committee on Population and Family Planning, which consisted in “achieving a society in which all parents can have the number of children they want when they want them.”106 Merely bringing fertility in line with procreators’ apparent desires—a guideline that scarcely merits being called a population policy107—did not, however, meet long-term systemic needs as perceived by John D. Rockefeller III and interpreted by the academic demographers’ cartel that his family financed. In 1967 Rockefeller had urged that the real problem was one of “mass motivation. In the long run, it will not be enough to make it possible for women to avoid having unwanted children. Even in a world of wanted children, population may grow too fast. The most effective way to encourage a trend toward smaller families is in...information and education...to build understanding of the problem.”108

The debate over how expeditiously the Rockefeller program could be implemented became contentious. In particular the unorthodox husband-and-wife sociologist-demographers, Kingsley Davis and Judith Blake, were involved in a dispute with the Rockefeller-founded Population Council over family planning, which in their opinion was too timid and conservative an approach to achieve zero population growth. Already in 1952, when John D. Rockefeller III was organizing the birth-control-oriented Population Council, Davis’s effort to conjure up an atmosphere of demographic crisis requiring commensurate action had been crushed.109 In the 1960s, Davis and Blake’s opponents in the demography establishment, whom Davis accused of failing to “break out of the tryanny of what is and think effectively of what can be,” were in turn “horrified” by Davis’s impetuosity, which they intimated would destroy the opportunity to develop the framework of values without which enduring change was ultimately impossible.110 As Rockefeller’s Commission on Population Growth phrased it: innovation discontinuous with “the fundamental values of American life...would be a Pyrrhic victory indeed.”111
Davis had a long history of sowing sociodemographic controversy. During the Depression of the 1930s, when underpopulation seemed to be the greater danger, he had sketched a brave new world scenario as an objection to the introduction of effective reproductive subsidies. Assuming that a macro-demographic replacement rate required some families of five and six children, Davis argued that "tremendous sums" would be needed to elicit the requisite procreativity from people who were no longer motivated by the intrinsic emotional value of child-bearing and child-rearing. The initial consequence of such fiscal largesse would "[u]ndoubtedly, as many people fear," be the emergence among "families at the bottom of the social scale" of a literal neo-Roman proletariat who "would find this a delightfully easy method of earning a livelihood." Inexorably, however, this step would set in motion a process leading to state certification and standardization together with professionalization and functional specialization (into bearers and rearers) and ultimately the creation of "a new type of reproductive system compatible with our urban-industrial-mobile social organization." Thus the "logical end-result" of the family allowance system would be the replacement of the familial mode of reproduction by an "efficient" and "eugenic" system. Davis arrived at this conclusion because such pronatalism both shares ruling-class Malthusian suspicions that in every poor person lurks a greedy procreator and assumes that the sole purpose of family allowances is to secure replacement-rate reproduction. Davis therefore saw the regime as pinned between subsidies that are too small to trigger the right reproductive response and too large to preserve familial socialization patterns.112

Davis and Blake's common point of attack was mainstream population controllers' superficial focus on "moderniz[ing] demographic behavior...on the basis of greater rationality"113 by eliminating unwanted births rather than on the more radical step of persuading people to want fewer children. Davis linked his accusation that the orthodox were semantically misleading the public about the reach of their proposals to a rejection of the efficacy of the demographic invisible hand. The political compromise that the pseudo-population planners had made with the ideological status quo traded away effectiveness for immediate acceptability. By labelling as rational whatever number of children parents literally planned to create (and seeking to deal only with the inadvertent excess), the quasi-official population movement "evade[d] the basic question of population policy, which is how to give societies the number of children they need." Devolving responsibility for national population planning on to individual families, who retained an unquestioned right to reproduce on any scale they deliberately chose, was tantamount to the abandonment of planning because there "is no reason to expect that the millions of decisions about family size made by couples in their own interest will automatically control population for the benefit of society. On the contrary...what is rational in the light of a couple's situation may be totally irrational from the standpoint of society's welfare."114

The root weakness, according to Davis, of the Rockefeller approach was its failure to smash the ideological icons of family and privacy and its lack of
candor in encouraging the public to believe that individually rational reproduction sufficed "without the need for painful social changes": "By sanctifying the doctrine that each woman should have the number of children she wants, and by assuming that if she has only that number this will automatically curb population growth to the necessary degree, the leaders of current policies escape the necessity of asking why women desire so many children and how this desire can be influenced." Having decided that one-half of the out-of-control procreators were disproportionately responsible for the inordinate desire for children in the United States, Davis argued that appropriate changes in the social structure and economy would have to precede any enduring transformation of fertility behavior. The "radicalism" that family planners could not imagine proposing did not extend to abolishing the private appropriation of the societal surplus let alone the introduction of a "Communist Utopia," but focused on family structure, sexual mores, and above all the position of women.115

In addition to several straightforward reversals of governmental subsidies for families such as child taxes and high fees for marriage licenses, Davis proposed a "modification of the complementarity of the roles of men and women." In order to put an end to men's quasi-monopoly on a participation in the wider world that was based on women's (self-)assignment to housework and motherhood, "women could be required to work outside the home, or compelled by circumstances to do so." If given equal opportunities and pay, and "if social life were organized around the place of work rather than around the home or neighborhood, many women would develop interests that would compete with family interests."116 For Davis, the increase in female labor force participation rates was purely instrumental: it was designed to reduce fertility. Although this ulterior motive might not necessarily make it less effective, the obligatory proletarianization that Davis presciently mentioned was indirect. By using its command over the economy, the state can use its power to determine economic conditions including "how much individuals can spend."117

Even as Davis was throwing down the gauntlet, the flow of married women and mothers into paid employment was becoming effective in depressing the total fertility rate below the replacement rate, without even requiring direct state intervention: the inability of even small families to secure an adequate standard of living based on only one wage-earner's income has, together with a transformation in women's consciousness, driven female labor participation rates to a record high: "A family lifestyle dependent on two incomes has become the norm in American society."118 As a soon-to-be Secretary of Labor disclosed in the mid-1970s: "How are multiworker family members... 'hooked'? A standard of living clearly beyond the reach of the average wage earner is urged upon them not only by manufacturers and retailers... but also by the government, which publicizes appealing standards of living."119

The mid-1970s marked a watershed: dual-worker married couples surpassed the "traditional" family in which only the husband is in the labor force as the modal family pattern. If in 1940 almost seven families in ten were of the
traditional type and only one-tenth dual-earners, by the end of the 1980s, the latter were twice as common as the former. From 1970 to 1990, the labor force participation rate of wives with children under six years doubled from 30 percent to 59 percent while that of childless wives increased only from 42 percent to 51 percent. During the brief period from 1976 to 1990, the participation rate of mothers who had given birth during the previous 12 months rose from 31 percent to 53 percent. From 1970 to 1992, the proportion of married couples with children under six years of age working year-round full-time more than tripled—from 7 percent to 24 percent. Alone from 1975 to 1988, the proportion of married couples with children under 18 years of age in which only the father was in the labor force fell from 53 percent to 33 percent, while that of dual-earner families rose from 43 percent to 63 percent. By 1992, in 69 percent of married-couple families with children both parents worked; in 30 percent of them both worked full-time year-round.

The differences among income groupings are instructive. From 1970 to 1986, for example, the proportion of (full-time year-round) one-worker married couples with children fell from 66 percent to 57 percent, while that of two-worker families rose continuously from 14 to 26 percent. Whereas the share of two-worker married couples with children within the highest income quintile and the middle three quintiles increased from 29 percent to 44 percent and from 13 percent to 26 percent respectively, in the lowest income quintile the share rose only from 5 percent to 7 percent. This differentiation is underscored from another perspective. From 1970 to 1986, the average number of full-time year-round workers among married couples with children in the lowest income quintile actually declined slightly from 0.63 to 0.61, whereas the corresponding increase in the average for the three middle quintiles and the highest quintile was 0.99 to 1.18 and 1.31 to 1.45 respectively. While earnings failed to keep pace with inflation for many families, the “rise in the number of workers per family appears to be the principal reason why incomes increased.”

Indeed, even this unprecedented entry of wives and mothers into paid employment has proved inadequate to sustain the standard of living, thus inducing millions to work at two or more jobs. Whereas in 1970, almost six times as many men as women were multiple job holders, by 1996 not only were they almost evenly divided, but women’s rate of multiple job-holding marginally exceeded men’s. Mothers this busy making the difference “between welfare and getting by” apparently lack the time for heroic reproductive feats. Thus the “hunger” that even liberal economists sought to enlist to motivate AFDC mothers to work could also be brought to bear against working-class mothers. This same insight made headway in Britain in the 1970s. When, despite the existence of family allowances for more than three decades, the Royal Commission on the Distribution of Incomes and Wealth rediscovered the concentration of poverty in families with more three or more children, the first policy choice was to increase mothers’ labor force participation. Capital, as Marx observed, has its own mechanisms for making itself relatively independent of
biological increases in population.\textsuperscript{128}

Davis's views soon acquired sufficient notoriety to attract an interview with \textit{The New York Times}. He reiterated that the chief barrier to reduced fertility was not technological but motivational. In order to effectuate his goal of making large families undesirable or impossible, Davis repeated his proposal of financial incentives such as the elimination of income tax disadvantages for childless taxpayers or the introduction of a child tax. Paul Ehrlich went even further, proposing both child taxes and luxury taxes on cribs and diapers. Emblematic of the hopelessness of such a radical approach was the failure of even Senator Robert Packwood's 1970 bill prospectively to cap the number of income tax exemptions for dependent children at two. Senate Bill 3632, which was designed to place the federal government's imprimatur on smaller families, was a pendant to two other bills to create governmental responsibility for making contraceptive devices available to every man or woman regardless of economic circumstances by initiating "massive family planning" and to insure every woman the back-up opportunity to terminate unwanted pregnancies by removing legal restrictions on abortions nationwide. Although Packwood's target of zero population growth was ostensibly motivated by a desire to "waylay[] our environmental doom" caused by Americans' overconsumption, he stressed that his program would exert its most dramatic impact on poor blacks, whose rate of unwanted of pregnancies was more than twice as high as among nonpoor whites.\textsuperscript{129}

A charge from Rockefeller's Commission on Population Growth to report on the relationship between the family and demographic change furnished Davis with his ultimate opportunity \textit{pour épater le bourgeois}. Harking back to his heterodox views of 1937, Davis gleefully observed that fertility was so much higher than mortality because the family as an atavistic, "primitive" institution was "performing its replacement function too well. Advocacy of the kinds of changes that would dampen the family's reproductive efficiency was, however, "not appreciated." Such lack of gratitude did not deter him from sketching a "complete reform of the human family...the best of two worlds—the insect world and the human world"—in which professional female childbearers and specialized child rearers would liberate the rest of society from reproductive chores. If his suggestion that antinatalism could be effective only by campaigning for changes that would militate against family formation did not succeed in alienating Chairman Rockefeller, Davis's reminder that "[t]he institution of inheritance would not apply" in his radically reformed society presumably did.\textsuperscript{130}

Blake's contribution was also irreconcilable with the Rockefeller program's short-term vision. She, too, started from the proposition that the overpopulation problem was rooted not in the failure to close the gap between actual births and wanted births, but in the family-size goals themselves. To reduce the number of desired births it was necessary to identify and neutralize the underlying institutionalized coercive familial pronatalism. Pronatalism was underwritten by the standardization of gender-specific reproductive and occupational roles, which propelled the vast majority into procreation. Coercion
was manifest, for example, in school indoctrination and the threat of loneliness. The mere fact that people are socialized in families predisposes them to internalize familial norms and to look forward to performing parental roles themselves. Underestimation of the noneconomic utilities attached to childrearing such as the achievement of the quasi-prescribed social statuses of parents and especially of feminine creativity misled policy-makers. Such motivations accounted for the fact that a minuscule proportion of the population desired celibacy or childlessness. Rather than proposing new policies, Blake pleaded simply for lifting penalties on already existing antinatalist tendencies, the most potent of which she presciently identified in feminism. Antinatalism involved not only making children more expensive but also less rewarding. Since she believed that pricing children off the market was impractical in a wealthy society, Blake focused on altering the reward structure—enabling especially women to derive status and self-esteem from nonreproductive activities.131

Although Blake and Davis seemed to be articulating the same demographic objectives as the Rockefeller population establishment, which placed great emphasis on systematically laying the groundwork for winning the hearts and genitalia of the American people, their insistence on bluntness and precipitate transvaluation of family values and their refusal to abide by the July 4th shibboleths cast them in the role of outcasts. The stylistic gap between Davis and Blake on the one hand and the mainstream neo-Malthusians on the other is captured by the closing sentence of the report submitted by President Johnson's Committee on Population and Family Planning that Rockefeller co-chaired: "In working to avoid a population crisis, this nation will...help strengthen the voluntary exercise of a basic human right, the right of parents to have the number of children they want, when they want them." By the same token, the Nixon-Rockefeller Commission, in an admittedly confused and confusing exposition of the common denominator sheltering the views of all its members, did state that its overall perspective was consistent with the position that aimed at a national debate "to achieve the best collective decision about population issues...."132

Rufus Miles, Jr., the chairman of the board of trustees of the Population Reference Bureau, while echoing some of the same themes as Davis and Blake, came closer to capturing the essence of the Rockefeller approach. Recognizing that the free market and freedom of choice were not conferring demographic benefits on the United States, Miles concluded that either free choice would have to be abandoned or the minds of the reproductive free choosers would have to be reoriented. Since coercive regulation of family size was clearly counterproductive in a representative democracy whose overwhelming majority would oppose it, Miles was forced to opt for "the long, uphill route of encouraging the American people to modify their basic attitudes and behavior...." The chief motivational impediment to zero population growth was that "[u]nfortunately, couples do not seek their self-interest in economic terms alone"; because people in search of psychic rewards were willing to pay dearly to buy children, the chief task was "to persuade couples to act more in their own economic self-interest...." Arguably the
most promising prospect for deconstructing those once socializationally indis-
ensurable but now intractable psychic rewards and converting them into economic
rewards more easily accessible to macroeconomic management was to focus on
those "[m]any parents—primarily mothers—[who] seek large families as a psychic
defense against lack of interesting employment, lack of a sense of belonging to a
satisfying social group, or lack of other forms of self-realization." Even more
explicitly than Blake, Miles therefore made the enlargement of better paid
employment opportunities for women the centerpiece of the initiative to reduce
family size.\footnote{133}

One of the reasons that the state in the United States did not make explicit
its implicitly pronatalist population policy, even after the demise of the quarter-
century post-World War II Keynesian boom, is that capital itself was unable to
articulate its own unified or at least dominant policy. This fractioning was due in
large part to the fact that the demand for the output of individual firms and
industries would be affected in spectacularly different ways by population growth,
stagnation, or decline. And although it appears plausible that capital would be less
disunited with regard to proposals to limit the \textit{faux frais} that are financed by state
confiscation of accumulatable surplus, the groups of high-profile capitalists and
managers that began in the 1960s to mobilize public opinion in favor of birth
control in order to curtail population growth and reduce taxes have yet to achieve
the material success they sought.\footnote{134} Thus it may be ideologically satisfying to
imagine the Rockefeller population control initiative as effecting a change in the
state's role in accordance with "the shifting interests and strategies of the dominant
groups in society.\ldots\ " Members of the capitalist class, acting mainly through
philanthropic organizations, articulate a strategy of population planning consistent
with the needs of capitalist society." But the problem, both for individual capitals
and even more so for social capital in general, as represented by the ideal aggregate
capitalist, the state, is identifying those needs not only or so much in the present,
but 20 years later when the results of the new population policy will make
themselves felt in the labor market. Undocumented and unsupported allegations
concerning "the current mode of capital accumulation [for which] there is no
longer a necessity to reproduce a growing labor force" do not advance
analysis—especially when they are immediately contradicted ("\textit{c}onsistencies are
not ironclad") by the concession that "growth in retail and service sectors is fueled
by a large pool of unorganized women\ldots\).\footnote{135}

The Nixon-Rockefeller Commission on Population Growth appeared to
believe that it had devised a way to avoid legitimational entanglements. Because
it wanted to moderate population growth, it could advertise that its "immediate
goal" was merely "to modernize demographic behavior\ldots\: to encourage the
American people to make population choices, both in the individual family and
society at large, on the basis of greater rationality rather than tradition or custom,
ignorance or chance." One "outmoded tradition" that the Commission designated
"no longer appropriate" was "formal and informal pronatalist pressures." But
especially when such traditional behavioral constraints were denounced as
"coercive," the Commission’s approach was bound to conflict with a newly refurbished ideology of family values that cut across the party-political spectrum. More particularly, the rise of a politically potent antiabortion movement may have made the Commission’s strategy moot; it may also explain why ultimately Nixon himself rejected the Rockefeller Commission’s acceptance of abortion as an instrument of population control. If, as economist Victor Fuchs believes, optimum population size is only one of many population policy concerns and “one of the least important for the United States,” then the Commission’s game may not be worth the candle: “Many people are likely to regard the question of the method used to influence population size as far more important than that of size itself.” Given the perceived heavy-handedness of state intervention into a solidly protected sphere of privacy that would be required to achieve collective control over fertility, proponents have acted strategically in seeking to conjure up the atmosphere of demographic crisis that alone would justify action:

If the means to influence fertility must fall within the range of policies exemplified by (1) mutually agreed upon coercive programs, (2) massive propaganda campaigns that convince parents that having more than two children somehow constitutes a nonpatriotic or at least socially irresponsible act, or (3) social reforms expressly designed to weaken the institution of the family, then, to be taken seriously, impending disaster must be invoked.

The failure to make the prospect of such a disaster plausible to the masses both solidifies the claim as to the closure of the realpolitical demographic universe and rehabilitates Marx’s view that given the spontaneous, immanent mechanisms that capital has at its disposal to deal with its labor requirements, capitalism can rely on the working class’s proclivity to procreate for the constant reproduction of the working class as a constant condition for the reproduction of capital. More interesting than a vindication of Marx, however, is the possibility that the capitalist class and the labor movement have come to agree with his assessment of the relative irrelevance of fertility. In the United States, capital has for many decades accommodated its changing labor requirements largely by means of uncontrolled, controlled, and even special occupationally tailored immigration. Not underpopulation or, more accurately, a wage-tested general scarcity of labor, has driven population policy. Instead, debate has focused on the other chief variable, limiting the faux frais of accumulation in the form of modern poor law subsidies of the surplus surplus-value producers—that is to say, a nonfunctionally and increasingly dysfunctionally large reserve army of the unemployed. This perspective emerged clearly in 1965 when Planned Parenthood’s Commerce & Industry Committee, “a blue-chip group of 41 top businessmen” led by Sidney Swensrud, the former chairman of Gulf Oil Corporation, issued a report, made public by Lammot du Pont Copeland, the president of Du Pont, demonstrating large capital’s intensifying interest in domestic birth control. As Swensrud told Business Week:
"[B]usinessmen are all too aware of the mounting costs of relief and welfare programs; they are major sources of the taxes needed to sustain these programs. Birth control is the key to reducing these costs through reducing the number of unwanted children born to the poor and poorly educated; this group...represents our most critical population problem."

Two years later, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Family Planning and Population in the Johnson administration was able to report to Congress that this new unit within HEW was "encouraged that declines in birth rate are registered in areas of the lowest educational attainment—the highest incidence of poverty...the largest number of children per family."

The same period witnessed concerted efforts by other representatives of capital, including the Rockefeller interests, to press the same domestic agenda. In Europe, in contrast, capital has periodically feared absolute scarcities of labor caused by low domestic fertility. But to the extent that labor and racial politics have induced European employers to supplement the importation of cheaper labor from the East and South with family allowance systems, there is little evidence that such subsidies have ever materially promoted domestic procreation.

Labor unions, too, displayed demographic agnosticism. At the height of the clamor for population control under the Nixon administration, the United Automobile Workers, pressing for an Economic Bill of Rights providing for a useful job and a guaranteed annual income for all, told the Commission on Population Growth and the American Future that neither unlimited population growth nor stabilization had ever eliminated deprivation or unemployment: "The problem has always been...that we have never really properly planned for people in this country, either as job holders or as residents, regardless of what size the population was, is, or will be." And the AFL-CIO itself approached the neutral or agnostic position by rejecting both population growth and reduction as well as any policy that deviated from voluntarism.

As fears of overpopulation careen toward demands for remedies of underpopulation in sync with the intersection of phases of the industrial cycle and more secular changes, it becomes plausible that capital may be in no better position to articulate demographically rational projections for its own interests than are individual procreators. As Marshall, with a century's hindsight understood, neither individual capitals nor the aggregate capitalist may know what is demographically optimal for them or it in the present let alone the future. In Malthus's time, according to Marshall, "while the recruiting sergeants and employer of labour were calling for measures tending to increase the growth of population, more far-seeing men began to inquire whether the race could escape degradation if the numbers continued long to increase as they were then doing." Demographic agnosticism is even more impressively displayed by demographers' inability at the end of the twentieth century to decide whether the United States would be better off if population growth had ceased at the beginning of the century.

Radical swings in demographic opinion have been common. Before
World War I, increases in population were widely held to promote prosperity, whereas the post-World War I period, even in the absence of "a fundamental change in the economic system," witnessed a widespread official perception that growing numbers were a burden. During the 1930s, eugenicists warned that not only were the United States and other "civilized countries" failing to replace those dying, but that the "feeble-minded" were out-reproducing "educated people." In 1955, near the zenith of the post-World War II baby boom (which was merely a resumption of birth rates antedating the historical low point reached during the Great Depression of the 1930s), *Time* declared that: "Only a few years ago a rate of population increase as high as the present one would have brought howls of impending calamity." Although the magazine conceded that the relationship between population and economic growth was little understood, "enough is known to discredit Malthus.... The lingering worry is whether [society] will have enough people to consume the goods." So little agreement obtained concerning the economic consequences of population change that at the same time Joseph Spengler, the leading demographic historian in the United States, cautioned that continued population growth would intensify economic problems, which in turn would trigger state intervention. During the height of the cold war he warned that "the stork would have managed to do what the followers of Marx had found themselves unable to do for all they tried—fasten fetters on mankind." Even more poignantly, the ruling West German Social Democratic Party, under attack in 1980 by the Christian Democrats for having failed to stem the decline in population, retorted that the net reproduction rate could not be influenced by state measures. Moreover:

We Social-Democrats do not want a population policy, we also do not need a population policy. We don't want to raise children in order to secure the defense capability of the Federal Republic. We also don't want to raise children in order to guarantee the contract between the generations in pensions insurance.... We also don't need a population policy in order to furnish the labor market with workers or to have sufficient consumers of produced mass goods.... Why actually should it be disadvantageous for the labor market if rationalization by means of micro processors no longer has to lead to intensified unemployment?

This hands-off approach is congruent with another view prevalent in Germany and elsewhere according to which no population policy, no matter how indirect, can ever be justified in a democratic republic. The basis for such a rejection is rooted in the conviction that if the majority through its behavior demonstrates, for example, that it does not share the state's goal of maintaining demographic stability, it would be impossible democratically to legitimate the enforcement of the underlying set of values which the citizenry no longer regards as binding. Nor, it is argued, can the general welfare or common good serve as a justification because it, too, would have to derive from the same deeply rooted
values. A potential flaw in this reasoning is its tacit assumption that the individuals whose billion-fold exercise of the right to procreational self-determination aggregates to a condition that the state characterizes as under-population or overpopulation are fully aware and approve of the consequences. If in fact they did understand and accept the manifold collective ramifications of their individualistic behavior, it seems implausible that they would have elected a government that radically disagrees with them on such a life-and-death question; but if such a situation actually came to pass, it might easily be granted that the state’s dictatorial imposition of a four-child or a one-child policy cannot be justified. As Myrdal put it: “In a democracy a population policy is a contradictio in adjecto if, when a true understanding of the population trend is disseminated...the broad masses...do not react...in a positive way.”

This need to build deep-rooted popular support for a policy that invades the sacred precincts of sexuality and family pervaded the Rockefeller domestic U.S. population program and in part explains that group’s disagreement with what it perceived as Blake’s and Davis’s hopelessly premature and radically discontinuous proposals. It is, for example, no longer politically possible to argue quasi-fascistically, as a noted statistician did in the 1920s, that in the demographic “conflict between the immediate interests of the individual and the more permanent interests of the State...[w]e may express our freedom as individuals only within the limitations that the continued existence of the State is assured.”

Where, however, one generation of individualists does not comprehend the dire societal implications for itself or those to follow, then state efforts to educate (and debate) the citizenry and to implement ancillary policies to encourage or discourage childbearing and -raising would assume a different political-moral quality. Such state intervention vis-à-vis individualists exercising their self-vindicated freedom to bestow any number of children on the world and to expect society to “accommodate the macrodemographic results of microdemographic decisions” would nevertheless presuppose what no one has yet demonstrated—that any advanced capitalist country either is under- or overpopulated or faces any aggregate demographic crisis that requires urgent, immediate, collectivistic measures that cannot be comfortably assimilated to received notions of individualistic freedom.

As Rockefeller himself later noted of his Commission’s recommendations: “[W]e saw no threat to the business or to the welfare of the people...by the population continuing to decline, if it was done in an orderly fashion over a period of years.” The failure of the Rockefeller program to convince the masses of any impending grave generalized population crisis in the United States, and the partial collapse of the population control movement into right-wing, racist-tinged antitax, antiwelfare groups may—together with a fertility rate that plunged below replacement level—explain why the movement has receded into oblivion. Indeed, the simultaneous emergence of the antiabortion movement is profoundly ironic since not only does it lack a basis in population policy, but implementation of its program would presumably bring about an increase in population of precisely
those racial-ethnic and class groupings that protested in the 1960s and 1970s that they were the targets of genocidal demographic conspiracies.
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PART II

THE HISTORY OF INVISIBLE-HAND
MALTHUSIANISM IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

The Age of Reason ended in the French Revolution. The Age of Stupidity began with Malthus.... Man is not a rational being—he is a being of passion and stupidity, who does quite the opposite of what his reason tells him to do. He therefore cannot be left free but must be coerced by government.

The Invisible Hand Goes Demographic: Bourgeois Political Economy’s New Trope

Populousness, like opulence, will thrive best, if all is left to the *sponte acta* of individuals.... The apprehension of a deficiency of population for want of regular intercourse between the sexes in the way of marriage is altogether upon a par with an apprehension of the like result from a general disposition in mankind to starve themselves.¹

Even if a societally or capital-logically optimal population size or rate of change could be theoretically quantified, what are the concrete individual and collective processes that would bring about optimality? If parental altruism can be relied on to internalize potential intragenerational externalities, and if “in a stable culture, it is not unreasonable to expect that family size norms embody reliable information about the economic conditions that will be faced by the next generation,” then it becomes plausible that “reproductive rights are ceded to the family in almost all societies, even though population size has important collective consequences.” But if even altruistic parents who consciously adjust fertility decisions with their offspring’s future welfare in mind may find that “[b]ecause of the scope and speed of the social and economic changes... [they cannot] correctly anticipate the impact on the family of an additional child,”² how can they possibly anticipate the aggregated impact on society of all other procreators’ fertility decisions? This conceptualization of parenthood choices is made even more complicated by the fact that “self-regarding and other-regarding motives are inextricably intermixed.”³

If human beings engaged in copulation may not even be exercising conscious control over their output, then they can be said to be planning aggregate national (or international) population size even less than they plan national income or automobile production when they individually decide on a particular occupation or car. At the very least, by externalizing some of the costs of childrearing onto society at large and/or particular others, parents are presumed by orthodox...
economics to be procreating or engaged in conferring benefits on their children beyond the level that would be associated with full internalization of costs. If society had democratically decided and planned to allocate resources for this higher level of fertility, then the dichotomization of the cost burden would arguably be moot. But as long as procreational decisions remain committed to the individual-private sphere and some significant part of the consequences is borne by those who did not participate in the decision-making process, micro-planning (or spontaneity for that matter) must result in macro-irrationalities.

This conclusion is warded off by economists for whom it is axiomatic that the antipaternalistic “central tenet of welfare economics—that people are the best judges of their own welfare”—both means that reproductive decisions are presumptively rational for the procreators and is paired with a disbelief that children are a source of external diseconomies in spite of overwhelming and obvious evidence that much of the cost of childrearing is borne collectively rather than individually. Glen Cain, for example, sees in “the willingness to assume” the high costs of raising children “convincing evidence for the proposition that children provide them with a great deal of utility.” He also regards externalities as “minor.” With equal force it could be inferred that the huge number of abortions that women (and or couples) seek each year demonstrates how unwilling producers are to assume these costs. When the manifold and rising economic, political, legal, and moral impediments to abortion are taken into consideration, the voluntary character of reproduction appears in a much darker light. And if the putatively rational procreational decision-making process is understood to be honeycombed with the deep deposits of internalized coercive parentage norms, then it becomes unclear whether even individual reproducers—let alone society—can, as Cain believes, avoid the fate of laboratory rats who “end up with a revealed preference for a way of life that we...abhor.”

This market- and father-knows-best-propelled denial is also made possible by the subsumption of the children under the will and judgment of their procreators; instead of considering the possibility that children are themselves autonomous persons, orthodox economics automatically assumes that, if the parents deem the returns to be at least as large as the costs of childrearing, no independent judgment is permissible as to whether some children’s standard of living and opportunities for self-development and societal contribution are optimal or whether redistribution is remedially required for this generation and/or a different demographic norm should be established for the next.

Against the background of these systemic constraints, it becomes a “gigantic, utterly unwarranted assumption that the sum of all these separate desires will always work out providentially to a practically manageable birth rate.” And even if procreators’ decisions are rational for them individually, absolutely privileging all of their choices as to “the number of children they want...evades the basic question of population policy, which is how to give societies the number of children they need.” Conversely, although a smaller aggregate population may be beneficial to the economy as a whole or capital in general, this fact or possibility
alone does not necessarily create "the appropriate motivation for any individual to limit his family size."9 After all: "There is no evidence that any considerable number of married couples at the end of the 19th century decided to have smaller families because they thought that the country might be over-populated—any more than there is evidence that an argument of the converse kind enters into decisions of married couples today...."10 Nor did Malthus or any of his followers ever demonstrate that humans orient their fertility toward the relationship between population and resources "even when they know about it (which is seldom)."11 How, then, does the invisible hand ever get a grip on reproduction?

This chapter initiates the exploration of this question by examining the origins of demographic invisible-hand rhetoric in Adam Smith and its self-contradictory development in the fountainhead of economic demography, Malthus. For although Malthus presupposed the existence of a process of demographic self-equilibration, his lack of trust in the invisible hand's genital grip prompted him to contest the working class's autonomous control over its fertility and to favor state intervention to limit paupers' reproduction. Finally, the discussion turns to the surprising and little-studied advocacy of a state-interventionist course by that arch-liberal John Stuart Mill and how such discourse ultimately shaped the currently influential authoritarian social policy of such anti-invisible-handers as Garrett Hardin. The analysis reveals that whereas invisible-hand economic demography is incoherent as an account of how a societally optimal population could be achieved, the proposals of prominent advocates of a visible state hand are discontinuous with democratic norms.

Chapter 4 then resumes the discussion by embedding the new eco-demographic theory in the transformations that British poor law policy were undergoing in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. That significant aspects of that policy in part still guide the U.S. approach to controlling what is perceived as procreation-related poverty and sanctioning poverty-related population growth enhances the importance of studying this formative period.

THE ECO-DEMOGRAPHIC INVISIBLE HAND

[How often have we read in Malthusian benefactors of the species: 'The working people have their condition in their own hands; let them diminish the supply of labourers, and of course the demand and the remuneration will increase!' Yes, let them diminish the supply: but who are they? They are twenty-four millions of human individuals, scattered over a hundred and eighteen thousand square miles...; each unknown to his neighbor.... Smart Sally in our alley proves all-too fascinating to brisk Tom in yours: can Tom be called on to make pause, and calculate the demand for labour in the British Empire first? Nay, if Tom did renounce his highest blessedness of life, and struggle and conquer like a Saint Francis of Assisi, what would it profit him or us? Seven millions of the finest peasantry do not renounce, but proceed all}
the more briskly; and with blue-visaged Hibernians instead of fair Saxon Tomsons and Sallysons, the latter end of that country is worse than the beginning. O wonderful Malthusian prophets! Millennuims are undoubtedly coming, must come one way or the other: but will it be, think you, by twenty millions of working people simultaneously striking work in that department; passing, in universal trades-union, a resolution not to beget any more till the labour-market become satisfactory?12

Demography has answered the question as to what mechanism might enable the invisible hand to guide human procreativity with what it views as an unproblematic sociological extension to humans of the Darwinian principle of the balance of nature. Labeled “unconscious rationality”13 or the Theory of Demographic Regulation, it asserts abstractly that: “Every society tends to keep its vital processes in a state of balance such that population will replenish losses from death and grow to an extent deemed desirable by collective norms. These norms are flexible and readjust rather promptly to changes in the ability of the economy to support population.” For technologically advanced societies, the theory states more specifically that “high birthrates come to be perceived by the collectivity as dysfunctional because they cause the size of the family to be larger than that deemed desirable by the prevailing norms.” Reproductive regulation therefore becomes identified with both group and individual welfare. In contrast to the Darwinian model, the theory of demographic regulation thus posits that the human species “has a norm that implies, at any given time, what constitutes ‘good’ or ‘desirable’ population trends....” It is here that the invisible hand makes its (invisible) appearance. For the collective norms are said to function as transformers of self-regarding individualistic notions into macrodemographic outcomes: “These norms are not explicit opinions about desired population size.... Instead, they are opinions concerning what constitutes the ideal size of completed family...an entity that may be translated directly into population growth and is therefore a cultural value reflecting the ‘demographic cultural policy’ of the society.”14

Regardless of whether this theory of “demographic homeostasis...operat[ing] beyond individual consciousness” is descriptively accurate, the question here is whether a societal process so conceived generates optimal results or whether the societal norm should be articulated openly as the collective-ecological policy of society as a whole rather than unconsciously.15 The utilitarian defense of a laissez-faire procreative regime is ultimately based on circular reasoning. While conceding that decisions to “buy” children may differ from and be qualitatively more complex than those involving run-of-the-mill commodities, invisible-handers believe that they would be even more difficult for the state. Thus even if the state can collect and process infinitely more information much more cheaply than individual parents, the problem that it seeks to solve is also proportionately more complicated:
Each parent need only decide on the costs and benefits to himself and his child of having the child. The effects of increased population on the welfare of the poor...or the climate of the earth and the effect of different age distributions...on the social structure...are almost irrelevant.... It is precisely this sort of division of labor, under which an unmanageably large problem is divided into a multitude of parts, each to be solved by the individual that the part affects, which makes the free market such an efficient mechanism for solving economic problems.\(^1\)

This Smithian approach to reproduction, which overlooks the fact that the individual, despite her self-interest, is as little able to foresee future market conditions as the state,\(^17\) misconceives the problem by illicitly assuming it away. The mere dispensation of individual procreators from a duty to incorporate other-regarding considerations into their decisions does not make the anarchic and dysfunctional societal consequences of their acts more manageable let alone solve them. There is no doubt that a collective decision-making process taking numerous macrosocietal factors into account is much more complex than an individual’s self-regarding decision. The reason obviously is that a planned process is seeking to avoid or remedy the untoward ramifications created by billions of societally blind micro-decisions. The free-market approach to reproduction also misstates the nature of the decision made by the collectivity. Whereas individual procreators presumptively make their decisions based on personal financial and emotional capacities, the state would not need to offer individualized prescriptions of family size by reference to (potential) parents’ unique psychological characteristics. All the state would have to do is establish a dynamic economic-demographic framework within which individual family sizes should fit.

This demographic application of the invisible-hand trope is a result of the discipline’s traditional commitment to methodological individualism, which orients it especially toward psychological facts—decisions and attitudes—of individuals.\(^18\) Indeed, doctrinal Malthusianism has been characterized as accounting on the national or global level for the attitude of the household that limits family size in order to improve its own standard of living without regard to the national repercussions. Although this political-epistemological position biases demographers against explanations in terms of collectivities such as capital, capitalism, or class, substantively they have been forced, as are all methodologically conscious individualists, to deal with the phenomenon of the unintended and unwanted societal by-products of countless individual actions. Since, as that arch-methodological individualist, Karl Popper, observed, Marx was the first to conceive of social theory as the theory of such repercussions,\(^19\) it is unsurprising that the beneficial outcomes associated with the invisible hand emerged as a counterpole to Marxism’s focus on systemic self-contradiction as a motor of societal development. As a French socialist anti-Malthusian observed in 1910:

The theoreticians of capitalism maintain that social well-being should result mechanically from the free combinations of personal
interest; foresight and calculation were recommended to all the individuals, but forbidden to the collectivity. All social history of the 19th century is nothing but a series of direct denials given to this doctrine; depopulation consummated the fiasco. It has appeared that even the reproduction of the species, which seemed to depend only on instinct alone, depended, on the contrary, narrowly on social conditions whose commonality should have kept a close watch on the development.  

Adam Smith’s immortal allusion to the invisible hand is tucked away in a chapter of *The Wealth of Nations* devoted to the uselessness or injuriousness of state restraints on imports of goods that can or cannot be bought more cheaply domestically. Assuming that the profits of domestic trade were as great as those yielded by foreign trade, Smith argued that individuals would employ their capital at home because security was maximized and risk minimized. Since capital employed at home gave employment to a greater number of inhabitants of the home country, permitting individuals “to find out the most advantageous employment for whatever capital he can command...naturally, or rather necessarily leads him to prefer that employment which is most advantageous to the society.” Under these circumstances, then, although a merchant, by engaging in the home trade, intended only his own gain, he was “in this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention. Nor is it always the worse for society that it was no part of it. By pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that of the society more effectually than when he really intends to promote it.” Smith’s argument was coupled with the claim that capitalists are in a better position to advance both their own self-interest and the societal interest than an intervening state:  

What is the species of domestic industry...of which the produce is likely to be of the greatest value, every individual...can, in his local situation, judge much better than any statesman or lawgiver can do for him. The statesman, who should attempt to direct private people in what manner they ought to employ their capitals, would...assume an authority which could safely be trusted, not only to no single person, but to no council or senate whatever....

Smith almost expressly applied the virtuous invisible-hand analysis to procreation. Earlier in *The Wealth of Nations*, before using this trope, Smith had noted that the “liberal reward of labour” not only widened the limits that “the scantiness of subsistence can set...to the further multiplication of the human species,” but “that it necessarily does this as nearly as possible in the proportion which the demand for labour requires.”  

If this demand is continually increasing, the reward of labour must necessarily encourage in such a manner the marriage and multiplication of labourers, as may enable them to supply that continually increasing
demand by a continually increasing population. If the reward should at
any time be less than what was requisite for this purpose, the deficiency
of hands would soon raise it; and if it any time should be more, their
excessive multiplication would soon lower it to this necessary rate. The
market would be so much under-stocked with labour in the one case,
and so much over-stocked in the other, as would soon force back its
price to that proper rate which the circumstances of the society required.
It is in this manner that the demand for men, like that for any other
commodity, necessarily regulates the production of men.... It is this
demand which regulates and determines the state of propagation in all
the different countries of the world.24

For Smith, then, both categorically and empirically wages “must be such
as may enable [workers], one with another, to continue the race of journeymen and
servants, according to the increasing, diminishing, or stationary demand of the
society may happen to require.” Noteworthy here is that Smith, like Marx a
century later, was committed to a labor-force-centered theory of population change:
nonproletarian demographic development was, for Malthusian reasons, of little
practical or theoretical interest to him: “Every species of animals naturally
multiplies in proportion to the means of their subsistence.... But in civilized society
it is only among the inferior ranks of people that the scantiness of subsistence,” or,
in terms of primary income distribution, “poverty...is extremely unfavourable to the
rearing of children.”25

Equally significant, however, is that neither Smith nor his followers
 accounted for how the invisible hand calibrates wages and worker-replacements in
a labor market that does not take family size into account. In other words, they
failed to “explain by what force labourers of one generation are impelled to ask,
and employers to concede, the rate of wages needed by the small minority of
labourers who are at any one time responsible for the size of family needed to keep
up the population of the next generation.” Farthest-reaching of all Smith’s
arguments is the implication that human beings or at least laborers were no more
than commodities themselves.26

Regardless of the truth-content of Smith’s claims about the salubrious
effects of the invisible hand on the production of commodities, what warrant did
Smith have for asserting that the same mechanism applied to the macro-
demographic outcome of billions of acts of sexual intercourse very few if any of
which were motivated by the goal of perpetuating the human species let alone
securing an optimal labor force for capital? After all: “People have children to
please themselves, not to advantage the State....” Even if the successful trading-
member of capitalist societies enlists his brethren’s support by interesting their
“self-love in his favour” and thus “by treaty, by barter, and by pur-
chase...obtain[s]...the greater part of those mutual good offices” everyone requires,
how did Smith imagine the demographic market where traders could bargain for
the fertility that would translate into the societal population most beneficial to their
individual economic interests?27
Dilemmas of Laissez-Faire Population Policy

Even a cursory investigation into the relationship between individual procreation decisions and macrolevel demographic outcomes would have revealed insuperable obstacles for Smith's invisible hand. First, without a strong government presence the laissez-faire environment would lack the appropriate individual incentives and assurances, and second, the enforcement and information costs of providing these missing elements would, given the vast numbers of independent decision-makers involved, be enormous. In light of this generalized prisoners’ dilemma involving billions of individual uncoordinated decisions, how could Smith have expected to assimilate children as public goods to the fungible commodity model? What evidence, moreover, have orthodox economists offered that, by matching their family size to their income, individual families quasi-automatically insure that aggregate population size will be optimized? Have they analytically transcended Smith’s epistemologically naive conversion of the fallacy of composition into a tenet of social theory and policy—namely, that: "What is prudence in the conduct of every private family, can scarce be folly in that of a great kingdom"?28

MALTHUS AND THE VISIBLE HAND OF THE STATE

Had Adeline read Malthus? I can’t tell;
I wish she had: his book’s the eleventh Commandment,
Which says, 'Thou shalt not marry,' unless well:
This he (as far as I can understand) meant.
'Tis not my purpose on his views to dwell,
Nor canvass what 'so eminent a hand' meant;
But certes it conducts to live ascetic,
Or turning marriage into arithmetic.29

Early nineteenth-century economics divided into two camps on the issue of proletarian misery: the optimists, who claimed that capitalist misery was a temporary phenomenon and that the condition of the working class would improve both absolutely and relatively; and the Malthusians, who asserted that misery was necessary and inevitable in the absence of a limitation of child production, which was the only solution of the social question.30 Crucial to an understanding of Malthus's rigid position on state abstinence vis-à-vis the material fate of poor large families is the fact that it was an integral part of his view of inequality was an essential motor of progress: "If no man could hope to rise or fear to fall, in society, if industry did not bring with it its reward and idleness its punishment, the middle parts would not certainly be what they now are."31 That the particular progress Malthus had in mind was the accumulation of capital he revealed in the appendix to the fifth edition of his Essay on the Principle of Population. In this crucial passage, published two decades after the first edition—itself "nothing but an anti-socialist pamphlet"32—Malthus let the cat out of the bag as to why contraceptive freedom could not be reconciled with the sociopsychological microfoundations of
I should always particularly reprobate any artificial and unnatural modes of checking population, both on account of their immorality and their tendency to remove a necessary stimulus to industry. If it were possible for each married couple to limit by wish the number of their children, there is certainly reason to fear that the indolence of the human race would be very greatly increased; and that neither the population of individual countries, nor of the whole earth, would ever reach its natural and proper extent.33

Such pure Malthusianism survives only among economists who believe that the individual systematic implementation of contraception, by eliminating the pressure of population, also removes “most of the stimulus to economic development.”34 Malthus’s rejection of contraception is of a piece with his opposition to old-age pensions for workers and their families. The suggestion by one of Malthus’s chief foils, Condorcet, that such aid, financed from the workers’ own savings as well as of those who die before retirement age, could help eliminate inequality, dependence, and misery, prompted Malthus’s scathing rebuke that “if the idle and the negligent are placed upon the same footing with regard to...the future support of their wives and families, as the active and industrious, can we expect to see men exert that animated activity in bettering their condition which now forms the master spring of public prosperity?” Malthus regarded any kind of breach in the terroristic labor regime driven by fear of starvation as undermining the viability of capitalism. Rather than analyzing the prohibition of economic security in terms of the antagonistic class society it undergirded, Malthus opted for a biodemographic description akin to an ecological carrying capacity: “Were every man sure of a comfortable provision for a family,...and were the rising generation free from the ‘killing frost’ of misery, population must rapidly increase.”35

Malthus’s brutal frankness about the political-economic functionality of what appeared as a morally or religiously motivated prohibition of contraception undermines Kingsley Davis’s epistemological critique of Malthus’s population theory. Davis sees Malthus’s “confusion of moral evaluation with scientific analysis [as] a weakness of his conceptual framework” as a consequence of which his theory was inadequate scientifically even during his own era.36 Yet, as an ideological holding action—until contraceptive means became cheap, effective, and well-known—Malthus’s proscription of birth control as antithetical to indolence control may in fact have revealed deep insight into the psychosocial underpinnings of class governance during the transition period before the behavioral requirements of capital had been internalized as second nature.

Capitalism has, to be sure, shown itself to be flexible enough to live with, if not to require, contraception. In the 1920s, for example, a group of British Liberals led by Keynes even gathered under the watchwords Capitalism and Contraception.37 Exasperated by “the Capitalist leaders in the City and in Parliament” who were “incapable of distinguishing novel measures for
safeguarding Capitalism from what they call Bolshevism," Keynes shocked some of those attending the Liberal Summer School at Cambridge in 1925 by asserting that birth control and contraceptives

interlock with economic issues which cannot be evaded. Birth control touches...the liberties of women, and...the duty of the State to concern itself with the size of the population just as much as with the size of the army or the amount of the budget. The position of wage-earning women and the project of the Family Wage affect not only the status of women, the first in the performance of paid work, and the second in the performance of unpaid work, but also raise the whole question whether wages should be fixed by the forces of supply and demand in accordance with the orthodox theories of *laissez-faire*, or whether we should begin to limit the freedom of those forces by reference to what is "fair" and "reasonable"....

One reason for capitalism’s eventual turn toward a less rigid demographic approach is the fundamentally different basis of the industrial reserve army in the early nineteenth century and developed capitalism. In Malthus’s time, the reserve army originated in the relatively slow rate of and thus insufficient capital accumulation; later, accelerated or overaccumulation of capital generated a surplus of workers. Moreover, when the limits of extensive exploitation (“absolute surplus value” production) became visible as the length of the working day hit against a physiological ceiling and the employment of ever younger children against a biological floor, capital accumulation had to become primarily reoriented toward intensive exploitation (“relative surplus value” production). The requisite rise in productivity presupposed both an increase in the qualifications of the working class, achieved in part through longer years of education, and a further intensification of the labor process. Because neither of these prerequisites was reconcilable with massive reliance on child workers, such labor became tendentially obsolete. With the economic depreciation and ultimately the legal prohibition on the use of their labor power, children lost most of their revenue-generating value to their parents; concomitantly, they became more valuable to capital as future skilled workers—especially insofar as the burden of financing the acquisition of these skills could be imposed on the parents. Since parents could no longer, to use the model implicit in classical political economy’s theory of population, regard their production of children “as a means of investing in ‘capital goods’ for the sake of a future return,” that cost-shifting would have to—and did—bring smaller families in its wake.

Modern capitalism is also more dependent on high rates of working-class consumer spending than in 1800, when Malthus justified the existence of a so-called third class of nonproducing strata by reference to the urgency of the realization (or effective demand) problem confronting capitalism. What Malthus did not foresee was the rise of a stratum of relatively well-paid, intentionally childless workers who were devoted to spending more on themselves than many
working-class parents can spend on large families. Malthus was nevertheless correct in emphasizing the importance of a critical mass of population: even if lavishly consuming workers could sustain effective demand, if they were too busy shopping to reproduce, the next generation would be severely drained as a source of surplus value.

Malthus mixed mundane economics and the social-psychology of status with idealized romantic love in explaining class-specific procreational proclivities. Assuming that only married humans indulged passion, Malthus divined that population growth had remained below its theoretical limits in part because "a foresight of the difficulties attending the rearing of a family acts as a preventive check...in some degree through all the ranks of society in England. [S]ome men, even in the highest rank...are prevented from marrying by the idea of the expenses that they must retrench...on the supposition of having a family." Considerations that might be trivial at this level took on "much greater weight...as we go lower." Thus a "man of liberal education, but with an income only just sufficient to enable him to associate in the rank of gentlemen," knew that the cost of raising children would thrust him down to the ranks of "moderate farmers and the lower class of tradesmen." Such a descent "at this round of the ladder, where education ends and ignorance begins," was not a "chimerical, but a real and essential evil," which induced such men to delay marriage. Where passion caused them to break through the customary restraints, a calculation underlay such actions; for "it would be hard indeed, if the gratification of so delightful a passion as virtuous love, did not, sometimes, more than counterbalance all its attendant evils."43

At the other end of the English social scale, Malthus identified an even greater scope for the field of operation of the preventive check:

The labourer who earns eighteen pence a day and lives with some degree of comfort as a single man, will hesitate a little before he divides that pittance among four or five, which seems to be but just sufficient for one. [H]e must feel conscious, if he thinks at all, that should he have a large family, and any ill luck whatever, no degree of frugality, no possible exertion of his manual strength could preserve him from the heart rending sensation of seeing his children starve....44

That such low-paid workers, whose poverty concedely preceded and therefore was not caused by their large families, failed to listen to reason was, in Malthus's opinion, in no small part due to the poor-law system, which weakened the sense of independence that would otherwise also have operated to deter imprudent marriages. Since many would never receive wages in excess of a "pittance," that is, since even the bachelor-proletariat was mired in poverty, and since the institution of marriage was quasi-natural for Malthus, it is misleading to characterize workers as having behaved irrationally in failing to conduct a cost-benefit analysis of each procreational act. It was not a matter of being "fatalistic, feckless, irresponsible, without a belief in the future...." Indeed, if Weberian Zweck rationalitä means "consciously choos[ing] among known alternatives on the
basis of their probable effect,"\textsuperscript{46} then penurious laborers may well have been rational—given their Hobson's choice between the prospect of a life without familial relationships and of conferring on their children the same poverty to which generations of workers had become accustomed.

Rather than having "advocated a public effort to foster the embourgeoisement of the poor," Malthus in fact perceived and approved of a societal structure that preordained such poverty.\textsuperscript{47} According to his version of the asocial contract ushering in the transition from Godwin's egalitarian utopia to capitalism, with the establishment of private property and marriage, "these two fundamental laws of society,"

inequality of conditions must necessarily follow. Those who were born after the division of property, would come into a world already possessed. If their parents, from having too large a family, could not give them sufficient for their support, what are they to do in a world where every thing is appropriated?... The members of a family which was grown too large for the original division of land appropriated to it, could not then demand a part of the surplus produce of others, as a debt of justice. [F]rom the inevitable laws of our nature, some human beings must suffer from want. These are the unhappy persons who, in the great lottery of life, have drawn a blank.... All who were in want of food would...offer to work for a bare subsistence, and the rearing of families would be checked by sickness and misery.\textsuperscript{48}

Although Malthus "always" assumed the efficacy of a process of demographic self-equilibration, his counterintuitively optimistic position derived from the structure of his theory of population, within which, "[s]trictly speaking, over-population was impossible...."\textsuperscript{49} That Malthus, however, self-contradictorily did not trust the invisible hand's grip on the genitalia to promote some kind of optimum population, emerges from the fact that whereas on the one hand he opposed entrusting to individual workers or working-class families autonomous control to limit their fertility, on the other he urged state intervention to curtail pauper procreation.\textsuperscript{50} In one of his boldest and harshest public policy interventions—which gainsays all efforts by Keynes and others to cast Malthus's \textit{Essay} as "profoundly in the English tradition of humane science [and] marked by...an immense disinterestedness and public spirit"\textsuperscript{51}—Malthus urged power-holders "formally to disclaim the \textit{right} of the poor to support." To that end he proposed that no child born within a marriage that took place more than a year after the enactment and no illegitimate child born two years thereafter "should ever be entitled to parish relief." Thereafter:

if any man chose to marry, without a prospect of being able to support a family, he should have the most perfect liberty to do so. Though to marry in this case, is in my opinion clearly an immoral act, yet it is not one which society can justly take upon itself to prevent or punish; because the punishment provided for it by the laws of nature, falls
directly and most severely upon the individual who commits the act, and through him, only more remotely and feebly, on the society. When nature will govern and punish for us, it is a very miserable ambition to wish to snatch the rod from her hands, and draw upon ourselves the odium of executioner. To the punishment therefore of nature he should be left, the punishment of want.... He should be taught to know, that the laws of nature, which are the laws of God, had doomed him and his family to suffer for disobeying their repeated admonitions; that he had no claim of right on society for the smallest portion of food, beyond that which his labour would fairly purchase....

If this system were pursued...the only difficulty would be, to restrain the hand of benevolence from assisting those in distress in so indiscriminate a manner as to encourage indolence and want of foresight in others.

It may appear to be hard, that a mother and her child, who had been guilty of no particular crime themselves, should suffer for the ill conduct of the father; but this is one of the invariable laws of nature.... In the moral government of the world, it seems evidently necessary, that the sins of the fathers should be visited upon the children....

This extreme biological-naturalistic turn Malthus appropriated from Joseph Townsend, an English clergyman, whom he failed to acknowledge until the second edition of the Essay in 1803. In his Dissertation on the Poor Laws, which formed a watershed dividing Adam Smith's belief in progress from the Malthusian preoccupation with overpopulation, Townsend had urged the state to refrain from seeking to improve upon the disciplinary powers of nature, by which he manifestly meant the class-bound assets endowment consequent upon the accumulation of capital:

The wisest legislator will never be able to devise a more equitable, a more effectual, or...a more suitable punishment, than hunger is for a disobedient servant. Hunger will tame the fiercest animals, it will teach...obedience and subjection, to the most brutish, the most obstinate, and the most perverse.... It seems to be a law of nature, that the poor should be to a certain degree improvident, that there may always be some to fulfil the most servile, the most sordid, and the most ignoble offices in the community. [T]hereby...the more delicate are not only relieved from drudgery, and freed from those occasional employments which would make them miserable, but are left at liberty...to pursue those callings which are suited to their various dispositions, and most useful to the state. As for the lowest of the poor, by custom they are reconciled to the meanest occupations, to the most laborious works, and to the most hazardous pursuits; whilst the hope of their reward makes them cheerful in the midst of all their dangers and their toils. [W]hat is it but distress and poverty which can prevail upon the lower classes...to encounter all the horrors which await them...?... There must be a degree of pressure, and that which is attended with the least violence will be the best. When hunger is either felt or feared, the
By infusing political economy with Townsend’s naturalization of class conflict and his conversion of economic laws into a biotheodicy, Malthus, whom the economist Nassau Senior called “our most eminent living philosophical writer,” enabled the ruling classes both to deny responsibility for the poverty of the new proletariat—by assigning the blame to the workers themselves—without undermining the legitimacy of their power and to inculcate in the poor “self-dependence without developing in them a dangerous independence.” Both Ricardo and Malthus grasped enough of the incentives for wage labor required and furnished by capital to cast significant doubt on Polanyi’s extravagant claim that neither “understood the working of the capitalist system”; after Townsend had introduced nature in the form of scarcity and hunger as the great regulative in lieu of government or laws, Polanyi argued, political economy had recourse to naturalism to explain the misery of the masses. It is, to the contrary, far more plausible that Ricardo’s adaptation in his *Principles* of Malthus’s tenets of population enhanced the value of political economy in the eyes of its “prosperous readers [who] saw the Malthusian theory employed to amend the deficiencies in the doctrine of Smith which had...limited Smith’s usefulness to the middle class.”

Malthus himself made it clear that workingmen whose “impulses of passion” were out of control had only themselves to blame for their impoverishment. Anticipating culture-of-poverty theorists, Malthus emphasized the circumstances that made “the lower classes...unable or unwilling to reason from the past to the future, and ready to acquiesce, for the sake of present gratification, in a very low standard of comfort and respectability....” Among the prerequisites for imbuing workers with prudential habits he listed civil and political liberty. The former enabled people to plan for the future by assuring free scope to their industry by securing their property to them; the latter, in turn, enforced the former in part by “obliging the higher classes to respect them....” How disfranchised proletarians, whose only species of property, their highly perishable labor power, rarely permitted them to accumulate any other species, could ever acquire bourgeois habits, Malthus never explained.

As if preparing the working class for compulsory relegation to Procreators Anonymous, Malthus insisted that:

When the wages of labour are hardly sufficient to maintain two children, a man marries and has five or six.... He accuses the insufficiency of the price of labour to maintain a family.... He accuses the avarice of the rich, who suffer him to want what they can so well spare. He accuses the partial and unjust institutions of society, which have awarded him an inadequate share of the produce of the earth.... In searching for objects of accusation, he never adverts to the quarter from which his misfortunes originate. The last person that he would think of accusing is himself, on whom...the principal blame lies....
The advice that Malthus offered the working class and the state poor-law policies that he sought to influence presupposed the forever-lastingness of capitalism: "The structure of society...will probably always remain unchanged. [I]t will always consist of a class of proprietors and a class of labourers...." Against this dehistoricized background, Malthus issued a warning to workers: "A market overstocked with labour, and an ample remuneration to each labourer, are objects perfectly incompatible with each other. In the annals of the world they never existed together." If, then, workers, whom Malthus identified with the poor, wished to avail themselves of the high wages that capitalism made possible, Malthus counseled, "we" would have to explain to "them" "that the withholding of the supplies of labour is the only possible way of really raising its price, and that they themselves, being the possessors of this commodity, have alone the power to do this." It was this lockstep logic linking procreation, labor market, and poverty that set a reformist-ameliorist framework that would both enrage and attract labor unions and socialist parties into the twentieth century. Thus it was also in this narrower sense that Malthus's "extraordinary achievement [was] to have formulated the terms of discourse on the subject of poverty" well beyond his death.

Malthus was very careful to argue that whatever advances labor might achieve would be secured only through individual procreative behavior in conformity with the eternal laws of population; collective action was doomed to failure. Thus Malthus was, to be sure, willing to concede that, in light of the considerable amount of unnecessary labor:

if the lower classes...could agree among themselves never to work more than six or seven hours in the day, the commodities essential to human happiness might still be produced in as great abundance as at present. But it is almost impossible to conceive that such an agreement could be adhered to. From the principle of population, some would necessarily be more in want than others. Those that had large families would naturally be desirous of exchanging two hours more of their labour for an amplero quantity of subsistence. How are they to be prevented from making this exchange? It would be a violation of the first and most sacred property that a man possesses, to attempt, by positive institutions, to interfere with his command over his own labour.

Apart from the obvious issue as to why the principle of population is inconsistent with uniformly small families decided upon voluntarily, the answer to Malthus's question as to how to avoid a working class race for the bottom is equally obvious: family allowances. Such subsidies would make it unnecessary for workers to sell as much as possible of the only property they have to sell—their and their numerous children's labor power. Indeed, allowances might even arrest the "seemingly irrational" proletarian strategy of high fertility in order to produce more wage labor per household.

Remarkably, Malthus grasped this logic and inconsistently even advocated
its implementation as policy. With a view toward a more enlightened future, Malthus envisioned "such prudential habits among the poor as would prevent them from marrying when the actual price of labour, joined to what they might have saved in their single state, would not give them the prospect of being able to support a wife and five or six children without assistance." But, Malthus conceded,

even this degree of prudence might not always avail, as when a man marries he cannot tell what number of children he shall have, and many have more than six. [I]n this case I do not think that any evil would result from making a certain allowance to every child above this number; not with a view of rewarding a man for his large family, but merely of relieving him from a species of distress which it would be unreasonable in us to expect that he should calculate upon. And with this view, the relief should be merely such as to place him exactly in the same situation as if he had had six children.

Even more implausibly, Malthus approved of a law that would bestow pensions on those with ten and twelve children on the ground that it "might relieve particular individuals from a very pressing and unlooked for distress, without operating in any respect as an encouragement to marriage." This view is just one example of the kind of confused thinking that led George Stigler to conclude that Malthus "had one great weakness—he could not reason well. He could not construct a theory that was consistent with either itself or the facts of the world." Malthus was much less confused with regard to the taxing mechanism for a family allowance: he categorically rejected bachelor taxes. In view of the inadequacy of wages to support large families and the number of poverty-induced deaths, if many newborn were not "greatly thinned" by premature mortality, impossible demands would have to be made of the wage-fund. Consequently, those who remain unmarried do not reduce the actual population but merely premature mortality and therefore deserve no punishment.

Whatever the inconsistencies in his reasoning, Malthus was even more wedded to the wondrous notion that even reproduction was controlled by an invisible hand that also swatted away would-be free riders. In order to achieve improvement, according to Malthus:

It is not necessary of us to act from motives to which we are unaccustomed; to pursue a general good which we may not distinctly comprehend, or the effect of which may be weakened by distance and diffusion. The happiness of the whole is to be the happiness of individuals.... No co-operation is required.... He who performs his duty faithfully will reap the full fruits of it, whatever may be the number of others who fail. This duty is...merely that he is not to bring beings into the world for whom he cannot find the means of support.

Here Malthus overlooked the free riders, who can develop an individualist
strategy at the expense of the rest of their class comrades. For poor-law administrators since Malthus may have counseled the working class that higher living standards are unattainable without limiting fertility: “Yet while an abstract ‘working class’ may suffer, any specific family may benefit. It must take the labor market as it finds it; in past centuries more children per family have usually meant more income per family.” In fact, whereas macroeconomically an increase in population led, during the preindustrial period, characteristically to a decline in per capita income, the enormous productivity advances unleashed by the Industrial Revolution broke this link. Nevertheless, even later, once child labor was suppressed, “within any individual family matters were much as they had previously been for the society as a whole.”

Malthus’s position resembled the argument advanced at the beginning of the twentieth century by some “birth-strike” advocates to the effect that regardless of the impact on the proletariat as a class, individual working-class parents could promote their own welfare by limiting family size. Schumpeter’s disqualification of Malthus applied to these individualistic birth-strikers as well. He asserted that “a surface observation...greatly facilitated” the survival of Malthus’s “fundamentally untenable or worthless” doctrine:

clearly, the most obvious reason for misery and squalor in the individual proletarian family was size. The inference that all would have been better off and happier if all had restricted the number of their children follows by means of the same fallacy that led people to infer from everyone’s tendency to make the best of his situation that, if all are left to their own devices, a maximum of “happiness” must result for all.

An extensively and minutely articulated cultural, institutional, psychological, and ideological context must be and has been created to sustain (working-class) parents' interest in quantitatively adequate levels of procreation. The reason that it is unfruitful to contrast individual motivations and macrosocietal outcomes and to be baffled by “supra-intentional causality” such as invisible hand tropes is that:

The point does not consist in the fact that inasmuch as everyone pursues his own private interest, the totality of private interests, that is the general interest is attained. The point is rather that the private interest itself is already a societally determined interest and can be achieved only within the conditions posited by society and with the means provided by it; hence it is bound to the reproduction of these conditions and means. It is the interest of private persons; but its content, as well as the form and means of its realization, is given by societal conditions independent of all.

This programmatic mediation of a methodological individualism that reduces the explicability of social phenomena to individuals only and a
methodological collectivism that assumes the existence of supra-individual entities with higher-order explanatory power may be illustrated by reference to the private production of wage laborers. Here it is crucial not to collapse methodological collectivism into models of unconscious rationality or invisible-hand-induced demographic homeostasis. Socioeconomic forces and mechanisms operating beyond the level of individual consciousness or choice can nevertheless bring about disequilibria and crises.77

People do not have birth rates, they have children. Their willingness to bear and rear children—to expend their human and material resources in this manner—cannot be taken for granted. Rather, childbearing and child rearing take place in an organized context which strongly influences people to do one set of things—reproduce—and not to do other activities that would conflict or compete with reproduction.78

In other words, subtle and unthinking internalization and not-so-subtle imposition of norms may inculcate the attitudes and induce the behavior required to transform biological reproduction into material and ideological reproduction of the social order. Precisely because neither Malthusian nor utilitarian attempts to link fertility to economic factors attend sufficiently to the way people "give meaning to the situations in which they find themselves and base their actions on such meanings and interpretations," even some economic demographers have found them wanting.79

JOHN STUART MILL AND THE AUTHORITARIAN SIDE OF CLASSICAL LIBERALISM

[I]n the absence of state intervention population will not assume the size consonant with whatever set of communal ends is generally subscribed to by the population. This lack of consonance is traceable primarily to the fact that in a completely free enterprise economy it is apparently impossible...to establish such a set of relationships among the individuals composing that economy as will assure to each reward or punishment in proportion to his contribution to, or subtraction from, the sum total of communal welfare.80

Despite his status as the fountainhead of modern political-economic liberalism, John Stuart Mill developed a coherent body of policy regarding state intervention into procreational decisions and conduct that would surprise, if not embarrass, his late-twentieth-century followers. Already as a 17-year-old, Mill was arrested for distributing Francis Place's verbotene pamphlets encouraging the working class to limit its reproduction through the use of contraceptive sponges.81 As an economist, Mill early on expressed his admiration of Malthus's achievements on behalf of workers. In contrast to Adam Smith, who believed that in the
stationary state—"towards which things must be at all times tending"—workers "must be pinched and in a condition of hardship," Malthus, paradoxical as it might seem, forged the insight that the laboring classes' condition was "susceptible of permanent improvement."82 For the period of semibarbarism, when "it probably was not desirable that population should be restrained," Mill credited "the pressure of physical want" with having created the "stimulus...to the exertion of labour and ingenuity" necessary for the formation of industrial society. Contemporary Europe, however, no longer needed such privation "to make men...better workmen...." Nevertheless, he was contemptuous of do-gooders who sentimentally "ignore[d] totally the law of wages, or...dismiss[ed] it...as 'hard-hearted Malthusianism,' as if it were not a thousand times more hard-hearted to tell human beings that they may, than that they may not, call into existence swarms of creatures who are sure to be miserable, and most likely to be depraved...."83

In the chapter of On Liberty designed to illustrate the book's maxims—namely, that the individual is free to do anything that does not "concern the interests" of anyone else, and that society may intervene against actions that "are prejudicial to the interests of others"—Mill, revealing how much of Malthus inhered in neo-Malthusianism, dealt extensively with the state's obligation to control any person's power over others, including procreational freedom. However:

This obligation is almost entirely disregarded in the case of the family relations.... It is in the case of children, that misapplied notions of liberty are a real obstacle to the fulfilment by the State of its duties. One would almost think that a man's children were supposed to be literally...a part of himself.... It remains unrecognized, that to bring a child into existence without a fair prospect of being able, not only to provide food for its body, but instruction and training for its mind, is a moral crime, both against the unfortunate offspring and against society.... [T]o bestow a life which may be either a curse or a blessing—unless the being on whom it is to be bestowed will have at least the ordinary chances of a desirable existence, is a crime against that being. And in a country either over-peopled, or threatened with being so, to produce children, beyond a very small number, with the effect of reducing the reward of labor by their competition, is a serious offence against all who live by the remuneration of their labor. [L]aws which...forbid marriage unless the parties can show that they have the means of supporting a family, do not exceed the legitimate powers of the State: and...they are not objectionable as violations of liberty.... Yet the current ideas of liberty...would repel the attempt to put any restraint upon his inclinations when the consequence of their indulgence is a life, or lives, of wretchedness and depravity to the offspring, with manifold evils to those sufficiently within reach to be in any way affected by their actions.84

The policy consequences of Mill's application of his principles of freedom
to procreation were very restrictive because reproducers may have a prejudicial impact on others. Mill therefore denied that anyone had "a right to bring creatures into life, to be supported by other people... If a man cannot support even himself unless others help him, those others are entitled to say that they do not also undertake the support of any offspring which it is physically possible for him to summon into the world."85

To suggest just how far liberalism has departed from Mill's vision, it suffices to look at a recent major economic-demographic study of the United States by a liberal economist whose "simple welfare rule of thumb" is: "If the social costs of an extra child are borne only by his parents and older siblings, the extra birth is the family's business and not society's."86 Contemporary liberalism thus privileges biological paternalism; for when it assigns procreational decisions to the discretion of "the family," experience suggests that the decision-makers—if indeed any conscious decision to procreate lies behind the next birth—are not the totality of affected family members, but at most the parents. Yet society intervenes in all manner of ways after birth to increase the welfare of children—including the drastic step of removing children from the control of abusive parents.

Why has post-Millian liberalism become libertarian with regard to procreators' power to determine the size of their realm? The only plausible defense of state abstentionism is that the state is no better at predicting the future in general and the life of these individual children in particular than are the parents.87 Although much speaks in favor of permitting human beings to enhance their autonomy by making as many decisions as possible affecting their lives and perhaps the lives of the children whom society authorizes them to shape, it is disingenuous to assert that a board or group of people using an actuarial base containing millions of life histories has no greater perspective than a single person with little or no overview of how successfully others have managed to support large families.88

Uninhibited by such doubts, Mill, out-Malthusing Malthus, expressed astonishment that some contemporaries saw "hardship in preventing paupers from breeding hereditary paupers in the workhouse itself." Mill's strictures on procreative freedom culminated in this astounding super-Malthusian antiliberal proposal: "It would be possible for the state to guarantee employment at ample wages to all who are born. But if it does this, it is bound in self-protection, and for the sake of every purpose for which government exists, to provide that no person shall be born without its consent."89 Even Mill's employment of last resort had its limits. For although Mill did, to be sure, support state-mediated redistribution to aliment those children who have already been born to poor parents,

it is another thing altogether, when those who have produced and accumulated are called upon to abstain from consuming until they have given food and clothing, not only to all those who now exist, but to all whom these or their descendants may think fit to call into existence.... The attempt would of course be made to exact labour in exchange for support. But... [w]hen the pay is not given for the sake of the work, but
the work found for the sake of the pay, inefficiency is a matter of
certainty: to extract real work from day-labourers without the power of
dismissal, is only practicable by the power of the lash.90

A straight line descends from Mill’s framework—which can be traced
back to French proposals that workers be adopted, as it were, by their employers,
who would, together with the obligation of maintaining them, have the right to
forbid them to marry—to biologist Garrett Hardin’s neoauthoritarianism: “If the
community has the responsibility of keeping children alive it must also have the
power to decide when they may be procreated.”91 Advocacy of the anti-invisible-
hand position in the United States has, during the last third of the twentieth century,
been most prominently associated with Hardin’s antidemocratic, overpopulationist
version. In his immensely influential piece, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” he
admonishes the world to “exorcise the spirit of Adam Smith in the field of practical
demography.” Once it was discovered that the assumption that, guided by their
own lights, “men will control their individual fecundity so as to produce the
optimum population,” was wrong, reexamination of the defensibility of “our
individual freedoms” advanced to the head of the global political agenda.92

The tragedy of the commons is a subset of the type of irrationality
associated with an invisible but broken hand. The latter, larger field encompasses
individually rational actions producing a result that no one desires. The tragedy of
the commons is narrower in that it would not include the depopulationist version.
If, for example, individuals act rationally in limiting their fertility because they
want to minimize the restrictions of child rearing, the unintended and undesirable
decline in population would not constitute a commons ruined by overexploitation.93

Hardin’s model can be better understood by studying his self-professed
inspirational source, William Forster Lloyd, the Drummond professor of political
economy at Christ Church, Oxford University, in the 1830s. The year before the
New Poor Law was enacted, Lloyd published his Two Lectures on the Checks to
Population, which makes the foundations of Hardin’s approach transparent.
Taking as his starting point the conventional Malthusian assumption of the
impossibility that increases in food production would keep pace with natural
population growth, Lloyd examined the contribution of the preventive checks to
population to the inexorable restoration of equilibrium. Because “[s]ystems of
equality, with a community of labor and goods,” allegedly impeded the action of
preventive checks, he began with these institutions.94

Lloyd justified his animus against equality by reference to private property
in land, which served two purposes. Productively it gave individual owners an
incentive to produce and to avoid wasteful destruction; demographically it
allocated definite shares of produce large enough to provide for “the comfortable
maintenance of a family.” This method of determining the number of families to
be supported by means of the prior division of land was superior to granting
admission to the table to all who are born and then determining each person’s
(insufficient) share by the number of admissions. The beneficial consequences of
private productive wealth justified inequality without which exertion would be dulled. The hierarchy of riches associated with inequality induced men to engage in the behavior that would enable them to rise in the world. Inequality could, however, become excessive in relation to its demographic function. Where too few appropriated too much property and "the class of mere labourers is great, the principle of population would...justify the appropriation of the field of employment, and a monopoly of labour." Since the latter monopoly was much more difficult to sustain than one of property, its equivalent was "the diffusion of a sufficient degree of property throughout...society."  

Such was the big picture sketched by Lloyd, familiarity with which, according to Hardin, might have spared Marx "his worst errors...." In analyzing regimes of equality, Lloyd supposed the case of two people who labored jointly, agreeing to share the product as common property. By combining forces, they transformed their motivational structure, which in their prior Robinson Crusoe existence had been guided "by the magnitude of the personal consequences expected by each individual...." Now, in contrast, each obtained only half the gain of his additional exertions and bore only half the loss of his shirking. Once the number of partners became large, the personal consequences of the individual's work effort or wastage became so minuscule as to lose its purchase on his will.  

Lloyd's joint producers or joint commons users are gritting their teeth as they enter into relationships with others. At bottom they remain rugged individualists with no conception of the larger progressive sociocultural transformation wrought by the division of labor and cooperation. They continue to compare only the narrow advantages of joint production with some mythical natural state of loners into which they may retreat at the slightest perception of a quantitative advantage. Even after their plunge into sociability, they remain "fundamentally autonomous, self-serving, irresponsible creatures, as radically alienated from each other as they are from the grass on which they feed their cows." Consequently, Hardin is merely refuteing a self-made caricature when he asserts that Lloyd offered the "definitive disproof of the Marxist imperative"—the communist "to each according to his needs," which, "where each person is free to judge his own needs, necessarily leads to tragedy in a world of scarcities."  

The demographic function of Lloyd's parable was simply to illustrate an action-consequence structure in which present and future are opposed to each other—in which actors must compare a present individual pain and a future collective benefit or a present individual pleasure and a future collective pain. In a large society, in which the individual's share of the future collective good or bad is evanescent, it is rational for the individual, even where he is fully aware of the collective consequences, to ignore them. Projecting this scheme onto the theory of population, Lloyd inserted marriage as the present pleasure and the financial burdens of reproduction as the future pain. Alluding, perhaps, to the old poor law system, Lloyd argued that if the collective paid for the children, everyone would choose the present pleasure, leading to the dreaded Malthusian denouement. Nevertheless, the ensuing overpopulation, far from being the fault of the imprudent
people themselves, might be caused by “the constitution of society...” Ignoring the complex contradictory movements of the accumulation and profitability of capital, Lloyd posited that the only impediment to full employment was a lack of subsistence for the entire potential working population. But assuming that “those who have the food of the country at their disposal” have enough to support all, Lloyd asserted that employment then entitled each to “a proportional share of the general stock of subsistence.” Thus if the labor of an unmarried man commands $1/10,000,000$ of the food stock, as soon as he marries and produces children capable of immediate employment, their labor will command $2/10,000,001$ of the stock. The total burden that reproduction imposes on him “consists in the difference between one out of ten million, and one out of ten million and one parts,” which must remain individually “imperceptible.” Consequently, the defective motivational structure that he had already identified “under a community of goods” reproduces itself even under capitalism: “there is a want of appropriation to each person of the consequences of his own conduct. All suffer through the act of one, and no encouragement to moral restraint is offered to individuals.” Nor would the procreational micro-calculus change if Lloyd relaxed his assumption of full employment in favor of an equal chance of employment. For even if a potential father knew that employment was a game of musical chairs, he could rationally believe that the risk of unemployment was equally and randomly distributed among the childless and the child-rich: “Being himself exposed to it...from the increase of population resulting from the marriages of others, he will not anticipate any sensible increase of danger to himself, from the competition of his own children.”

In order to suggest the universality of the logic, Lloyd constructed two parallel cases. The first involved two societies: in one parents assumed the entire burden of child support, whereas in the other the children began maintaining themselves at an early age; the second case was characterized by enclosures and commons. The parallel consisted in the density—of the population in the one and of the stocking in the other. Both enclosed and common fields or pastures have a “point of saturation...beyond which no prudent man will add to his stock,” but that point is different in the two. In the privately owned field, the owner would not knowingly stock beyond the saturation point because all that the additional cattle consumed would be deducted from what was available to the original stock. In the privately appropriated commons, however, since losses are shared, the individual appropriator would gain more than he lost. Lloyd then asserted that employment is also a common open to the born and unborn and thus “constantly stocked to the extreme point of saturation.” Thus neither in the real world of the English working class nor in Lloyd’s fictitious community of labor and goods—where the increase in resources still mandated prudent procreation, yet that obligation was insufficiently divided and appropriated—would the prudent alone reap the benefit or the imprudent alone “feel the evil consequences.” And even in the best case, where new-born maintained themselves immediately, it would not be the case that “nobody else is the worse for their being brought into the world” since Lloyd
assumed that beyond the saturation point diminishing returns had already set in.\textsuperscript{101}

Finally, the same defective motivational structure prompted Lloyd to cast doubt on the plausibility of Malthus's hope that moral restraint would reduce the supply and raise the price of labor. Since "among laborers who have only the sale of their labour on which to depend for their maintenance...there is no individual benefit to be derived from abstinence," whereas the benefits of marriage were palpable, the outcome was clear. And even if workers did abstain, Lloyd could see no hindrance to the emergence of free riders, who would use the new higher wage level to raise a large family; the few material hardships that such a decision would entail vis-à-vis the childless would never suffice to recommend celibacy or even delay in beginning reproduction "since, among laborers, the natural age for marriage coincid[es] nearly with the time when their income is the greatest, and when...they are best able to endure privations...."\textsuperscript{102}

Hardin has added but little to Lloyd's analysis. Adopting the analogy of the earth to a commons, Hardin insists that unimpeded access to a pasture inevitably induces each individual herdsman, as "a rational being," to let as many of his own cattle graze there as possible. Since he privately appropriates "all the proceeds from the sale of the additional animal," whereas the negative effects of overgrazing are shared by all herdsmen, eventually "[f]reedom in a commons brings ruin to all." Why Hardin has chosen to style the cattle farmers as market-maximizers subject to the inexorable compulsions of capital accumulation rather than as members of a community which regards the products of nature as sources of concrete use values, which are not subordinated to limitless self-expansion, is unclear. Hardin's implicit capital-logic leads him to assert that cattlemen who owned rather than leased ranges would in fact have a profit-oriented incentive not to undermine the viability of the basis of their livelihood: "The tragedy of the commons as a food basket is averted by private property," which generates this beneficial result because the owner-entrepreneur is individually responsible in the sense that he is the immediate victim of his own bad decisions.\textsuperscript{103}

Others have demonstrated, however, that just as a private owner of a resource may micromanage to destroy a rain forest for short-term profits from ranching, conversely, some historical and contemporary collectively controlled commons have been well maintained for centuries. Hardin has failed to consider the possibility that the transition from more communal societies to capitalism undermined that function of social systems that had helped integrate individual members' understanding of their short-run personal advantage with the whole community's long-run benefit.\textsuperscript{104}

The remaining question is why the working class in advanced capitalist societies, whose reproduction is free of capital-logical incentives, would reproduc-tively foul the global commons. It is clear why the compulsions of a capitalist economy force firms to create externalities. Hardin merely assumes, however, presumably by modeling humans as capitalist maximizers, that individual potential procreators are as hopelessly caught up in larger forces as are individual capitals. But whereas laws of accumulation condemn firms to compete or disappear, and
humans of all classes in advanced capitalist societies may be subject to various societal compulsions, there is no evidence that they are trapped by analogous reproductive laws. Consequently, they could achieve, through a process of mutual and self-education that is unavailable to competitive capitals, collective demographic decisions.

For Hardin, however, the tragedy of the demographic commons originates in the fact that the world does not function as Malthus imagined it: because of society’s deep commitment to the welfare state, the vice of human overbreeding no longer brings “its own ‘punishment’ to the germ line....” Consequently, that state must ask: How shall it “deal with the family, the religion, the race, or the class...that adopts overbreeding as a policy to secure its own aggrandizement?” Although Hardin fails to explain in what sense individual above-average procreation rises to the level of a policy let alone an act of self-aggrandizement rather than of ignorance or carelessness, he is certain that collective education is powerless to reform the conscience of those who accurately perceive their (microsocietal) self-interest. And because reliance on mere moral appeals would counterproductively lead to overbreeding by the asocial, he opts for “mutual coercion mutually agreed upon by the majority of the people affected.” He concedes that “coercion is a dirty word to most liberals now, but...by saying it over and over without apology or embarrassment,” it can become acceptable. If abandonment of the “freedom to breed” is urgently required, Hardin neglects to explain how a democracy can save the world in the absence of majoritarian support for mutual coercion, which for him represents “a spectrum, ranging from tax incentives to detention camps.”

Recognizing the authoritarian corner into which he had painted himself, Hardin has logically shifted to the establishment of a dictatorship of “[f]ortunate minorities [who] must act as the trustees of a civilization that is threatened by uninformed good intentions.” To be sure, he is referring to Third World “over-breeding,” which he sees as tempting Americans to share their food in a disastrous “‘one mouth, one meal’” policy, to which he opposes an “allocation of rights based on territory....” In principle, however, having come this far, Hardin must be prepared to defend an analogous allocation of rights within a national territory as between the recalcitrant who “emulate the rabbits” and the trustees of the commons.

An even more radical demographic approach that exactly tracks the tragedy of the commons surpasses Hardin’s tolerance for authoritarianism. It was outlined by a congressman in 1854 during the debate over the Kansas-Nebraska bill. Mike Walsh, a Democrat from New York, availed himself of a common southern trope portraying the northern wage worker as a slave of the employing class (rather than of an individual owner), who, after having “added wealth, by his labor and his toil, to the community...is turned adrift without any, among all the different employers whom he has aided in enriching, to give him a mouthful of victuals or a night’s lodging.” The slave owner, in contrast, “has to” provide for his slave in sickness and old age. Walsh then characterized the difference between
slavery and capitalism as

simply this: If a dozen of us own a horse in common, we want to ride him as much as possible, and feed him as little as possible. [Laughter.] But if you or I own a horse exclusively, we will take good care to feed him well, and not drive him too much to endanger his health...  

The tragedy of the proletarian demographic commons could therefore be overcome by converting labor power from a regime of common exploitation and private ownership by the worker to exclusive private use and ownership by a single slave owner, whose firm would self-sufficiently produce its own labor inputs. But even if individual slave owners had the economic incentive to promote the volume of procreation that would result in an optimal microdevelopment of labor power, an invisible hand would still have been required to coordinate thousands of plantation-level decisions to generate an optimal macrodemographic outcome. Such a state-slave society would be more coercive than even Hardin proposed. 

The prominence of Hardin’s demographic anti-laissez-faire stance must be understood in a broader context. Beginning in the 1950s, when First World social scientists and state officials charged with coordinating international economic relations constructed a case for the existence of overpopulation in the Third World, demography recognized as never before that microlevel procreational sovereignties did not necessarily generate a collective optimum. The emergence of below-replacement-level reproduction in Europe and North America from the 1960s forward reinforced this insight. But the resurgence of market-knows-best economic theories and policies in the 1980s resurrected invisible-hand demography.
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Do Poor Laws Make Poor People?

[T]he more you degrade the workers...the more you throw them back...on the one pleasure...left to them—the gratification of their instinct for producing fresh supplies of men. You will applaud this instinct as divine until at last the excessive supply becomes a nuisance: there comes a plague of men; and you suddenly discover that the instinct is diabolic, and set up a cry of “over population.”

The evolution of invisible-hand demographic discourse in classical British political economy, analyzed in the previous chapter, will be embedded here in the contemporaneous public policy debates over the shaping of the poor laws. The gravamen of Malthusianism’s late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century contribution was its attack on the changing socioeconomic function of this legislation: just at the time when local administrators “were distributing relief with a reckless extravagance, Malthus endowed the economists with arguments...to pass a wholesale condemnation upon the system of poor relief” for encouraging the poor to procreate faster than subsistence could be increased. Yet despite the fact that its “harsh attitude...towards the proletariat recommended Malthusianism to the middle class,” the new economic-demographic learning did not officially assert itself until the enactment of the New Poor Law in 1834, which denied relief to the able-bodied unless they entered into workhouses. Underlying this historical lag was the momentous impact of the French Revolution: “the governing classes in general...were obsessed by the fear that an agrarian revolution might occur in England.... In their opinion the poor rate was an insurance against unrest; and they were prepared to pay an enormous premium to safeguard themselves against this terrible danger.”

The more human face of the turn-of-the-century poor law resulted from a new social division of labor which transferred some of its most repressive functions to other agents. Until the eighteenth century, the poor laws were, in the
words of Sidney and Beatrice Webb, "designed not so much to relieve 'the poor'...as to restrain the demands of the manual workers from setting a higher price on their labour...and, by savage punishments, to discipline the whole propertyless class to the continuous and regular service, in agriculture and manufactures, of those who were becoming their masters." In the course of the Industrial Revolution, however, this "task of holding down the common people to their divinely appointed duty of continuous work for masters who should direct their operations was silently being transferred to the...new class of millowners...." While the coalescing capitalist mode of production suppressed the "loose and idle life" that the poor laws had sought to extirpate in previous centuries, "any attempted revolt against the dictatorship of the capitalist...was met by a ruthless application of the criminal law and the gaol, the penitentiary and transportation, supported...by...the troops." The poor laws, in contrast, to the Malthusians' chagrin, were reoriented toward providing bare subsistence to employed and infirm wage-laborers.³

In analyzing the relationship between poor laws and the size of the population or labor force, it is crucial to bear in mind that British authors and politicians in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries gave to the terms the poor and poverty meanings they no longer connote. The Poor Law Commissioners in 1834, for example, asserted that only in England had social policy deemed it fit to relieve more than mere "indigence, the state of a person unable to labour, or unable to obtain, in return for his labour, the means of subsistence." There, relief also applied to "poverty; that is, the state of one who, in order to obtain a mere subsistence, is forced to have recourse to labour."⁴ The poor were, then, identical with the working class.

An earlier influential characterization of poverty was more precise in focusing on that "condition in society where the individual has no surplus labour in store, and, consequently, no property but what is derived from the constant exercise of industry...; or in other words, it is the state of every one who must labour for subsistence. Poverty is therefore a most necessary and indispensable ingredient in society...the source of wealth, since...without a large proportion of poverty surplus labour could never be rendered productive...." Here Patrick Colquhoun, an economist, statistician, London magistrate, and acquaintance of Adam Smith, came close to defining the poor as the Marxist proletariat—that class of free but nevertheless compulsory working nonowners of the means of production that capital creates and that in turn creates capital. Indigence, in contrast, was for Colquhoun an evil—the "want, misery, and distress" associated with being "destitute of the means of subsistence" and unable to work to acquire them.⁵

Ironically, Malthusian poor-law policy makers also gave back to this class its original Roman meaning. Thus the Poor Law Commissioners, describing the laborer's position within the rates-in-aid-of-wages-cum-children's-allowance system that they were in the process of abolishing, observed that:

As a single man...his income does not exceed a bare subsistence; but he
has only to marry and it increases. Even then it is unequal to the support of a family; but it rises on the birth of every child. If his family is numerous, the parish becomes his principal paymaster; for, as small as the usual allowance of 2s. a head may be, yet when there are more than three children it generally exceeds the average wages...in a pauperized district. A man with a wife and six children, entitled...to have his wages made up to 16s. a week in a parish where the wages...do not exceed 10s. or 12s., is almost an irresponsible being. All the other classes of society are exposed to the vicissitudes of hope and fear; he alone has nothing to lose or to gain.6

This proletariat appears closely related to the poorest class of Roman citizens, whom the sixth-century Roman king, Servius Tullius, called _proletarios_, or offspring-givers, in analogy to the richest classes, whom he called _assiduos_, or tribute-givers. Servius, traditionally credited with having created a constitution that classified patricians’ and plebeians’ duties and rights according to their property, gave this name to those with the least or no property to indicate that from them offspring or “progeny of the state” were to be expected.7 This Roman proletariat bore a certain resemblance to what Marx called “a merely pullulating proletariat,” which arose in England under the old poor laws in the latter part of the eighteenth century.8 As William Forster Lloyd, looking back as the New Poor Law was enacted, described the mentality that underwrote the old system: since population constituted the wealth of the state, those who staffed manufactories and armies with their superfluous progeny should be supported; to provide that support through the wage system, however, would indifferently raise the income of the single, granting them “unparalleled extravagance”; in order to avoid such waste, wages were reduced to the subsistence level of an unmarried man, and procreational subsidies were granted in the form of poor-rate allowances.9 Thus the great functional difference between the Roman and Malthusian English proletariats lay in the fact that the Roman state wanted this human output whereas the British ruling classes and their state were seeking under the aegis of the New Poor Law to terminate proletarian fertility rights that were allegedly financed by a drag on capital accumulation. Children constituted the poor-law proletariat’s capital—a private financial benefit that the advocates of the New Poor Law regarded as a public demographic vice.

Malthus’s most pregnant demographic policy claim culminated in the assertion that England’s poor laws, by animating the poor, who would otherwise have been unable to support a family based on their market-given wages, to marry and procreate, “create the poor which they maintain....” He saw the same consequence as resulting from private efforts by farmers to keep wages down during periods of high corn prices by paying their laborers children’s allowances: once workers were reconciled to a system in which the connection between wages and means of family support was severed, population might increase rapidly.10 The chief relief provided by the allowance system may in fact have been to the employing farmers themselves, who succeeded in securing significant wage
subsidies by shifting the tax burden to "the wrong people"—those parish inhabitants who employed fewer or no laborers at all and therefore did not directly benefit from the payments. Malthus implicitly accepted an argument, later articulated by demographers, that dismantling the poor-law family-allowance system and forcing couples to reinternalize the costs of their procreativity powerfully promoted the application of economic rationality to reproductive behavior. This linkage also prompted Polanyi to characterize the New Poor Law as "the starting point of modern capitalism." To the extent, however, that for some time after the introduction of the New Poor Law in 1834 child labor remained a mainstay—if no longer the foundation—of British industry, adult workers may have been engaged in economically rational behavior par excellence in regarding procreation as the most "profitable investment" with the fastest payback period available to them.11

In describing the genesis of the parish rates in aid of wages during the period of scarcity in the latter half of the 1790s, when prices rose much faster than wages and continued to outpace them for 20 years,12 one of the commissioners who fashioned the New Poor Law of 1834 pointed to three related material and legitimational advantages accruing to the ruling classes. First, such payments enabled employers to avoid a higher wage level during the postscarcity period; second, the possibility of working-class unrest would be diminished; and third, the recipients would become ideologically accepting of the entire political-economic regime:

It was apprehended...that either...wages...would rise to a height from which it would be difficult to reduce them when the cause for it had ceased, or that during the high prices the labourers might have to undergo privations to which it would be unsafe to expose them. To meet the emergency of the time, various schemes are said to have been adopted, such as weekly distributions of flour...until at length the practice became general, and a right distinctly admitted by the magistrates was claimed by the labourer to parish relief, on the ground of inadequate wages and number in family. [T]he consequences of the system were not wholly unforeseen at the time, as affording a probable inducement to early marriages and large families; but at this period there was but little apprehension on that ground. A prevalent opinion, supported by high authority, that population was in itself a source of wealth, precluded all alarm. [I]t was deemed wise by many persons...to present the Poor Laws to the lower classes, as an institution for their advantage, peculiar to this country; and to encourage an opinion among them, that by this means their own share in the property of the kingdom was recognized.13

Despite these manifest benefits, the propertied classes in the opening quarter of the nineteenth century rebelled against what they deemed the stupendous cost of the poor law. The fall of agricultural prices after the French wars and the ensuing bankruptcies and decline in landlords' rents made the tax burden much
more painful to the rural propertied classes. Although Malthus was correct in observing that employers “would gain much more by the cheapness of labour, than they would lose by the payment of their rates,” such a redistributive effect was not speculatively conditioned on a new statutory expansion of the rate-payer base, but had always obtained in the rural parishes. At their high point in 1818, these local rates amounted to £8 million and rivaled the total civil expenditures of the national government. Because this tax burden fell not only or even chiefly on the subsidized agricultural employers but on all people with holdings in rural parishes, those bearing this unequal tax burden viewed it as crushing. But even these sums, representing the totality of public services available to wage earners, who accounted for the vast majority of the British population, constituted only 2 percent of the vastly expanded national income—“but a modest premium against a social revolution.”

The toleration of relief expenditures was powerfully bolstered by a transformation toward the end of the eighteenth century in the ruling classes’ attitude toward the functionality of a large impoverished population. As accumulated capital in new industries insatiably absorbed increasing numbers of proletarians and permanent war demanded a huge volume and never-ending streams of soldiers and sailors, “the poverty of the poor, and even the prevalence of destitution...[was] no longer...regarded as dangerous to the State, or even objectionable as a common nuisance, but actually as a condition, if not a direct cause, of the vast increase in national wealth....” But after the conclusion of the Napoleonic wars in 1815 and the evaporation of the “fabulous profits” in agriculture, when the ensuing depression brought on large-scale unemployment, agitation in opposition to the poor-law system intensified.

Mark Blaug, a leading debunker of the Poor Law Commissioners’ 1834 account of the previous system, characterizes the Old Poor Law as a miniature welfare state that sought to maintain a living wage for agricultural workers by means of cost-of-living adjustments, unemployment compensation, a private employment scheme, and family allowances. He takes to task critics of the Old Poor Law such as the Hammonds and Webbs for having failed to realize that their attacks would apply as well to modern welfare legislation because the statutory minimum wage and children’s allowances that they proposed as an alternative are the functional equivalent of the Old Poor Law. Blaug argues that family allowances, which antedated the Speenhamland system perhaps by as much as a century, did not inspire the same intense contemporary controversy as Speenhamland’s innovation of publicly subsidizing real wages at a minimum-existence level (based on the price of bread and family size); he also charges the Poor Law Commissioners with intentional obfuscation of the difference, especially since the minimum wage subsidies had largely disappeared by 1834. Blaug is also skeptical of the demographic prejudices of “a generation drunk on Malthusian wine,” which divined an inexorable pronatalist impact of children’s allowances despite the fact that they were modest, rose less than proportionately with each additional child, were continually scaled back, and in many parishes did not kick
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in until after the family already had one, two, three, or even seven children. The reason that Parliament rejected a minimum wage as the alternative to the Speenhamland system in 1795, according to Blaug, was the same one that has plagued minimum-wage debates ever since: to the extent that agricultural wage levels fell short of the Speenhamland real-wage minimum during the Napoleonic wars when famine prices were high, if a statutory minimum wage had been differentiated according to family size, it would have generated a wage considerably in excess of the market level.16

Blaug's claim that the Hammonds and Webbs did not understand that twentieth-century minimum wages and family allowances performed the same function as the Speenhamland system fails to do justice to the Hammonds as authors of a epoch-making context-sensitive social history that took great pains to explain the enormous consequences in terms of legitimation and consciousness even in the early 1800s between the proposed mandatory minimum wage and Speenhamland:

The labourers, stripped of their ancient rights and their ancient possessions, refused a minimum wage and allotments, were given instead a universal system of pauperism.... The richer classes...were naturally anxious to...pacify the poor before discontent spread...and the Speenhamland system turned out...a very admirable means...for it provided a maintenance for the poor by a method which sapped their spirit and disarmed their independence.... The Speenhamland system after 1812 was not applied so as to maintain an equilibrium between the income and expenditure of the labourer: it was applied to maintain an equilibrium between social forces. The scale fell not with the fall of prices to the labourer, but with the fall of profits to the possessing classes. The minimum was not the minimum on which the labourer could live, but the minimum below which rebellion was certain. This was the way in which wages found their own level. They gravitated lower and lower with the growing weakness of the wage-earner.... There is another respect in which the minimum wage policy would have profoundly altered the character of village society. It would have given the village labourers a bond of union before they had lost the memories and the habits of their more independent life; it would have made them an organised force, something like the organised forces that have built up a standard of life for industrial workmen.17

The rational kernel in Blaug's charge is that market-incentive fanatics of both centuries have opposed both systems' goal of maintaining a fixed standard of living despite the economic vicissitudes as "contrary to the ruling of providence."18 The existence of such a security system was emblematic of the contradictory demands of the masters of the transition from precapitalist to capitalist society in rural England. Nobles, squires, and farmers wanted to combine some of the elements of capitalist labor market determination of wages by reference to supply and demand with traditional paternalistic sustenance of the poor, who were granted
a right to live as a means of warding off mass unrest during famines. Because the agrarian ruling classes, in an effort to retain their old powers, sought to modify capitalism by reconciling it with an inherently antagonistic social policy, workers wound up with the worst of both systems—especially by the end of the Old Poor Law period, when, in terms of the Speenhamland system’s scale of loaves of bread, a family of four would have found its standard of living one-third lower than at the outset in 179519:

Agrarian capitalism degenerated into a general lunacy, in which farmers were encouraged to pay as little as they could...and used the mass of pauper labour as an excuse for not raising their productivity; while their most rational calculations would be, how to get the maximum subsidy for their wage-bill from the rest of the ratepayers. Labourers, conversely, were encouraged to do as little work as they possibly could, since nothing would get them more than the official minimum of subsistence.... It is difficult to find words for the degradation which the coming of industrial society brought to...English country labourer[s].... They lost what little traditional right and security they had, and gained not even the the theoretical hope which capitalism held out to the urban labourer, the legal equality of rights in the liberal society.... They and they alone paid for the failure of British rural society to combine tradition and capitalism, for they got the benefits of neither. Stretched on the rack between the pauperisation of a caricatured market economy and the social oppression of those who grew rich from it, they lacked even the only real resource of the British labouring poor, the capacity to organise themselves a class and to fight collectively as such.20

That children’s allowances, despite their association with repressive poor-law relief, still found favor with potential recipients was suggested by the fact that several years before the Speenhamland system was inaugurated, Tom Paine proposed in his Rights of Man that the British state provide a quarter-million families with £4 annually for each child under 14 years of age.21

The intensified impoverishment of the mid-1790s also catapulted onto the social policy agenda plans and parliamentary bills for minimum wage regulation. One of the chief arguments summoned against it was that its egalitarianism undermined the incentives that inequality promoted. A more specific subargument has survived two centuries of debate: by disregarding the unequal needs of workers with and without dependents, a fixed minimum high enough to support a family would lead a single man to indolence. Thus in 1795 the Whig Samuel Whitbread presented a bill in the House of Commons empowering justices of the peace to regulate the wages of laborers in husbandry “Respect being had to the Value of Money, and the Plenty or Scarcity of the Time....” During the bill’s second reading in 1796, Whitbread, making his obeisances to the shibboleths of upsurging laissez-faire political economy, made a point of announcing that he was second to no man in desiring legislative noninterference so “that the price of labour, like every other commodity, should be left to find its own level.” Unfortunately, however, “the
deductions of reason were confuted by experience," which revealed that laborers' wages fell below subsistence level not only during periods of scarcity.22

Pitt, the Tory Prime Minister, led the debate against the bill by charging that Whitbread's proposal suffered from over- and underbreadth, which rendered it unequal to the task of remedying the hardships of the "class of the labouring poor":

As there was a difference in the numbers which compose the families of the labouring poor, it must necessarily require more to support a small family. Now by the regulations proposed, either the man with a small family would have too much wages, or the man with a large family, who had done most service to his country, would have too little. So that were the minimum fixed upon the standard of a large family, it might operate as an encouragement to idleness on one part of the community; and if it were fixed on the standard of a small family, those would not enjoy the benefit of it for whose relief it was intended.23

Sidetracking Whitbread's initiative by trumping it, Pitt placed "before the House the ideas floating in his mind, though not digested with sufficient accuracy, nor arranged with a proper degree of clearness":

Let us...make relief in cases where there are a number of children, a matter of right and an honour, instead of a ground for opprobrium and contempt. This will make a large family a blessing, and not a curse; and this will draw a proper line of distinction between those are able to provide for themselves by their labour, and those who, after having enriched their country with a number of children, have a claim upon its assistance for their support.24

To be sure, Pitt's proposal seemed to afford such families employment—especially for the children, whose early engagement in manufacturing had contributed so heavily to the country's "opulence." Unable to deny the potential merits of Pitt's counterproposal, Whitbread, who urged immediate institution of "a liberal premium for the encouragement of large families," contented himself with arguing that until any such regime was implemented, his bill remained an effective temporary expedient. Another member of Commons, General Smith, went even beyond Whitbread in criticizing Pitt's claim that the price of labor, like any other commodity's, had to be left to find its own level; Smith observed that "labour does not resemble any other commodity; it is frequently attached to a particular situation, and cannot be exported to foreign ports." The House of Commons, however, disagreed, and the bill died.25

Later the same year, Pitt brought in his bill, but the Commons never even discussed it. As promised, Pitt would have conferred a right to children's allowances on poor parents—fathers with more than two children under the age of five years and widows with more than one such child. The entitlement was, to be sure, subject to a major condition—that the parents send their children five years
of age and older to "schools of industry...to be instructed and employed in such business as shall be suited to the[ir] age and strength" unless the poor law authorities directed them to be employed in the parents' house. Although Pitt's bill received little support, its child labor provisions, adopted from John Locke's proposal of exactly a century earlier, found even more radical parliamentary imitators two decades later.26

In 1800, Whitbread tried to revive his minimum wage bill. In order to allay potential opponents' fears, he emphasized that he did not wish the poor to be "overpaid" and that the magistrates would be merely empowered, not required, to "do justice to the poor": during hard times the law would lie dormant. Pitt adhered to the grounds of opposition that he had staked out in 1796: on the one hand, laissez-faire should be permitted to confer its benefits; on the other hand, a minimum wage was inefficacious because it set one standard without taking into account whether a man was married or had a large family to support. Unlike Pitt's previous criticisms, this rejoinder was unaccompanied by his own family allowance plan because too many people he respected had objected to it. Whitbread's restrained rebuttal was cogent—only unions enabled the price of labor to find its own level but the Combination Laws thwarted such efforts—but his bill died again.27

Emblematic of the ideological sea change that had taken place during the intervening decade, the influence of the complex of demographic phenomena associated with Malthus had assumed such stature that, by the time Whitbread presented a bill to reform the Poor Law in 1807, he felt obligated to make his obeisances to them as he had to Smithian laissez-faire. Bestowing on Malthus the title of "philosopher," Whitbread accepted Malthus's principles as "incontrovertible," but as with Smith, found reality irreconcilable with his conclusions.28

The next wave of opposition to the Poor Laws was generated at the end of the Napoleonic wars, when England faced an economic crisis that the manufacturer-socialist Robert Owen in 1817 conceptualized as capitalist overproduction and class maldistribution of income that flatly refuted Malthusianism. Before those hostilities, according to Owen, the United Kingdom had carried on its production with 5.5 million workers and comparatively little machinery. The mechanization resulting from the new scope and types of wartime demand meant that at the conclusion of hostilities 6 million workers produced what earlier would have required 150 million. But because the power of consumption failed to keep pace with this extraordinary increase in production and mechanical power proved to be cheaper than human labor, lower wages, unemployment, and misery ensued.29

In response to landowners' complaints that they bore a disproportonate share of the poor rates whereas large manufacturers, who were exempt from the tax, contributed to that burden by discharging many of their employees and thus throwing them on to the parish rolls, Parliament created a committee to investigate the possibilities for poor-law reform. In addition to proposing legislation (that was enacted) to strengthen landowners' control over the administration of the local relief apparatus, the committee urged reinvigoration of the rigors of the Elizabethan
poor law excluding the able-bodied who were not involuntarily unemployed. Starting from the Malthusian proposition that "when the public undertakes to maintain all who may be born, without charge to the parents, the number born will probably be greater than in the natural state," the committee drew its inspiration from the scheme that John Locke had submitted to the Board of Trade as a commissioner in 1697 in response to the King's request for proposals to promote employment of the poor and to spare taxpayers the expense of supporting them.30

In "this appalling document," which was rejected, Locke, asserting that the "multiplying of the Poor" was not the result of a lack of employment, concluded that the first step had to be restraint of the poor's "debauchery." Among these debauchees, Locke focused on the majority, who were neither absolutely unable nor wholly unwilling to support themselves, but either lacked the appropriate work or skills to gain a livelihood. This group, in turn, consisted of adults "decayed from their full strength" and "the wives of day labourers, when they come to have two or three or more children: the looking after their children gives them not liberty to...seek for work; and so having no work at home, in the broken intervals of their time they earn nothing."31

In a shrewd move to kill two pauper-debauchees with one poor-law reform, Locke proposed catapulting mothers into profit-generating employment by relieving them of some of their maternal chores. Here Locke was able to accommodate his plan to the century-old Elizabethan antivagabondage poor law, which had instructed the overseers of the poor to "take order from tyme to tyme...for settinge to worke of the children of all suche whose parentes shall not...be thoughte able to keepe and maintaine their children...." For in addition to the adults who "have numerous families of children, whom they cannot, or pretend they cannot, support by their labour," their children, too, represented a burden to the parish because they were "maintained in idleness; so that their labour...is generally lost to the publick till they are...fourteen years old." Locke therefore proposed mandatory employment in "working schools" for woollen manufacture of all children between the ages of three and fourteen of relief-seeking parents. For this arrangement Locke held out the prospect of the fulfillment of two social desiderata that continue to excite capitalist welfare ideologues three centuries later: "the mother will...be at more liberty to work; the children will...from their infancy be inured to work, which is of no small consequence to the making of them sober and industrious all their lives after...."32 Because Locke calculated that such children would in effect finance their own support, he foresaw an enormous cumulative saving for the rate payers:

[A] man and his wife...may be able by their ordinary labour to maintain themselves and two children. More than two children at one time, under the age of three years, will seldom happen in one family: if, therefore, all the children above three years old be taken off from their hands, those who have never so many...will not need any allowance for them.33
In 1817 the Poor Law Committee dared tread where even Locke had feared to go: it recommended that the children of those poor who could not maintain them be taken away from their parents and be lodged at their place of employment. This forcible separation would not only eliminate relief payments for parents on account of such children, but would also constitute "the only remedy for that practice which has prevailed in the south of England particularly, of defraying what should be part of the wages of labour out of the poor rates, according to an uniform scale...without reference to any other consideration than the numbers of the family..., and the amount of their...earnings, and the price of bread." The committee chairman, Sturges Bourne, urged the House of Commons to use the opportunity to eliminate the "abominable...practice" of forcing rate-payers such as shopkeepers to subsidize other employers' wage bill.34

In the course of the parliamentary debates, opposition to the child removal clause derived from two different considerations. In the House of Commons, members focused on the perverse incentives. In his first year as a Member of Parliament, the political economist David Ricardo, a Malthusian convert, expressed the belief that the reform would exacerbate the evil of a redundant poor population when this generation of children grew up by assuring parents of the labouring classes "that an asylum would be provided for their children, in which they would be treated with humanity and tenderness." Despite confusing a juvenile workhouse with an emotional oasis, Ricardo was concerned that the measure would fail to have the effect of raising the wage level sufficiently to enable a man to support a family. Another Malthusian MP, John Curwen, a Whig spokesman on social policy, developed this line of thought by asserting that the "cruel and impolitic system of making wages that will barely support the single man the standard of labour," by making it impossible for him to save toward a family, merely served to remove any incentive to delay the inevitable acts of procreation and insured that they would result in pauperization. The House of Lords, which rejected the clause, was more apprehensive lest consigning paupers' children to the workhouse "weaken those social feelings on which the very strength and consistency of society depended."35

At the time of this public debate over the Poor Laws, Ricardo conducted a private one with Hutches Trower, who had retired from the stock exchange to become a country gentleman.36 Trower initiated the discussion by dividing the poor into two classes—those who were single and those who were married (the assumption being that they coincided with the childless and parents respectively). For the latter, he conceded (as did Malthus), the wage rate

no doubt is inadequate, and ought to be encreased. But for the 1st it is more than sufficient. This surplus, if prudently preserved, could form a fund for the supply of future extra demands, but it is all idly spent—as long, therefore, as this want of foresight exists any further encrease of wages to the single man would be productive of mischief instead of good. But you cannot encrease the wages of the married, without also encreasing those of the single, it is not practicable to make any distinction between them.
Trower therefore concluded that single workers had to learn "prudence and economy" because: "It is obvious, that it would be impossible to establish the rate of wages at such a sum as will be adequate to the support of a man and his family. Nor would it be expedient if it were—for it it would be tantamount to giving a Bonus to the extravagance and profligacy of the single." In Trower's part of the country, the single workers, if given wages adequate to support a family of four, would receive twice what they required—a situation "productive of most mischievous results."  

Ricardo's pointed response stressed the primacy of establishing the background conditions for the commodification of labor as a prerequisite to avoiding production of an unemployable supply of laborers inconsistent with the fiscal capacities of the British state and the continued profitability of the employing class:

Is it not desirable that the poor laws should be done away, and the labouring classes should receive the recompense for their labour in the shape of wages than in that of bounty? If you answer in the affirmative then there is no way of preventing the single man from receiving more than is sufficient for his support, and I can see no reason to regret it. When the wages of a married man with a family are barely adequate to his own and his family's maintenance, the wages of the single man may be ample. All this I admit, but if it is a necessary consequence of the abolition of the poor laws it must be acquiesced in under the circumstances of an abolition. Even if it were an evil, which I think it is not, it must be endured for the sake of the good which would accompany it.... The population can only be repressed by diminishing the encouragement to its excessive increase,—by leaving contracts between the poor and their employers perfectly free, which would limit the quantity of labour in the market to the effective demand for it. By engaging to feed all who may require food you in some measure create an unlimited demand for human beings, and if it were not for the bad administration of the poor laws...the population and the rates would go on increasing in a regular progression till the rich were reduced to poverty, and till there would no longer be any distinction of ranks.

A year later Ricardo reiterated to Trower that "the labouring classes" had to be taught to "provide for those casualties to which they are exposed from occasional variations in the demand for particular manufactured goods" rather than relying on the state to do it for them in the form of poor laws. In light of Ricardo's dismal view of wages, his assertion as to how workers should be able to tide themselves over during periods of redundancy is both touching and fantastic: "A man's wage should, and would on a really good system, be sufficient not only to maintain himself and family when he is in full work, but also to enable him to lay up a provision in a Savings Bank for those extraordinary calls...."

As an MP, Ricardo sharpened his position in openly Malthusian fashion in a speech in 1823 on the occasion of a petition by superannuated manual weavers.
He urged the need to inculcate this truth in the minds of the working classes—that the value of labour, like the value of other things, depended on the relative proportion of supply and demand. If the supply of labour were greater than could be employed, then the people must be miserable. But the people had the remedy in their own hands. A little forethought, a little prudence (which probably they would exert, if they were not made such machines of by the poor-laws), a little of that caution which the better educated felt it necessary to use, would enable them to improve their situation.  

Given Ricardo’s squeamishness with regard to public discussion of sex—he had chastised James Mill for using the word “procreation” in his *Elements of Political Economy*—it seems implausible that his claim that workers had a remedy to the problem of overpopulation “in their own hands” was intended as a scriptural reference to the method of contraception associated with Onan. The trope, however, was contagious among political economists, who continued to assert that workers’ economically irrational procreational behavior was to blame for their low wages. As Johann Heinrich von Thünen observed in midcentury, whereas the middle and upper classes postponed marriage until their position was secure enough to give their children a good education, for the worker marriage was more attractive than the prospect of misery: “To him it is enough to raise his children merely physically.”  

The year following enactment of the New Poor Law, the commissioners were quick to praise the effects of the abolition of allowances in aid of wages. The pauperized worker found it “to his interest to make it worth the while of the employer to retain him in employment, not by offering his labour for reduced wages, but usually by offering to earn, by increased diligence, an increase of wages proportionate to the discontinued allowance.” The employer, in turn, was gratified that his worker now regarded him rather than the parish as his master. And perhaps the most pertinent “moral result” in the present demographic context was that “in the dispauperized districts...the venal and improvident marriages, which were consequent upon the allowance system, have immediately been diminished.”  

The economist Nassau Senior, one of the authors of the Poor Law Report, asserted the next year that in advanced civilizations such as Britain fertility was not impeded by a fear of a lack of necessaries because the danger of actually perishing from indigence was too remote: “When an Englishman stands hesitating between love and prudence, a family actually starving is not among his terrors; against actual want he knows that he has the fence of the poor-laws.” After Senior had made his contribution to reinstating *in terrorem* antinatalism among the proletariat by abolishing outdoor relief for the able-bodied, he could turn his attention to the petty bourgeois, whom he transformed into Everyman. Sounding a theme that continues to resonate among social scientists, Senior correctly counted on such men’s self-restraint when faced with the recognition that their income was
insufficient to finance the reproduction of their own educational attainment for all their (male) children. Thus what deterred these men from procreating was the fear of losing "caste" or the hope of acquiring "decencies which give a higher rank."43

The triumphant incorporation of Malthusianism into the New Poor Law may have been superfluous. For contrary to the belief of many—including Friedrich Engels, who argued in the 1840s that the English workers' "errors" could all be traced back to the dissoluteness and inability to defer gratification that flowed from the animal-like existence to which the bourgeoisie had reduced them—that the old poor laws had promoted an increase in the "superfluous" population, that causality has long been challenged.44 Even the 1821 British census, which asserted that the poor laws encouraged marriage in order to obtain tax-paid allowances in England, conceded that the rate of population increase was almost as great in Scotland, which lacked a poor-law regime—and was even greater in Ireland, which lacked a poor law altogether.45

More recent scholarly reconstructions of the impact of the allowance system under the Old Poor Law, which seek to go behind the cavalier assertions of the poor law officers and reformers, have found that the virtually axiomatically held Malthusian belief should be inverted: instead of having triggered a demographic explosion, allowances merely represented a reaction to the surplus labor phenomena associated with rising population at the turn of the century and the depressed agriculture in the post-Napoleonic era.46 And earlier scholarly studies, in part inspired by the desire to galvanize support for the introduction of a family endowment in Britain by showing that it would not prompt an avalanche of births among low-income recipients, had compared parishes with and without the allowance system, and concluded that Malthus and his anti-poor law allies had incorrectly gauged the impact of the allowance system on fertility. Rather than having promoted procreation, the payments either had no effect whatever or at best created the impression of having increased population by virtue of having depressed mortality.47
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PART III

THE SOCIALIST RESPONSE

Proletarian horniness therefore, not capital, produces social misery.

Ernst Bloch, *Das Prinzip Hoffnung* 2:542 (1967 [1959])
What remains of neo-Malthusianism? There is still to consider the sufferings of maternity for the woman, but constipation too is a great suffering and prevents some people from listening to reason, why not create a league of human regeneration by laxatives!\footnote{1}

Neo-Malthusian currents have coursed through working-class movements since Francis Place’s efforts to promote birth control in England in the 1820s. Sharing Malthus’s view of poverty as rooted in overpopulation caused by excessive individual procreativity, neo-Malthusians broke with Malthus over the issue of contraception. Just as uncontrolled copulation brought about poverty, so too individually implemented population limitation could eliminate it. This chapter provides an historical outline of the literary and, to some extent, practical expressions of belief in the efficacy of birth control as a means of ameliorating the proletarian condition.

One crucial difference marked off some neo-Malthusians from their movement’s eponymous fountainhead: whereas they viewed family limitation merely as an individualist strategy that households could successfully pursue to ward off poverty, Malthus himself had regarded overpopulation as the overriding cause of macroeconomic poverty. James Mill, Malthus’s contemporary and follower, stated this position expressly: “The precise problem...is, to find the means of limiting births to that number which is necessary to keep up the population, without increasing it.... The limitation of the number of births, by raising wages, will accomplish every thing which we desire...[and] may be carried so far as...to raise the condition of the labourer to any state of comfort....” John Stuart Mill straddled both camps inasmuch as he took up Malthus’s doctrine in the 1820s not as an argument against perfectibility, but “in the contrary sense, as indicating the sole means of realizing that improvability by securing full employment at high
wages to the whole labouring population through a voluntary restriction of the increase of their numbers.”

This difference between Malthusians and neo-Malthusians received its sharpest profile at the time of the so-called birth-strike debate shortly before World War I, when some German Social Democrats urged birth control as a method of alleviating individual sources of superadded misery while emphasizing that capitalist exploitation was the primary cause of poverty, which could not be eliminated by the advent of small families. They did not attempt to quantify the relative proportions although several nonsocialist investigators, especially in England, did purport to identify the share of the poor whose poverty derived primarily from excessive family size. This controversy, shorn of its socialist or even party-political trappings, has reemerged in contemporary welfare debates: while some argue that individuals can just say no to poverty by just saying no to sex or at least to “unprotected” sex, others believe that poverty at large is a result of macrodemographic overpopulation.

A self-taught artisan and businessman-employer who fathered 15 children, Place was instrumental in the repeal of the anti-labor-union Combination Acts in 1825, although he himself believed that neither the law nor unions themselves were significant determinants of wage levels. Despite his Malthusian belief in the crucial importance of population for establishing equilibrium between supply and demand in the labor market, Place led the struggle against the Combination Laws because he saw them as creating an unnecessary antagonism between employees and their employers. As a utilitarian, he also converted Malthus’s theory of population to the cause of Benthamite birth control among artisans.

In his Illustrations and Proofs of the Principle of Population, Place sought to “teach these truths” to “the commonest mechanics and labourers”—that “inevitable poverty and misery would result from marrying and having a family” while wages were depressed by the overstocking of the labor market; abstinence from marriage for a few years or the use of “precautionary means” would, however, by reducing the supply of labor below the demand, raise wages “so high as to enable them to maintain themselves respectably, and give many of them a fair chance of rising in the world.”

Place, who adhered to a fundamentalist Malthusianism, which projected population backward and forward in history in inexorable lockstep with food production, propagated this program of Malthusian embourgeoisement in contraceptive handbills distributed in 1823 by 17-year-old John Stuart Mill and others. In them Place addressed the specific impoverishing effects of large families on the “genteel” and the working class:

In the present state of society, a great number of persons are compelled to make an appearance, and to live in a stile, which consumes all their incomes, leaving nothing...as a provision for their children. To such persons a great number of children, is a never failing source of discomfort and apprehension.... This state of things pervades...that respectable class of society called genteel.... To those
who constitute the great mass of the community, whose daily bread is alone procured by daily labour, a large family is almost always the cause of ruin, both of parents and children; reducing the parents to cheerless, hopeless and irremediable poverty.7

Place infused the wage-fund doctrine in a handbill designed especially for this latter group of workers in such a way as to lay the groundwork for working-class neo-Malthusianism into the twentieth century:

It is a great truth...that when there are too many working people in any trade or manufacture, they are worse paid than they ought to be paid, and are compelled to work more hours than they ought to work....

When wages have thus been reduced to a very small sum, working people can no longer maintain their children as all good and respectable people wish...but are compelled to...send them to different employments;—to Mills and Manufactories, at a very early age....

By limiting the number of children, the wages both of children and of grown up persons will rise; the hours of working will be no more than they ought to be....8

This neo-Malthusian strategy was, however, comforting to class conciliators because it purportedly operated to reestablish a profitable equilibrium by making use of workers' own biologically innate reproductive drives. Consequently, capitalists who were grievously distressed by “the probability of the labourers reducing their numbers so low, as to oblige the capitalists to give them a large share of the produce instead of a small one,” did not need to be alarmed: “the universal propensity and desire to possess offspring, forms a perfectly efficient security that the numbers of the working classes would never decline beyond that point at which a fair remuneration was obtained for their labour.”9

Place’s contraceptive campaign set off a lively debate in the newly founded working-class press, prompting a spate of anti-neo-Malthusian diatribes.10 The attack was particularly pointed in The Trades’ Newspaper, and Mechanics’ Weekly Journal—Britain’s first trade-union newspaper—which was established by unions that had been strengthened by the repeal of the Combination Acts and sought to prevent their reenactment. The newspaper, which Place had helped found, marked the breach between Place’s middle-class utilitarianism and trades-unionism emancipating itself from a naturalistic acceptance of capitalism.11

The front pages of the first issues were dominated by the alleged connection between wages and procreation. The ostensible occasion was Place’s distribution among workers of notes of a lecture on the wages of labor delivered by John McCulloch, an orthodox political economist with whom Place was associated. Discussion of McCulloch’s views occupied the front page of the inaugural issue. In keeping with the Malthusian variant of the wage-fund theory, McCulloch had counseled the working classes not to “combin[e] to exact what you may think fair rate of wages,” but that they could keep their real wages high by
restricting their numbers “so as not to overstock the demand for labourers.” The Trades’ Newspaper then imagined a series of absurd examples of how workers might implement McCulloch’s imperative to thin their ranks. The most efficient, it suggested, was abstention from or delay of marriage and propagation, but in addition to believing that marriage was a duty and the “attempt to limit the consequences of marriage...ridiculous,” the newspaper asked a practical question: “How can any man possibly tell when, by adding one or two more to the mass of the population, he will help to overstock, at some future day, the market for labour?” It consequently denied that workers practically had the power to comply with McCulloch’s injunction:

Whatever influence you could possibly exercise...must be prospective; and that in so remote a degree, that no rational being would ever think of taking it into his consideration. [Y]ou can at best only resolve that you will not introduce into the world one, two, or more beings who may add to the number of labourers...some twelve or fifteen years hence. But how can you tell so long beforehand that one, two, or more hands may not be wanted? Although at one time the market of labour may be overstocked, how many are the casualties—war, pestilence, famine,—which may occur to thin the population in the course of another fifteen years. Again, each man can at best only act for himself; he cannot make sure that any considerable number of other persons will do as he does; he cannot make sure that new inventions in machinery will not, by supplying the place of men, in our arts and manufacture have the same effect as if millions and tens of millions of men were added to the number of labourers in the country; nor can he make sure that some neighboring country—Ireland for example—will not pour in its swarms to assist in baffling all the efforts of individual patriotism to keep down the numbers of our working population.  

The Trades’ Newspaper thus astutely and acutely combined analysis of the impediments to the realization of the rationality of collective action under a dynamic-spontaneous political-economic system of constant and unforeseeable long-run change with a special focus on the labor-market havoc wreaked by labor-saving capital accumulation and capital-friendly state-aided immigration from lower-wage areas. This prescient anticipation of socialist critiques of neo-Malthusianism made the most of the particularly pressing problems inherent in the interaction structure involving an activity as committed to private, decentralized, individualistic decision-making (or inability to control) as sex and procreation. In this direction The Trades’ Newspaper went beyond even Sismondi, the anti-Ricardian economist, whose underconsumptionist critique of the classical assumption of equilibrium permitted him as early as 1815 to question the ability of the urban worker to “calculate[e] the lot of the succeeding generation.... How can he judge...the general demand for labor in his country, whilst his master who employs him is incessantly mistaken on these points?”

The Trades’ Newspaper quickly shifted from a questioning and ironic...
posture to aggressive vituperation as it spoke out "in the name of British man­hood" against "these eunuch philosophers" who deserved "universal execra­tion...for their conspiracy against nature...." Linking "Messrs. Malthus, M'Culloch, Place and Co." to the "revolting and inhuman...efforts without a name...to introduce into practice, certain abominable means," the newspaper chided them for overlooking the taxation of working-class consumption commodities:

But what has restriction of population to do with all these evils? It may lessen the pressure on them certainly, because it would lessen both the number of sufferers and the share of suffering to each, but it could by no possibility ever remove them. All the self-denial which it is in the power of the working classes to exercise, could never prevent an aristocracy, possessed of all the powers of the state—the power of capital—the power of making what laws they please, and the power of interpreting and administering them as they please—from interposing these and a thousand other obstacles and restrictions, to prevent the poor and generally unrepresented man from obtaining a fair remunera­tion for his labour. The number of the working classes might to­morrow be reduced one half; and yet the corn tax, the beer tax, the light tax, and all the other taxes which now press British industry to the earth, remain in as much force as ever.

This political deconstruction of Malthusianism "as a self-serving doctrine produced by the upper classes for the purpose of controlling the lower classes" faintly echoed the hyperbolic argument published two years earlier in the radical working-class paper, The Black Dwarf, which had been conducting its own debate on the subject: "Why, if the race of labourers were to refuse to propagate the species, Parliament is so omnipotent that it would make it highly penal for any journeyman who should neglect to have a christening every year!"

In response to a letter arguing that, if a laborer were given "a taste for comforts," he would reason and conduct himself like the classes above him, who restrain themselves lest they or their children "should lose their rank in society," the editor of The Trades' Newspaper replied in effect that unlike those classes, even the birth-controlling laborer was in control of too few of the variables affecting his wages to be able to rely on such a procreational strategy: "With Malthus and Co. he [the letter writer] would reduce the whole matter to a question between Mechan­ics and their sweethearts and wives; but...the whole matters rather resolves itself into a question between the employed and their employers—between the Mechanic and the corn-grower and monopolist—between tax-payer and the tax-inflictor."

Indeed, just how committed the newspaper was to the logical consequences of Ricardo's admission two years earlier that the use of machinery may "render the population redundant" was evident in its rhetorical question to McCulloch: "how a mere diminution in the number of improvident marriages, even to one in a million, could possibly...prevent the competition of machinery with human labour?"
The "Trades' Newspaper" also excoriated Place for aligning himself with the "supply and demand gentry," who urged the labourers to reduce their numbers "for we have already enough of you," and for devising a system the practical effect of which "would be precisely the same as if our capitalists were, after the example of Pharaoh, to order every fifth or tenth son that is born of a labourer to be cast into the river." Why capitalists would have wanted to adopt Malthusianism or neo-Malthusianism, thus reducing the oversupply of labor that allegedly redounded to their profit and made it unnecessary for them to "reduce...the unduly large share which [they] have hitherto been pleased to take to [them]selves of the national product," the newspaper failed to explain. Instead, it advocated the "Live and Let Live System," which expressed the theological belief "that there can be no more mouths in the land, than Providence has, for some good purpose, sent there...."19

Neo-Malthusian adherents have struggled ever since with socialists over the question of whether working-class misery stems from excessive numbers or a "bad organization of society." The surface plausibility of the Malthusian explanatory framework to the working-class experience, Henry George observed in 1879, was hardly mysterious: "To the mechanic or operative the cause of low wages and of the inability to get employment is obviously the competition caused by the pressure of numbers, and in the squalid abodes of poverty what seems clearer than that there are too many people?"20

As early as 1870, the prominent American economist Francis Bowen stated that in a densely populated country, "children are a hindrance, from the difficulty of establishing them in an equal position of life with their parents." Commentators have observed that by the 1870s English middle-class parents began limiting the size of their families in an effort to close the gap between their aspirations and levels of living caused by the increasing cost of children and the decreasing supply of servants. In particular the transformation of secondary and university education from attributes of social status into means of achieving and maintaining status and the advent of free state-provided mass education impelled middle-class parents to focus on costly education for their sons. Hence the origins of the middle-class "strike against parentage."21

According to the received stylized accounts of the phases of the demographic transition to modernity, a variant of this middle-class construction of the good life eventually trickled down to the working class, which with a time lag modified its procreational behavior to reduce its fertility. By the last quarter of the nineteenth century, when industrialization and child labor laws meant that children had to be maintained by their parents at least for 10 years—twice as long as in an earlier period—they ceased to be an "economic asset.... When depression followed the problem arose as to which of the least necessary things should be dispensed with." The choice was made easy: as "an unrelieved expense, [i]n the individualistic competitive struggle, children became increasingly a handicap...and the greater the number of children the smaller the chances of each child (and of the parents) of advancing in the competitive struggle...." Therefore, the British Royal Commission on Population later concluded, "it paid to travel light."22
By the turn of the century, neo-Malthusianism had become a political movement in Britain, France, and other advanced capitalist countries. More than the nuances of each national movement were governed by its attitude toward the struggle between socialism and capitalism. In Germany, where some socialist-feminists propagated smaller families, the aim was not to supplant socialism, but to provide individual parents (and especially mothers) with the economic and social-psychological wherewithal to participate in the socialist movement. In contrast, British neo-Malthusians, for example, did not limit themselves to advocating birth control merely on the basis of the benefits accruing to the individual (small) family. Rather, by adoption of a policy of working-class-wide restriction of fertility based on the wage-fund theory and the notion—that later known as optimum population (growth)—that a diminution in the growth of the labor supply would bring about an increase in per capita production, they expressly offered an ideological alternative to the socialists’ answer to the social question.23

Ironically, neo-Malthusians shared both the socialists’ goal of eliminating poverty on the macrosocial rather than merely on the individual level and their rejection of reliance on personal natality policies. However, because British neo-Malthusians also rejected collectivist social policies, they, unlike the socialists, were compelled to found their future on the invisible hand’s governance of procreativity. Indeed, just as bourgeois neo-Malthusians alleged that British socialists opposed them because smaller and economically more secure working-class families would be less receptive to revolutionary appeals, there is also evidence that the Malthusian League saw itself as contributing precisely to that antirevolutionary evolution.24

In France, too, socialists saw neo-Malthusians as quacks promising illusory instantaneous and painless happiness to those unwilling to be part of a struggle that might last ten years or a century. Without adopting a unified position or, like their counterparts in Germany, even conducting a formal debate, French socialists launched even more vitriolic and less reasoned attacks on the neo-Malthusians. Some spewed contempt for a movement that merely sought to ameliorate the condition of the proletariat which it was the goal of socialism to eliminate. Segments of the French trade union movement, in contrast, adopted a much more sympathetic attitude toward neo-Malthusian goals. Reducing proletarian misery, the supply in the labor market, and the reproductive travails of women all appealed to a number of labor unions. The main journal of the unified Socialist Party published a laudatory review of Robert Hertz’s socialist attack on neo-Malthusianism, a brochure that emphasized the consequences of French depopulation for the country’s military rivalry with Germany.25

The more militant critical neo-Malthusians allied to socialism even charged that the “proletarians, the makers of children, are the accomplices of capital” in the sense that the reserve army of the unemployed, which rendered strikes unsuccessful, “is not of capitalist origin, but rather of a sexual and proletarian origin. It is the workers who aliment it by their procreational incontinence and who thus furnish the capitalists with the means of perpetuating
their serfdom.” This position was, to be sure, associated with a eugenic approach, which castigated these counterrevolutionary incontinents for procreating “in their misery beings dedicated to downfall, resigned and brutish, alcoholic, degenerate, tainted in all ways, incapable of thought and action, ineducable.” Anti-Malthusian socialists who did not oppose individual proletarians’ personal decisions to improve their situation by remaining childless reminded them, however, that they were no more contributing to the emancipation of their class than a worker who became a wine merchant. But even socialists such as Hertz identified sufficiently with the existing state and society to worry that declining population might enhance the relative importance of the most fertile but also most “backward” European peoples who were still “refractory to the ideas of emancipation....”

As was the case in Germany, the most influential French leftists rejected neo-Malthusianism. Because the decline in fertility had begun much earlier and assumed a much sharper demographic and political profile in France, the neo-Malthusian movement there was older and more diverse. The Left’s reaction to it was therefore also more diverse. Although the primary argument of anti-neo-Malthusian socialists in both countries was the ruling classes’ use of the population question to deflect attention from the social question, the French Left also stressed two points that were alien to German Social Democrats: first, that “nature or providence” would insure that the uncontrollable demographic process would not eventuate in overpopulation; and second, that by relieving women of their natural duties, birth control would undermine the family. This French socialist peculiarity of supporting bourgeois family and gender norms, it has been suggested, derived from the Left’s self-perceived need to demonstrate that socialist economics would not bring about social disintegration. The German Social Democratic Party (SPD), in contrast, was preoccupied with the purely demographic-economic dimension of neo-Malthusianism because it was concerned to project itself as worthy of being entrusted with the legacy of Europe’s most powerful economy.

While a similar division between working-class pronatalists and antinatalists also manifested itself in Sweden and Norway before World War I, the struggle over the socioeconomic and political content of neo-Malthusian birth control was nowhere sharper than in the United States. There it was exemplified in the career of Margaret Sanger, who converted from the belief that birth control was a weapon in the class war to deprive capitalists of military and industrial fodder to its aggressive “biological and racial” use to spare society from “spending...billions, keeping alive thousands who never, in all human compassion, should have been brought into this world. We are spending more in maintaining morons than in developing the inherent talents of gifted children. We are coddling the incurably defective and neglecting potential geniuses.” In the course of this transition to Malthusian eugenics Sanger concluded that “[u]ncontrolled sex has rendered the proletariat prostrate, the capitalist powerful.” Overpopulation was the ultimate cause of low wages, unemployment, peonage, sweatshops, and child labor, and all labor problems, which workers could get rid of if they would just “stop breeding.” Indeed, Sanger declared that the “most serious evil of our times is that
of encouraging the bringing into the world of large families. The most immoral practice of the day is breeding too many children.” Thus she wound up blaming the victims and especially women. Labor’s enemy in general was “the reproductive ability of the working class which gluts the channels of progress with the helpless and weak,” and therefore “the workers who produce large families have themselves to blame for the hundreds of thousands of unemployed grasping for jobs, for the strike breakers....” More particularly the culprit was “woman...unknowingly creating slums, filling asylums with insane, and institutions with other defectives.... Had she planned deliberately to achieve this tragic...human waste and misery, she could hardly have done it more effectively.... By failing to withhold the multitudes of children who have made inevitable the most flagrant of our social evils, she incurred a debt to society.”

For some socialists the ideological filtration that shapes neo-Malthusian procreative decision-making has always stood in need of deconstruction. J. C. Kincaid, a British academic Trotskyist, for example, applauds the rationality of the proletariat’s rejection of the “bourgeois” norm of producing fewer children but providing them with a certain standard of living. He considers it “a sensible response” to low and unstable earnings, exclusion from educational opportunity, and the struggle for housing to build up a large family which will provide resources of social and psychological support to its members.... For the poor to convert themselves to middle-class values and strategies would be disastrous, given the insecurities they face. They are thoroughly sensible in relying on their own kin rather than on the uncertain benevolence of bureaucratic agencies of support and control. Besides, the enthusiasts for eugenic or Malthusian solutions to poverty take too little account of the possibility that the very poor like to have a lot of children, given that to be poor is to be excluded from many other kinds of social opportunities.

Kincaid’s reference to the proletariat’s noneconomically motivated lust for big-family life not only takes Engels’ Hungry Forties’ culture-of-poverty view of the proletariat’s reduction to primitive sensual pleasures one step further, but reproduces John Stuart Mill’s assertion that the working class, rarely wanting improvement, had as many children as were consistent with the condition of life to which they had been born. Kincaid tries to evade the charge that poor adults would, by and large, not need patronizing state subsidies if they did not have large families to support in the first place by pointing to a limited association between large families and poverty: poor families with a breadwinner had on average only 3.3 children in 1966 in Britain—a figure only marginally higher than the national average. He finds it “important to stress that quite large numbers of workers earn low wages, because in public discussions it has been assumed that the real explanation for poverty among wage-earning families lies not in the lowness of wages, but in the largeness of families. [T]he implication would then be that the
fault lies not in the wage system, but in the unwillingness of certain sections of the population to limit their family size to reasonable proportions.” Though constrained to admit that “it would seem that many children cause poverty” for the one-fifth of the wage-earning poor with five or more children, Kincaid takes refuge in the venerable argument that if any causality can be identified, it runs in the opposite direction—from poverty to large families.34

But as British large-scale studies from the turn of the century to the present have repeatedly shown, regardless of the causal mechanisms at work, it is the combination of low wages and large families that constitutes the basis of poverty for those below retirement age in Britain. Peter Townsend’s monumental study of poverty in the United Kingdom, for example, revealed that the probability of poverty increased steeply and monotonically with family size. In 1968-69, the share of man-and-woman-headed families in or on the margin of poverty was 21 percent among those with one child and 69 percent among those with four or more children; whereas only 5 percent of such families with one child received gross disposable income below the deprivation standard, the corresponding figure for those with four or more children was 61 per cent. These large families were the modal group, accounting for one-sixth of all poor persons.35

Here the extremes touch as workerism finds a strange anti-neo-Malthusian bedfellow in Catholic moral theology. John Ryan, one of the spiritual authors of the early twentieth-century living-wage movement, conceded that in theory neo-Malthusianism would, through supply-and-demand forces, raise wages. But even apart from the “disgusting...criminal...and degrading” practices involved, Ryan argued that justice nevertheless did not obligate the laborer to limit his procreativity:

The man who marries and brings into the world children whom he cannot maintain in the minimum conditions of decency, will sometimes sin against prudence, but he violates no rights, either of his wife, his offspring, or his fellow laborers.... His wife freely consents to the union; his unborn children have no rights sufficiently potent to annul his right of fatherhood; and the right of his fellow working men to the larger advantages that they would obtain if fewer children were born to the group, is inferior to his right to become the head of a family. Indeed, it is doubtful whether even charity toward his children or his fellows obliges the laborer to forego the advantages and consolations of family life in order that the hand of social injustice may fall less heavily upon them. It would seem that charity does not bind at the cost of such great personal inconvenience.36

Apart from such moral compunctions, the prisoner’s dilemma or free-rider obstacles to a neo-Malthusian strategy are said to be considerable. Theoretically, if workers accepted the correctness of Malthus’s analysis, a decision to trade off a larger number of children for a generally higher wage level would improve the condition of all working-class families. But critics find such an approach flawed
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even as an individualistic strategy because no small family would benefit from higher wages unless many or all limited their size. Modern demography voices a similar objection:

as soon as individual families expect others to change to lower fertility, their private satisfactions will be maximized by not going along with the scheme. Since their individual actions concerning childbearing will have only an infinitesimally small impact on [the labor market], rationally they will attempt both to maintain full parental satisfaction (by having [more] children) and enjoy [the higher wages] inherent in the [smaller-family] system. Identical calculations on the part of other families will result in the stability of the initial fertility behavior.

However, unlike the canonical free rider, proletarian procreators may have no incentive to defect from the collectivity; for by limiting the number of children it must support, each set of parents can achieve an increase in its family’s standard of living equivalent to a real wage increase regardless of its class-mates’ reproductive behavior and whether the Malthusian macroeconomic wage-fund mechanism ever functions. In other words, since private, individualistic action prior to, independent of, and even in the absence of collective decision-making or action would motivate them to reduce family size, free riders would not be a problem—unless the general wage increase expected from a smaller supply of labor and tighter labor markets were so much larger than the increase in per capita family income to be derived from the smaller number of children to be supported that a family would have the best of both worlds by defecting. Moreover, so long as children begin to earn more than they cost at an early age, once child labor is prohibited and children become long-term financial drains, family limitation benefits any individual family regardless of what other families do.

But the certainty and immediacy of the effects of the personal decision to limit fertility vis-à-vis the speculative and long-term impact of the collective decision make this latter imagined scenario implausible. It is precisely the palpable and significant benefits accruing to individual sets of parents (and their already existing children) that presumably reinforced that segment of the so-called demographic transition that was manifested in the shift to smaller families. Thus whereas 63 percent of marriages entered into in 1860 in England and Wales produced five or more children and 16 percent ten or more, the corresponding figures for those entered into in 1925 were 12 percent and 0.7 percent. Similarly in Germany, in 47 percent of all marriages taking place between 1900 and 1904, four or more children were born compared to only one in twenty marriages entered into between 1968 and 1972; by 1990, a single child lived in 51 percent of all households whereas three or more children lived in only 13 percent of households. The U.S. data exhibit, from a slightly different perspective, the same trend. The proportion of the cohort of ever-married white women born in the mid-nineteenth century and surviving until the 1910 census that gave birth to seven or more children was about one-third; in contrast, fewer than one-twentieth of their
counterparts born between 1915 and 1924 reported seven or more births at the 1970 census.42

The most plausible conclusion is therefore that when the requisite changes in economic conditions, the proliferation of cheap contraceptive techniques, and the transformation of the position and consciousness of women all coincide, working-class (and other) procreators, prompted by the new societal conditions of collective rationality, make individual decisions to produce fewer children. In the 1820s and even later, only some preconditions were in place. In particular, widespread child labor continued to give parents an incentive to defect from any neo-Malthusian birth-limitation schemes. In pre-World War I France, fertility declined more dramatically than in Germany or Britain, but differentially as the bourgeois family preceded the working-class family in lucratively shedding its share of procreational "duties." Socialist opponents of neo-Malthusianism resented the "injustice and especially the absurdity" of the manner in which an anarchic society allocated these costs, which were wearing out proletarian parents.43

It was precisely because all the conditions had been met by the time of World War I that the so-called birth-strike movement was so threatening to the ruling classes in Germany, who had nevertheless not fully grasped the reasons why fertility had spontaneously been in decline for decades. The threat was, to be sure, considerably undercut by the ease with which the employing class could import cheaper labor. Once the labor market was internationalized, a working-class population control movement would have had to respond in kind or lose even its hypothetical force.44 The failure of the socialist parties to achieve even the far more basic solidarity of refraining from slaughtering one another's national proletariats during World War I revealed how unrealistic an international working-class neo-Malthusian movement was.
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Was Marx a Crypto-Malthusian?

Marx...taught that...if a man had to fight for the hungers and necessities of ten or twelve children, he made a better revolutionary. “Let ’em have as many as they can,” was the cry.¹

Marx, the most powerful critic of Malthus, may also be dismissed as being largely irrelevant to the mainstream of modern empirical demography.... Marx’s theory of the process by which “population pressure” develops was not based on research.²

If the working-class movement was ever to articulate a demographic program of its own, Marx of all social theorists should have been most vitally interested in providing the requisite foundations. Yet even David Harvey, an orthodox Marxist social theorist, plausibly speaks of “Marx’s rather surprising failure to undertake any systematic study of the process governing the production and reproduction of labour power itself.” Although he regards the omission as one of the most serious gaps in Marx’s theory and a very difficult one to plug, Harvey suggests that Marx’s short-circuited approach can be defended by reference to the limited purpose to which Marx sought to put the discussion of the labor supply—namely, that within the framework of the general law of accumulation, capitalist production inexorably generates the industrial reserve army it needs regardless of the absolute size of the population. Other Marxist critics maintain that Marx and Engels failed to take a step beyond bourgeois economics not only in the general sense of treating population as an exogenous factor, but also more specifically in taking the existence of a laboring population as a self-explanatory and natural prerequisite of societal reproduction. By taking the proletarian family for granted, Marx is said to have mystified the production of children and hence of working-class reproduction.³

This chapter explains how the stereotyped charges that political and
academic critics have leveled against Marx fail to do justice to his surprisingly subtle theorization of the interaction between the mechanisms of capital accumulation and proletarian population development. By the same token, the fruitfulness of Marx’s contribution to the debate over the need for direct societal regulation of population is shaped by his peculiar synthesis of the theory and practice of transformative historical change. Because Marx concluded that population, by and large, was not a significant impediment to the profitability of individual capitals or capital in general, he saw little systemic motivation for demographic intervention by the state. Thus, unlike the situation, for example, with regard to the length of the working day, which generated a tension between the short-term interests of individual firms and the long-term viability of British capitalism, ultimately resulting in compulsory state norms, demographic change failed to set in motion any capital-oriented state intervention. Marx’s analysis of what he regarded as a surplus population specific to the capitalist mode of production does not simply presuppose that some economic mechanism would always insure a quantitatively adequate supply of labor, but actually constructs a detailed theoretical model. By the same token, Marx does not make the functionalist assumption that economic mechanisms automatically and agentlessly ward off all demographic threats to capitalism’s long-term viability.

As for the other historically critical social formation, socialism, Marx denied in principle the possibility or even desirability of analyzing—and thus preempting active construction of—this future mode of production. Since Marx also believed that the subjective roots of the revolutionary working-class consciousness that would eventually impel the proletariat to overthrow capital would not, at least, given Marx’s sense of the potential propinquity of a socialist society, within any politically relevant period, tap into workers’ reproductive desires, habits, or patterns, he also refrained from proffering a transitional demographic program.

Despite these self-imposed methodological constraints, Marx has persistently been taken to task for having failed to develop a theory of population. Some critics appear to believe that Das Kapital was designed as a kind of Encyclopaedia Capitalistica or Pauly-Wissowas Real-Encyclopädie der classischen Kapitalismuswissenschaft. Just as Marx has been faulted for ignoring “the implications of man’s mortality” for human nature, for more than a century economists and demographers have identified his neglect of natality as a near fatal missing link in his analysis of capitalism.5

Even during Marx’s lifetime, commentators began insisting that family and fertility were black boxes for him. One of the earliest discussions of Das Kapital in a scholarly economics journal mocked Marx for blithely assuming that early proletarian marriages were somehow forced upon workers by a capitalist law of nature which they were powerless to resist. In fact, wrote Julius Platter in the prestigious Jahrbücher für Nationalökonomie und Statistik in 1877, since marriage was a free act subject to human will, any number of motives would have supported late marriages and sparing procreation in order to thwart the interests of the class
enemy. Platter, ignoring that in preindustrial traditional Europe the positive correlation between household size and wealth or social status was a "moral law," asserted that the highly positive correlation between poverty and procreativity was "a much more absolute, more abstract law of population" than Malthus's and "a pure law of nature, equally in effect at all times and in all places..., a law that makes the poor poorer and the rich richer," and immune from knowledge and education. Platter completed his attack by charging that whereas Marx found a "purely physical relation between poverty and human fertility," identifying poverty with overfertility, Malthus operated with a moral or psychic relation, identifying the poor with those who gave little thought to the future.6
Ironically, this interpretation, which resembles twentieth-century culture-of-poverty explanations, was also embodied in Marx's and especially Engels' understanding of proletarian fertility patterns.

Other nineteenth-century German critics labelled Marx's account of the early age at which workers married under capitalism at best circular. Like much of neoclassical economics, Marxism stands accused of having failed to forge the mediating links between the theoretical or systemic demand for labor and the social-psychological microfoundations of human procreation.7

An even harsher, albeit less theoretically grounded, attack on Marx stemmed from Margaret Sanger, one of the founders of the birth control movement in the United States. After having passed through a more socialist-oriented phase, Sanger concluded, soon following World War I, that because Marx "failed to recognize the interplay of human instincts in the world of industry," he neglected "the dangers of irresponsible parenthood and reckless breeding" and overlooked that the "greatest asset of the capitalism of that age was...the uncontrolled breeding among the laboring classes."8

More recently, feminists have charged that "since Marx did not see women as an integral part of the proletariat, as both producers and reproducers, he had no basis for theorizing a 'law of population' whose dynamics included women's need for fertility control, apart from shifts in the capitalist demand for labor; he did not see fertility control as part of the class struggle, much less the gender struggle."9 Some Marxist feminists assert that because Marx's labor theory of value assumes that the value of labor power, unlike that of other commodities, is not determined by the societally necessary labor time to produce it, Marxists fail to discuss the labor time that mothers devote to their children, that is, future workers.10 Alternatively, Harvey, a very friendly interpreter, is constrained to admit that Marx failed to rise above the dismal scientists of his era: "When it comes to features promoting a high rate of birth (early age of marriage, rising birth rates, etc.), Marx does not read very differently from Malthus.... Marx seems to be trapped in the same general swamp of ignorance with respect to the process of reproduction of labor power as were his contemporaries." And even where Marxists understandably condone Marx's politically justified denunciations of Malthus, they charge him with having inadvertently misled his followers into abandoning demography to "our enemies."11
Critics have attacked Marx for mutually incompatible failings. Some take Marx to task for having been completely blind to the existence of population problems. Because he is said to have regarded the growth of the labor force as a necessary and automatic consequence of capital accumulation, some social scientists consider him a demographic optimist, who could not imagine that depopulation could ever be capitalism’s undoing. Yet Marx’s failure to have problematized absolute population decline is, in light of capitalism’s development during the twentieth century, largely academic. Thus, the demographic historian William Petersen chides Marx for having ahistorically constructed his system around the unusually strong population growth of the nineteenth century; consequently, demographic forecasts of population decline during the 1930s could not even have been a “hypothetical contingency.” Marxist economics is, however, hardly an appropriate object of criticism for inadequate understanding of the Great Depression. Similarly, the actual population decline in several Western European countries since the 1970s has scarcely posed insoluble puzzles for Marxist analysis of economic development. It is William Stanley Jevons, one of the initiators of the marginalist revolution, against whom the charge of demographic obtuseness should be raised. Because he believed that the problem of economics was to find the mode of employing a given population and powers of production so as to maximize the utility of the output, for him the doctrine of population “forms no part of the direct problem of economics.”

Others have charged that Marx was committed to an “implicit Malthusian theory of population,” which blinded him to “the fact of mass progress... [which] made men rethink the calculus of having children” by means of a non-Malthusian check on the birth-rate....” In a variant on this theme, other economists, echoing Sanger’s judgment that Marx “fail[ed] to realize that it is to the capitalists’ advantage that the working classes are unceasingly prolific,” make the counterintuitive assertion that Marx and Marxists have actually understated the extent of capitalist exploitation by deemphasizing the reproductive surplus that the proletariat creates at home for capital, thus adding to the live stock of golden egg-laying geese. Marxists, so goes this argument, have deprived themselves of this additional agitational tool because it would only lend credence to neo-Malthusian propaganda.

Unlike Malthus, however, Marx was not attempting to develop a general theory of population (change). Indeed, contrary to the claims of many of his critics and supporters, Marx did not even purport to have uncovered The Law of Population of the Capitalist Mode of Production. What Marx did theorize in Das Kapital was the “Progressive Production of a Relative Overpopulation or Industrial Reserve Army” as an indispensable element of the “General Law of Capitalist Accumulation.” This self-sustaining mechanism of cyclical labor-saving capital investment booms that disemploy more workers than they hire is a perennial source of mystery to amnesic economic analysts, although sociodemographers confirm that the labor force participation rate of such “marginal” groups as women, the young, and the old fluctuates during the course of the business cycle in accordance with endogenous socioeconomic rather than exogenous demographic forces.
The statement in the first volume of Das Kapital that has misled critics to characterize Marx as a demographer manqué, even of capitalism, is his insight that the laboring population, by producing the accumulation of capital, produces its own relative redundancy or overpopulation: "This is a law of population peculiar to the capitalist mode of production, as indeed every special historical mode of production has its special historically valid laws of population. An abstract law of population exists only for plants and animals, insofar as human beings do not intervene historically." Marx is not saying here that he has laid bare the totality of the laws of population for capitalism. Rather, he has merely singled out one of the set of population laws that no mode of production prior to capitalism had fashioned for regulating the growth of its working population. Because the "population fanatics" applied the term surplus population exclusively to labor power and expressly exempted from it the leisure consuming class, Marx studied a class-based subset of capitalist laws of population.19

A decade before he published Das Kapital, Marx began exploring the concept of overpopulation in the context of the free laborer qua virtual pauper in the so-called Grundrisse. He observed that various societal modes of production were characterized by "various laws of the increase of population and overpopulation" (pauperism). These laws were "simply to be reduced to the various modes of relating to the conditions of production or with regard to the living individual conditions of reproduction of him as member of society.... It is only in the mode of production grounded on capital that pauperism appears as the result of labor itself, of the development of the productive power of labor." Consequently, what appeared as overpopulation in one stage of societal production might not be in another. Marx criticized Malthus precisely for his inability to grasp these historical differences and thus for reducing the complicated and changing relationships of overpopulation in various historical phases "stupidly to one relationship...an abstract numerical relationship." Malthus's ahistorical approach caused him therefore to transmogrify the immanent, historically changing limits of human procreation into external limitations and the external checks of natural reproduction into internal limits or natural laws of procreation. Instead, Marx noted, surplus population had to be grasped generally with regard to "the social mediation through which the individual relates to the means of his reproduction and creates them.... The invention of surplus workers, i.e., of propertyless people, who work, belongs to the epoch of capital."20

Marx had formed this view of Malthusianism a decade earlier in the course of preparing a series of lectures for workers on wages. Based on the less sophisticated understanding of capital accumulation that he had developed by 1847, Marx charged that Malthus's claim that it was a law of nature that population grew faster than the means of employment or subsistence enabled the bourgeoisie to transform a societal law into a law of nature. This naturalization process was an ideological benefit to the bourgeoisie by portraying the proletariat's misery as its own fault.21

In contrast, Malthus, because he forged a mechanical linkage between
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wages and population guaranteeing a perpetual equilibrium, was, counter-intuitively, a demographic optimist. Thus given stationary national resources and population, wages could not fall below what is necessary to maintain stationary population “because...the principle of demand and supply would always interfere to prevent such wages as would either occasion an increase or diminution of population.” Ironically, Malthus’s impressively long-lived population theory has been characterized by a leading developmental economist as a nonstarter “for the capitalist epoch.” As Wrigley and Schofield explain in their monumental English population history, before 1800, faster population growth was associated with a declining standard of living; after about 1811, however, the Industrial Revolution broke that historic link:

And by an ironic coincidence Malthus had given pungent expression to an issue that haunted most pre-industrial societies at almost the last moment when it could still plausibly be represented as relevant to the country in which he was born.... After 1800 poverty was, so to speak, no longer inevitable and the stage was set for the high indignation about poverty so characteristic of many nineteenth-century reformers.... Perhaps now it can be seen that both Malthus and his successors were right in their generations, for the world viewed by a man of Marx’s generation had changed fundamentally.... The tension between population growth and living standards...gave way before a change in productivity so profound that an increase in poverty was no longer the price of an increase in numbers.

Marx’s estimation of the futility of population control as a means of counteracting the expansion of the reserve army and thus mitigating its wage-depressing effect was driven by his theory of capital accumulation, which explained the individual worker’s poverty not as a consequence of his personal superfertility, but, rather, of his displacement by constant capital—a fate to which even the childless were vulnerable. Marx’s insight was hardened by his observation of contemporary demographic ruptures in Ireland. The depopulation following in the wake of the famine of 1846 fashioned the best possible experiment for testing the Malthusian dogma that overpopulation causes misery and “equilibrium is restored through depopulation.” Yet the consequence for those who remained behind, liberated from overpopulation, was wages as low as ever because relative overpopulation more than kept pace with depopulation. English agriculture in the 1850s furnished Marx with additional evidence. A rise in wages brought about by the confluence of factors such as the decline in labor supply caused by emigration and absorption by factories and heightened demand for soldiers had prompted tenant farmers to introduce new labor-saving machinery. The resulting “artificial overpopulation” and renewed decline in wages occurred despite the relative and absolute decrease in the agricultural population. As generalized by Gunnar Myrdal: “If we could ‘wish away’...all the unemployed, this change would bring about secondary changes in the various supply and demand
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curves, with the result that in...a short time a new unemployment would develop...if this...change is not assumed to improve the social organization of the economic process.”

Even before presenting his theory of accumulation, Marx made clear in that part of his model that assumed merely simple (that is, nonexpanding or nonaccumulating) reproduction that the continuous transformation of money into capital presupposed that the possessor of labor power had to be continuously present in the market. Since the seller of labor power was mortal, he had to immortalize himself through procreation. Marx’s starting point is therefore that “at the very least” the workers who are withdrawn from the labor market as a result of having been used up or died must constantly be replaced by an equal number of substitutes. Marx operates with the classical political economic assumption of a proletarian family wage, that is, that the means of subsistence required for the production of labor power include those for the departing worker’s replacements, which, conventionally enough, Marx assumed to be his children. Thus “this race of peculiar commodity owners immortalizes itself in the commodity market.”

Marx’s view thus far bears a superficial resemblance to Ricardo’s, which posited that the “natural price of labour” sufficed to enable labourers “to subsist and to perpetuate their race, without either increase or diminution.” But in spite of Ricardo’s insistence that the natural price of labor included a historical, moral, political, cultural, and place-based component, he also maintained a naturalistic-biologistic version, according to which labor became dear when it was scarce; when the market price of labor—that is, “the price which is really paid for it, from the natural operation of the supply to the demand”—exceeded its natural price, the laborer’s enhanced purchasing power enabled him to rear a “numerous family. When, however, by the encouragement which high wages give to the increase of population, the number of labourers is increased, wages again fall to their natural price, and indeed...sometimes fall below it.” At this depressed standard of living, the mirror-image process of readjustment of wages and supply of labor was ignited: “It is only after their privations have reduced their number” that the market price moves back up to the natural price of labor.

This naturalistic mechanism was explicated even more explicitly by J.B. Say, a Smithian popularizer for whom Marx had bottomless contempt. After stating that the diminished supply that would result from the inability of workers to raise families on their wages would soon lead to higher wages as demand exceeded supply, Say remarked that the same process would apply if significant numbers of workers did not marry. Since the childless could offer their labor more cheaply than, and would thus displace, worker-parents, they would soon bulk proportionately larger within the working class: “not only would they not contribute to recruiting the class, but they would prevent others from being able to recruit it.” But the old equilibrium would promptly reassert itself because the lower wage level of the childless would be followed by an increase resulting from the decline in the number of workers.

Marx criticized this received dogma of political economy as an unrealistic
abstraction from the way capitalism functioned and had to function. Malthus had laid out the logic of what became known as the wage-fund doctrine in his critique of Adam Smith in the first edition of the *Essay on the Principle of Population*:

> the comforts of the labouring poor depend upon the increase of the funds destined for the maintenance of labour, and will be very exactly in proportion to the rapidity of this increase. The demand for labour which such increase would occasion, by creating a competition in the market, must necessarily raise the value of labour, and, till the additional number of hands required were reared, the increased funds would be distributed to the same number of persons as before the increase, and therefore every labourer would live comparatively at his ease.31

Schematically, then, Ricardian political economy believed in the following cyclical mechanism: ↑ capital accumulation → ↑ wages → ↑ working-class(153,925),(635,945) procreation → over-full labor market → ↓ wages → ↓ working population (or ↓ exploitation) → ↑ capital accumulation. Marx explained why this model was unrealistic:

> For modern industry with its ten-year cycle and its periodic phases...it would indeed be a pretty law that regulated the demand and supply of labor not by the expansion and contraction of capital, that is, according to its valorization needs at any particular time, so that the labor market now appears relatively under-full because capital is expanding, and now again relatively over-full because it is contracting, but, instead, made the movement of capital dependent on the absolute movement of the absolute amount of population.... A pretty method of motion this for developed capitalist production! Before any positive growth of the really able-bodied population could take place as a result of the increase in wages, the deadline would have run again and again during which the industrial campaign must have been conducted, the battle fought and decided.32

A more realistic account of capitalist development showed that a surplus-worker population or, as political economy characterized it, overpopulation, both was a necessary product of capital accumulation and in turn became a lever of the latter and “a condition of existence of the capitalist mode of production. By having this industrial reserve army at its disposal, capital has, for its changing valorization needs, ready access to the “exploitable human material, independent of the limits of the real increase in population.” Real or mere biological population growth would be much too inflexible to meet accumulating capital’s sudden and explosive expansive force as its frenetic invasions of branch after branch require the capacity to throw large masses of workers into these operations without interrupting the scale of production in other industries. This enormous volatility of capitalist production not only was unprecedented, but was also impossible even in early
capitalism, when accumulation progressed in step with the relative growth of demand for labor and finally ran up against "natural limits of the exploitable worker population" that historically were cleared away through enforced proletarianization of noncapitalist producers. The expansion-contraction cycles of developed capitalism, in contrast, hinge on the availability of an increased supply of workers that is both "independent of the absolute growth of population" and largely generated within the capitalist sector of the economy. Specifically, this reserve army is recruited by "constantly setting free a part of the workers through methods that reduce the number of employed workers in proportion to the increased production" and thus make some of them unemployed or underemployed.33

Marx's repeated insistence that capitalist production cannot be satisfied with the quantity of labor power supplied by the natural increase of population and "needs for its free play an industrial reserve army independent of this natural limit" manifestly presupposes that this violently fluctuating labor reservoir was superior to a (theoretically conceivable) system of a vast perpetually inexhaustible surplus population that would so far exceed the needs of capital even at the height of the investment cycle that capital would be additionally freed of the limits of the disemployment mechanism inherent in an increasing organic composition of capital. This reinstatement of what amounts to Malthus's "narrow-minded" naturalistic conceptualization of overpopulation was presumably not practicable because it would have required an enormous program of alimentation of this enlarged pool of quasipermanently unemployed; since the British propertied classes had already forced an end to the Old Poor Law regime, which had fed the unemployed victims of the Industrial Revolution, because the taxes were unacceptably high, there was no political, economic, or ideological leeway in mid-Victorian England for restoring such a system on an even larger scale. Moreover, to the extent that some subset of the reserve army was unemployed for such extended periods that it lost its industrial skills, discipline, and morale, it became dysfunctional for capital although it was a necessary product of the accumulation process. As such, this pauperized dead weight already constituted faux frais that capital strove to avoid or shift to others.34 At the same time, however, Marx acknowledged that the history of modern industry demonstrated that constant overpopulation was possible "although it formed its stream from quickly-lived, swiftly succeeding generations of humans picked unripe so to speak."35

Although the relative diminution of variable capital vis-à-vis constant capital seems to bring forth a more rapid absolute growth of the worker population than of the variable capital, the accumulation process constantly produces an addition to the worker population that is, relative to capital's average valorization needs, an excessive and redundant population. Capital's ability to create such a flexible labor force is, however, even greater if the assumption is dropped that the increase or decrease of the number of workers employed corresponds exactly to the increase or decrease in variable capital. Capital can extract more labor from the same number of workers through greater extensive or intensive exploitation of individual workers. Capital can thus increase its supply of labor faster than its
demand for workers, and by overworking part of the working class, capital further inflates the reserve army, which in turn exerts yet greater competitive pressure on the overworked sector to submit to its deteriorating conditions. So convinced was Marx of the crucial importance of this segmentation of the labor force as a substitute for biological demographic growth that he believed that, if the working day were reduced to a "rational" level in England, the existing working population would be insufficient to carry on the existing volume of production, which could be achieved only by converting "unproductive" workers into "productive" ones. The extraction of more labor from the same absolute number of workers is also secured, for example in the United States, by means of multiple jobholding by 8 million workers. This method, which—unlike one employer’s increasing the length of its employees’ workday—benefits capital in general and circumvents the financial deterrence embodied in overtime statutes, substitutes for biological accretions to the labor force inasmuch as multiple jobholding parents and especially mothers have correspondingly less time to devote to childbearing and -raising.

The system-immanent relative overpopulation, fluctuations in which regulate the general movements in wages, not only depresses wages during the stagnation and average prosperity phases of the business cycle, but also moderates wage demands during the phase of highest production sufficiently so that, even when the law of supply and demand should be operating for the benefit of the active worker army, capital’s rule is not threatened. Capital can succeed in this manner because, just as the demand for labor has become distinct from the growth of capital, the supply of labor is not identical with the growth of the working class: "Les dés sont pipés. Capital acts on both sides simultaneously." By setting free some workers, whose consignment to the reserve army puts additional pressure on the workers newly absorbed into production, the process of accumulation "to a certain degree makes the supply of labor independent of the supply of labor." A contentious theoretical question arises here as to whether Marx’s alleged proclivity to take population growth for granted as an implicit precondition of capitalist production fatally undermines his claim that the processes sustaining the reserve army of the unemployed operate independently of absolute increases in population. In an alternative formulation, critics argue that by presupposing that variable capital increases absolutely even if it declines in relation to constant capital, Marx could not demonstrate the inevitability of the formation of the reserve army without implying that population grows more rapidly than variable capital. A half-century ago, Paul Sweezy, a Marxist economist, conceded that Marx, writing in the middle of the nineteenth century, not implausibly assumed that, with a growing population, a mechanization-induced rise in the organic composition of capital would bring about a relative decline in demand for labor together with an expansion of the reserve army as a more or less stable share of the total labor force. But regardless of the particular historical circumstances underlying Marx’s theory, “the principle of the reserve army is independent of any particular population assumption; it works equally well with a stationary or even a declining population....” In other words, capitalism is sufficiently dynamic that, with time,
it can adapt to and remold the demographic supply of labor through restructuring, which enables it to increase and differentiate the supply of and reduce the demand for labor.\footnote{41}

To be sure, Marx did not contend that capital had at its disposal magical powers that enabled it to maintain profitability in the face of any demographic disaster. Thus after recounting that Ireland’s population had fallen by almost one-third in less than two decades following the famine year of 1846, Marx explained that agricultural rents and profits had nevertheless risen. But if a similar loss of population had taken place in England, a predominantly industrial country of developed capitalist production, it would have “bled to death.” And even less catastrophically, Marx argued that where the rate of exploitation—in part as a result of workers’ resistance—temporarily cannot be raised, the size of the working population would become the limiting factor on the mass of extractable surplus.\footnote{42}

This reasoning, however, has been contested. Samuel Hollander, a historian of political economy, argues that, vis-à-vis declining population, the aforementioned mechanism of labor-saving accumulation “could only limit the resultant wage increase; there is no reason to expect the creation of an excess labor supply with downward pressure on the wage.”\footnote{43} Hollander, for his part, overlooks the fact that although reduced population may shrink the reserve army as compared to a scenario in which population continues to grow, a one-time loss of population “may provoke offsetting technological changes which raise the level of the reserve army back to where it was before the population change [or trigger] a resumption of the original growth rate of that reserve.... Even if the counteracting effects do not provide a complete offset, they may still be substantial, rendering population control a very limited means of improving the workers’ condition.”\footnote{44}

Although Marx did not expressly adopt a position on the issue in \textit{Das Kapital}, in the course of criticizing Ricardo’s theory of accumulation in a preliminary draft, he discussed the question of how the surplus value from the previous period of production is transformed into capital. Assuming that the “mode of production” and hence the organic composition of capital were unchanged—that is to say, that the increase of capital cost the same amount of labor as the previous year’s production of capital of the same amount—Marx traced through the possibilities for transforming part of the surplus value into variable capital in order to buy “new labor.” After disposing of a longer working day because it was not a constant means of accumulation, and bracketing the incorporation of previously nonworking women, children, and paupers, he focused on the absolute growth of the working population together with the absolute growth of the general population: “If accumulation is to be a constant, continuous process, then this absolute growth of population (although it decreases relatively as against the applied capital) [is a] condition. \textit{Augmentation of population} appears as the foundation of accumulation as a constant process.... Capitalist production takes care of sudden cases by overworking one part of the working population and holding the other in readiness as reserve army half[-] or pauperized.”\footnote{45}

Here, then, Marx explicitly assumed biological growth as a prerequisite
of accumulation, but only under the further assumption that constant capital was not increasing faster than variable capital. As Marx observed later in the same manuscript, however, if population increases at the same rate as capital, a mechanism inherent in capitalist development—the faster growth of constant at the expense of variable capital—insures that a part of the population becomes redundant. Implicit in this argument is the possibility that where absolute population growth lags behind the increase in capital, stronger increases in the organic composition of capital could compensate for the absence of newly produced recruits by making even larger masses of workers superfluous.

Precisely because these mechanisms inherent in capitalism constantly accommodate the number of workers to capital’s valorization needs, Marx was contemptuous of Ricardian-Malthusian preaching to the working class of the necessity to regulate its procreativity in accordance with these same profitability considerations. The bourgeoisie’s counsel to the proletariat to reduce its rate of reproduction was permeated with “stupidity, vileness, and hypocrisy” since the bourgeoisie knew that the advice was impossible for the class as a whole to follow and capital benefited from overpopulation. As early as 1853, Marx mocked the Economist for reprimanding the working classes for having thrown away the “golden opportunities” “of not marrying and not multiplying,...of living less luxuriously, of not asking for higher wages, of becoming capitalists at 15 shillings a week, and of learning how to keep the body together with coarser food, and how to degrade the soul with the pestiferous doctrines of Malthus.”

Although Marx rejected such bourgeois reproductive sermons as both superfluous from capital’s perspective and harmful to workers, he has been criticized for following in the footsteps of the bourgeois economists he despised by virtue of viewing procreation naturalistically—for taking for granted that the working class would deliver sufficient absolute-biological increases to the capitalist class to satisfy the specific requirements of large-scale machine industry. Yet Marx was under no illusion that the laws of capital accumulation executed themselves agentlessly: he was, for example, acutely aware of the energetic and complicated recruitment campaigns throughout Britain and Ireland that firms had to undertake periodically to overcome temporary and cyclical shortages of labor in certain industries. By the same token, however, the capital-functional impact of the reserve army is insulated from demographic constraints in the sense that proletarian producers and sellers of labor power cannot act as minifirms, which would withdraw supply from the labor market as demand declines because supply is driven by the need to secure subsistence rather than investment opportunities. Moreover, nineteenth-century working-class families were trapped by their own response to capital’s growing absorption of child labor and devaluation of adult labor: by accommodating that demand, individual families may have survived but only at the expense of the whole class, whose conditions deteriorated as a result of the very effort at improvement by means of increasing the supply of working children.

The rapid consumption of the labor power of young men in mechanized factories characterized by a detailed division of labor meant that capital developed
a differentiated age- and gender-specific demand for workers as a contradictory result of which “the natural accretion of the mass of workers does not sate the needs of capital accumulation and nevertheless at the same time exceeds them....”51
Since these industries required fresh labor power and could not rely on partially consumed recruits from the reserve army, a demographic question arose as to where young men come from. Thus whereas in other settings Marx could neglect the issue of the real, absolute, or natural growth of the working class in favor of its social reconstruction and redistribution within the reserve army, here he had to face the Malthusian question. The brevity of Marx’s published answer suggests its self-explanatory character for him—as if the underlying phenomenon had become second (or remained first) nature:

Under these circumstances the absolute growth of this fraction of the proletariat requires a form which swells its numbers although its elements are used up quickly. Hence rapid replacement of the generations of laborers. (The same law does not apply to the other classes of the population.) This societal need is satisfied by early marriages, necessary consequence of the relations in which the workers of large-scale industry live, and by the premium that the exploitation of working-class children sets on their production.52

The question raised here is how this objective requirement of capitalist production, this societal need, came to functionalize for its own ends the contemporaneous form of proletarian familial reproduction. Was this functional correspondence serendipitous? And if the new industrial proletariat had not been in a position to begin procreating at an early age, where would capital have recruited its requisite fresh troops? Marx may have been right to point out that unlike previous and other fractions of the proletariat, these new industrial workers, whose earnings at the outset of their careers were as high as they would ever become, were economically able to found families at a younger age; in any event, they had no reason to postpone marriage in the expectation that their income would rise later. The question, however, is why for Marx these early marriages were a “necessary consequence” of, rather than merely a possibility created by, large-scale industry. The choice of words suggests that working-class procreation, if not a natural phenomenon, was at least a social phenomenon that stood in no particular need of critical theoretical explanation.

If the industrial proletariat, unlike independent producers, who had to rely on their children to carry on their businesses, had no such self-interested reproductive motivation, Marx apparently saw the matter of producing children for capital as a sufficiently analogous lucrative side business to furnish a proletarian self-interested motivation to reproduce. As early as 1847, Marx had argued that one reason that bourgeois Malthusianism’s advice to the working class that it exercise moral restraint could not be taken seriously was precisely the premium that modern industry distributed for procreation by replacing adults with children. A dozen years later, Marx reiterated in the New York Daily Tribune that many
working-class parents conspired with factory owners to violate factory laws so that their young children could be paid full-time wages.\textsuperscript{53} As one of Marx's bourgeois-economist contemporaries put it: "A population in which child labor has taken root must necessarily produce many children." Widespread nineteenth-century European reports of parents' resistance to compulsory education as an interference with their optimal utilization of their children as economic resources and the very high rates of labor force participation still prevalent among young children in the latter part of the century formed the basis for and thus lend force to Marx's view.\textsuperscript{54}

Marx's literally mechanical view of the mechanics of working-class reproduction also appears in his popular-propagandistic 1865 address to the General Council of the First International, posthumously published as Value, Price and Profit. In explaining the value of labor power, Marx observed that "the man, like the machine, will wear out, and must be replaced by another man. Besides the mass of necessaries required for his own maintenance, he wants another amount of necessaries to bring up a certain quota of children that are to replace him on the labour market and to perpetuate the race of labourers." One Marxist has characterized this approach as a "teleological absurdity" because it attributes the existence of a reproductive component within labor power to capital's desire for workers two decades later rather than to workers' struggle for such provision.\textsuperscript{55}

Marx, however, also sketched a richer account of the specific social background to proletarian reproduction. In an unpublished draft of Das Kapital he observed that capital increased the relative number of workers even with a stationary total population by increasing productivity, and extensivity and intensity of working time, subjecting artisans to capitalist wage labor, and incorporating women and children into the labor force. Additionally, however, capital produced an absolute rise in the working population since it could be achieved not only through an increase in births, but also as a result of the fact that more children grew up and could be fed until they were old enough to work. "The development of the forces of production under the regime of capital increases the mass of annually produced means of subsistence and cheapens them so far that the average wage can be calculated on the larger scale of reproduction of the workers although its value sinks...."

At a time when he had not yet accorded a central place to the theory of the reserve army of the unemployed, Marx devoted more attention to the reasons for proletarian procreation:

[T]he life situation in which capital places the working class, the conglomeration and the separation from all other enjoyments of life, the total hopelessness of reaching a higher social standpoint and of maintaining a certain decorum, the lack of substance of his whole life, the mixing of the sexes in the workshop, the isolation of the worker himself, all drives to precocious marriages. The shortening and almost abolition of the learning period, the early age at which children themselves can appear as producers, the shortening of the time during which they have to be fed, increases the stimulus towards accelerated human production. If the average age of the worker generations
declines, then an always superfluous and constantly rising mass of shortlived generations is found in the market and that is all that capitalist production needs.\textsuperscript{57}

Significantly, although Marx did not anticipate the modern feminist claim that mass child production was "extorted by capitalist-patriarchal compulsions," both the prosperity and depression phases of capital accumulation conspire, in Marx's view, to increase proletarian procreation: a temporary excess of surplus capital beyond its potential labor force would bring about a higher wage level, which would in turn alleviate the influences decimating working-class progeny and stimulate marriages; but faster than it would increase population absolutely, this excess capital would, by prompting the introduction of labor-saving and relative surplus value-extracting mechanization, create an "artificial, redundancy of population, which in turn again—as misery creates population within capitalistic produc­tion—is the hotbed of real increase of population."\textsuperscript{58}

When Marx observes that if production has the capitalist form, reproduction does too, the interpretation that suggests itself initially is that he is referring to overall societal reproduction rather than to its procreative variety. Yet, closer examination reveals that Marx viewed human reproduction under capitalism as subsumed under the reproduction of capitalist relations. Because the worker's labor was, even before he entered into the process of production, alienated from him and incorporated into capital, during that process it constantly objectifies itself in an alien product—capital. Just as the worker constantly produces objective wealth as capital, as a power that dominates and exploits him, so too the capitalist reproduces and perpetuates the worker as wage laborer. In the course of this process the worker engages in two types of consumption, which appear to be "totally different." In the first or productive consumption, the worker consumes the means of production while the capitalist consumes his labor power. In the other, individual, consumption, the worker uses the money he received for selling his labor power to buy his means of subsistence. In the former he "belongs to the capitalist; in the second he belongs to himself and performs vital functions outside the process of production. The result of the one is the life of the capitalist, that of the other is the life of the worker himself."\textsuperscript{59}

When this microperspective is abandoned in favor of a class-wide view of the whole capitalist process of production, however, it is revealed that the capital that the capitalist exchanges for labor power "is transformed into means of subsistence the consumption of which serves to reproduce the muscles, nerves, bones, brain of existing workers and to beget new workers." In this sense, then, the individual consumption of the working class is reconversion of the means of subsistence...into labor power that can be newly exploited by capital. The worker's individual consumption thus remains a moment of the production and reproduction of capital, whether it proceeds inside or outside the workshop, factory, etc....just like the cleaning of the machine, whether it happens during the labor process or certain pauses.
It is immaterial that the worker carries out his individual consumption for his own sake and not the capitalist's. A beast of burden's consumption does not remain a less necessary moment of the process of production because the beast itself enjoys what it eats. The constant maintenance and reproduction of the working class remains the constant condition of the reproduction of capital. The capitalist can confidently leave its fulfillment to the workers' instinct of self-preservation and propagation.... From the societal point of view the working class is therefore, even outside the immediate labor process, just as much appendage of capital as the dead instrument of labor. Even its individual consumption is within certain limits only a moment of the reproduction process of capital.50

To be sure, Marx emphasized that despite the fact that the conditions of the worker's existence and the narrow scope of monetary value of his labor power forced him to spend his wages in a circumscribed circle of goods, some variation was possible which enabled, for example, the English urban worker to buy newspapers or to save something. By the same token, he was as a free agent also able to waste it on schnapps. Unlike the serf or slave, the free wage laborer learned to be his own master, taking the responsibility and bearing the consequences of his consumption decisions. Marx was quick to recognize the enormous cultural leap that this emancipation process represented, but also stressed that when independent peasants or artisans underwent proletarianization, their lives were subjected to capital's one-dimensional abstraction.61 This new class of proletarians thus enjoyed a long-term potential for self-liberation, but in the near term was materially, psychologically, and culturally subordinated to a new structure of needs that capital was imposing on societal life.

It is not, however, the mere fact that workers exercise some control over discretionary spending within the sphere of individual consumption that prompted Marx to conclude that capital could rely on them to reproduce at a level appropriate for capital.62 Marx must have also held the opinion that it was implausible that any contemporaneous national proletariat would undergo, within a politically relevant time period, a social-psychological upheaval so radical as to depress its child-bearing habits or desires to such an unprecedentedly low threshold that it could render inoperative the built-in mechanisms of capital accumulation to generate a range of labor supplies adequate to the self-valorization of capital in general.

In 1847, Marx characterized the Malthusian advice that the working class resolve not to have children as nonsensical because such a classwide decision was an impossibility; moreover, he accepted as a social fact of capitalism that the proletarian condition made the sex drive that class's principal pleasure. Because he adhered to such a view, economic logic and political strategy dictated that Marx reject any tactic that recommended to the working class a fertility pattern that would have succeeded only in improving the living conditions of a small subset of exceptionally self-disciplined proletarian families. Moreover, Marx suggested that even if the class as a whole succeeded in restricting its growth below the standard
of the accumulation of capital, paradoxically the ensuing rise in wages “would only accelerate the application of machinery...and, hence, make the population redundant.” In particular, Marx argued that the chapter on the effect of machinery on the condition of the working class that Ricardo had added to the third edition of his *Principles* refuted the Malthusian population theory and especially the vulgar economists’ advice to workers “to keep their multiplication below the standard of accumulation of capital.” For such “keeping down of the labouring population, diminishing the supply of labour, and, consequently, raising its price, would only accelerate the application of machinery...and, hence, make the population artifically ‘redundant’...”

Marx’s characterization of the parallel growth of societal wealth, capital, and the proletariat on the one hand and the industrial reserve army on the other as the noncontradictory presence of overproduction of capital and relative overpopulation—the “absolute general law of capitalist accumulation”—must be analyzed in connection with his gloss that the law’s realization was modified by manifold circumstances that he alluded to as inappropriate for discussion at the level of abstraction at which he had written the chapter on accumulation. Perhaps the most significant of these modifications is the development of labor unions, which seek to “break or weaken the ruinous consequences of that natural law of capitalist production” for the working class by organizing cooperation between the employed and unemployed.

Outside of Marx’s magnum opus, neither he nor Engels devoted much attention to demographic questions. Some demographers argue, however, that late in life Marx acknowledged the power of Malthus’s proposition even for socialism. This claim is based on Marx’s statement in his comments on the Gotha Program that: “If this [Malthus’s population theory] is correct, then I can not abolish the law [Lassalle’s Iron Law of Wages], even if I abolish wage labor a hundred times, because the law then rules not only the system of wage labor, but every societal system.” But this claim overlooks the fact that Marx was not at all conceding the correctness of Malthus’s theory of population. Rather, in the context of a polemic against what he viewed as the generally worthless programmatic principles of the newly united German workers’ party, he was merely explaining to Lassalle’s acolytes that their proposed “abolition of the wage system with the iron law of wages” was rhetorical nonsense since the abolition of wage labor of necessity entailed the abolition of its laws “whether they be iron or spongy.”

Marx was merely trying to make clear that acceptance of Lassalle’s iron law of wages—which Marx contested sharply—entailed acceptance of Malthus’s population theory on which it was based. Far from being resigned to the correctness of that theory, Marx stressed that it undermined the socialist movement because if Malthus were right, socialism could not abolish misery, which was allegedly grounded in nature. By the same token, it is undeniable that Marx, like many other socialists and scholars before and after him, was deeply suspicious of Malthus because he had, as the British economist Edwin Cannan observed, been
“inspired...by the desire...to produce acquiescence, if not contentment, with the existing order of things.”

The potential problem that population might pose for an ideal socialist society was not, as a German Social Democratic revisionist later asserted, the misery associated with Malthusian overpopulation. Rather, it was the fact that, contrary to Engels’ flippant and sibylline assertion that if communist society were ever forced to “regulate the production of people just as it has already regulated the production of things,” it and only it would be able to do so “without difficulties,” no society can plan and regulate the production of human beings as easily as that of steel. Even if there were societal consensus that members should and would strive for (say) replacement-rate fertility, it would be impossible to predict whether and when all members making good-faith efforts would succeed biologically or how many members were biologically incapable of reproducing. These inescapable uncertainties would necessarily introduce some disproportionalities in economic planning of consumption and accumulation funds especially with regard to age-specific types of investment goods such as education as well as possible over-or underproduction of certain products such as children’s clothing.

Contrary to the impression left by some scholars, Marx’s position on Malthusianism was not opportunistic. Thus James Bonar, an economist who wrote an intellectual biography of Malthus immediately after Marx’s death, asserted that: “Marx is seeking to demonstrate the hopelessness of the labourer’s position; and he is too acute not to know that his demonstration would be seriously weakened if he admitted the truth of the Malthusian doctrine and the bare possibility of the adoption of prudential habits by the labourers.” It was not the case that Marx believed that small proletarian families would eliminate capitalist poverty or the proletariat for that matter; nor was he of the opinion that the correctness of Malthus’s population theory and the availability of contraceptive methods had to be withheld from the working class lest its class consciousness be jeopardized. On the contrary: the whole thrust of Marx’s theory of the industrial reserve army was that the process of capital accumulation was relatively immune to the problem of “natural” underpopulation because it had its own methods for creating surplus labor, which reinstated the proletarian condition regardless of the size of working-class families.

This implied charge of opportunism later became express when feminist scholars claimed that SPD leaders had rejected so-called birth-strike propaganda because they feared that smaller families might reconcile workers to existing society. By the same token, in light of the intense barrage of ad hominem (but largely accurate) invective against Malthus strewn throughout Das Kapital, it appears bizarre to charge that Marx was “reticent to launch an all-out attack on the law of population” because the population question was “touchy” among German socialists as a result of Lassalle’s incorporation of Malthusianism into his iron law of wages.

Arguably the most pertinent shards of a theory of population that Marx and Engels left for their followers were contained in Engels’ correspondence with...
third persons. At the time Marx was writing *Das Kapital*, Engels commented to the German social economist and working class advocate, Friedrich Lange, that the rational kernel of Malthusianism consisted in the fact that “humanity could multiply more rapidly than modern bourgeois society can endure.” For Marx and Engels, however, this finding constituted yet further proof that bourgeois society was a barrier to development, which had to fall. Not until science was applied to agriculture as it had been to industry, and production in such areas as southeastern Europe and western America nevertheless failed to increase faster than world population, would Engels be willing to reconsider Malthus’s theory. Until then, he remained convinced that scarcity was a function of underproduction caused by “moneyless stomachs, the labor that cannot be employed profitably....”

Of greater policy interest to socialist parties was a letter from Engels to Karl Kautsky, the future chief theoretician of the SPD, but who in 1881 was a neo-Malthusian and not yet a Marxist. Commenting on the latter’s book on population, Engels dismissed the challenge posed by academic socialists as to how a socialist society would ward off overpopulation and collapse as a waste of time, particularly since the rise of American mass agricultural production threatened to suffocate Europe and would necessarily bring about an increase of population. To be sure, Engels conceded the “abstract possibility” that population growth might become so great that limits would have to be set on its further increase. A principal reason for Engels’ lack of concern, however, was his belief that if France and Austria were able to achieve this result spontaneously (*naturwüchsig*), so, a fortiori, could a planned society. Here the socialist Engels appeared to come close to sharing the belief of many, especially British, neo-Malthusians, that population problems could be avoided individually by procreating couples who accommodated their reproduction to the economic realities facing them.

Two years later, a few weeks before Marx’s death, Engels returned to the subject. In another letter to Kautsky, he made light of the fact that within a few years Kautsky had shifted from being a “Neonato-Malthusian” to underpopulationism. Despite the fact that under the latter circumstance (Francis Place’s) famous sponge or some other contraceptive procedure would not be in much demand, Engels noted that it could nevertheless remain very practical in bourgeois families, in order to keep the the number of children in proportion to income, in order not to ruin the woman’s health through too many pregnancies, etc. The only thing is that I remain of the view that that is a private matter between husband and wife, and at most the family doctor...and that our proletarians also in the future as in the past will do honor to its name by numerous proles.

These fragments of a theory, then, constituted the whole of the demographic legacy that Marx and Engels left to the European proletariat for its use in analyzing and shaping public discourse and struggle over micro- and macrolevel population issues. The quasi-inexorability of Marx’s capital-accumulation-oriented mechanisms of surplus labor production can create the impression that Marx
himself believed in the existence of a demographic invisible hand. Although Marx’s theory posits that capital in general can, over a broad range of possible historical-empirical circumstances, liberate itself from the limitations of biological population growth, the periodic overproduction of workers was functional for capital but only within a self-contradictory regime that progressed by means of disruptive and cleansing crises. By the same token, although the constant replenishment of an industrial reserve army was dysfunctional for the working class, Marx did not view proletarian procreative proclivities as causative because capital accumulation could wring surplus labor out of virtually any empirically relevant absolute level of population. Consequently, because Marx’s narrowly conceived demographic theory was not geared toward formulating practical policy recommendations, it tended to leave Marxist parliamentary political parties without an independent purchase that might have enabled them to overcome the appearance of indifference to the here-and-now problems of working-class existence insofar as they were exacerbated by individual superfertile families’ inability to secure subsistence incomes.
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Every unborn proletarian child is...to be compared to a worker, who does and can strike throughout his whole life without enduring the suffering and afflictions of such a way of acting.¹

But the proletariat has learned a still more dangerous piece of wisdom than emigrating—not being born!²

The European socialist movement in the late nineteenth century not only had no comprehensive theory of population, but, beyond Marx’s capital-accumulation-centered analysis of surplus population, lacked even coherent fragments from Marx or Engels to guide its public policy choices in countries in which it participated in legislative bodies. In the absence of theoretical direction, however, socialists were reduced to jabs at the remnants of Malthusianism in the economics of “timid governmental and clerical hemorrhoidists,” and to dry assurances that the abolition of mass poverty through the elimination of the underlying antagonistic capital-labor relationship was the only effective remedy for modern overpopulation.³ At the same time, some revisionist members of the SPD adhered to Malthus’s doctrine. Given the intimate linkage between population and copulation, the SPD’s ambiguous and ambivalent relation to Imperial Germany’s official cramped view of sex made it impossible for the party to develop its own unique position with regard to population matters.⁴

Socialist sexual political and intraproletarian controversy over the micro- and macrosocietal consequences of child-rich families reached it high point in the so-called birth-strike debate on the eve of World War I. This German debate focused on the question of whether the working class could improve its condition and simultaneously hasten the demise of capitalism by creating small families and, correlatively, limiting the size of the next generation of labor market competitors. Some advocated smaller families regardless of the macroeconomic impact in order
to relieve the poverty associated with large families for all members and the crushing physical and psychological burdens borne by mothers, thus enabling them to participate more fully in societal movements. Others envisioned such a radical drying up of recruits for the reserve army of the unemployed and of the real army of soldiers that capital’s coercive economic and military power would be significantly curbed. Centrist SPD birth-strike opponents did not so much contest the legitimacy of birth control as challenge the notion that families’ private ameliorist plans could ever add up to a revolutionary working-class strategy—in part because party leaders supported demographic growth for the socialist society of the future and in part because orthodox Marxists believed that a smaller supply of labor could not overcome the accommodating forces of capital accumulation to generate a higher overall wage level.

Early twentieth-century conflicts over agitation within the working class to limit its reproduction in Germany, as elsewhere in Europe, must be understood against the background of the ruling classes’ fears of the impact of declining fertility on the military and industrial reserve armies and their efforts to suppress various means of contraception. Their representatives expressed these concerns repeatedly in the Reichstag in 1913. Baron Knigge, for example, stated that births, which had declined in almost all capitalist countries since the mid-1870s, had declined from 40.1 per 1,000 inhabitants in 1870 to 31.9 in 1909 in Germany. Nevertheless, Germany’s population had advanced so far beyond France’s during that period that Count von Kanitz added that the population problem had attained such proportions in France that Germany’s rival was having difficulty maintaining the size of its army.5

The conflict over the adequacy of German population growth, the causes of diminished fertility, and the measures proposed to increase the birth rate were sharpened by the publication in 1912 of a semi-official polemic by Dr. Jean Bornträger, a government and medical councillor in Düsseldorf. Following its publication in an official series, the Prussian Minister of the Interior authorized its republication the next year in book form. After presenting a number of demographic indicators of the declining birth rate and raising the specter that Germans would be unable to assert themselves “in the concert of peoples” and especially against Russia, whose growth was unencumbered by organized opposition, Bornträger launched into an attack against the SPD for its association with and promotion of fertility limitation. Two-fifths of the book were devoted to methods designed to combat birth control, and five pages to measures “to stem the emancipation of women.” Although he could accept women as doctors, nurses, messengers, salespeople, and in certain other occupations, Bornträger found female clergy, police, lawyers, and chimney sweep masters a caricature: “As the men can never even come close to reaching the women e.g. in patient care, so too the women the men in all male occupations. The difference must remain.” Among the repressive measures he proposed were the prohibition as pornography of popular publications recommending or even discussing birth control and the prevention of public lectures and meetings on the same subject by neo-Malthusian organizations,
feminists, the society against the alleged overpopulation of Germany, and others. He was willing to exempt "strictly scientific, not popular papers and treatises in technical journals," but would have withheld discretion from the daily press to print excerpts from such articles.\(^6\)

Without any supporting evidence, Bornträger charged that it was easier to assert than to prove that the working class suffered under the financial burdens of supporting large families, for although it might seem at first sight that people with little income might be in a better position to raise one or two than five or six children, the older children in fact soon helped take care of the younger ones and to earn money for the parents; they were, after all, "walking nest eggs." Moreover, if small working-class families succeeded in sending their children to universities, they would create a danger that occupations requiring such an education would become overfilled with "inferior elements." In spite of his proclivity for flight into folk adages instead of empirically tested reasoning, Bornträger did recognize that economic assistance for financially limited families was one of the main tasks in the struggle against birth control—especially because it was the focal point where economists, hygienists, Social Democrats, and neo-Malthusians converged. He therefore proposed a wide-ranging catalog of aids for (low-income) large families including tax exemptions, housing subsidies, exemptions from military and jury service, educational subsidies, preferential poor-relief and hiring in state employment, reduced railway fares, children's premiums, and food subsidies; at the same time, bachelors would receive an incentive to marry and to procreate by means of special taxes and increased military and jury obligations.\(^7\)

Given its extraordinary personal character, obvious "hysterical" party-political prejudices, and lack of scientific-medical learning, Bornträger's book became easy prey for the SPD. Procapitalist economists struck themes similar to Bornträger's. Julius Wolf, for example, noting the negative correlation between birth rates and the share of SPD votes in the 1907 parliamentary elections, pointed to a common cause: "The representative of a Weltanschauung that is atheistic and/or founded on egoistic motivations and emancipated in every direction will not and cannot give life to a large family...." Wolf also stressed that the fact that Germany's fertility had far exceeded that of France and Britain during the previous several decades, had exerted a great impact on world politics, prompting France to seek an alliance with Russia, and had channeled so many millions of workers into German industry that it had recourse to industrial and colonial expansion in competition with Britain.\(^8\)

Of greater political brisance were the German antisocialist parliamentarians' charges that the SPD was consciously propagating fertility limitation as a tool in the class struggle. Knigge pointed to the high positive correlation between low birth rates and high proportions of SPD votes in Berlin and elsewhere. Several months after the birth-strike debates, the Reichstag returned to the subject in connection with its deliberations on a bill to amend the Industrial Code to prohibit pedlars from selling contraceptives; the bill was motivated by stories of pedlars who had obtained from the civil marriage registry newlyweds' addresses, to which
they proceeded directly with their wares. Count von Carmer, a conservative representative, accused the SPD of propagating the restraints on fertility that were undermining Germany’s military strength.9

The Social Democratic Reichstag members tried to parry these allegations largely by means of sarcastic countercharges. Among these were the fact that aristocrats had smaller families than proletarians and the claim that one of the reasons the propertied classes limited their families was the (mothers’) fear of ruining their figures.10 While arguing that capitalists opposed birth control because they saw the threat that in the future “the working hands will furnish a more valuable object,” the SPD also expressed its own regret concerning the decline in population growth because in the future social-democratic society an increase in the labor force would bring in its wake a smaller quantum of labor per capita. Later the party attacked the proposed legislative suppression of contraceptives as “state birth compulsion.”11

The SPD leadership saw both left-wing birth-strikers and right-wing birth-compellers as methodological individualists who, in their zeal to generalize from individual motives for reduced fertility, overlooked the societal causes that guided the will of many individuals.12 Thus the party was hardly blind to the specific ways in which capitalism shaped poverty for proletarian parents or to the latter’s efforts to ward off the worst consequences; the leadership merely sought to combat illusions that intentionally diminished fertility constituted a revolutionary act or strategy. Although the SPD stood between the bourgeois neo-Malthusians on the one side and the representatives of the state and capital on the other, which demanded more military and industrial recruits, the party was unable to adopt a fully independent position because it too regretted the decline in fertility as an unfavorable trend for the future socialist society. The party was also caught between its traditional principled macrosocietal anti-Malthusianism and the fact that a large and increasing proportion of its membership “privately acted Malthusianly.”13

The concept of the “general birth strike” was introduced in Germany in the first decade of the twentieth century by a Social Democratic doctor in Zurich, Fritz Brupbacher. Without propagating it or even proposing family limitation as a party program, and recognizing that such conduct was “not a means of doing away with capitalist society,” he supported proletarian women’s efforts to limit their procreativity for “private-economic reasons” and to foster the development of the personality of the living generations. Such motivations were especially relevant for the working-class woman, whose total preoccupation with pregnancies and how to avoid them had made her “a walking uterus, who thinks with the uterus. Without interest in her class interest...she...becomes...unreceptive...for everything that does not relate to her uterus.”14

At the time of the birth-strike campaign in Germany, neo-Malthusian Social Democrats adapted a quasi-bourgeoisification approach to explain the trend toward smaller families in large cities:

During his bachelor period, the worker becomes accustomed to
attending the theater, concerts, and other public events, which he does not want completely to forgo in marriage. That of course is possible only if he limits the number of children. A worker who takes part in cultural goods easily decides to tolerate a reduction of pleasurable sensations in marital intercourse through the use of preventive means rather than to destroy his higher standard of living through too large a number of children.15

The leading theoretician of Social-Democratic revisionism, Eduard Bernstein, expressed this same thought jocularly when he observed that: “Having many children doesn’t go with modern furniture.” The explosion of the wage-fund doctrine—which saw wage rates as determined by the labor supply since the amount of capital earmarked for wages was fixed at any given time—undermined in Bernstein’s view whatever macroeconomic logic had ever inhered in Malthusianism. Family limitation might aid individual households economically, but monster meetings were not needed to enlighten workers as to these private benefits. The decline of large working-class families, was, instead, in large part a result of the labor movement’s agitation to extend the scope of compulsory education and to prohibit child labor. Moreover, the movement, anticipating the culture-of-poverty thesis (and taking up Engels’ view), educated the worker “not to seek the enjoyments of life in grossly sensual intoxication”; instead, it “induces him to think beyond the day, prevails upon him to have the best possible care bestowed upon his children,” and consequently to limit family size. Since a universal tendency toward intentional reduction of fertility set in at a certain cultural stage, Bernstein concluded that it could not represent a “socialist solution of the social question.”16

That supporters and opponents of the birth strike split along many intersecting and overlapping axes was illustrated most prominently by Ludwig Quessel. A revisionist SPD member of the Reichstag and Malthusian, Quessel nevertheless rejected the neo-Malthusian birth strike on racial grounds: if the German proletariat declined appreciably, a massive influx from the “Slavic East” would fill the gap, bringing about a lower standard of living and dooming the nation to decline and fall. Only from the standpoint of some “misunderstood internationality” would it be “a matter of indifference whether German or Slavic workers supply German capital with the next generation of proletarians.” And even if it were possible to close the German borders to “the importation of the Slavic human commodity,” Quessel would still have rejected the birth strike because it would so dangerously reduce the military fitness of the German people that it would threaten the latter’s national existence. Although he was constrained to concede to Eduard Bernstein that the racial differences among nations belonging to “the white cultural circle” were theoretically not great enough to preclude the cultural assimilation of Slavs, the clinching argument for Quessel was that it remained “incomprehensible how a person who does not know the language of Kant and Goethe can be drawn into the culture of the German people.”17

Kautsky, German Social Democracy’s leading centrist theoretician, offered a somewhat different perspective on the birth-strike controversy. Until the
recent decline in fertility, proletarian wives, "the most patient pack animals," had never had the leisure to think through their excessively burdensome procreational role—unlike the "ladies" of the propertied class, who limited their conceptions because it was impossible to delegate the travails of pregnancy and birth to their "service slaves." Since small families had become synonymous with affluence and large families with poverty, some economists had come to regard the recent decline in fertility as a sign of mass prosperity. For Kautsky, however, this development merely meant that poverty had, in the wake of the increasing incorporation of married women into the wage-labor force and their increasing independence, begun to change phenomenologically. In combination with advances in medical science and the proliferation of safer forms of birth control, the new objective position and consciousness of women made the decline in fertility inevitable. Where the advocates of a birth strike erred, according to Kautsky, was in believing that the "private matter" of how individual proletarian women acquiesced in this inevitable turn had anything to do with "politics and party," let alone qualified as a weapon of class struggle. The birth-strikers had committed the ecological fallacy of assuming that the beneficial effects on the microlevel would replicate themselves in society at large; but if the individual proletarian's correct conclusion that he could fight more easily without a family were adopted by the working class as a whole, the class would be doomed to extinction. Finally, Kautsky cautioned that any untoward effect that fertility limitation might exert on the size of the military or industrial reserve army would take place so far in the future that it would become meaningless as a political weapon.18

Several weeks before the birth-strike meeting, the SPD press began a campaign attacking the movement. In the party's chief women's periodical, Die Gleichheit, Mathilde Wurm published a very hard-line piece. Although low fertility among the wealthy had never been of concern to the ruling classes, she argued, a decline in the potential supply of soldiers, workers, and strikebreakers caused them alarm. Whether a smaller number of pregnancies reduced the exhaustion of the individual woman and mother was of importance for the public only if it also improved the socioeconomic condition of women and the working class in general. The proliferation of the two-child system in France unaccompanied by improvement, however, undermined any such conclusion. Thus even if the individual couple could feed and raise two children better than six, both the parents and the children remained "subject to the very same capitalist regime of exploitation." Claiming that the working class had never achieved any successes through abstention, Wurm reminded her readers that limiting the number of their children would mean a significant renunciation of "present joys and future hopes." Finally, Wurm rejected as "bourgeois" any notion that the road to proletarian progress ran through material improvement for individual families or that women could secure equality by producing smaller families rather than more energetic struggle.19

Two weeks later, Gleichheit published a similarly dogmatic piece by Heinrich Vogel, who traced the movement for smaller families to the recent inflation and the German Reich's antipopular (volksfeindlich), proagrarian and large-
capitalist economic policies of increasing tariffs and indirect taxes on mass consumption commodities. Vogel also focused on another cause of the decline in births—capitalistic exploitation of women, especially those employed sewing clothes on pedal-driven machines, which subjected the female organism to dangers and damage that reduced their ability to give birth to healthy children. His position culminated in the aggressive slogan that: “The working people should not allow the whip of exploiting capitalism to dictate to them how many progeny they may have. If today they must maintain countless loafers in luxury and debauchery, then they can also demand for themselves and their flesh and blood a decent existence.”

The party’s main newspaper, Vorwärts, published a two-part article attacking the birth strike as calculated to mislead workers as to how to bring about socialism. The article sought to refute the efficacy of the birth strike empirically by asserting that in countries, such as France, where proletarian fertility had declined significantly, the condition of the working class had not improved. On the programmatic level, the article chided advocates for confusing a sign of capitalist degeneration with a weapon of class struggle.

The high point of the German birth-strike controversy was the two debates that took place on two successive Friday evenings, August 22 and 29, 1913, in Berlin under the auspices of the Union of Social-Democratic Election Associations of Greater Berlin and chaired by the leader of the Berlin party organization, Eugen Ernst. The party convened the meeting ostensibly to deal with the movement headed by two Berlin family physicians and Social Democrats, Alfred Bernstein and Julius Moses, who were reacting to the consequences of large numbers of births for working-class women whom they had treated in their practices. As another Social Democratic physician speculated, it was understandable that doctors, who are professionally concerned with individual patients, would project this perspective onto social policy and adopt a neo-Malthusian “symptomatic doctoring about....” The SPD advertised extensively what it with manifest bias called a large public meeting in which Comrade Clara Zetkin would speak on the subject, “Against the Birth Strike.” The party announced that women were especially invited and in fact a large majority of those attending were women—the first time in the history of the German labor movement that the SPD was confronted with a large mass crowd of women. The crowds were so large at the large New World hall in Hasenheide, that even after all the tables were removed, every seat was taken and the police had to close off the overfilled arena. The meetings were widely reported on in the bourgeois press.

Zetkin, a leftist and the party’s leading spokesperson on women’s issues, unleashed a wave of invective against the birth strike, calling it both “bourgeois quackery” and “bourgeois-anarchistic” in its individualist orientation, and nothing but a “very reactionary utopia.” Against the macroeconomic extrapolations of the birth-strikers, who claimed that a smaller supply of labor would bring about an increase in the wage level, Zetkin brought to bear Marx’s theory of capital accumulation and its quasiautomatic accommodation of capital’s need for surplus-value producers.
For Zetkin there was no doubt that the main cause of misery was "capitalist exploitation" and not the number of children. The fact that the proletarian woman was overburdened by the number of children was not caused by the number of children per se, but by the circumstance that "capitalism does not give her enough of that which (including house servants) the loafing women of the bourgeoisie had prodigally." She also lamely denied that caring for a large number of children necessarily interfered with working women’s participation in the labor movement; individual character, mental alertness, and health also played a role, although she conceded that a woman’s participation would increase if her husband abandoned the philistine habit of having her wait hand and foot on him. These claims were continuous with the uncharitable view that Zetkin had nourished for more than a decade that neo-Malthusianism was merely an expedient for egotists, in particular among the SPD’s educated members, who wanted to enjoy the comforts of life. Zetkin also came close to imputing a culture-of-poverty mentality to the proletariat in general. She noted that the “more intelligent strata” had fewer children and a lesser incidence of alcoholism than “the mentally backward” strata because schnapps and sexual intercourse were all that bourgeois society had left to the workers. Her conclusion, however, was not that preventive measures were called for, but that it was necessary “to lead workers to a higher mental stage. If greater demands are made of the brain, then the lower drives will be repressed.”

In response to Zetkin’s keynote speech, Dr. Moses criticized the party leadership for failing to title the evening’s discussion, “For or Against the Birth Strike?” He credited himself with the spiritual authorship of the protest meeting, although for a decade the audience had been practicing the birth strike, which he denied having tried to elevate to the status of “the revolutionary weapon”; rather, it was merely one of the possible remedies for the proletariat’s physical recovery.

Luise Zietz, one-time radical and now centrist member of the party directorate with responsibility for political agitation among women, after expressing her distress that Malthus could still find resonance among Social Democrats, also criticized Zetkin’s refusal to tolerate propagation of birth control, which was not the, but a means to increase women’s participation. Zietz also pointed to one factor that deterred women from controlling their fertility, at least to the extent that they had moved beyond fatalism—that in certain areas in which homework flourished children began work by the age of three. By the same token, Zietz rejected the notion that individually justifiable fertility limitation was a Social Democratic weapon.

Perhaps the debate’s most pungent remarks came from Rosa Luxemburg, the left-wing’s most prominent theoretician and, together with Rudolf Hilferding, the party’s most important political economist. Contrary to the claims of the parliamentary antisocialists, “Frau Rosa Lübeck alias Luxemburg” strenuously criticized the birth strike. Unconcerned with women’s issues as separate from class struggle, Luxemburg, obviously disgusted even by the need for a debate, found it a humiliating sign of the backwardness of Social Democratic enlightenment in Berlin that a slogan such as the birth strike could find such resonance: “That slogan appeals to the superficiality, stupidity, and mental indolence among the masses.”
which diverted attention from the struggle for economic and political liberation: "With humiliation one has to ask where then the great masses, who are there today, were when it was a matter of protesting against militarism." Luxemburg also reminded her audience shortly before midnight that socialists "fight for the living and not for those who are not born thanks to the advice of Dr. Moses."\(^{31}\)

When the debate resumed the next week, Dr. Bernstein announced that the decline in births was sapping capitalism's vital strength: "If we do not recruit the objects of exploitation, if we do not increase the army, then capitalism is at an end." Wurm, recapitulating her article in *Die Gleichheit*, urged that the whole matter be confined to its proper place—the physician's office and the married couple's bedroom. Zetkin agreed, including birth control along with love, religion, and literary taste as private questions.\(^{32}\)

The chairman was compelled to withdraw the resolution before the house because it had failed to obtain a binding vote; he therefore suggested that the question be resumed in the election associations. One such discussion took place the next month in Berlin at which Zietz was the main speaker. She emphasized that fertility limitation, which retarded economic development and thus the advent of socialism as well, instead of undermining capitalism and militarism, thwarted socialist efforts to raise and educate "in our sense" the next generation of fighters. The main speaker for the birth-strikers, Dr. Bernstein, argued that the small families that fertility limitation made possible enabled Social Democrats to produce "better and more noble" people. Dr. Moses denied ever having viewed birth control as a solution of the social question; rather it was a means of diminishing a source of need, misery, and indifferentism among working-class women. Confirming every suspicion ever raised that the movement was Malthus-inspired, Moses virtually quoted Malthus and Mill: "There is nothing more ethical than preaching to the workers: Do not place any more children into the world than you believe you are able to feed." In the same vein, he recommended birth control as a tool against unemployment. After conceding that a large number of children multiplied the privation caused by capitalism, Zietz in her concluding salvo declared that the party had never objected to the birth control advice that Bernstein, Moses, and other physicians had dispensed on an individual basis; only when they sought to stylize it as a revolutionary weapon, did the party intervene in order to insure that working women's attention was not diverted from the fundamental class economic facts.\(^{33}\)

The debate also continued in party journals. Therese Schlesinger, though no adherent of the birth strike, attacked Wurm for characterizing fertility limitation and class struggle as mutually exclusive. One way of attaining an accommodation she saw in a deepening division of labor and development of technology that would relieve mothers of much of their overburden by placing children during the day "under expert supervision." Wurm's sharply worded reply merely repeated her position that it diverted attention from class struggle to preach egotistical personal life arrangements. Apodictically she also claimed that a reduction in the number of able-bodied "always" expressed itself in general societal decline. *Die Gleichheit* also published a contribution by a midwife, Luise Eichhoff, for whom the ideal of
womanhood was the happiness of the high woman's occupation of motherhood. Her practice instructed her that working-class women did not limit their fertility in order to join the proletarian women's movement, but to avoid economic privation. She reported that working-class women were animated to improve their economic position by comparing their own wretchedness with the luxury and idleness of the women of the propertied classes who practiced birth control. But the working woman who acted from such motives would be found at afternoon coffee-circles and cheap entertainments—not at a union or party meeting. Such women disqualified themselves in Eichhoff's eyes because they lacked the self-sacrifice to serve the interests of the working class; she contrasted them sharply with the women with large families whom she did see at such meetings and who were motivated by a mother's love, although she did concede that that same love deterred some women from giving birth to still more children when their already living ones existed in a vale of tears.34

In the wake of the debate, Oda Olberg, writing in the beginning of 1914 in the SPD's chief theoretical—and arguably the world's premier Marxist—journal, Die Neue Zeit, supported the party's leadership with atypical arguments while conceding some points to the opposition. Unlike her comrades, Olberg evaluated as untoward that, in light of the proletariat's growing importance as mass consumer and of children's status as pure consumers for 12 years, a decline in births would bring about massive shifts, especially among mass-consumption food items, in demand precipitating long-term economic crises. Noting that the party agreed that it was barbaric to expect women to bear 10 or 15 children, Olberg admitted that birth control was desirable, but argued that three to five children were more appropriate than one or two. A principal reason for this party preference was rooted in the claim that people grew with their tasks; by the same token, because parents' sense of responsibility for one child was as great as for five and parents never risked their economic existence lightheartedly the way childless people did, she saw no greater potential for participation in class struggle by parents with one than with five children. But, once again, unlike the party leaders, Olberg asserted that fertility decisions were not merely private matters or ones to be resolved by physicians. Rather, considering the pervasive societal consequences, a societal standard was required. Olberg's conclusion therefore read that the party should openly declare that it valued that party comrade higher who raised five children to become fit workers like himself [sic] than the member who has his one pitiful delicate child study at the university.35

The response from outside the SPD to the debate was lively. That extreme reactionaries joined Rosa Luxemburg in attacking the birth strikers gave the controversy, as Franz Pfemfert, the editor of Die Aktion, Germany's leading oppositional literary journal, noted, a comic aspect. Other political observers pointed out that the birth-strike debate was the first occasion on which the masses of radical Social Democrats in Berlin had rebelled against such popular leaders as Luxemburg and Zetkin. The birth-strike debate was also followed closely in socialist circles outside Germany. In the United States, William Walling reported on it critically in the
Masses. An American physician active in the birth control movement who had attended the second, three-and-one-half-hour, meeting, and who was decidedly in favor of the birth strikers, reported in the *International Socialist Review* that the sense of the crowd was that “though Clara Zetkins and Rosa Luxemburgs and all other literal and figurative old maids” might have correctly disparaged the efficacy of limiting fertility in eliminating militarism and capitalism, it remained “a wonderful measure” for individual families and women’s health.36

Perhaps substantively even more interesting because more pointed than the German debate was the exchange conducted in 1913 and 1914 in the main journal of Austrian Social Democracy, *Der Kampf*. The most sustained contribution stemmed from Otto Bauer, one of the leading Austro-Marxist theoreticians, who, like Kautsky in Germany, represented the orthodox rejection of the birth strike. Convinced that only a rapid increase in population would lead to proletarian victory, Bauer argued that a limitation of births was compatible with the promotion of socialism only if it accelerated population growth. Bauer then outlined what has since come to be known as the stages of the demographic transition: (1) high fertility matched with high mortality leads to slow population growth; (2) a decline in the number of births is exceeded by the decline in mortality, leading to quickened population growth; and (3) fertility declines while mortality falls more slowly, resulting in a slower increase in population. Whereas the transition from the first to the second stage, characterized by a proliferation of birth control, a fall in infant mortality, and a reduction in the burdens of frequent pregnancies, constituted enormous progress, Bauer asked whether the transition from the second to the third stage was also progressive. For the individual worker, Bauer conceded, there was no doubt that a smaller family alleviated the struggle for existence. “However we are not individualists, but socialists.” And as socialists, whose goal was to smash the capitalist world, it was insufficient to make the worker’s lot “a little friendlier” in it.37

Unlike most Marxist contributors to the birth-strike debate, Bauer was theoretically *parti pris*: in connection with a larger debate between Bauer and Luxemburg on the limits to capital accumulation and the nature of crises, Bauer had taken the position that population growth was the independent variable to which capital accumulation must and did accommodate itself.38 Indeed, Bauer found this relationship to be societally invariant: in any society with positive population growth the production apparatus would have to be expanded; the only difference between socialist and capitalist societies lay in the fact that planning agencies in the former would insure that that expansion kept pace with population growth, whereas capital accumulation depended on individual capitalists’ arbitrary will.39

Taking a view that bourgeois economists would also later ascribe to Marx, Bauer started from the assumption that the accumulation of capital presupposes the growth of the working class in order to staff the new factories and the expansion of existing ones. Where the growth of the population seeking work exceeds that of capital accumulation, the resulting emigration of labor is a consequence of the underaccumulation of capital. Where capital accumulates faster than the growth
of the working population, as in France, domestic capitalists must invest their capital for which there are no available domestic workers in other countries; this emigration of capital was a consequence of its overaccumulation. With the transition from the second to the third demographic stages, economic development is not impeded in countries characterized by underaccumulation because the primary reaction is merely a decline in emigration. In countries, such as Germany, however, where an approximate equilibrium between accumulation and population growth had obtained, the advent of the third demographic transition stage would result in the same phenomena of overaccumulation-driven outflow of capital. Consequently, Bauer concluded, slower population growth does not improve the working class’s position in the labor market because the demand for labor declines in proportion with the decline in supply.40

Bauer illustrated his point on the national level:

To be sure, the French worker, who has two children, lives better with the same wage than the German workers with his four or five children. But the nation, industry, socialism grow much faster where population growth is great enough to carry out the accumulation of capital in its own country than there where capital, since it does not find enough workers in its own country, must flow off to foreign economies.

Bauer’s syllogistic thinking proceeded along these lines: “The whole hope of socialism is based on economic development. But economic development comes to a standstill where the population does not grow.” Moreover, the working class can neither conquer nor retain power as long as it is not the majority of the population: “The working class becomes the majority, however, only through the growth of population; it becomes the majority so much the faster the faster the population grows! The slowing of population growth therefore has a counterrevolutionary effect: it lengthens the duration of the capitalist mode of production!”41 Bauer then built toward an astounding demographic determinism:

The working class feels that very precisely. In France, where the population does not grow, the working class sees no hope of becoming the majority. It therefore vacillates between weak-hearted reformism, which seeks the alliance of the bourgeois parties, and violent syndicalism, which fancies it is able to defeat the bourgeois majority through the terror of a proletarian minority. In the German Empire with its so enormous population growth the working class goes its way certain of victory, calm; it knows that the course of social development itself, which augments the number of workers every year by hundreds of thousands, must finally lead it to victory.42

Here Bauer, one of the best Marxist political economists of the first half of the twentieth century, fell victim to the mechanistic, quantitative-progress thinking that was to prove the downfall of Social Democracy in Europe in 1914 and 1933.43 Bauer then imparted a strange twist to his argument by admitting that:
"Of course, in Great Britain, in the German Empire, in Belgium, the proletariat is already today the majority of the population. There it can be victorious without a growth in its numbers." Bauer, however, immediately trumped his own argument by adding that no proletariat could "maintain its victory if the rule of capital endures in overpowering neighboring countries." The specific demographically centered process then ran as follows: Because of its falling fertility, France, which feared Germany's numerical superiority, had become a pillar of reaction in Europe by seeking an alliance with tsarism. The same demographically driven process was at work on the economic level: because excess labor was lacking in France, French capitalists were compelled to make their billions available to tsarism. Thus if the Central European proletariat was eventually successful, it might be crushed by Eastern European barbarism: if only the Russian peasant continued to increase his numbers, "then Europe would not become republican, but cossack...."44

Bauer seemed to wax even more pessimistic when he also admitted that—but failed to explain why—no ideology (including, implicitly, socialism) could motivate people to increase their birth rate and no law could successfully prohibit all contraceptives. With this path blocked, the only remaining strategy from the orthodox social-democratic perspective was yet a further reduction of mortality, and particularly of infant mortality; and here, given the much higher rate in Austria than in Germany, for example, there was ample possibility. Ironically, however, to achieve this reduction, Bauer had recourse to the same catalog of measures that the mere "bourgeois social policy maker, who wishes that the worker could live somewhat cosier within the capitalist world," would have proposed—combating alcoholism, venereal disease, and tuberculosis, raising the workers' standard of living, expanding public health care, instruction of mothers, and assisting mothers through public welfare institutions.45

More forcefully and straightforwardly than the Germans, Social Democrats in Austria argued that workers with large families forfeited much of the freedom that was required to remain "ready for battle" against employers. This position was advanced with the greatest poignancy by a laborer with only four years of school, who dared challenge the rejection of the birth strike that had been offered by Bauer. Karl Kirschleder of Rainfeld explained how difficult it was to rouse from their "lethargy" those workers with large numbers of children who had neither the energy to participate in meetings nor money to buy a newspaper or to pay membership dues let alone to endure a strike. Employers knew well how to terrorize such workers who, in their anxiety to feed their families, frequently wound up lowering their co-workers' wages. In his brief reply, Bauer was forced to concede that quality was as important as quantity and that workers who had to feed eight to twelve people were generally incapable of participating in the class struggle. Bauer therefore proposed a procreational golden mean—a fertility rate not so great as to immiserate the working class but nevertheless sufficient to guarantee a rapid increase of the working class. Bauer's conclusion was similarly ambiguous, poised halfway between patronizing and appreciative. Although for "Rainfeld on the Gölsen the artificial limitation of the number of births may be a
new art, the spread of which is desirable,” the workers in large cities and in Europe’s industrial areas were delaying their victory by refraining from increasing their numbers.46

In yet another Austrian contribution to the debate, Otto Jenssen stressed that although the utopian political illusions of the birth-strikers that imperialism and militarism could be overcome without any personal sacrifices by workers needed to be combated, the neo-Malthusian decline in fertility was apparently a universal phenomenon of high capitalism that also permitted the individual worker to increase his ability to take part in labor resistance and to better prepare the next generation for the “struggle for life.” Jenssen therefore called for “limitation of births and class struggle.”47

Once the world war began, the SPD leadership squelched the birth-strike debate and threatened reprisals against members who continued to agitate on the issue.48 (Bourgeois opponents of the very short-lived Munich Soviet Republic in 1919 charged that “neomalthusian...communist propaganda for the birth strike” in support of world revolution had resurfaced there.)49 The claim, however, that “party leaders—male and female—had decided that individual or family needs in this case were immaterial for the working class as a whole” is overdrawn insofar as the SPD did not oppose individual acts of procreational self-restraint. A decade later, the SPD’s theoretical journal characterized the birth strike as having played a not very gratifying role in the party press before the war. And the philosopher Max Scheler, speaking at a population policy congress in 1921, contended that only a “mass-hysterical atmosphere of obstinacy” could have prompted the birth-strike movement, which was a transfer of the French syndicalist theory of direct action to the social-sexual sphere. It was a “haughty phrase which passes over God, nature, and the will of the husband and contradicted all reality.” Scheler therefore found it a good sign of the SPD leadership’s “circumspection and sobriety” that it had rejected this slogan, which had been introduced by “little hysterical French men and women.”50

In summary, the claim that the SPD’s identification of the substance of the birth-strike movement with Malthus’s population theorem was demagogic and absurd would be difficult to maintain. Equally untenable, however, is the assertion that the birth-strike’s goal of combining improvement of working women’s condition with “an upward movement in wages” represented the “most extreme logical conclusion of the wage-fund theory.”51 The birth strikers emphasized both the economic advantages accruing to individual families and the political power accruing to the working class as a whole from smaller families and a smaller proletariat, but they did not use a macroeconomic wage-fund argument.

The birth-strike debate grew, on the one hand, out of the ruling classes’ dissatisf action with the reduced rate of population increase and, on the other, out of proletarian women’s dissatisfaction with the unequal and physically and psychologically destructive burdens associated with giving birth to and raising large numbers of children. In Germany, as elsewhere, larger socioeconomic forces were leading to the production of smaller families independently of such sharply ideo-
logical discussions. What is of interest here is the contribution that the birth-strike debate may have made to resolving the question as to whether a visible hand was a more reliable guide to optimal macrodemographic trends than millions of uncoordinated microdecisions.

Significantly, neither side in this intrasocialist debate proposed a visible-hand solution. Most supporters of the birth strike focused on the benefits accruing individually to families from reducing their own procreativity. Ironically, despite the grandiloquent strike rhetoric, even those who dwelt on such class-wide benefits as the higher wages associated with a smaller labor supply and the more intensive political involvement resulting from less demanding child-care obligations did not advocate collective action, but left the decision to have fewer children up to the individual parents. Since supporters envisioned individual families as benefiting from their reduced fertility regardless of other potential procreators’ decisions, the birth “strike” was metaphorical in the sense that self-regarding motives could be relied on to impel parents to limit family size without direct political coordination of such decisions.

Party centrists such as Kautsky believed that even if a coordinated birth strike were organized, small families’ advantages would not be translated into macrodemographic benefits because the strength of the working class would be undermined while the impacts on the military and industrial reserve armies were too long-term to be politically effective. By the same token, despite the party leadership’s pronounced anti-Malthusianism, it implicitly trusted in overarching macrosocietal processes to guide population in the direction most favorable to the advent of socialism.
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PART IV

PROCREATION, POVERTY, AND SOLIDARITY

There is something out of place...in equalizing possessions and not establishing the number of citizens....

Aristotle, *Politica* 1265a38-39
Do Children Cause Poverty or Vice Versa?

This much is certain: A nation in which the average family has two children will have a higher per-capita income than one in which the average family has three. It's a matter of simple arithmetic: If the family has an income of $10,000 a year, three children will mean a per-capita income of $2,000; two children, $2,500.1

How prevalent is poverty among large families and how large does their poverty bulk among aggregate poverty in advanced capitalist societies? Do modern statistics corroborate the observation of Jacksonian-era businessman Matthew Carey that a laborer with a wife and one child or neither fares well, while five children would create a deplorable case? And do the expenses of supporting children thrust adults into poverty or does preexisting poverty foster a culture that encourages large families? This chapter focuses on two-parent families to avoid the special issues associated with the feminization of poverty. For despite the fact that the majority of poor children have since the 1970s lived in female-headed families, the more pertinent economic-demographic question still remains why many two-parent families are unable to afford replacement-level procreation. Nevertheless, for comparative purposes, pertinent data on single-parent families are also presented.2

The chapter begins with an exploration of the way in which the relationship between poverty and procreation was conceptualized before the advent of the War on Poverty in the United States in the 1960s and the kinds of empirical information that underlay and flowed from such discussions. Following an examination of the statistical methodology that underlay the creation and collection of poverty data in the United States during the 1960s, a broad variety of contemporary U.S. poverty data are presented and analyzed, leading to the conclusion that those who make individually supra-replacement-level procreative contributions—which are macrodemographically required to make up for the millions who do not reproduce at all—are exposed to a considerably heightened economic vulnerability.
The data marshalled here can be viewed as evidence brought to bear on what in Aristotelian logic is the following simple constructive dilemma:

**Major Premise:** If people have children they do not want, they become poor; and if people have children they do want, they become poor.

**Minor Premise:** Either people have children they want or have children they do not want.

**Conclusion:** People are either poor or poor.

Escape between the horns of this dilemma is made possible by showing that the alternatives of the minor premise are not exhaustive. For example, some people do not have children (and relatively fewer of them are poor). The dilemma can also be taken by the horns by challenging the truth of the major premise. Showing that one or the other of its antecedents leads to a different consequent is one such method. The dilemma is taken by the alternatives offered if some people have children and are not poor.

**CONCEPTUALIZATION AND PREHISTORY OF THE PROBLEM OF CAUSATION**

All our problems are the result of overbreeding among the working class....

People are not poor because they have large families. Quite the contrary: they have large families because they are poor.

A persistent theme of social policy, particularly in the United States, has been the pervasive poverty among children. Children’s advocacy organizations in the United States regularly highlight the proportion of children living in poverty. Thus the National Commission on Children recently announced that: “Today, children are the poorest Americans. One in five lives in a family with an income below the federal poverty level.” One-way causality was put most starkly by the U.S. Government Accounting Office (GAO); stating that children had become the age group at greatest risk of poverty in the 1980s, it added: “The poverty of these children, of course, derives from that of their parents.” The GAO and many child poverty analysts overlook the possibility that the parents of these poor children might not have become impoverished had they not been faced with the additional expenses of reproduction. Or as Michael Harrington described one of the slopes into impoverishment: “young girls...in a loveless world,...willingly courting pregnancy as a way of finding love...can sentence themselves to a life of poverty.”

Economists, too, in seeking to explain the finding that the poverty rate among children is double that among adults in the United States, first ask “Why Are Children Poor?” instead of focusing on the causes of the poverty of those children’s parents. Victor Fuchs, for example, observing in the mid-1980s that this
poverty gap was almost as wide even when female-headed households were excluded, discovered a key element in the unequal distribution of children across households. Only 9 percent of all adults but 40 percent of all children lived in households with three or more children in 1984. The average income of such child-rich households was considerably below the national average and per capita incomes were far below those of households without any children, in which 57 percent of adults lived. The proportion of children in poverty rose monotonically with the number of children in the household—from one-eighth among only children to one-half among those with four or more siblings. Although Fuchs concluded that an improvement in the economic position of children depends in part on reducing the “large families that account for a disproportionate share of children’s poverty,” he ignored the potential for improvement in the living standards of the adults who refrain from creating large families.

This bias in analysis has its analog in policy. Even at the height of the war on poverty in the United States, for example, two family sociologists, who urgently advocated income maintenance programs to prevent parents from passing their legacy of poverty on to their children, expressly refused to extend such programs to aged parents whose childraising may have impoverished them on the ground that the connection “has only indirect bearing on the intergenerational continuity of poverty.” The equalization of family burdens which is, at least outside the United States, the central objective of family policy, is designed to make it possible for parents to reproduce without suffering a significant reduction in their standard of living, although this policy does not adequately protect those adults whose standard of living was unacceptably low even before they procreated. But even if social policy succeeds in securing a minimum existence or subsistence for adults, such a floor may not be adequate let alone optimal for a growing child. The specific purpose of a family policy is precisely to offer the children of needy parents the same opportunities that are available to other children; in contrast, general public assistance programs do not purport to offer their beneficiaries, who are not supposed to become habituated to such benefits, the same standard of living that the nonneedy enjoy. This differential solicitude shown children thus may explain in part the dilemma of (especially U.S.) public policy: how to protect children without ‘spoiling’ their parents or, alternatively, how to punish their parents without harming them.

To be sure, advocates and analysts may mention the statistical association of family size and child poverty, especially in connection with proposals for state-funded children’s allowances. Thus long-time social security advocate Eveline Burns noted that the “size of family is a major determinant of whether children live in poverty or comfort.” But only rarely or sporadically have iconoclastic observers ventured to invert the causality by arguing that it is rather children who cause the poverty of their parents, “introduce insecurity into the home,” or, less provocatively, parents who bring on their own poverty through procreation. Contrary, however, to the claim of Senator Joseph Tydings, who supported the Nixon administration’s initiative in 1970 to promote public health and welfare by
inducing poor people to restrict their procreativity, it was not “only in the past few
years that family size has been perceived as a cause of poverty....”

The etiological trope linking children and poverty was not new at all. As
early as 1829, a French work on charity stated that “[n]o cause of indigence [is]
more general and more powerful than the support of a number of children which
exceeds the resources of the parents. The political sciences do not contain any truth
susceptible of a more rigorous demonstration.” And the following year it was
estimated that a “superabundance” of children accounted for a majority of the
indigent population in France. On the eve of World War I, the British eugenicist
Karl Pearson and his collaborators at the Francis Galton Laboratory for National
Eugenics massively deployed his newly developed statistical analysis to correlate
the number of children per family with “bad home conditions” such as the father’s
low wages. That a “dirty home” exhibited the highest positive correlation with the
number of children born did not, however, prompt the investigators to consider the
ambiguities of causality. More serious was Seebohm Rowntree’s private survey
of poverty in York at the turn of the century. Rowntree found that 22 percent of
those living under what he designated the primary poverty line were so situated
because of “largeness of family, i.e., cases in which the family is in poverty
because there are more than four children, though it would not have been in pov­
erty had the number of children not exceeded four.” Arthur Bowley identified even
higher shares in studies he conducted in five English towns in 1912-14 and 1923-
24; poverty resulting from wages insufficient for three or more children ranged
from 18 percent to 87 percent of all cases of poverty. When Rowntree resurveyed
York in 1936, he discovered important shifts in the causes of poverty. Largeness
of family accounted for only 8 percent of the families in poverty—a result he found
unsurprising in light of the halving of the birth rate during the intervening period.

Rowntree was nevertheless still so impressed by the presence of children
as a contributory cause of poverty in families of all sizes that he advocated state-
organized family allowances on the ground that “no...social reform...would accom­
plish more in relation to its cost....” He calculated that a weekly family allowance
of 5 shillings (s.) per child would raise almost three-fourths of all dependent chil­
dren out of poverty resulting from inadequate wages. Because poverty resulting
from unemployment was largely a problem of families with two or more children,
Rowntree also recommended an increase in the already existing 3s. per week allow­
ance for the children of unemployed families, who bulked much larger during the
depression of the 1930s than they had at the turn of the century, as a further means
of alleviating poverty. The reasons for Rowntree’s continued focus on child-rich
families despite the relative decline of family-size-related poverty were easily
identifiable. First, even within the working class, there was a highly negative
correlation between wage level and number of children. Whereas 21 percent of
families with weekly wages below the level (53s.) that just maintained a level of
physical efficiency for a three-child family had four children, the proportion among
the highest-income wage-earners (70s. and over) was only 5 percent; the corre­
sponding shares accounted for by childless families were 15 percent and 35 percent
respectively. And second, whereas the aggregate rate of poverty among all families was 31 percent, that among families with three, four, and five or more children was 46, 59, and 68 percent respectively.13

Studies of modest working-class budgets in Britain shortly before World War II provided further support for the view that as family size increases, both parents and children suffer declines in their standard of living vis-à-vis smaller or childless families because “the effect of the accession of a child to a family is to make the family poorer, i.e., the...same effect as if a certain amount of income were taken away.” These studies showed that the budgetary margin of economic safety disappeared with the advent of children: whereas 41 percent of childless couples had no savings, 75 percent of three-child families had none.14 Unsurprisingly, a survey correlating nutritional adequacy and size of family during World War II revealed that, on average, British schoolchildren from large families were shorter and lighter and showed lower hemoglobin levels and a weaker strength of grip than classmates from small families.15

William Beveridge, one of the architects of the British welfare state, motivated the adoption of family allowances during World War II by arguing that “the greatest single cause of poverty in this country is young children.” When Parliament debated family allowances in 1942, supporters repeated this argument.16 Beveridge’s claim provoked a member of the opposition to launch into a pronatalist theological refutation:

Each new child is a blessing...in the human community.... There is God’s economy—the creation of human beings with the physical power to produce the things they require from the earth.

Is there anything in that arrangement which should bring about a state of affairs where some children create poverty?... Good God. Have we sunk to this depth that children are the cause of poverty....17

The theme of procreation-linked poverty became as internationalized as the phenomenon. Arguably the most successful public policy shapers advancing this analysis have been the Swedish Social Democrats, Alva and Gunnar Myrdal, who in the 1930s reignited worldwide debate on state policy toward population and poverty. Alva Myrdal not only stated unequivocally that “the chief cause of poverty in modern society is children,” but accused nations of “allow[ing] parents, young, normal people, to become poor on account of children.” Three decades later, Gunnar Myrdal continued to argue that “America is far behind the majority of other rich countries in taking measures to prevent children from becoming a cause of poverty to their families....”18 The thought is pure Malthus: “the common people...are themselves the cause of their own poverty”—except that the Myrdals believed, at least for advanced capitalist societies, that unemployment resulted not from overpopulation, but from a societal organization of production and of distribution that had failed to keep pace with technical development. The Myrdals were chiefly concerned about the effects on the children and, through them, on the
"quality of the coming generation.... The more children...in a family the more decidedly will poverty become their atmosphere. It will change the very volume of air they breathe...."19

Other social policy shapers and analysts have displayed more ambivalence on the issue of causality. Charles Booth, the turn-of-the-century private investigator of social conditions in London, while conceding that numerous children were "to some extent a cause" of poverty, opined that they "appear more definitely as consequences" without offering any stringent explanation. His reasoning, however, seemed chiefly teleological: because he regarded the prospects of limiting the fertility of the poor as dim, smaller families fell by the wayside as practical policy.

Marriage is early for social or industrial reasons, and not, as a rule, on account of recklessness, while the number of births follows almost inevitably from physical causes, partly the vigour of youth and partly the influence on physique...of bodily labour and spare diet. [N]o reasonably possible exercise can be expected to stand against the stream. Not in this direction can we look for a solution of the problem of poverty.20

George Bernard Shaw at least offered a reason: "The introduction of the capitalistic system...produces a delusive promise of endless employment which blinds the proletariat to those disastrous consequences of rapid multiplication which are obvious to the small cultivator and peasant proprietor."21

At the end of the nineteenth century, one of France's most prominent demographers, Arsène Dumont, coined the expression capillarité sociale to account for why each "social molecule" does its utmost to "rise ceaselessly toward a luminous ideal that seduces and attracts it." For those on the rise toward luxury, elegance, and pleasure, children were therefore intolerable encumbrances. Where social capillarity could not flourish, fertility would. Thus among miners and factory workers, who had no opportunity to penetrate to the top of the industrial feudalty, self-multiplication was inevitable: "Just as zero is the only number which, divided by four or six, gives equally zero as the quotient, the proletarian who has nothing will always bequeath to his sons an inheritance equal to his, namely a pair of arms...."22

All of these negative valuations of the impact of above-average procreativity on families' economic welfare stand in sharp contrast to some other prominent contemporaneous sources. In analyzing the results of the survey that he conducted among working-class families in Massachusetts in 1875, Carroll Wright was so impressed by children's contributions to aggregate family income—in six-child families they accounted for half of the earnings—that he concluded: "It would seem..., seriously speaking, that, if the number of children was doubled, there would be no need of adult labor at all." Although Wright originally intended to furnish data showing "the extra expense caused by the addition of each child to the family," table 1 failed to convey that information because "child labor...adds to the earnings more than the support of the child adds to the expenses."23
Table 1: Earnings, Expenses, and Savings of Massachusetts Two-Adult Working-Class Families by Number of Children, 1875

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Children</th>
<th>No. of Families</th>
<th>No. of Working Children</th>
<th>Average Annual Earnings ($)</th>
<th>Average Annual Expenses ($)</th>
<th>Average Annual Surplus ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1,116</td>
<td>1,014</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>397</strong></td>
<td><strong>325</strong></td>
<td><strong>763</strong></td>
<td><strong>738</strong></td>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the families with children, income and expenditures increased almost monotonically with family size (the exception being families with three children). With the exception of the atypical six-child families, which were the only ones with an average of more than two working children, the incremental progressions were modest; consequently, per capita income declined as family size rose. Thus the per capita income of two-child families was $185 compared with $123 for five-child families. Wright’s claim that child labor compensated for the expenses associated with an additional child must, therefore, be taken to mean that it was traditionally understood that fewer per capita resources were available to larger families, which, however, were spared impoverishment by virtue of the older children’s earnings. The earnings profile would perhaps have been more prominent had Wright published separate data on those families with and without working children.

As U.S. Commissioner of Labor, Wright conducted several larger national and international comparative surveys of working-class families. In 1890, he published the results of his study of more than 3,000 U.S. and European families of iron, steel, and coal workers, including more than 1,200 so-called normal families without boarders and with five or fewer children none of whom was older than 14. Although the progression among U.S. working-class families was not strictly monotonic, the average income of the five-child families was only 18 percent higher than that of the one-child families. In Wright’s 1903 survey of 25,440 U.S. families, 11,156 of which were “normal” families, total annual family income varied relatively little by number of children, rising from $633 for those with no children to $683 for four-child families, and declining slightly to $665 for five-child families. The only significant difference emerged with regard to the proportion of family income expended, which rose from 90 percent among childless families to 101 percent among five-child families.

That Wright’s assumptions were not idiosyncratic was underscored by studies
of wage-earning families in New York City three decades later. Robert Chapin, for example, who excluded families of more than four children, rejected the notion that an excessive number of mouths to feed could create a subnormal standard of living “unless we are willing to set a standard so high that the population at large must be diminished in order to reach it.” Louise More too stressed not that children caused impoverishment, but that: “The larger the family, the larger is the income in most instances, as a large family usually implies more persons contributing to the income.” This difference in valuation of procreativity and welfare was manifestly associated with a regime under which child labor was still representative. More characterized the parents she studied as so eagerly anticipating the time when their children could legally work that they frequently overstated their ages to secure working-papers. Poles apart was the position of Samuel Patterson, an economist at the Wharton School, who in 1929 appended to the not unprecedented argument that large families’ inability to educate their children “perpetuate the problem of low wages” the much more extreme claim that: “The tendency of population to grow from the bottom more rapidly than from the top is the chief explanation of the social pyramid of non-competing economic groups.”

The more systematically collected data from the Great Depression of the 1930s forward began to shed additional light on the relationship between procreativity and income. The 1935-36 census in Sweden, for example, revealed a monotonically declining median “unbroken” family income ranging from 2,148 crowns in marriages with no children to 1,612 crowns for four-child families, and 1,191 crowns among those with nine or more children. A special study of 34 provincial cities conducted on behalf of the Swedish Population Commission showed an even sharper monotonic drop in per capita family incomes: in 1932, childless married couples reported median annual income of 1,322 crowns compared with only 697 crowns for a couple with four children. Thus on a per capita basis, the four-child family had only 53 percent as much income at its disposal; the corresponding figure on a family basis was 75 percent in 1935-36.

The post-World War II U.K. Royal Commission on Population analyzed social surveys and family budget inquiries to quantify “the important part that children play as a cause of poverty....” In Bristol (1937) and Birmingham (1939) 51 percent and 55 percent respectively of families with four or more children fell below the poverty line compared to only 11 percent and 14 percent respectively of all families. In Birmingham, a “relentless gradation” marked the financial incapacity of families of different sizes to provide an adequate level of nutrition, rising from 13 percent among one-child families to 96 percent in those with six or more children. In London (1929) 18 percent of four-child families were poor compared to 8 percent of two-child families; in York (1936) the corresponding shares were 59 percent and 37 percent respectively. These relationships prompted the Royal Commission’s economists to conclude that: “Having a large family was in the 1930’s, in the working class at any rate, almost enough to guarantee poverty.”

The U.S. National Health Survey conducted among urban families with children under 16 years of age in 1935-36 revealed that whereas only two-fifths of
families with one or two children had income below $1,000 or were receiving relief, two-thirds to almost three-quarters of families with five or more children fell into this group. Conversely, whereas 1 in 17 of the smallest families had incomes above $3,000, the corresponding figure for the largest families ranged from 1 in 50 to 1 in 166. Overall the survey revealed that the "economic status of the families with children...is distinctly less favorable than that of families without children." The proportion of families on relief rose monotonically from those without children (13.3 percent) to those with nine children (58.4 percent).30 Contemporary demographers offered no explanation other than that wives' ability to engage in gainful employment was reduced by the presence of large numbers of children.31

Another mid-1930s study of the incomes and expenditures of families of wage earners and clerical workers by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) revealed striking differences between the situations of the childless and parents. The modal adult-equivalent expenditure among the white families, whose size averaged 3.6 members, was $400-$500 annually. The childless married couples, who accounted for only 21 percent of the sample, constituted the overwhelming majority of all families in the highest expenditure groups, ranging from 49 percent in the $700-$800 group to 82 percent in the $1,200 and over group. The married couples with two to four children, who accounted for almost the same proportion (20 percent) of all families, were barely represented at all in any of these highest groups. They did, however, account for 21, 36, and 34 percent of all families in the less than $200, $200-$300, and $300-$400 groups respectively, which accounted for one-third of all families, whereas the childless couples accounted for 0, 1, and 4 percent respectively.32

The Depression years also marked the beginning of the U.S. Bureau of the Census's systematic collection of data on low-income families. The Sixteenth Census in 1940 published data (from 1939) on the wage and salary income of families according to number of children (under eighteen years old); because, unfortunately, the largest family-size category was that of three or more children, the full impact of the economic burden of raising an above-average number of children was submerged. The classification of families by age of family head was a particularly useful tool of disaggregation: in breaking out elderly couples with no children in an era when Social Security old-age pensions were not yet making a significant contribution to the diminution of poverty, the Census Bureau made it possible to compare age-specific couples with and without children. Among the half of U.S. families with only wage and salary income (and having at least $1 in income), the median income was approximately $1,300. Among husband-wife families, who constituted four-fifths of this group, the lowest (positive) income group with $1-$499 showed the characteristics in table 2.

Among the families with the youngest husbands, only one-fifth of those with no children earned less than $500 compared to one-third of those with two children and two-fifths with three or more children. Even among the wage-earning men between the ages of 35 and 54 who were at the height of their earning capacity and therefore underrepresented in this income group, the proportion of those with three
or more children was twice as great as among those with fewer or no children.

Table 2: Percentage of Husband-Wife Families with (Only) Wage-Salary Income of $1 to $499, 1939

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of Male Head</th>
<th>&lt;25</th>
<th>25-29</th>
<th>30-34</th>
<th>35-44</th>
<th>45-54</th>
<th>55-64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 or &gt;</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results prompted the Bureau of the Census to comment that: “The economic handicap of a large family is recognized as a major reason for the long-term decline of the birth rate in the United States and in many other parts of the world.” The Bureau calculated per capita incomes showing monotonic declines as family size increased. Thus if the median wage or salary income of a husband (35 to 44 years old) and wife without children was $759 in 1939, by the time the family reached seven members, the per capita income declined to a mere $123.

In spite of this impressive array of data linking poverty to children, prominent analyses of poverty during the pronatalist postwar baby boom era failed to single out large families as a location let alone a cause of poverty in the United States. In this respect they resembled naive late-nineteenth-century studies of the causes of poverty, which insisted that “large families is [sic] a relatively unimportant cause of destitution,” and focused instead on such factors as shiftlessness, sexual excess, and bad climatic conditions, but also on “undue power of class over class.” As Ernest Burgess, one of the founders of urban sociology, observed as late as the time of World War I: “Largeness of family as a cause of dependency has never been satisfactorily treated by the students of the problem of poverty.” Methodologically family size was commonly obscured by its submersion under the rubric “insufficient earnings,” an ambiguous “omnibus well-meaning but unmeaning phrase” that failed to distinguish between subnormal industrial wage rates and normal wage rates inadequate to cover a large family’s subsistence needs.

A congressional investigation of low-income families carried out in the wake of the largely aspirational Employment Act of 1946 mentioned family size merely as a “circumstance,” along with food consumption, rent, and condition of dwelling unit, rather than as a “factor contributing” to low income such as age, sex, color, occupation, education, disability, and broken family. When, on the eve of the Korean War, Robert Heilbroner asked “Who Are the American Poor?” he, too, pointed, on the one hand, to the “economic and social problem children,” the rural
population, the aged, blacks, "broken families," and the disabled, and, on the other, to the scarcity of productive capital that kept 10 million workers in low-productivity jobs. Large families, however, received no mention. As the lead witness in congressional hearings in 1955 devoted to Low-Income Families, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Marion Folsom, presented a litany of causes—unemployment, old age, disability, death of a breadwinner, broken homes, and lack of education—from which family size was conspicuously lacking. Another witness, Howard Bowen, an economist, testifying about a report that he had prepared for the big-business association, the Committee for Economic Development, did mention large families, together with alcoholism, extravagance, and the costs of illness, floods, and legal disputes, but merely as a factor contributing to the largeness of need in contradistinction to factors contributing to the smallness of family resources such as low wages, unemployment, unemployability, and unavailability for employment arising from family responsibilities.37

The New Republic's contribution to the subject in 1958 virtually duplicated Heilbroner's categories. When Fortune published an article in the midst of the Kennedy-Johnson upswing in 1964 with exactly the same title as Heilbroner's, the focus was also similar: those with little education, who lived in the South or in rural areas, who were nonwhite, old, or unemployed. Although "broken homes" and early marriages were also mentioned, the magazine added that many of the latter had no children. The popular book published the same year by Herman Miller of the U.S. Bureau of the Census on income distribution, apart from a brief account of "broken families," also failed to identify large families as a source of poverty. Indeed, in a contemporaneous scholarly study based on the 1960 census, Miller even speculated that in a large proportion of higher-income families grown children still living at home actually contributed to that above-average income. The influential study published by James Morgan and his associates in 1962, despite defining poverty in part by reference to family size, failed to mention that factor in its classification of causes. And even Michael Harrington, whose popular study of poverty is widely believed to have galvanized federal social programs in the 1960s, elided the whole issue of family size: "The family structure of the poor...is different from that of the rest of the society. There are more homes without a father, there are less marriage, more early pregnancy and...materially different attitudes toward sex." To be sure, the omission is also interpretable as the realization that large numbers of children were not the only cause of family poverty during the Keynesian boom.38

One celebrated work of the late 1950s, The Affluent Society, did mention "excessive procreation" as a cause of poverty, but Galbraith's naïvely naturalistic taxonomy ascribed "modern poverty" either to "intrinsically deficient" individuals or a "homing instinct" that self-condemned them to "insular poverty." The Pax Americana of the 1950s meant that "[n]early everyone else has mastered his environment; this proves that it is not intractable." The times were not propitious even for an irreverent economist to imagine the possibility that the elimination of alcoholism, mental deficiency, and other "handicaps" might not usher in povertyless capitalism.39
Ignored by all these authors was a convenient official series revealing the association between family size and low income. Gabriel Kolko made some use of it in 1962 in his dissenting view of *Wealth and Power in America*, which made a few brief references to the higher rates of below-maintenance-level incomes of larger families. James Vadakin, a vigorous and isolated academic advocate of family allowances, had made much more extensive use of the data already in the late 1950s, stressing the negative correlation between both total family income and per capita income and the average number of children. As early as the end of World War II, the Bureau of the Census, through its Current Population Survey (CPS), began collecting annual data comparing median family income and distributions by number of children. In 1945, when the median income of families with zero or two children was $2,553 and $2,784 respectively, those with four or more children recorded a median of only $2,140. Similarly, almost one-third of the largest families reported incomes below $1,500 compared to about one-sixth of the two-child families. In 1948, median income in childless families was $3,152, peaked in two-child families at $3,334, and then monotonically declined 25 percent to a low of $2,488 for those with six or more children; whereas 29 percent of these largest families had incomes below $1,500—approximately half of the aggregate median family income—only 12.5 percent of the two-child families did. As impressive as these size-related income gaps are, they drastically understate the real impact on living standards since they were not calculated on a per capita basis.

In 1961, families with only one child had a median income of $6,000 while those with six or more children reported a median income of $4,855. With incomes almost one-fifth lower and at least six times as many children, the larger families obviously plunged far below the smaller families in per capita income. The same pattern obtained among husband-and-wife families the heads of which worked year-round full-time: the median money income for such families with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 or more children was $7,115, $6,925, $6,985, $6,785, $6,035, and $5,620 respectively. The corresponding per capita incomes were $2,372, $1,731, $1,397, $1,131, $862, and <$702. Thus per capita incomes in families with four or more children, which accounted for almost one-fifth of all husband-and-wife families, amounted to considerably less than half of those with only one child.

At such levels of deprivation the argument loses its plausibility that it "is not obvious...that having children makes adults worse off in any meaningful sense, even if it reduces their consumption of 'luxury' goods...and increases the fraction of their income that they allocate to 'necessities.'" What these huge absolute gaps in income between child-rich and child-poor families clearly do cast doubt on is Simon Kuznets's assertion, which ultimately derives from Malthus, that: "Inasmuch as children provide an incentive to work and save, it is not certain that the savings per child...generated in a family unit with a large number of children would not be at least as high as in the same family if it had fewer or no children."

From 1948 to the transition between the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, when poverty became a subject of intense public debate and policy, these patterns held steady. Median incomes of two-child families were approximately
27 percent to 34 percent higher than those of the largest families; the proportion of six-or-more-child families with median incomes below one-half the aggregate median family income remained about 2.5 times larger than that of two-child families.\(^4\) (The ratio between median incomes of two- and six-child families remained in the same range until the late 1970s; by 1986, the ratio exceeded 2 to 1 for the first time. By that year, too, childless families' median income had almost drawn even with that of two-child families.) The most striking change took place in the proportions of the size-classes: in 1949, two-child families were 11.4 times as numerous as those with six or more children; by 1964 the figure had fallen to 6.3 times. These U.S. data resembled the aforementioned Swedish data from 1935-36, which had revealed a perfectly monotonic decline in median family income from childless couples to those with nine or more children, the latter amounting to 55 percent of the former. The social burden of this mismatch between family size and income can be measured by the fact that in 1954, four-or-more-child families, accounting for 30 percent of all children in the United States, reported annual incomes one-fifth less than that of the national median.\(^4\)

During the remainder of the 1960s and into the early 1970s, as various anti-poverty programs were debated and implemented, this income pattern persisted although the gap between small and large families narrowed somewhat. Thus in 1970, the median income of families with two children ($10,601), which were 8.3 times as numerous as those with six or more children, was 22 percent greater than that of the latter ($8,686); the proportion of six-child families with incomes below half of the aggregate median (24.4 percent) was now only 1.9 times that of two-child families (12.9 percent). By this time, however, the Bureau of the Census was publishing disaggregated data that permitted a more nuanced understanding of the dynamics of poverty associated with large families. Although white families were 9.4 as numerous as black families in 1970, white families with six or more children (745,000) were only 2.1 times as numerous as black ones (352,000). If the income gap between small and large families is broken down by race, the 22 percent gap in total median incomes between two- and six-child families is revealed as masking significant racial differences. The median income among two-child white families ($10,922), which were 11.2 times as numerous as the largest ones, was only 6.5 percent greater than among the latter ($10,253). Among the “Negro” population, two-child families, which were only 2.3 times more numerous than six-or-more-child families, reported a median income ($6,701) 17 percent greater than that of the largest families ($5,740). (In 1969 the corresponding gaps between small and large families for whites and blacks was 2 percent and 22 percent respectively.) If attention is focused exclusively on husband-wife families, the median income of the largest white families ($10,942) actually exceeded that of two-child families ($10,832); among blacks, the small family-large family gap still amounted to 11 percent.\(^4\)

By the mid-1960s, the abundance of annually collected data revealing an invariant negative correlation between family income and the number of children per family in the United States made it clear that parents with many children faced not
only higher costs of living but also a competitive disadvantage in earning and increasing their income. Alvin Schorr, a leading researcher on the subject, rather than trying to identify the direction of causality, suggested that: “Poverty and large families may both result from the same unfortunate circumstances—premature family and occupational choices, limited education and competence in general, limited resources. Poverty, family breakdown, and family size interact; year by year they contribute to one another.” Since, however, as Schorr also noted, “most people who die poor were born poor,” the personal composition of this generation’s poor appears largely predetermined by their family’s income. Consequently, fertility-related poverty “tends to subject the next generation to poverty conditions in greater degree than is called for by the existing distribution of income.”

Daniel Moynihan, who has perhaps been the most forceful advocate in the United States of family-centered welfare policies during the last third of the twentieth century, both asserted that U.S. experience corroborated Alva Myrdal’s dictum that children were the main cause of poverty in modern society and plumped for two-way mutually reinforcing causality: “Poverty is both the cause and the result” of large families. Although he diagnosed low-income families “who simply had more children than their income would support” as the chief beneficiaries of such maintenance programs as the negative income tax, the Family Assistance Plan that he urged during the Nixon administration was not even intended to eliminate poverty among very large families: “concern about possible criticism for providing a ‘baby bonus’ imposed a cut-off point of seven-person families.”

Nor were such concerns confined to the United States. In the mid-1960s, Richard Titmuss, the English-speaking world’s leading socialist welfare theoretician, confirmed that “next to old age still the commonest cause of relative poverty in Britain today is the large family.” Ten years later and after three decades of family allowances, the Royal Commission on the Distribution of Income and Wealth confirmed that dependent children remained “a factor causing low income” both as costs and because they prevented mothers from working. Of families with four or more children, for example, one-half fell into the lowest income quartile. Whereas only 6 percent of childless two-adult families (below retirement age) were in that lowest quartile in 1976, the corresponding share for one-, two-, and three-child two-parent families was 15, 24, and 37 percent respectively. And by the 1990s, it was the case in Britain that “families with children make up nearly all of the working low income group.”

In West Germany, too, despite the postwar “economic miracle,” the same correlation between child-riches and monetary impoverishment identified in the United States manifested itself. A study of wage earners in 1955 explicitly compared the income per family member in families of various sizes with the aforementioned U.S. data. Setting the per-capita income of childless families at 100, the study, the results of which are synthesized in table 3, disclosed a striking similarity between the two countries.
Table 3: Relative Per-Capita Family Incomes in West Germany (1955) and the United States (1952)\textsuperscript{51}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Children</th>
<th>West Germany</th>
<th>Bavaria</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another study, from 1956-57, found a monotonically rising proportion of West German worker-families with net incomes below the level of public assistance rates with an ascending number of children: whereas only 1 percent of families with one child fell within this group of income-weak families, almost one-fifth of families with five or more children was so classified. Similarly, whereas fewer than 3 percent of children in families with one or two children lived in income-weak families, in the larger families the rate was more than three times higher. Later, the oppositional Christian Democrats, berating the Social Democrats for having failed to stem the precipitous decline in the birth-rate, charged that an employee with an average income could not afford a third child without sliding down into the welfare system. Such complaints become comprehensible against the background of estimates for the United States that the total cost of raising three children amounts to almost three-fifths of a lower-income family’s income.\textsuperscript{52}

Other analysts have been ambivalent about the direction of causality between children and poverty. Herman Daly has offered the most avowedly syncretistic approach to the issue, devising four social classes or logical categories based on Marxist property classes and (neo-)Malthusian differential fertility. By distinguishing between those who control their fertility and those who do not, Daly labels one subset of property owners the upper class or stable bourgeoisie and the other the middle class or bourgeoisie in transition downward; within the working class, he identifies the classical Malthusian proletariat as precluding the possibility to accumulate its way into capital by procreating uncontrollably, while the neo-Malthusian laborers hold open this possibility by limiting fertility. Despite his combinatorial framework, Daly is ultimately not agnostic on the issue of causation since his abstract model appears to make remaining in or moving to a richer or poorer class hinge on individual procreative tastes or volition.\textsuperscript{53}

Skeptics or opponents of state intervention, in contrast, see procreationally induced poverty as volitional. Charles Murray, a Reagan- and Gingrich-era policy guru, argues that people who fall below the poverty line by virtue of expanding their families “chose to be poor—or more accurately, they chose to have a child, and unbeknownst to them became poor.” In any event, their situation was the
product of the choices they made. Stanley Lebergott, an irreverent labor economist and economic historian, takes an even more cavalier attitude:

If parents objected to poverty as much as some publicists do, they would never have more than two children per family.... Our moral and religious principles...all declare that a man and his wife may have any number of children. Hence anyone is free to move his family into the "poverty" group: by adding children. Our value system declares it desirable for the poor to have as many children as they please, however distraught some people may be by the resultant impact on the national poverty totals. Hence, if every worker were paid $10,000 a year, we would still have poverty—among the families with five, six, or ten children.

THE METHODOLOGY OF POVERTY STATISTICS

Some recent statistical enquiries bring out clearly how important a factor in well-being is the size of the family in relation to earnings. This fact is, of course, well known in daily life, but it has often been ignored in theoretical discussions.

By the time of the Johnson administration’s War on Poverty, Mollie Orshansky, a Social Security Administration researcher, had helped create what has ultimately become a large joint government-academic policy industry by fashioning the U.S. federal government’s official definition of poverty, which still dominates the field. The definition of poverty that Orshansky first outlined in 1963 was, by her own admission, “crude.” The sole criterion was whether a person or family had to devote more than one-third of its income to purchase the items entering into a low-cost or economy diet priced by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. This diet worked out to 22 cents per meal per person—the expenditure of which did not guarantee an adequate diet although any lesser amount made it likely that recommended allowances for certain nutrients could not be met. Orshansky did, to be sure, soon make the definition considerably more flexible by devising differentiations according to 124 family size, age-sex, and farm-nonfarm classifications, yet the basic unidimensional criterion kept the definition “relatively crude” and “admittedly arbitrary.”

The definition, which the federal government adopted in 1969 as the basis of its official statistical poverty thresholds, has been subject to repeated and to some extent devastating methodological criticism, especially for its invariant set of dietary customs, underestimated food expenditure-income multiplier, and outdated and quirky family-size equivalences (designed to make possible comparisons among families with varying numbers of members of different ages). Many of the proposed alternative definitions, however, not only are flawed in some way but also generate results not significantly different from Orshansky’s. For this reason and also because the Bureau of the Census has generated decades worth of series based
solely on the official definition, it is used here, where the chief issue is not the absolute level of poverty but the extent to which the presence of children affects the standard of living.

The make-believe character of the official poverty thresholds should, however, be emphasized, as was done by the President’s Commission on Income Maintenance Programs in 1969. It noted, for example, that in 1967, when the poverty threshold for a four-member nonfarm family was $3,553, the moderate family budget developed by the BLS was $7,836 (neither of which allowed for costs of employment or taxes paid) and the national median income was $9,120. A family living just at the threshold and thus definitionally nonpoor was not even budgeted for medical care, insurance, or a bed for each family member let alone school supplies or an occasional movie. Because the food plan presupposes meal-planning and buying skills rare at any income level, only one-fourth of those who actually spent the allotted $1.00 per day per person could achieve the goal of a nutritionally adequate diet. The U.S. poverty threshold thus fails to incorporate a component of sociocultural subsistence, which would permit the poor, as some European welfare programs are designed to do, to continue to participate in the social and cultural life of their environment.60

The federal government’s certification of extraordinarily low standards of living as nonpoor must therefore be regarded as Pickwickian. Because the per capita incomes of child-rich families are vastly lower than those of smaller or childless families by any measure, the choice of an indicator is not crucial—unless the radical universal commoditization thesis is adopted according to which, “if children themselves are a consumption good, it is not even clear that larger families need more income to maintain the same level of utility.”61 Even if children were their parents’ monetized consumption goods, siblings are not one another’s; there is no evidence that children themselves adopt their parents’ alleged propensity to accept deprivation for the sake of a larger reproductive contribution—at least not until they themselves replicate that behavior as adults.

The final methodological issue that must be considered relates to the possibility that the average family standard of living or average income per family member may be as misleading as economy-wide averages in societies with skewed income distribution. Although the following data presuppose that income is distributed equally among family members, some, especially British historical, qualitative, and empirical survey data suggest that some father-husbands regarded their discretionary expenditures as a first charge on the family income so that: “The financial burden of having an extra child was not...shared equally by all members of the family, but fell with especial severity upon the mother and upon previous children. Some husbands behaved like employers. They did not increase their wives’ ‘wages’ as the size of the family increased.”62 To the extent that unequal power relations permit father-husbands (or parents generally) to engage in such self-regarding economic behavior, their procreativity at the margin might well impoverish their children or wives more than themselves.
CONTEMPORARY DATA FROM THE UNITED STATES

[T]he difficulty is not being born, it is subsisting.63 At the outset in 1963, Orshansky provided a comparison of the extent of poverty as measured by her diet-multiplier method and the Council of Economic Adviser's (CEA) flat $3,000 threshold for all families regardless of size (table 4).

Table 4: Poverty Levels of Families and Unrelated Individuals, 196364

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Below Economy</th>
<th>Income Below Diet</th>
<th>Median Income of Male-Headed Husband-Wife Families</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income Below $3,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>($)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Families by Number of Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6 or &gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5,415</td>
<td>6,450</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>6,900</td>
<td>6,865</td>
<td>6,590</td>
<td>5,765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Poverty as measured by Orshansky's economy diet encompassed at its lowest point one-ninth of all two-child families and then spread continuously until at its high point almost one-half of all families with six or more children fell below the threshold. Although the rank order is identical according to the CEA's method, the absolute shares are considerably lower for the child-richest families because it does not take family size into account but only total income. The rank-ordering is nevertheless preserved because, as the next column reveals, median income peaked at two children and then fell continuously, presumably reflecting the fact that relatively fewer mothers work in the largest families. Despite the fact that all (including single-parent) families with 6 or more children constituted only 2.5 percent of all families, they accounted for 11.0 percent of the entire national poverty gap (the total gap between actual income and the economy-diet income for all individuals and families): "those families with the highest poverty rate—the families with several children—tended also to include the poorest poor."65

The foregoing data understate the actual burden of poverty borne by child-rich families insofar as the relatively high poverty share and low median income of the childless families reflected the still very low incomes of older (and presumably largely retired) persons in the period before social security reforms re-
duced poverty levels among old-age pension recipients to the national average. The impact of the lack of age-differentiation on the poverty shares can be gauged by the fact that the poverty rate in 1963 among families whose head was 65 years of age or older was 24 percent compared to 13 percent among families headed by someone between the ages of 25 and 54 years according to Orshansky's method; the gap was even greater as measured by the CEA data: 45 percent and 12 percent respectively. The incidence of poverty in child-rich families was also significantly higher among black families and female-headed families, between which there was considerable overlap.

Although the incidence of poverty declined generally from the 1950s to the 1970s, the ratio between the poverty rates for the child-richest and child-poorest families was only slightly compressed. An almost perfect monotonically increasing rate of poverty according to family size for whites and blacks was preserved. Table 5 shows the proportion of male-headed families below the poverty level:

Table 5: Percentage of Male-Headed Families Below Poverty Level, 1959, 1968, and 1974

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Children</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Negro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 or &gt;</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among male-headed white families, the critical family size was the advent of a fourth child in 1959 and of a fifth child in the later years: the proportion of poor families more than doubled when it supported five children in 1959 and almost doubled in 1968. Among blacks and other groups, whose rate of poverty was catastrophic regardless of family size in 1959, the addition of a third child jolted the poverty rate from one-third to almost three-fifths in 1959; by 1968, the poverty rates among the larger (except the largest) black families had begun to approximate those for white families. The difference here lay in the specific weight of these male-headed families with five or more children: whereas they represented only 12 percent of poor white families in 1959 and 1968, they accounted for almost double that proportion (23 percent to 25 percent respectively) among the other races. By 1974, the shares had declined for both whites and nonwhites (9 percent and 17
percent respectively), but their ratio remained stationary. The degree to which large-family poverty is race-associated is shown by the fact that by 1962, the absolute number of nonwhite families with six or more children permanently surpassed that of white families: if in 1959 the former were 93 percent of the latter, by 1968, nonwhites exceeded whites by 18 percent. This shift was chiefly caused by the increase in large nonwhite female-headed poor families: as the total number of six-child poor families fell by 37 percent from 1959 to 1968, poor nonwhite female-headed families rose absolutely by 53 percent. Their share of all poor six-child families thus increased from 11 percent to 26 percent, whereas that of male-headed white and nonwhite families fell from 44 percent to 34 percent and 37 percent to 28 percent respectively. By the end of the Nixon administration, this trend had become further accentuated: by 1974, female-headed six-or-more-child families had declined absolutely, but now, almost as numerous as their male-headed white families, accounted for 30 percent of all such families.69

The largest families constitute, to be sure, only a small segment of the total adult poverty population—albeit a large share of the total number of poor; by the same token, however, they are, by a wide margin, the most profoundly impoverished. In 1965, for example, only 7 percent of nonpoor families (with children) included five or more children compared to 23 percent of poor families.70

Table 6 shows the gap between total income and the poverty threshold by the number of children:

Table 6: Median Gap Between Total Income and Poverty Threshold Among Families and Unrelated Individuals Below Poverty Level, 196571

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Children</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Nonwhite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number (000)</td>
<td>Gap ($)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated Individuals</td>
<td>3,935</td>
<td>621</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, the almost perfect monotonically widening poverty gap as the number of children increases is conspicuous. The systematic persistence of such structures...
seemed to lead some scholars to abandon the problematization of the phenomenon. One student of family planning argued that: "The statement that the poor have high fertility is, in part, redundant. Because the definition of poverty is based upon both income and number of people in the household, the families designated as 'poor'...tend to have more children than other families." 

Although Moynihan's controversial 1965 report on black families focused on their alleged fatherlessness, he and others at the time also linked their poverty and size. "Because...Negro families have the largest number of children and the lowest incomes, many Negro fathers literally cannot support their families." That between 1950 and 1960 average nonwhite family size rose from 4.07 to 4.30 while white family size was stable at 3.54 and 3.58 respectively, and the black fertility rate was 40 percent higher, Moynihan concluded Malthusianistically, "must inevitably lead to an unconcealable crisis in Negro unemployment." (From 1959 to 1974, the mean number of children in poor white families declined from 2.99 to 2.51; among poor black families, the decline from 1969 to 1974 was from 3.36 to 2.87. By 1992, the gap had narrowed even further, the mean number of children having fallen to 2.15 and 2.31 respectively.) 

At the same time, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences arranged a symposium, *The American Negro*, in which the same issue was taken up. Philip Hauser, one of the most eminent American students of population, found that blacks in the United States, 350 years after their introduction into North America, remained quasi-foreign bodies; they were going through the throes of the historic demographic transition that European peoples had long ago completed: 

The Negro, like the inhabitant of the developing regions in Asia, Latin America, and Africa, in his new exposure to amenities of twentieth-century living, is experiencing rapidly declining mortality while fertility rates either remain high or...actually increase.... The high birth rate also operates...to contribute to the misery of the Negro population.... High fertility with its consequent large family size handicaps the Negro by limiting the investments the family can make in human resources—that is, in the education and training of the child.... Poverty and high fertility are at present linked in the United States, as in the world as a whole. Largely unrestrained birth rates are found primarily among the poor and uneducated. [M]uch more remains to be done to help the relatively uneducated and impoverished Negro family to restrict its size.

Harold Sheppard tried to remove any racist taint from the mission of breaking the "vicious circle of poverty, large family size...and high unemployment rates": "If all Negroes were in the upper 5 percent of the income distribution, concern about family size would...be irrelevant.... Millionaires—Negro or white—can afford to have families of six or more children.... Low-income persons—Negro or white—cannot afford large families, at least in the current stage of human history." 

Developments during the next two decades shed interesting light on this claim. From 1968 to 1986, the proportion of black children in husband-wife fami-
lies with four or more children fell sharply, from 38 percent to 9 percent, while the poverty rate among such children declined from 38 percent to 25 percent. Among white children, on the other hand, while the proportion of children in two-parent four-or-more child families fell almost as much, from 33 percent to 10 percent, their poverty rate almost doubled—from 13 percent to 24 percent.\textsuperscript{76} Thus, whereas in the late 1960s, the poverty rate among black children in the largest two-parent families had been almost triple that among whites, two decades later the rates virtually coincided. By the latter half of the 1980s, even among the most privileged and stable families with the greatest access to dual incomes, white husband-wife families, one-quarter could not raise four children without sinking into official poverty.

Later more detailed income data underscore the disadvantaged position of families with children. Table 7 shows the share in the total number of family units (including unrelated individuals) of selected groups and the development of the adequacy of their income. The “adjusted family income” is pretax cash family income measured as a percentage of the appropriate official poverty thresholds adjusted for inflation.

Thus whereas the median income of all two-earner married couples with child-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Type</th>
<th>Share of All Families</th>
<th>Adjusted Income</th>
<th>Below Poverty Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonelderly Childless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Worker</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Workers</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated Individuals</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Worker</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married Couples with Children</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Worker</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Workers</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly Childless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 Workers</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Worker</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Workers</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>614</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Do Children Cause Poverty or Vice Versa?

Children was 4.5 times the poverty threshold in 1986, that of two-earner nonelderly childless couples was 6.5 times the poverty threshold. A similar gap separates the one-earner couples. These figures still underestimate the burdens of reproduction insofar as the data for married couples with children refer to all such families; if the income adequacy of the child-richest families had been published and were segregated out, it would fall much below that of the average for all such families. Even these undifferentiated data show that 22 percent of married couples with children had adjusted incomes below twice the poverty threshold compared to only 13 percent of nonelderly childless couples.

Not only do nonelderly working unrelated individuals rise farther above the threshold than one-earner married couples with children, but even elderly childless couples had by 1986 reached virtual parity with such married couples; and whereas in 1970, nonworking elderly childless couples’ adjusted income was only 65 percent of one-earner married couples with children, by 1986 it had risen to 87 percent—meaning in effect that it was higher than that of the child-richer families.

The greater empirical detail that Bureau of the Census collected, processed, and published in recent years (but ceased doing for 1993) makes it possible to give a sharper comparative profile of reproduction-related poverty. Table 8 shows the specific weight of selected groups among the poor in 1992:

Table 8: Persons in Poverty in the United States, 1992

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number (000)</th>
<th>Share of All Poor (%)</th>
<th>Share of Poverty Rate (%)</th>
<th>Share of National Population (%)</th>
<th>Index of Severity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36,880</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated Individuals</td>
<td>7,991</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families &amp; Subfamilies</td>
<td>28,890</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families</td>
<td>27,947</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families w/children</td>
<td>24,008</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>13,876</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married couples</td>
<td>12,830</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>5,268</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouseless mothers</td>
<td>13,716</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>8,032</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>14,432</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated subfamilies</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults w/ children</td>
<td>10,484</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults wo/children</td>
<td>11,930</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married couples</td>
<td>2,306</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-person families</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>headed by person 65+</td>
<td>1,384</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals 65+</td>
<td>2,498</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals &lt;65</td>
<td>5,493</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Despite the absence of data differentiated by number of children, the profile is nevertheless unmistakable. The poverty rate among adults in families with children, who accounted for 29 percent of the population, was, at 11 percent, both below the national average of 14.5 percent and barely higher than that of all adults without children (10.7 percent). But a more fine-grained examination reveals much larger gaps. Most important, the poverty rate among married couples without children, who make up 22 percent of the total population, was only 4.1 percent. Although the poverty rate among children, who constituted a little more than one-quarter of the total population, was 21 percent, this figure was elevated by the massive poverty characteristic of households headed by spouseless females. Whereas the poverty rate among married couples was 7.5 percent and among their children 10.9 percent, the corresponding rates among spouseless female-headed families and their children were 38.5 percent and 54.3 percent respectively. The index of severity in the final column adds another dimension to the poverty rate. It expresses the group’s share of the poor population as divided by its share of the total population. Ratings below 100 or above 100 show that the group in question has disproportionately escaped or been trapped in poverty. Married couples without children are the most underrepresented group, whereas the children of single mothers are by far the most overrepresented.

Tables 9 and 10 reintroduce the number of children as a reference point. They show the poverty rate and average family income by the number of children in 1987, the last year for which the Bureau of the Census has published data at this level of detail.

Table 9: Poverty Rates (in %) of Families by Number of Children, 1987

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Children</th>
<th>All Families</th>
<th>Spouseless</th>
<th>All White</th>
<th>Spouseless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>65,133</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>3,074</td>
<td>51.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>31,175</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14,359</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4,904</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,503</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7+</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No. of Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spouseless</th>
<th>All White</th>
<th>Spouseless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9 shows the poverty rate for three groups of families: all families and races, those headed by black single mothers, and all white families except those headed by single mothers. Among white two-parent families, raising one or two children placed only 5 or 6 percent in poverty—only 1 or 2 percentage points higher than that of childless families, which, however, included the elderly. Although one additional child almost doubled the poverty rate, it still remained below the national average. Four children, however, almost doubled the rate again, to one-fifth. Thus even this most securely composed group could not reproduce one or two children above the replacement level without running a significant risk of impoverishment. The deterioration of procreative conditions over time is manifest. At the depth of the Reaganomic depression, poverty rates rose to 13.8 and 14.7 percent for three-child, 22.4 and 21.6 percent for four-child, and 29.9 and 31.2 percent for five-child families in 1982 and 1983 respectively.81 These rates were double those prevailing in 1974 (table 5); comparable rates then were recorded only in families with an additional two children. The poverty rates among families headed by single black mothers were catastrophically high for all birth orders.

As shown in table 10, mean income in 1987 peaked for all married couples at one child and per capita income thus fell off quite steeply in the child-richer families. The mean total income of families with six or more children was only 65 percent of that of families with one child. The configurations 12 years earlier were somewhat different. In 1975, median income among white families peaked in those with three children; the poorest and child-richest families had income 86 percent of that peak. Among black couples, income peaked in two-child families; in the largest families mean income reached 74 percent of that peak.

CPS poverty data for 1992, as indicated in table 11, underscore the vastly dif-

Table 10: Average Income of Married Couples, 1987 and 197582

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Children</th>
<th>1987</th>
<th>1975</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families (000)</td>
<td>Mean Income ($000)</td>
<td>Mean Income ($000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>26,273</td>
<td>39,392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10,260</td>
<td>43,701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9,853</td>
<td>42,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3,809</td>
<td>37,976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,133</td>
<td>35,491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>32,428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 or more</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>28,259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fering poverty rates even according to a compressed range of children and age of family head:

Table 11: **Poverty Rates Among Married Couples, 1992**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of Head</th>
<th>Without Children</th>
<th>With 1 Child</th>
<th>With 2 or More Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of</td>
<td>No. of</td>
<td>No. of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>Poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Families (000)</td>
<td>Families (000)</td>
<td>Families (000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>2,547</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>2,238</td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-64</td>
<td>11,482</td>
<td>715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>621</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,547</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,238</td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11,482</td>
<td>715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of Head</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of</td>
<td>No. of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>Poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(000)</td>
<td>(000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>2,424</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>2,785</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-64</td>
<td>2,768</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Among husband-and-wife families without children—regardless of whether both spouses are employed—the rate of poverty is very small. Its highest level, disregarding the minuscule youngest cohort, is a mere 1 in 16 among black couples aged 45 to 64 years. Intriguingly, the lowest level, less than 1 percent, is also recorded among black couples—those 25 to 34 years old. The problem, in this respect, for black economic welfare is that childless black couples account for a very small share of the total black population. Thus white married childless couples aged 25 to 64 years are 76 percent as numerous as their counterparts with children and more than three times as numerous as households with children headed by spouseless women aged 18 to 64 years; there are, however, only about half as many 25- to 64-year-old black married couples without children as their counterparts with children and little more than a third as many as single mothers.84

White married couples with only one child (again bracketing those under 25) also experience very little official poverty; and even among one-child black couples, the highest poverty rate of 10.7 percent (for 25 to 34-year-old heads) is lower than the national average of 11.7 percent for all families.85 Lumping together all married couples with two or more children, as the published data do, suppresses the characteristically extreme poverty rates among the child-richer whites (which here peak at one-eighth in the 24 to 34-year-old group), but does reveal that among blacks, only the peak-earning 35-44 year-old group escaped the one-in-five chance of poverty.

A more detailed overview of the familial structure of poverty in 1992 emerges from the matrix of table 12, which matches number of children and family size:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Persons</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Poverty Rates of 1- and 2-Adult Families by Number of Children, 199286
The matrix sharply contrasts the poverty rates for two-parent and single-parent families as they both rise monotonically with the number of children. Single-parent families (the lower diagonal row) begin with a very high rate of almost 37 percent even for one child and quickly descend to near-universal poverty with five children and universal poverty with six; two-adult households (the upper diagonal row) that refrain from above-replacement-level reproduction by and large manage to stave off poverty, but once they have a third child, almost one in six is poor. Two-person childless families achieved the lowest rate, whereas even among single persons under age 65 one-fifth were poor. This somewhat surprising result derives in part from the very high poverty rate among 15-to-24-year-old unrelated individuals, which reached 32 percent in 1988. The next-to-last column (which adds up to 100 percent) shows the share of all impoverished persons according to the number of children per family. Thus childless families of all sizes accounted for one-third of all families in poverty; the child-richest families, despite their extraordinarily high rates of poverty, accounted for a small proportion of all poor families because their total numbers were so small. By 1992, only 259,000 families were composed of six or more children—only one-fifth as many as in 1965; whereas 2-child families were only 6 times as common as 6-or-more-child families in the mid-1960s, by the early 1990s there were 52 times as many of them. Whereas the median income of the child-richest husband-and-wife families in 1970 was marginally higher than that of two-child families, by 1987 the smaller families’ income was 44 percent higher. Similarly, the last column shows that the rate of poverty rises almost perfectly monotonically from one-tenth for childless families to more than two-thirds among families with eight or more children.

Two contrary trends in family structure and size shaped the distribution of poverty. On the one hand, the number of children whom families had to support declined significantly. From 1960 to 1990, the proportion of one- and two-child families rose from 64 percent to 80 percent of families with children, whereas the child-richer families declined from 36 percent to 20 percent. The increasing proportion—from 40 percent to 60 percent between 1970 and 1990—of dual-earner two-parent families brought greater purchasing power to bear in raising children. During the same period, however, child-supporters’ economic power also declined. Whereas in 1960 there were ten times as many married couples with children as single parents, by 1990 the ratio had fallen to three to one. The overall result was that the poverty rate for families with children rose from 12.3 percent during the 1970s to 16.5 percent during the 1980s.

The impact of children on the standard of living of women without spouses is portrayed in table 13. White or black, for single mothers the economic burden of supporting children is crushing. For childless single white women between the ages of 25 and 54, poverty is relatively marginal, peaking at about one-sixth for women 45 to 64 years old. Single black women even without children, however, face a much harsher economic environment: in no age group does the poverty rate fall even as low as one-quarter. The gender comparison is instructive: childless single men have lower poverty rates in all age groups but especially among those
aged 55 and older. But whereas single white men experience comparatively little poverty, black men in all age groups show rates as much as three times higher. Thus poverty, which is clearly associated with race and gender, is exacerbated by the economic consequences of procreation. This linkage is especially pronounced among young heads of families. Whereas 48 percent of 15-24 year-old family heads with children lived in poverty in 1988, only 7 percent of their childless counterparts did.91

Table 13: Poverty Rates Among Women, 199292

Female Householder Without Spouse and with Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number (000)</td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5,060</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>75.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-44</td>
<td>3,492</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-64</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unrelated Female Individuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number (000)</td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16,886</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 18</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>1,832</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-44</td>
<td>4,471</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-64</td>
<td>3,565</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td>6,946</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although race and sex discrimination, by limiting opportunities in manifold dimensions, worsens the precarious economic condition of nonwhites and women, the financial responsibility for children constitutes an independent source of impoverishment, which depresses the living standards of even the most privileged group—white men. This hierarchical relationship can be seen in tables 14 and 15.
Table 14: Poverty Rates by Family Type, Sex, and Presence of Children, 1992

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Family</th>
<th>White Without Children</th>
<th>White With Children</th>
<th>Black Without Children</th>
<th>Black With Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Married Couple</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Householder</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Householder</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>57.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wifeless male householders with children are relatively uncommon—one and a quarter million whites and a quarter-million blacks, representing only one-fourth and one-twelfth respectively of their female counterparts. Yet whereas poverty rates among the childless are quite similar, they are about twice as high among spouseless women with children as spouseless men of both races.

Table 15: Median Income (in $) by Family Type, Sex, and Presence of Children, 1992

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Family</th>
<th>White 0</th>
<th>White 1</th>
<th>White 2+</th>
<th>Black 0</th>
<th>Black 1</th>
<th>Black 2+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Married Couple</td>
<td>40,372</td>
<td>46,277</td>
<td>44,719</td>
<td>30,860</td>
<td>39,919</td>
<td>34,626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Householder</td>
<td>35,568</td>
<td>22,003</td>
<td>26,991</td>
<td>24,942</td>
<td>16,928</td>
<td>19,558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Householder</td>
<td>29,323</td>
<td>17,332</td>
<td>14,179</td>
<td>19,548</td>
<td>13,297</td>
<td>8,789</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several structural characteristics are conspicuous in table 15. First, whereas married couples with children have somewhat higher total incomes than their childless counterparts, spouseless male and female householder-parents have much lower total incomes than their childless counterparts. Perhaps Malthus’s imperative is operative: reproduction compels parents to work more—but only where two parents are present can this compulsion routinely be implemented. Second, whereas spouseless fathers with two or more children have higher incomes than those with only one, single mothers, presumably, at least in part, because their child-care duties interfere with employment, experience a further decline in income as their financial responsibilities extend from one to two or more children. Interestingly, one reason that single fathers’ earning power may be less impeded by child-care responsibilities than single mothers’ is that a much lower proportion of male single parents actually lives alone. In 1988, for example, only 58 percent of them did compared to 78 percent of their female counterparts; the remainder cohabited with
a person of the opposite sex or lived with other adults.95

The inadequacy of one working parent’s income to sustain a family has driven the trend toward the proletarianization of mothers. That the income-distributional basis of family allowances has not disappeared since Ricardo debated the issue 180 years ago emerges from recent wage data. Table 16 shows the proportion of all jobs and hourly jobs compensated at less than the official poverty threshold for various family sizes:

Table 16: Share of Jobs Paying Wages Below Poverty Threshold, 1985 (in %)96

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Family Members</th>
<th>All Jobs</th>
<th>Hourly Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With almost half of all jobs inadequately compensated to sustain a modal-sized family above poverty level (the figures for hourly jobs are underestimates because they do not reflect the fact that many such jobs are less than full-time) and 84 percent of working-poor families having children, double-earner families have unsurprisingly become the norm. Thus in a manner not anticipated by Malthus—namely, through the massive incorporation of mothers into the wage-earning labor force—the ever-looming threat of market-mediated poverty has precluded the slackening of effort the prospect of which so horrified Malthus.

The limitations on the ability of single parents to combine care for children with higher-paid employment are a persistent tendency. In 1974, for example, only 5 percent of female family heads all of whose children were under six years old worked year-round full-time; among them the poverty rate was only 11 percent. Husband-wife couples have also not systematically responded positively to the advent of children by securing additional income. Thus, for example in 1975, the median income of childless couples aged 25 to 44 was more than $1,000 higher than of those with children. This lack of consistency is, however, largely a function of the lumping together of child-poor and child-rich families. Husband-and-wife couples with children do earn more than childless couples but only up to a certain number of children, which varies from one to three. At that point, childcare work presumably becomes so overwhelming that the mother cannot remain in full-time paid employment. Among the 8 percent of single mothers living alone who managed to work in paid employment full-time all-year, the poverty rate in 1988 was 17 percent compared to 63 percent for all single mothers.97 The association between full-time year-round employment and poverty is strikingly illustrated in table 17.
Table 17: Poverty Rates (in %) Among Selected Groups of Year-Round Full-Time Workers, 1992

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household Relationship</th>
<th>White</th>
<th></th>
<th>Black</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty Rate</td>
<td>Year-Round Full-Timers as Share of Group</td>
<td>Poverty Rate</td>
<td>Year-Round Full-Timers as Share of Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married couple w/children &lt; 6 years</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouseless female householder w/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>children &lt; 6 years</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated individual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the poverty rates are somewhat higher among blacks than whites—except single black women, who exhibit the lowest rate among all age-race-household relationships combinations—all these categories, which include several of the most vulnerable, displayed extraordinarily low rates. The problem, especially for single mothers with young children, is that only a minority work these full schedules. The Census Bureau’s longitudinal Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) corroborates these findings. The poverty rate in the mid-1980s in white and black married-couple families with children in which both parents worked full-time was 1.4 percent and 1.7 percent respectively; where only the husband worked full-time, the so-called family wage failed to keep 7.2 percent of white families and 21.4 percent of black families out of poverty. Full-time wages were also insufficient to furnish 9.3 percent of white and 16.7 percent of black single-mother families with a non-impoverished standard of living.

The diverse composition of the poor is visible from the comparative overview of the development during the 1980s in table 18. On the assumption that neither the elderly nor the disabled became impoverished as a result of having supported children, but rather that previous low income and an underdeveloped social security system are independent sources of their current poverty, these two categories accounted for 35-39 percent of all poor families in the 1980s. This assumption is probably accurate for the disabled, unless widespread disablement is a little-known private and internalized cost of parenting. The other assumption cannot be made so facilely: some nontrivial proportion of the elderly poor would have become less
poor had they been in a position to save for their old age what they in fact spent on children, whose own compulsory commitment to the social security system may preclude their financially supporting their aged procreators. Even if reproduction did impoverish some of the elderly, it is unknown what proportion regret or would gladly repeat that course of events.

Table 18: Composition of Poor Families by Family Type (in %), 1980 and 1988

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family type</th>
<th>All Families</th>
<th>Poor Families</th>
<th>Poverty Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elderly-headed</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled-headed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-parent</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married couple w/children</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families w/o children</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated individuals</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Families with children accounted for only one-third of all poor families although they accounted for a much larger proportion of all poor persons, while the childless constituted the final 30 percent. Childless families and married couples with children exhibited by far the lowest rate of poverty. Since most nonelderly single persons are in transition to a family status, some poverty is itself temporary. Indeed, enhanced old-age pensions especially for single or wid-owed women and improved disability pensions might eliminate most non-reproduction-related official poverty. As of 1988, for example, social insurance and means-tested benefit programs reduced the poverty rate of all disabled-headed families from the 71 percent that would have obtained had they subsisted solely on their private income to 38 percent; the corresponding figures for disabled married couples with and without children were 61 percent and 29 percent, and 42 percent and 16 percent respectively. In 1992, non-means-tested government transfers reduced the poverty rate among whites over 65 living alone from 68 percent to 23 percent; the corresponding rates for blacks were 86 percent and 57 percent respectively.

Because the aforementioned categories in table 18 are mutually exclusive, they submerge and hide overlapping. Thus, for example, of the approximately 2 million impoverished disabled-headed families in 1988, the almost 650,000 with children are not double-counted among the poor families with children. Although it is unknown whether the disability or the economic burden of child-raising was
the primary source of impoverishment for these families, it is noteworthy that in 1988 the poverty rate for disabled-headed childless married couples was only 18 percent compared to 31 percent for married couples with children.\textsuperscript{103}

The dramatic shifts in composition of the poor population resulting from a focus on persons rather than families are shown in table 19:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elderly-headed</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled-headed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-parent</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married couple w/children</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families w/o children</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated individuals</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this perspective, the elderly- and disabled-headed families accounted for only one-quarter and the childless for one-sixth of all poor persons, whereas families with children constituted 57 percent of the total poverty population.

Overall, the data presented in this chapter underscore the continuing real economic vulnerability of those who make supra-replacement-level procreational contributions. The economic burdens borne by child-rich families can also be illustrated for European countries in spite of the greater equality of market incomes and equalizing redistributional consequences of their social security and children’s allowance systems. Table 20 shows the significant gap in average household expenditures between child-rich and other families in the European Economic Community (EEC) in the later 1970s and early 1980s. Table 21 takes into account inequalities within household types by presenting poverty rates for each type as a proportion of the national poverty rate. Unlike U.S. poverty data, which are based on an absolute measure, the European poverty line is defined as 50 percent of the national average equivalent expenditure. Here the influence of children’s allowances manifests itself in the fact that in the more advanced countries such as Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, a significantly above-average poverty rate does not emerge until the third child. In countries with the oldest and most developed allowance systems, Belgium and France, this exacerbated impoverishment either never sets in or only with the fourth child.\textsuperscript{105}
Table 20: **Average Equivalent Expenditure per Household Type as a % of the National Average in the EEC, 1978-82**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household Type</th>
<th>BE</th>
<th>DK</th>
<th>GE</th>
<th>GR</th>
<th>FR</th>
<th>IR</th>
<th>IT</th>
<th>NL</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 person</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;65 yrs</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 person</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;65 yrs</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple, 0 child</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple, 1 child</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple, 2 child</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple, 3 child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple, 4+ child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single parent</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 21: **Poverty Rates per Household Type as a % of National Poverty Rate in the EEC, 1978-82**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household Type</th>
<th>BE</th>
<th>DK</th>
<th>GE</th>
<th>GR</th>
<th>FR</th>
<th>IR</th>
<th>IT</th>
<th>NL</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 person</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;65 yrs</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 person</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;65 yrs</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple, 0 child</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple, 1 child</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple, 2 child</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple, 3 child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple, 4+ child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single parent</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In half of the countries, relative expenditures of families with even one child are lower than those of childless couples; in all ten countries this relative diminution sets in at the latest with the second child. By the time of the third child, the gap vis-à-vis the childless couple varies between 13 percent and 31 percent. This gap would, as is the case in the United States, be even greater if the predominantly lower-income elderly married couples could be segregated out.

APPENDIX: FINDING CAUSALITY IN THE ABSENCE OF DATA

Mollie Orshansky, the key figure in the creation of the U.S. poverty standard, concluded that the data on per capita income and single-parent female-headed families "suggest...that it is the poor who have more children—not that the family is poor because it has children." Whether or not this claim is empirically correct, it is a non sequitur. In order to sustain it, Orshansky would have had to collect longitudinal data showing that a couple had been poor before the birth of their first child or several children and remained poor after (further) procreation. The kind of frozen-in-time snapshot data that Orshansky used cannot resolve the question of causality: it would be ecologically fallacious to conclude from aggregate data that today's poor large families were yesterday's nonpoor small ones. To be sure, Orshansky later conceded that "most large families that are poor would obviously be somewhat better off if they had fewer children...."¹⁰⁸

Sheppard, in his report to the congressional subcommittee studying the success of the War on Poverty, formulated the appropriate question more precisely than Orshansky. While conceding—without showing—that a higher proportion of poor adults than nonpoor adults came from poor families, he insisted that combating the fatalistic "poverty breeds poverty" approach presupposes understanding that many nonpoor adults were born into poor families and many poor adults into nonpoor families. The question for him thus became why some people were able to extricate themselves from their childhood poverty orbit and how they differed from their childhood poverty-mates who were never graduated into some level of nonpoverty. He speculated, again without statistical support, that the key variable was family size. Parents of poor small families had greater per-child economic, educational, and emotional resources to invest in each child, resulting in greater "returns" per capita—including the parents themselves.¹⁰⁹

To arrive at sound conclusions on causality it would be best to collect comparative data on lifetime income and wealth of those past childbearing age who never procreated and those who did. Such data have, unfortunately, never been collected or tabulated for the United States. Because large-scale government surveys by and large still do not ask the requisite questions to capture the relevant information, several second-best statistical series must serve as surrogates.¹¹⁰ One caveat is in order in examining data comparing the economic situation of the childless and parents. Economists and demographers often warn of the dangers inherent in basing analyses of life-cycle distributions of assets and burdens on comparisons
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of households at one point in time: since every adult has been a child and most adults eventually become parents, intertemporal comparisons may be misleading.  

One data set that shed some comparative light on the economic consequences of procreation was generated after World War II as government agencies began to collect information relevant to maintaining the high consumption economy that they saw as the antidote to depressive tendencies. The Federal Reserve Board was particularly interested in consumer finances, data on which the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan proceeded to collect for many years for the federal government. Although the questionnaire for the Survey of Consumer Finances secured information on family size, the published data distinguish merely between those with and without children. Because the economic situation of families with one or two children may be closer to that of the childless than to that of families with four or more children, the divide between the childless and parents, though impressive, is less prominent than a more differentiated view would offer. The survey data on liquid assets are the most pertinent. In 1960, for example, 43 percent of childless married couples whose head was 45 or older reported liquid asset holdings in the highest range ($2,000 or more) compared with only 29 percent of their parental counterparts; at the other extreme, only 18 percent of these childless couples had no assets compared with 23 percent of the parents. Eight years later, with the over 45-year-old head defined as in the labor force, 33 percent of the childless held liquid assets of $5,000 or more compared with only 14 percent of the parents; 12 percent of the childless but 18 percent of the parents held no such assets. More particularly, 26 percent of the childless held at least $5,000 in savings accounts whereas only 11 percent of the parents reached that degree of income security. By 1970, 41 percent of the same category of childless reported liquid assets in excess of $5,000 in contrast with only 20 percent of the parents. And, again, in 1971, 41 percent of the older childless but only 18 percent of their parental counterparts had savings of at least $5,000.

A special study carried out for the President’s Commission on Income Maintenance Programs based on CPS data and Orshansky’s poverty thresholds examined the issue for 1965 and 1966. Specifically, Terence Kelly linked gross flows (escape rates) out of and (entrance rates) into poverty to family size. “Strangely enough,” the larger families were disproportionately represented among those who escaped poverty and those did not enter poverty from 1965 to 1966. This counterintuitive result may in part have been a function of the fact that the data on family size did not specify the number of children. Inclusion of a variable for the presence of children under six years of age did, however, alter the picture, indicating that they inhibited escape from and facilitated entrance into poverty. Although this variable did not directly touch on the issue of an addition or departure from the family, Kelly came closer to the point by introducing a variable for changes in family size minus changes in the number of earners. An increase in the number of nonearners (who may not have been children) did decrease the likelihood of escaping and increase that of entering into poverty.

The Bureau of the Census has published data correlating the number of chil-
children ever born to married women 45 years and over—that is, women whose childbearing had presumably been completed—with their husbands’ annual income. In 1957, a perfect monotonic decline obtained: from 3.8 children in the under-$1,000 income bracket to 2.1 children in the over-$7,000 group. Using total family income as the reference point in 1964 generated the same perfect negative correlation: women in families with income below $2,000 had given birth to 3.5 children as compared to 2.2 children in families with more than $10,000 income. The 1960 Census of Population collected data that come closer to capturing the desired relationship. Among white wives 50 years and older, there was again a perfect mono-tonic decline in children ever born per mother as family income rose: from 4.0 in the under-$2,000 group to 2.7 in the over-$15,000 group.\textsuperscript{114}

The 1970 Census of Population provided even more pertinent detail. The focus here is on total family income and on wives in the labor force inasmuch as among those who have remained voluntarily childless or who have voluntarily curtailed their fertility, the wife’s income plays an important part in reproductive decisions.\textsuperscript{115} A revealing comparison is possible between the fertility of working white wives aged 45 to 49 in the richest group ($25,000 or more in 1969) and those not in the labor force in all income groups at or below the official poverty thresholds adjusted for family size. The impressive result is that only 11 percent of the highest-income wives in the labor force had given birth to five or more children in contrast with 35 percent of all poor wives; whereas 31 percent of the affluent working wives had produced two children, only 17 percent of the poor women had.\textsuperscript{116} Such data may reflect the cumulative impact of procreation on lifetime living standards since some appreciable number of these families presumably no longer supported children under 18 years of age. The families less burdened by the necessity of supporting large numbers of children generated higher incomes even after procreation had ceased. Even these data, however, cannot demonstrate that families became poor as a result of above-average reproduction or that others did not become impoverished because they engaged in below-average procreation.

The longitudinal SIPP also sheds some light on this question. It discovered that in the mid-1980s, approximately two-fifths of white married-couple households with children that had existed for one year and were poor at the end of the year had not been poor at the beginning of the year; of white single-mothers only one-sixth made the transition into poverty. Among newly formed white married-couple households with children less than one year old and poor at the end of the year, 60 percent were maintained by people who had not been poor at the beginning of the year; the proportion among single mothers was similar, but that of single-mother households that had emerged from married-couple households was three-fourths. Although the study did not identify the causes of the impoverishment, it found that in 28 percent of the transitions into poverty among newly formed and continuing households the parents experienced no reduction in work; it speculated that in some of these cases the advent of additional persons in the family may have thrust it below the poverty threshold. Since SIPP did not explore the reasons for families’ original poverty, it also fails to resolve this alleged chick-
en-and-egg controversy.117

Perhaps the most creative effort at unraveling causality was undertaken by James Smith, who used a file constructed from the 1970 wave of the Institute for Social Research's Panel Study of Income Dynamics. Smith in effect simulated a birth strike among this representative sample of the U.S. noninstitutional population by identifying each record for a family below Orshansky's poverty level with a child one year old and then deleting the child and recalculating the family's poverty status. He repeated this simulated birth control for ten years into the past. As a result of this rewriting of reproductive history, the number of poor families declined by 40 percent and that of poor persons by 60 percent. After ten years, the decline in the number of poor persons was proportionally greatest among families that began with four children and smallest among one-child families. The decreases in ascending order from one- to eight-child families were as follows: 37, 63, 81, 94, 88, 76, 82, and 80 percent respectively. Among families headed by white males between the ages of 20 and 50, the number of persons in poverty fell by 79 percent. Because the angel of death passed over all childless households, unrelated individuals and persons in childless families rose as a proportion of all the poor from 18 percent to 45 percent; persons in families with four or more children fell from 30 percent to 8 percent. These illuminating results cannot, however, reveal whether some third factor(s) stand behind and explain both above-average procreativity and poverty.118
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Is the Road to Communism Paved with Family Allowances?

The wages of the poor diminish as their wants and families increase, for the care and labor of attending to the family leaves them fewer hours for profitable work. With negro slaves, their wages invariably increase with their wants. The master increases the provision for the family as the family increases in number and helplessness. It is a beautiful example of communism, where each one receives not according to his labor, but according to his wants.¹

The absolute size of the families stands in inverse proportion to the wage level, that is, to the mass of means of subsistence at the disposal of the various categories of workers. This law of capitalist society would sound absurd among savages.... It recalls the mass reproduction of individually weak and much-hunted-down animal species.²

Both the workingmen and their political patrons...firmly maintain the belief that the rate of wages ought to be what a workingman needs to make him “comfortable,” let his habits and the size of his family...be what they may.... This, disguise it as we may, is communism, doubtless imperfectly developed and unorganized, but still communism....³

The most specialized or targeted policy that states (and employers) have developed for alleviating the impoverishment associated with above-average or even any reproduction is the system of family or children’s allowances or endowments.⁴ The controversy surrounding these redistributive programs is rooted in their perceived multivalence, ranging from payments for reproductive services rendered to an authoritarian state to a proto to-each-according-to-his-needs regime. The first section of this chapter is devoted to the theoretical and social policy arguments that have traditionally been used to justify or attack such intervention. The second and third sections then survey the history of such programs in Europe and of their exceptional absence in the United States.
THE STRUGGLE FOR AND AGAINST FAMILY ALLOWANCES

The significant question is not whether they have more dependants than their wages can support, or what level of wage supports a "reasonable" number of dependants, but why...such a high proportion of the national resources available for distribution...is channeled through the individual wage system rather than through the child benefit and social security systems and, say, an income scheme for married women working in the home.5

For two centuries, from the time of the classical political economists' debates over the relationship between wages and the poor laws to late-twentieth-century polemics in the United States over capping AFDC payments to mothers who continue to procreate while on the dole, contestants have bemoaned or extolled the fact that wages are paid without reference to individual workers' special needs, in particular to the costs associated with the size of their generational contribution. Malthus, for example, asserted that "nothing would tend so effectually to destroy" the purchasing power of the working classes as family allowances. A century later, Beatrice Webb rejected the principle of determining wages based on family obligations because it contravened the trade union principle of a standard rate of remuneration. Wages differentiated according to family size would prompt employers to hire childless workers, whose lower wages would contradict the principles underlying the market, individual differences in efficiency, and collective bargaining. With both employers and workers opposed to wages that made provision for dependents, Webb proposed a state-organized children's endowment in order to maintain the population without recourse to alien immigration.6

When European Catholics, feminists, humanitarians, and socialists began, about the time of World War I, advocating state-financed redistributional schemes in the form of family allowances in order to avoid the major cause of poverty associated with large families that employers could not be expected to alleviate by means of individually graduated wages, both critics and supporters promptly recognized the proposal as ushering in a quasi-communist regime of "to each according to his needs." In Australia, a pioneer in state intervention in capital-labor relations, the notion that the costs of producing the supply of labor should be socialized gained ground in the 1920s. A.B. Piddington, an industrial arbitration court judge, conceded that individual employers had no economic or humane obligation to pay their workers according to family size, but insisted that there was "every reason why employers as a whole...should pay for the living needs of their employees as a whole. Indeed, that they should do so is the basis of the whole theory of the living wage."7

A typical antisocialist response of the 1920s characterized family allowances as "a scheme for the nationalisation of children and married women." And D.H. Macgregor, the editor of Britain's most prestigious economics journal and a professor at Oxford, expressed his contempt by asking whether "there were no such
thing as personal responsibility” especially since children, rather than being “a pure tax, an obligation undertaken by parents on behalf of the community...should be regarded as...a usual way of obtaining the real values from money.” Paternalist and socialist advocates of the allowance praised it for exactly the same reason antisocialists rejected it. A French deputy, proposing the adoption of family allowances for state employees in 1908, reasoned that whereas the wage was “an act of justice” and consequently did not signify any inequality between the bachelor and married man, the allowance “is a remuneration for a service. The family is a social service.” Even in opposition, Harry Holland, the first parliamentary leader of the Labour Party in New Zealand, the first country to enact a state-financed family allowance, justified it on the ground that “every mother of a large family, who renders a supreme service to the country by the fact of her motherhood, is made to suffer because she has rendered that service.”

The Swedish social democrats Alva and Gunnar Myrdal, who internationalized and reenergized the debate about family allowances and population in the 1930s, rejected the family wage as a dysfunctional ideological merger between employers’ interest in low wage costs and a national interest in children’s welfare. Alva Myrdal also detected an unacceptable connection between substandard wages and family allowances: the family wage becomes “a belly-strap...drawn as close to the spine as possible” because employers can use family allowances to reduce the wage level. The solution that the Myrdals offered—driven in part by a eugenicist program—was to “nationalize differential child costs” by socializing segments of consumption through in-kind, non-means-tested free goods and services associated with childbirth and childrearing largely by redistributing income from those with below-average procreative contributions. In-kind programs would moderate the cost because they would make possible economies of cooperation and large-scale enterprise. Although the costs would be colossal, since children had to be supported in any case, they represented transfers rather than additional costs.

Liberal Canadian Prime Minister Mackenzie King, a lifelong bachelor, whose World War II government enacted North America’s first and only universal state-financed family allowance program, also paternalistically stressed the service rendered by the one-fifth of the gainfully employed who were raising 84 percent of the children—who “are an asset to the state”—“by ensuring the survival of the nation.” But King also advanced an egalitarian motive. Although he denied that he was inveighing against capital in the interests of labor, he observed that “the new order of things” would cease to take for granted “these differences in class and opportunity” and would “shift the emphasis from the sacredness of possession to the sacredness of life.” Arguing that only the agency of the state could save the industrial classes from the degradation of their standard of living, King supported family allowances because generally: “Capital...can wait; labour cannot wait. Capital can find other means of investment; labour cannot. Labour...cannot change quickly from one occupation to another; capital is mobile; labour is not...” The egalitarian rhetoric is impressive—especially in light of the legislation’s origin in Canadian capital’s interest in devising an alternative to the removal of controls on
substandard wages to which King was known to be sympathetic. Family allowances, like many family- and birth control-related policies, are politically multivalent. The European experience of rationing during World War I made family-size as a criterion of distribution both familiar and plausible. After all: “No one would have proposed...that the unmarried worker should have as much sugar or flour as his fellow-employee who was the father of a family. The absurdity of giving uniform allowances of food to men with unequal numbers of mouths to feed was so patent that it led...to the inquiry whether it was any less absurd to give these men equal amounts of money to spend for food.” When French socialist unions attacked the system in the early 1920s on the grounds that it both relieved employers of even larger wage payments and aimed at playing off parents and childless workers against each other: “The paradoxical spectacle was then presented of the C.G.T. unionists, who are anti-capitalistic and largely communistic in their beliefs, raising the individualistic shibboleth of ‘equal pay, equal work,’ while the conservative French capitalists declared that the proper standard of wage payment was that of ‘to each according to his needs.’”

In contrast, other early advocates sought to cast economic subsidies for large families as yet another contingency or vicissitude of life against which social insurance could protect workers: “The arrival of a child and the cost of providing for it have the same effect in lowering the standard of living as a stretch of unemployment or the occurrence of illness.” Just as a segment of the British labor movement in the 1920s took a socialist view of family allowances as falling within the scope of the principle, “to each according to his needs,” by the following decade Conservatives favored them in imperialist, racialist, and pronatalist terms. The British government, in turn, adopted family allowances in order to hold down wages, combat inflation, and enforce labor mobility, work incentives, and the welfare principle of less eligibility. Yet another part of the labor movement opposed family allowances precisely because of their wage-suppressing properties, while the radical left, arguing that allowances transformed the poor into paupers, instead proposed a guaranteed minimum in kind.

British eugenicists on the eve of World War I offered yet another reason for family endowments. Harold Laski, who as a precocious high school student had fallen under the influence of Francis Galton and Karl Pearson, found in his study of Glaswegian families that: “The addition of 9 to 10 children to a family does not on the average involve an increase of the wages by more than a shilling a week, which is absolutely inadequate.... No regard is on the whole paid to size of family when the wages are fixed.” Viewing this relationship as “one of the gravest points of our modern civilisation,” Laski joined Pearson and the latter’s collaborators in positing the proportionality between wages and “social value as measured by physique and mentality” as well as between family size and wages as “for the future of the race far more important than doles to the aged or vails to the sick and unemployable.”

Catholic doctrine, animated especially by Pope Leo XIII’s 1891 anti-socialist encyclical, *Rerum novarum*, and even more specifically, by Pius XI’s
Quadragesimo anno, took the position that “to each according to his needs” as a principle of compensation both embraced family allowances and was consistent with the family living wage in its full patriarchal sense of gender subordination. John Ryan, a Catholic theologian who provided a powerful animus to the movement for the family living wage at the beginning of the twentieth century, personified this dual position. Not only did he vindicate “the right to a family Living Wage...to every adult male laborer, whether he intends to marry or not” and propose four or five children as the average number to be supported by that wage, but he also urged that: “The welfare of the whole family, and that of society likewise, renders it imperative that the wife and mother should not engage in any labor except that of the household.” The wife who became a worker was no longer a wife because she would no longer be able to “make her home what it should be for her husband, her children and herself.” In the United States, President Samuel Gompers of the still youthful American Federation of Labor, while opposing any state measures to impose such a wage on private employers and employees, supported a minimum living wage as “sufficient to maintain an average-sized family in a manner consistent with whatever the contemporary local civilization recognizes as indispensable to physical and mental health....”

Although the assumption that an adult male worker’s wage should be sufficient to support his family may at one point have been “the cornerstone of our social organization with its family unit,” it was equally true that his wage was “inadequate to maintain a desirable standard of living” for a family with several children. This pre-World War II finding assumes greater comparative significance in light of recent right-wing antifeminist lamentations over the state’s “infinite capacity to harm...the family and very limited ability to help it.” Allan Carlson has stood at the scholarly center of these efforts. Without offering a historically detailed account of its chronological rise, Carlson asserts that an informally or culturally constructed family wage emerged in the United States prior to World War I, which was then supplemented by a state-coerced family wage during the New Deal. He finds that this living wage system, which enabled the male of the species to finance its reproduction while the female was linked to motherhood and home, “held together” until the early 1970s. At that point it began to collapse under the weight of “the devastating effects of state-enforced gender equality in the workplace....”

The breakdown of gender-segregation is symbolized above all by the rise of the wage-working wife-mother. Thus if the participation rate in the civilian labor force of married women (spouse present) with offspring under 6 years of age was only 10.8 percent in 1948 and 18.6 percent in 1960, by 1987 the figure had tripled to 56.8 percent; the corresponding figures for those with offspring between the ages of 6 and 17 were 26.0, 39.0, and 70.6 percent respectively. For all married women with children, the participation rates in 1960, 1970, 1980, and 1992 were 27.6, 39.7, 54.1, and 67.8 percent respectively. Looked at from a somewhat different perspective: in 1962, two-thirds of white families with children consisted of two parents of whom the wife-mother was not a wage-worker while one-quarter
consisted of two parents including a wage-working wife-mother; by 1983 parity was almost achieved: the corresponding figures were 44.8 percent and 40.9 percent respectively.16

The problem with Carlson’s idealized account of the halcyon days of the family living wage is that they never existed. The need for and introduction of family allowances in Europe and Australasia beginning in the 1920s demonstrated at the time that going wages for men, even specifically designated by arbitration courts as family living wages, did not suffice to support large families.17 Worse still for Carlson’s thesis, the minimum wage established in the United States by the Fair Labor Standards Act, which he views as the centerpiece of the New Deal’s creation of a “family wage for dad” and as “keyed to a ‘living standard’ for a family of four,” was never seriously considered as guaranteeing a family living wage—especially since at the time of its enactment the vast majority of sub-minimum-wage workers were excluded from coverage. Even at 40 cents an hour, which was 15 cents higher than the initial minimum wage in 1938, Congress was clear that this mandatory floor could not, even for those workers “fortunate enough” to work year-round, guarantee “a wage sufficient to maintain...the minimum American standard of living.” By 1959, at the height of what Carlson calls the postwar resurgence of family values, and the first year for which the federal government created poverty thresholds, the minimum wage failed to reach that line for families even with one child. By the mid-1980s, it fell below the poverty threshold even for two people.18 The failure of the family wage was underscored when the Bureau of the Census revealed that, in 1992, 14 percent of men working full-time received wages below the poverty level for a family of four—a share almost double that in 1979. Nevertheless, conservative poverty policy analysts blithely continue to assert that: “It seems clear that wages are generally high enough to avoid poverty by the government’s definition.”19

Precisely the multipurpose and multivalent character of the agitation on behalf of family allowances prompted the dean of pre-New Deal U.S. advocates of social security to complain about the extraneous ideological baggage with which family wage proponents had unnecessarily weighed down the security for the overburdened large family, which was the last of all the contingencies of modern life to be recognized. Abraham Epstein believed that shorn of “exotic theories...to...reform...everything in sight,” to redistribute income, create a living and minimum wage, establish the principle of “to each according to his needs,” or equal pay for equal work, to improve the race, honor motherhood, promote feminism, or increase or decrease the birth rate, family allowances could escape from their supposed status as a panacea and be reduced to social insurance against yet another form of economic insecurity.20 Ironically, Epstein advanced this criticism just as family allowances had embarked on their almost universal incorporation into the world’s social welfare systems.

Whether, however, the “general case for Family Allowances follows so clearly from the Socialist maxim, ‘To each according to his need’: that we do not propose to enlarge upon the principle,” as the British socialist Independent Labour
Party (ILP) asserted in the mid-1920s, deserves examination. The ILP’s advocacy of family allowances was an adjunct to its campaign for a more clear-cut socialist policy (“Socialism in our Time”), which it pressed after the fall of the Labour government in 1924. Although the drive subsided in the wake of the defeat of the general strike of 1926, for several years the ILP achieved some success in impressing upon the Labour Party the overarching importance of a living wage for all workers as a first charge on national income.21

One obstacle to the implementation of such a proposal was the frequently voiced empirical complaint—which can be traced back to the Ricardo-Trower debate—that if the principle of equal pay for equal work was to be preserved, childless workers would receive a bonus. Thus in the 1920s, more than half of English adult male workers were bachelors, widowers, or married with no children, whereas only one-fifth had more than three dependent children; in Australia, the corresponding figures were three-fifths and one fifth, whereas only one-fifth of Belgian families had no children and more than two-fifths had three or more. Rowntree’s special study of the working class in York in 1936 revealed that of men 21 years of age and older 58 percent had no dependent children, 21 percent only one child, 12 percent two children, and 5 percent three children; among the child-rich fathers, only 2 percent four children, and 2 percent five or more children, although they accounted for 23 percent of all children.22

Early twentieth-century budget studies scrutinizing the adequacy of adult males’ wages commonly adopted the three-child family as a norm. Researchers may have used this standard because they believed both that it was empirically accurate and represented replacement-level reproduction. By the mid-1920s, however, Paul Douglas demonstrated that the five-person family was far from modal. In England and the United States only 10 percent and 12 percent respectively of adult male workers supported three children; and whereas 50-60 percent of workers had fewer children, 10-15 percent had more. Consequently, a wage sufficient to support a five-person family “would be more than adequate in English speaking countries for between 70 and 80 per cent of all workers while it would be less than needed in from 10 to 15 per cent.” In the United States alone such a wage “would mean paying for...47 million fictitious dependents.... Without meeting the basic needs of those with large families, it would pour into the pockets of the unmarried and the married with few or no children a great excess over their wants.”23

Accepting the statistical demolition of the myth that the three-child family was modal, the ILP conceded that “[n]o living wage which would satisfy a civilised standard of life [wa]s attainable” on that model. In order to avoid bankrupting the fisc, the ILP therefore proposed “to base the Living Wage on the needs of a man and his wife” and to add to it a children’s allowance. Disbelieving the ability of grown men to clean up for themselves, the ILP justified wage equality between a married man and a bachelor or widower on the ground that “the latter must pay in some way for the services of a housekeeper....” Equally arresting was the ILP’s Malthusian proposal to cap payments. Although it found it implausible that
allowances would cause “undesirable multiplication” because it was convinced that “[r]eckless breeding” was a product of “abject poverty” rather than well-being, it nevertheless recommended out of an overabundance of caution that either the weekly sum be reduced as family size increased, or that the allowance, “while providing for all children born before the appointed date, should thereafter cease after the fourth or fifth child.”

The Labour Party leadership, prodded by the trade unions, scorned and buried the ILP’s family allowances. One reason for this standoff was the “gender tension” the plan produced: “There were men who deeply resented cash allowances paid to wives whose husbands were earning wages because it threatened the traditional division of responsibility in the working-class household.” This perception by male trade unionists that their financial potency was under attack corresponded, in other countries, such as New Zealand, where the allowances were implemented, to a sense of increased financial independence among wives. Eleanor Rathbone, England’s most vigorous campaigner for family allowances, explained some men’s paternalistic opposition to allowances as based on their “dislike [of] the recognition of their wives and children as separate personalities with claims equivalent to their own.” This attitude was congruent with the presuppositions underlying the family or living wage, which regard[ed] the family not as it really is—an aggregate of individual human beings, each with an actual or potential value to the community—but as the “dependants” of the wage-earner. The very word suggests something parasitic, accessory, non-essential. A wife and children, and the wherewithal to keep them, are conceded to the wage-earner as though they were part of the “comforts and decencies promotive of better habits” for which he may reasonably ask as necessary to his development as a full human being. But if he prefers to use the margin thus allowed him for breeding pigeons or racing dogs or for some other form of personal gratification...that is assumed to be his affair, not the State’s or his employer’s.

While the ILP program was under attack from the right, the Communist Party of Great Britain challenged it from the left. R. Palme Dutt criticized the proposal as of a piece with the demand for a living wage: a lever not for socialism but for Fordism, it encouraged the illusion that redistribution rather than class struggle over production was the key to overcoming capitalism. Approving of a “provision for motherhood and for the complete upbringing of children (but certainly not ‘family allowances’) [a]s a first obligation of Socialism,” Dutt did not question the possibility that, like social insurance, family allowances might benefit workers under capitalism. What he did dispute was that a system that capitalists supported as a means of lowering the aggregate wage bill would redistribute income toward the working class, let alone hasten the transition to socialism. Dutt reasoned that once “capitalist statistical hacks” had uncovered the three-child family as a myth, capital discovered that “[i]f only some collective pooling system
could be devised to pay for the actual dependent children in the minority of cases where these do exist, then a much lower basic wage could be fixed for...the majority of workers....” Even where family allowances were financed wholly by the capitalist class through income taxes, Dutt insisted, “the more scientific system of only paying for...children in the minority of cases where such...children exist” and thus reducing the aggregate wage bill constituted “under capitalism...the inevitable working out of any system of Family Allowances.”

The fact that German socialist trade unions in the 1920s opposed private firm-level family allowances based on a minimum-existence wage standard for unmarried men, which would in turn be used to exert downward pressure on all wages in the same way as piecework, was contemporaneously viewed as ironically revealing the tenuousness of their commitment to socialist principles:

Their principle of ‘equal pay for equal work’ has a definitely socialist character only when it is applied to those who receive incomes without working. When it is applied inside the world of labour it appears as pure orthodox liberalism. It acknowledges as just the results of the existing competitive system on a unitary wage basis without reference to human needs. In true liberal style the socialists accept the pursuit of gain as a motive of all conduct; only recognising solidarity in theory, where it is profitable.

Yet in making this criticism, the economist Eduard Heimann failed to integrate the fact that the family wage or social wage or bonuses granted by employers were “merely redistributed as between fathers of families and bachelors.” Especially because young workers without children had been able before World War I to save enough from their higher wage to prepare for creating a family, which was no longer possible, and because unionists feared that the reduction of the bachelors’ wage was merely a prelude to a future take-back of the parents’ bonus as a temporary measure and a reduction of the general wage level, accusing them of having abandoned socialist principles was an impermissible simplification of a complex overlay of motives. In particular, Heimann overlooked the potentially critical problem that in the post-World War I period “single men [we]re...virtually the only members of the working class who ha[d] a surplus of money over and above their needs. To pare this surplus down would...deprive the labor movement of one of its chief sources of funds.” Redistributing some or even all of this “surplus” to parents could not provide any relief to the depleted treasuries of working-class organizations because those parents were supposed to spend the allowances on their children.

Family allowances can also be viewed in a capital-logical framework as state intervention to enforce the aggregate interest in the long-term flow of income sources (including the creation of the next generation of the working class) against the economic interests of individual wage workers, which the invisible hand would not transmogrify in a manner necessary to reproduce the proletariat. In this sense state-financed child endowments represent a transition from merely alleviating the
poverty of large families to the tendential creation of equal conditions for all who contribute to reproduction.\footnote{30}

The need for children's allowances has also been justified by reference to the deep ethical obligation that those who, despite their own nonconsensual existence, owe to the next generation whom they create without prior mutual agreement. As generalized by John Stuart Mill: "Since no one is responsible for having been born, no pecuniary sacrifice is too great to be made by those who have more than enough, for the purpose of securing enough to all persons already in existence." The comparatively extensive Swedish system of children's allowance further specifies the guiding policy as "the ultimate right of every child...to be welcomed, to have an economically and socially secure childhood..., with equal opportunities for a good start in life...." Underlying this policy is the fundamental redistributive principle "that the costs of raising a family should, to a reasonable extent, be shared by all members of society through measures decided by and carried out through society." The rationale buttressing this principle is threefold: (1) reducing the differences in the standard of living between families with and without children; (2) eliminating poverty; and (3) recognizing the fact that children will eventually work and, through the social security system, support the aging regardless of whether the latter have contributed children to society or not. The salient principle in Sweden then has been that the childless must contribute to the "necessary investment in the future generation."\footnote{31}

Morally based redistributonal considerations also underlay the Conservative Political Centre's advocacy of the expansion of family allowances in Britain in the 1950s. Emphasizing that poverty had not yet been abolished in large families, it argued that per capita food expenditures were affected more by family composition than by social class: "Those who grumble about contributing to the upbringing of other people's children might ponder" data showing how much more relatively well-off childless couples spent on food than poor families.\footnote{32}

Such an approach, however, fails to deal with the following question: If the number of children whom parents create is the independent variable to which they accommodate their standard of living, is it meaningful to say that children bring about a decline in their parents' standard of living since in some utilitarian sense, at least with regard to "planned" or intended children, parents must be obtaining more utility from eating fast food with their creations than eating filet mignon by themselves? Moreover, why should parents be subsidized for augmenting the national wealth when such a contribution is merely the unintended consequence of their acts and intentions? This position has been taken seriously in the United States, where one member of the Reagan administration subcabinet hinted at dismantling richer families' children's allowance, the personal income tax deduction for dependent children, on the ground that the latter are consumption goods. And Reagan ideologue George Gilder underscored the point by asserting that, although the income of a two-child family must after ten years be double that of a childless couple in order to maintain the same standard of living: "No one who has children is likely to accept the idea that one's life is impoverished by their
arrival, that one's standard of living declines when money is spent on them rather than on maintaining a childless person's schedule of outside entertainments.\(^{33}\)

One response to this arch-American view, which would be scarcely imaginable in Europe, suggests that it is in capitalism's own interest to subsidize proletarian procreation lest the golden geese disappear. As Magdalen Reeves pointed out in Britain on the eve of World War I, the "masculine State," which represented an all-male electorate, was dealing crudely and unwisely with "all parents guilty of the crime of poverty" by imposing responsibilities on them without the requisite assistance.\(^{34}\) Instead, theories were being advanced to "cure...poverty by the dying out of all the poor people":

[W]ere the children of the poor limited according to wage...the wage-earner would automatically cease to reproduce himself. It seems an heroic way of curing his difficulties. Obviously as a palliative in individual cases the plan of limiting the family according to wage appeals with great force to the well-fed and more fortunate observer, but as a national measure to deal with poverty it fails to convince. That a man with 24s. a week is unwise to have six children is perfectly true. But, then, what sized family would he be wise to have? If he were really prudent and careful of his future he would...neither marry nor have children at all.... But we cannot expect...2,500,000 adult men to act on those lines. The fact is they want to marry and they want to have children. As either of these courses is unwise on 24s. a week, they are in for a life of imprudence anyhow.\(^{35}\)

Despite their broadly egalitarian redistributional impact, family allowances in their earliest manifestations—especially as private, voluntary employer-initiated plans—failed to find favor with labor unions, which viewed them as insidious plots by employers to control their workforces by penalizing strikes and mobility and to "drive a wedge between [heads of families] and the childless workers who have not so much to lose." In post-World War I Germany, many employers favored firm-level family allowances in order to retain their older workers, who were more "conscious of [their] responsibility" to their employer and who formed "the best breakwater against" younger workers who "often introduce[d] revolutionary...elements into the factory...." Unions also acted on the premise that family allowances operated to lower the unmarried workers' wages. In France, unions ultimately abandoned their opposition in the 1920s only because the allowances became too deeply embedded in economic life and workers sought to fight the increasing cost of living. Even Eleanor Rathbone conceded at the time that family allowances would create redistributional losers, but in effect advised those who had benefited from wages calculated by reference to phantom wives and children that they had been free riders on "Society's provision for maternity and childhood as the reserve force of industry and of the State."\(^{36}\)

Family allowances undeniably have also been put to much less egalitarian uses by fascist states pursuing neomercantilist population policies designed to
recapture women as a professional class of labor-power procreators. Sidney Webb, a social Darwinist-eugenicist Fabian socialist, adduced the record-low birth rates in England and Wales at the beginning of the twentieth century as a refutation of the political economy of Ricardo and Senior, which claimed that limiting population would save the lowest grade of laborers from starvation and famine. In fact, however, depopulation did not spare them “the horrors of ‘sweating’ or the terrors of prolonged lack of employment.” Because factory acts and trade union collective bargaining had secured a national minimum, Webb thought it time to shift the focus of demographic policy to alter the economic incidence of child-bearing. Under the present social conditions the birth of children in households maintained on less than three pounds a week (and these form four-fifths of the nation) is attended by almost penal consequences.... The parents know that for the next fourteen years they will have to dock themselves and their other children of luxuries and even of some of the necessaries of life, just because there will be another mouth to feed. To four-fifths of all the households...each succeeding baby means...less opportunity for advancement for every member of the family.

Because “the most valuable of the year’s crops, as it is the most costly, is not the wheat harvest or the lambing, but the year’s quota of adolescent young men and women enlisted in the productive service of the country,” Webb favored “the systematic ‘endowment of motherhood’ [to] place this most indispensable of all professions upon an honorable economic basis.” As if anticipating a more ominous Kinder und Küche agenda, Webb contended that: “To the vast majority of women...the rearing of children would be the most attractive occupation, if it offered economic advantages equal to those, say, of school teaching or service in the post office.” Webb and his wife Beatrice, whose massive scholarly productions substituted for any contribution of their own to the human harvest, knew that: “Child-bearing...is an occupation that the bulk of women would prefer to any other, if any proper provision were made for it.”

Their fellow Fabian, H. G. Wells, partial to the same kinds of metaphors, argued that: “The children people bring into the world can be no more their private concern entirely, than the disease germs they disseminate or the noises a man makes in a thin-floored flat.” In order to combat the “Strike against Parentage” in which the British middle class was engaged at the turn of the century, Wells proposed that the socialist state, which denied parents the right “to beget children carelessly and promiscuously,” pay women a wage “for children born legitimately in the marriage it will sanction.”

Hitler took important steps toward implementing the Fabians’ authoritarian vision. In the 1920s Mein Kampf announced that the mission of his future völkisch state was “to make sure that the healthy woman’s fertility is not limited by the financially debauched economy of a state regime that shapes the blessing of children into a curse for the parents.” Once in power, the Nazis undertook an
unprecedented array of statutory programs subsidizing large families. Indeed, it was this type of gendered regimentation that purportedly induced a contemporaneous Australian Royal Commission to recommend against adoption of family allowances: "we are opposed to a scheme which would treat a mother as a salaried servant of the State, by virtue of her child-bearing." Yet precisely this commodified view of reproductive services and utilitarian view of children have found favor at times among advocates of family allowances. Thus the commission appointed by President Johnson to study income maintenance programs found both that U.S. "social policy does not reflect any...recognition to children as a resource of the country for whom society has an interest in equalizing the burden of their care" and that "children's allowances can be considered a remuneration for the hard work that child-rearing and housekeeping entail."42

FAMILY ALLOWANCES EVERYWHERE EXCEPT THE UNITED STATES?

Referring to the family-allowance program..., a French government official insisted that..."[i]n France, when you have children, you have solved the poverty problem. The French poverty problem is a problem of childless adults."43

The British antipodean states became family allowance pioneers because their industrial arbitration award systems had encountered difficulties in fixing minimum wages based on the cost of maintaining a family of average size. Facing the same dilemma that Ricardo and Trower had debated a century earlier, New Zealand and Australian state officials discovered that calibrating that wage to a two-child, four-person family provided smaller families with more and larger families with less than a “fair living wage.” In New Zealand in the early 1920s, for example, almost three-quarters of adult males either were unmarried or married without children, or had only one child.44

The first modern general, if not universal, national legislated family allowance scheme was enacted in New Zealand in 1926 by an “ostensibly anti-socialist Government.” As enacted, the allowance was chiefly restricted by reference to the number of children, size of income, and race. Application for the allowance could be made “by any person being the father of three or more children,” although it was actually paid to the mother, for every child in excess of two under the age of 15 years. Only three-child-or-more families with weekly incomes of £4 or less were eligible for the two-shilling per child weekly allowance. At the time, families with more than two children accounted for three-eighths of all families with such incomes, the family-size cut-off point supposedly representing the number of people whom the family wage was thought sufficient to support. Despite these limitations, this first enactment was comprehensive in the sense that it was not limited to the working class and was financed out of general revenues.45
Because New Zealand was then, and continues to be, regarded by the bulk of its inhabitants as underpopulated in the sense of falling below some optimum population size permitting the efficient production of certain material and cultural goods, family allowances found favor among pronatalists there although the perfunctory New Zealand parliamentary debate did not deal with the issue. Instead, allowances were designed to raise the living standard of the one-eighth of the country’s children in the larger than four-person households whose condition neared destitution. A decade later, in 1936, the legislature inserted a pronatalist element into the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act by requiring the Arbitration Court to fix the basic rate of wages for adult male workers at a level “sufficient to enable a man...to maintain a wife and three children in a fair and reasonable standard of comfort.” By the end of World War II, all of the aforementioned limitations were abolished in favor of a universal family benefit.46

From its inception at the beginning of the twentieth century, the Australian Court of Conciliation and Arbitration articulated the following principle as the foundation of its wage-setting: “Treating marriage as the usual fate of adult men, a wage which does not allow of the matrimonial condition and the maintenance of about five persons...would not be treated as a living wage.” That basic wage, the court’s president explained, “is the same for the employee with no family as for the family with a large family. [T]he employer need not concern himself with his employee’s domestic affairs.” In the landmark case, the so-called Harvester Judgment of 1907, the court, applying the statutory terms of reference “fair and reasonable” to the wage, declared the standard as “the normal needs of the average employee, regarded as a human being living in a civilized community.” A study of household budgets led the judge to deem a five-person family the average.47 The five-person standard family was then incorporated into several state statutes. The Queensland Industrial Arbitration Act of 1916 provided that: “The basic wage of an adult male employee shall be not less than is sufficient to maintain a well-conducted employee of average health, strength, and competence and his wife and a family of three children in a fair and average standard of comfort....” The Industrial Arbitration Act, 1912, of the state of Western Australia provided that no minimum wage could be awarded “which is not sufficient to enable the average worker...to live in reasonable comfort, having regard to any domestic obligations to which such average worker would be ordinarily subject.”48

Yet the suspicion that the industrial arbitration award system was requiring employers to pay a basic wage on behalf of 450,000 nonexistent wives and 2,100,000 nonexistent children also drove the politics of family allowances in Australia in the post-World War I period. In 1927, the Australian state of New South Wales shifted the basis of its industrial arbitration wage awards from a four-person, two-child family to “a man and wife without children.” Having removed the number of children from consideration for the purposes of wage settings, the state government was in a position to address the poverty of large families through the Family Endowment Act enacted that same year. It provided five shillings weekly to every mother for each child 14 and under if the family income during the
preceding year did not exceed "the living wage based on the requirements of a man and wife without children" plus £13 per child. Unlike the New Zealand scheme, the New South Wales allowances were financed by employers and payable only to employees.\textsuperscript{49} The New South Wales regime became "the centre of violent controversy" when the Industrial Commission, on the ground of vested rights, retained the old basic wage despite employers' contention that the legislature's intention in adopting a smaller family unit as the foundation of the basic wage was to reduce the latter. After the Industrial Commission reversed itself, the legislature intervened, requiring the Commission to use the needs of a man with a wife and one child as the basis.\textsuperscript{50} The initial result of the new basic wage and family endowment was a reduction in annual payroll for employers by £60,000, which "was probably gratifying to the employers in New South Wales," and may explain why unions remained skeptical of family allowances. When the Commonwealth of Australia enacted a national child endowment in 1941, the scope was both narrowed and expanded. It covered only families with more than one child, but with state assumption of responsibility for financing, all families, not merely those of employees, became eligible.\textsuperscript{51}

As early as 1921, Austria enacted a welfare statute that conferred an entitlement on employees to receive children's subsidies from their employers, but it was a temporary measure during a period of high prices driven by the simultaneous repeal of state subsidies for certain foodstuffs, and was opposed by labor and capital. The first national family allowance to cover even only children was enacted in Belgium in 1930, although it was confined to employees and financed by employers. Six decades later, Belgium's family program came closer to covering the additional costs of child-rich families than any other system in the European Community.\textsuperscript{52}

The French state had a long tradition of providing child subsidies to its employees. The Ministry of the Navy initiated this practice in 1860, and the state, under the influence of the inflation brought on by World War I, extended the system to all its functionaries. As early as 1913, the French parliament, wishing both to "discharge a social debt...to the unhappy family, overburdened by the number of children and deprived of the resources necessary to provide for their needs" and to combat the "national peril" of a declining natality, enacted aid to families whose resources were insufficient to raise more than three children. Again in 1923 the French parliament, actuated by the need to encourage large families in order to "expiate[] the blame of those whom a narrow calculation, whom a criminal egotism had persuaded to reduce the number of their children"—thus giving Germany ground for believing that it could successfully attack France—provided for state allowances for each child in families of four or more children.\textsuperscript{53}

In France, where the concern that the advent of a third child brought about the financial ruin of the typical working-class household and thus held back procreation united pronatalist organizations and the Catholic family movement, the legislature struggled for a dozen years, against the opposition of employers' associations, to generalize and make compulsory membership in a compensation
fund for the pooled payment of what until 1932 had been voluntarily paid family allowances. In order to frustrate the temptation to discriminate against child-rich workers, employers had created equalization funds into which they paid on the basis of a criterion unrelated to the number of children in their employees’ families such as their total wage bill or total employment. Ironically, French employers that were already paying family allowances to their employees resisted state intervention precisely because they feared that converting a gratuity granted by a benevolent employer into a legal entitlement would create a rights consciousness that might prompt demands by workers for higher allowances and thus spawn a new area of labor-capital conflict. Ultimately, however, the refusal of many smaller and medium-sized firms to join the funds prompted antietatist employers’ organizations to accept state intervention.54

Unsurprisingly, the left-wing of the labor movement opposed privately organized allowances, which employers were wont to use as a weapon by withdrawing them from employees who participated in strikes or whose children worked in firms outside the fund. These unions did, however, support collectively organized allowances for child-rich families as a social right and completely independent of work and interruptions of work such as sickness and unemployment, although even after enactment of a state-supported program unions continued to criticize the lack of redistributory financing, which required childless workers to finance the allowances of proletarian families. This class policy reached its high point under the Vichy government, which enacted a tax on agricultural products to finance family allowances for the agrarian sector; consequently, the allowances of child-rich urban families spent on such necessities as meat, wheat, and sugar in effect paid for the agrarians’ allowances.55

The statute enacted in 1932 accommodated the strategy of larger employers, which had been heavily influenced by price rises during World War I, of using allowances “to equalize and restrain their wage costs and to bind workers to the firm”; the new law imposed that strategy on small businesses, which had tended to ignore their obligations especially since allowances were less functional for them. By the 1930s, family allowances had also found favor with French employers, which recognized that the payments had “prevented trade unions from making use of family men for helping in their ‘revolutionary’ aims, and that the majority of family men...ha[d] remained outside the ‘class-struggle.’”56

The reasons for the structure assumed by the French system during the 1930s, as shown by Joseph Spengler’s contemporary historical-demographic analysis, lay in the merging of the struggle for population with class struggle. Since the effort to increase population tended to depress labor income and raise income from property, and since the pronatalists were largely representatives of the propertied classes, it was hardly surprising that their program bore a “pronounced class bias” and benefited largely the “haute bourgeoisie.” This bias embraced the following elements: allowances were in large part self-financed by the working class; the pronatalist economic arguments were motivated by such “anti-worker” considerations as providing an adequate labor supply and stimulating industry; and
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"the military arguments [we]re essentially 'cannon fodder' arguments...." Spengler was of the opinion that this class contradiction could be solved together with the problem of avoiding depopulation if the state financed the private costs of demographic reproduction out of surplus income, which would simultaneously reduce inequalities in income distribution. This solution, however, turned out merely to exacerbate the contradiction since taxing away the surplus would have caused the upper classes to resist the destruction of the foundation of their economic and political power.57

On the eve of World War II, when government officials expressed grave concern over the military impact of the falling birth rate, France, which had amended its Labor Code in 1934 to prohibit employers from using the introduction of obligatory allowances as a pretext to reduce wages, incorporated family allowances into its Family Code. The French legislature viewed the allowances as a "solidary contribution of all the French" designed to reverse the trend toward smaller families. Instead of "encouraging them to increase the number of their children to send them to prospect for new sources of wealth," "solicitude for preserving a situation as fortunate for their descendants" caused parents to reduce their fertility. The new legislation provided both a one-time premium for the birth of the first child and a monthly allocation for each child thereafter amounting to 10 percent of the (notional) average monthly departmental adult salary and higher proportions for higher birth-order children. The allowances did not presuppose an employment relationship and thus travailleurs indépendants were also entitled to receive them. The Family Code's pronatalist thrust was amply on display in its penal sanction for abortion and sale of birth control devices. The allowances were financed by means of graduated income taxes on bachelors and divorced men and widows without children as well as on childless husbands who had been married at least two years. The Vichy government in 1941 granted allowances to one-earner families (or persons) already for the first child.58

That family allowances failed to eliminate the sharply hierarchical French income pattern, amounting to a "disequilibrium" in family budgets—per capita incomes (including family allowances) in four-child families were less than one-third those in two-earner childless families—was discovered during World War II. Statistical confirmation of the "great social injustice" of condemning those who insured the country's "perenniality" to an insufficient standard of living far inferior to that of childless households triggered more intense debate about the role of family allowances, which nevertheless prevented large families literally from starving to death. A series of studies in the French journal Population, which began appearing as soon as the postwar allowance program went into effect, revealed a permanent gap in the standard of living between the childless family in which both spouses worked and the family with children in which only the husband worked. Defined as the result of the confrontation between revenues and needs, the standard of living of a three-child family in 1946 was only about half of that of a childless family, which retained its privileged position despite the expansion of family allowances. Later studies consistently confirmed this gap.59
When the allowance rates were increased in 1946, France, impelled for reasons of "social justice" and as "a confirmation of the right to exist" to reduce "the inequality in the standards of living according to family burdens," was well on its way to offering the world's most developed program, which eventually has come to encompass more than a dozen different benefits including prenatal and postnatal grants, housing allowances (which covered almost half of the rent even in two-child families), loans to young couples, paid maternity leaves, and free kindergartens for virtually all children from the age of three.60

In a country where large families (three or more children) account for 40 percent and very large families (five or more children) for 8 percent respectively of all children, family allowances have become a vital source of income maintenance. Thus despite the fact that large wage-earning families in France still have, on average, lower incomes than childless couples, in large part because unemployment is much more common among the fathers and more than two-thirds of the mothers of three or more children do not work outside the home, the comprehensive family allowances, which entitle the five-child wage-earning family to the equivalent of a second full wage, have created rough total income parity between childless couples and families with five children. But even France's "world's family-friendliest" system of subsidies, which has provided more than two-thirds of the net income of a childless couple in additional income to a four-child family, is insufficient to compensate for more than a tiny part of the significant gap in per capita living standards between large and small families. They have compressed but nevertheless left intact "an income pyramid, in which the childless double-earners stand on top and the child-rich families with only one earner at the bottom."61

That family allowances large enough to hold parents harmless are now regarded as financially "utopian" in France is less surprising than that they have failed to realize Paul Douglas's prediction in the 1920s that they "would largely abolish poverty." French allowances nevertheless still make up a higher proportion of total social security payments and national income than in most advanced capitalist countries.62

When William Beveridge floated a family allowance proposal in Britain at the beginning of World War II, he was acutely aware of the same problems that had beset the program in the antipodes. Thus Beveridge and The Times agreed that among the luxuries that wartime Britain could not afford was state subsidization of "non-existent children." As the Australian state had charged two decades earlier, "in the case of children inadequate incomes and large families are so strongly correlated that any attempt to remedy the former by measures which treated all households as equal units would be fantastically expensive." The Chancellor of the Exchequer echoed these sentiments, alluding to "the difficulty of putting the parents of large families into a position to meet the increased cost of living by means of increased wages without increasing wages all round, and so setting up an inflationary movement." Shortly before the beginning of the war, Seebohm Rowntree, the private poverty investigator and convert to the cause of family allowances, had urged concentrating the allowance on three-or-more-child families
Beveridge included children’s allowances in his comprehensive wartime social insurance program in part because large families, together with unemployment, remained the chief cause of want in Britain despite the advance in real wages, which, based on productivity, could never afford a national minimum for families of different sizes. Malthus-like incentives constituted another basis for inclusion. In order to create the “the greater fluidity of labour” that he saw as the prerequisite for maintaining high employment after the war, Beveridge reverted to the lesser eligibility principle of the New Poor Law of 1834: “The first and most essential of all conditions...is that his situation...shall not be made really or apparently so eligible as the situation of the independent labourer of the lowest class.... Every penny bestowed that tends to render the condition of the pauper more eligible than that of the independent labourer, is a bounty on indolence and vice.” The modern version of the principle read: “the gap between income during earning and during interruption of earning should be as large as possible for every man.” The only acceptable way to keep the gap large for low-paid workers with large families and to prevent them from attaining a higher standard of living out of work than while employed was to provide children’s allowances during periods of employment and unemployment. Finally, Beveridge recommended allowances as a means of increasing the rate of reproduction in order to insure the survival of the “British race.” Although the allowance was not set at a level that would “lead parents who do not desire children to rear children for gain,” it would enable parents to have additional children without harming the interests of their already existing ones—a point that eugenicists had been making for at least two decades.

In the event, the Family Allowances Act, as hived off from the rest of Beveridge’s National Insurance Act and enacted in 1945, scarcely contravened the lesser eligibility principle. It provided only five shillings weekly for each child beyond the first. Thus for a British worker with three children, the allowance amounted to only one-tenth of the average adult male wage. Nevertheless, allowances did initially make a moderate contribution to the alleviation of reproduction-related poverty. When Rowntree resurveyed York in 1950, a half-century after his first study there, he found that without family allowances, an additional 19 percent of all families with two or more children would have been in poverty. When, during the following decades, the state permitted the family allowances to lag behind the cost of living, families with many children bulked larger among the total population in poverty.

The much more generous early post-World War II French family allowance provided approximately as much again as the average wage. Because the French allowances were financed by employers’ contributions based on their wage bills, they became an alternative to higher wages. The French system implemented intraclass horizontal redistribution by means of which childless workers subsidized their co-workers’ human production—as European labor unions had always predicted. Indeed, the French system, within which ultimately a married worker with two children recieved the lowest annual gross income and
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highest annual net income in Europe, may in large part have owed its earlier implementation and broader scope to the fact that unlike British pronatalists, those in France "were entirely uninterested in income redistribution across classes or sexes and never identified their goals with other 'progressive' causes." Instead, they perceived as "the greatest social injustice...not class inequality but rather inequality between families and single people of the same social class." In contrast, the British Royal Commission on Population rejected horizontal redistribution on the ground that it risked the danger of transfers from those who were over a lifetime relatively poor to the relatively rich because it mistakenly assumed that someone's economic position at any one time accurately reflected his position over his life.66

The greater material support that European states provide for families with children may in part account for the relatively subordinate position that respondents there attribute to superabundant children as a cause of poverty. As shown in table 22, when presented with twelve causes and asked to choose three, those questioned in the European Community in 1989 listed too many children in ninth place:

Table 22: Most Frequently Listed Reasons for Poverty in the EC, 198967

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for Poverty</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Victims of long-term unemployment</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Alcoholism or drug abuse</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sickness</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Family breakups</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Brought up in deprived conditions</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Social welfare cuts</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Laziness</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Loss of community spirit</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Too many children</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Living in a poor area</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Educational system not catering to them</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Lack of concern among neighbors</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only countries in which respondents accorded "too many children" a significantly above-average rank as a cause of poverty were the poorest EC members, Spain, Portugal, Ireland, and Italy.68

AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM

A voluntary, Bohemian poverty for adults is one thing; an involuntary poverty imposed upon babies is something else. [T]he nuclear family...is based on the egotistic assumption that one's children should have at least as many opportunities as one has had, preferably more. It therefore provides an idealistic self-sacrificing rationale for greed,
It is commonly said that: "The United States is the only Western industrialized nation that does not have a child allowance policy or some other universal public benefit for families raising children." Yet the United States has, a popular misconception to the contrary notwithstanding, dispensed family subsidies through the income tax system almost since the inception of the federal individual income tax. This effect is achieved primarily by means of dependent child exemptions, which enable parents to reduce their tax liability. What makes the United States unique is that it has relied almost entirely on this method to the exclusion of a direct family allowance. The only express national family policy in the United States operates through the AFDC poor-law system. Thus whereas European family allowance programs aspirationally pursue a preventive approach to poverty and deprivation, assistance in the United States is triggered only when impoverishment has already beset a family—an arrangement that in countries with non-poor-law programs such as Canada, Britain, and France, would, as Moynihan has observed, "be viewed as a form of social insanity." This lack of public, universal children's allowances characteristic of virtually the entire rest of the industrialized world has meant that social insurance benefits for families with children is much more extensive and generous in Europe as are child care facilities and parental leave programs. Unsurprisingly, the poverty rate among adults with children is 2.4 times higher in the United States (12.7 percent) than in other wealthy capitalist countries (5.4 percent). Similarly, a much higher proportion of poor families with children is classified as "severely poor" (75 percent of the U.S. poverty line or below) in the United States than in other relatively wealthy advanced capitalist countries—57 percent compared with a low of 30 percent in West Germany and a high of 46 percent in Canada.

A special study comparing non-Hispanic white children in two-parent families in the United States and children in Sweden revealed that in the mid-1980s, 9 percent of the former and 5 percent of the latter were market-poor—that is, lived in families with less than 40 percent of the national median disposable income adjusted for family size. But whereas virtually all such market-poor Swedish families received government transfer payments, only 71 percent of their U.S. counterparts did; consequently, fewer than 2 percent of Swedish children in two-parent families were disposable-income-poor, whereas the meager means-tested U.S. transfer payments left the proportion of poor children barely touched at 9 percent. These very low poverty rates in Sweden are all the more remarkable in light of the fact that children's allowances make up a small proportion of total family income even among the lowest-income families. Thus even in societies with advanced welfare systems, child allowances have sufficed only to eliminate poverty for some families, but have not provided enough support "to solve the child poverty problem in any country...." Nevertheless, the gap in state-redistributed monetary benefits between the United States and Western Europe is so significant that even in Italy, where the median income is much lower than in the
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United States, the income of poor households with children (defined as at the 90th percentile) is absolutely greater ($12,552 and $10,923 respectively). More recent data reinforce the finding that U.S. government assistance programs are the most ineffective in reducing child poverty. Whereas state aid in Sweden, Britain, and France, for example, reduced the poverty rate from 14 to 3 percent, 30 to 10 percent, and 25 to 7 percent respectively, U.S. programs managed to lower it merely from 26 to 22 percent—a level more than 50 percent higher than the next highest rate.74

One of the earliest important contributions to the discussion of reproductive subsidies in the United States stemmed from the country's leading labor statistics official. In what was perhaps one of the first such proposals anywhere, Carroll Wright, the then chief of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor and later the first U.S. Commissioner of Labor, was animated by his disappointment with the reality of the family wage. His starting point was the belief that "it seems natural and just that a man’s labor should be worth, and that his wages should be as much as, with economy and prudence, will comfortably maintain himself and his family, enable him to educate his children, and also to lay by enough for his decent support when his laboring powers have failed.” But a study that Wright conducted of 397 working-class families in Massachusetts in 1875 concluded that the wage system enabled only a minority of workingmen to achieve that end by their own earnings; a majority maintained that standard of living by the labor of their wives and especially of their children. The wage system thus “usurps to its benefit the future productive power of the state, by employing children who should be in school or at play....”75

Without offering a substitute for the wage system, Wright proposed a twofold reform to ameliorate it. On the one hand, he recommended that all competent adult labor be paid a minimum yearly or daily wage to be enforced, if necessary, by legislation. Wright conceived of the minimum wage as enabling the unmarried workman to save money towards marriage. On the other hand: “An advance would be made for one child, then for the second and third, providing him with the means for their support and education. At the proper age, he could give to the state healthy workers.... And what would the state have done for him? Simply provided that his return for labor should pay for his living, and that of his children,—the latter, in turn, adding to the productive power of the state.” This remarkably precocious yet instrumental statism, designed in part to eliminate “baneful...wife-labor” and to restore the mother to the home “for her own physical good,” was in part driven by Wright’s speculation that the wage system might eventually be superseded by cooperation, industrial partnerships, or even communism.76

By the beginning of the twentieth century, procreation-subsidizing state intervention had emerged. The state of Wisconsin, for example, included a $200 exemption for each child under the age of 18 in its income tax statute in 1911. The national income tax also contained such exemptions early on. The Senate version of the first post-16th Amendment federal income tax law provided for a dependent
child exemption (of up to $1,000) on equitable grounds in recognition of the additional obligations associated with childrearing and also to "emphasiz[e] the family as the unit in our social structure."  

The Senate debate on the issue was instructive. Controversy centered on the limitation of the $500 per child exemption to a maximum of two children. Proponents of an amendment to eliminate this cap motivated it expressly by reference to the need to combat "race suicide." Since the basic exemption level was set high enough to exclude the vast majority of income recipients from the tax, senators were concerned exclusively with the procreational habits of the relatively well-off and not at all with the size of the working class. Senator Lawrence Sherman, for example, who would have put "a bounty on children," in opposing the limitation to "the fashionable number" of two children, adopted the eugenic position that "race suicide...began...among the people who ought to raise children and send them out into the world, because they are able so to nurture and train them as to make them good citizens and better fathers and mothers of future generations. Do not leave all the babies in the country to be raised by those who have not the means so to nurture them as well as have some whom I have in mind." When Progressive Republican George Norris moved to strike the cap on the ground that there "ought to be encouragement...to the men and the women who are raising families and perpetuating the race and continuing the stability of the country," Senator John Williams of Mississippi, speaking on behalf of the committee that reported out the bill, merely stated that its purpose was "to adapt the tax to the ability of the taxpayer, and not...as a means to encourage large families...." Norris tried to meet Williams's argument by denying that he wished to give a "premium for families of any particular size" and emphasizing the reduced ability to pay of the man with many children. Yet when Williams observed that 10 let alone 17 children were too many to subsidize, Norris replied that "we ought to let nature take its course, and not make an arbitrary stop...."  

The exemption cap prompted ex-President Theodore Roosevelt, who had led the rhetorical struggle against race suicide while in office, to rebuke "these Solons of the income tax [for] deliberately penalizing this third child, whose absence means speedy racial extinction, speedy racial death." Whereas legislatures in some countries with declining birth rates had "sought to reward an honorable woman who performs her prime duty to the State by bearing and rearing the children without whom the State will have no future whatever," Roosevelt continued, "this is the first time that any legislative body has ever put itself on record as in favor of discouraging the performance of the most sacred and the most vital of all duties." Although the child-exemption provision was absent from the statute in 1913, even it contained a $1,000 personal exemption for a head of family or married person. In 1917 Congress amended the statute, establishing a $200 personal exemption for dependent children under the age of eighteen.  

Another early discussion of reproductive subsidies took place in the 1920s at a time of intense debate over family allowances in Europe. U.S. Commissioner of Labor Statistics Ethelbert Stewart started from the assumption that just as firms
must set aside amortization funds to replace worn-out machinery, so too “industry must provide for the renewal of the labor supply.” But when he had broached the issue of the European family wage with U.S. manufacturers, they objected that whereas children in Europe might work in the same industry as their parents, in the United States there was no assurance “that the children born to the workers engaged by such industry...would be available to that industry as a labor supply when such children were grown.” Despite capitalists’ self-paralyzing fears of free-riding competitors, Stewart believed that family allowances, even in the form of a wage, could be defended on an industry basis if an industry-wide pool were created to finance it in the manner of workers’ compensation. Nevertheless, he regarded the industrial argument as too narrow. From an aggregate-capitalist perspective, he directed attention to the larger question: “The existence of the State, the existence of society, of civilization, the perpetuation of the race, is much more essential than that any particular industry or all industries should have an ample supply of workers.” Stewart’s core demographic concern, however, was that although firms could substitute machines for men, “[w]e have utterly failed...to invent a machine which will use and pay cash down for the products of other machines.”

Segueing to the problem of rich and poor, Stewart sought to unravel cause and effect: “The poor do not have children because they are poor, they are poor because they have children.” This hardly novel but nevertheless controversial claim was then linked to an original claim: “The rich are not childless because they are rich, they are rich because they are childless. It is the cost of rearing a family.” Coming at the height of the speculative boom of the 1920s, Stewart’s fairy-tale account of the ontogeny of capitalist wealth did point out that at whatever standard of living, rearing a child to the age of 18 amounted to three years of a man’s earnings. Concentrating on these “real facts,” Stewart believed that unless the discussion moved “away from the replacing labor supply theory as expressed in the term ‘family wage,’” the movement to hold harmless those who have been impoverishing themselves while enriching the world would not “be able to carry with it a sufficient increase of compensation to make it of any great value.” Stewart rejected industrial wage-rate marriage differentials because “every man should earn enough to enable him to marry and rear a family of five if he wants to and...every married man should receive a wage which will enable him to save up against the day when he will have a family of five or more.” He did, however, advocate a “social allowance by which our political and social institutions will pay for the replacement of the race” so that no “man...should be penalized for his loyalty to the race....” This allowance assumed so much the greater importance as the spread of birth control meant that men and women could for the first time “simply refuse to become poor for the public welfare....” Unwilling to trust the invisible hand, Stewart predicted that if the visible hand of the public fisc did not intervene, “the race will...cease to exist.”

Despite his key government position, Stewart failed to move the debate in the United States into new channels. Unlike some European governments,
which introduced children's allowances early in the twentieth century for their own
state employees, U.S. governmental employers did not adopt such differentiated
compensation systems. The isolated exceptions failed to coalesce into a movement.
Public school teachers in some districts received allowances earlier in the century,
while Congress introduced family allowances for dependents of enlisted members
of the military during World War II.82

As the federal government made plans to avoid a replication of the
economic depression that had followed in the wake of demobilization after World
War I, the left-leaning National Resources Planning Board as early as 1942 raised
the issue of the need for family allowances as part of a basic family-security
program for the postwar period. At the same time the Board published a brochure
by the leading U.S. Keynesian, Alvin Hansen, who proposed family allowances
among the expanded public-welfare expenditures that he regarded as prerequisites
of the shift toward a postwar high consumption economy. Wilbur Cohen, one of
the key figures in the formulation of the original U.S. Social Security program and
technical adviser to the Social Security Board during World War II, also recom­
mended family allowances in 1942 as part of a more comprehensive system. In
light of this quasi-official support, it was “distressing” to the Left (and the Catholic
Church) that the so-called American Beveridge plan, the wide-ranging security
program embodied in the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill, lacked a system of chil­
dren’s allowances. The Nation, for example, found “no other phase of social
security...more important.” Spurred by stories of poor families who had furnished
as many as eight soldiers for the war and of a million boys who failed to meet the
simple military educational tests, Senator William Langer introduced a bill in 1945
to pay “gratuities” (of $500 to $1,000) to future parents of two or more children,
but it was stillborn.83

During World War II, the popular press published a spate of articles
praising family allowances in the wake of Beveridge's inclusion of them in his
plan. F. Emerson Andrews, who worked at the Russell Sage Foundation, was
particularly adept at placing his deftly argued pieces. In the Atlantic Monthly
he introduced children’s allowances—“in effect, salaries for mothers”—as a
“democratic, practical” way out of the insolvency into which “we” had plunged
families.

And why not salaries for mothers?... A woman who raises pigs is called
a producer by the Census Bureau and is paid for her pigs. A few years
ago she was even paid money for not raising pigs. But a woman who
chooses the vastly more difficult occupation of both producing and
rearing children—the job that is basically the most important to us as
a nation—is not even a “gainful worker”...and is not paid, either by the
government or her husband....84

Because the adoption of children’s allowances by Germany, Italy, and
Japan had enabled conservative opponents to disqualify them “as totalitarian
devices for increasing cannon fodder,” Andrews tried to remove the alien stigma
by alluding to institutions such as public schools, “which the bachelor landowner helps to pay.” Pulling out all the propagandistic stops, Andrews somberly depicted a postwar economy that might find the former “soldier father,” whose military family allowance had supported his children, beginning civilian life again “at the bottom,” perhaps even “selling apples on street corners,” cut loose by a society for which he had risked his life. By D-Day, Andrews was explaining to the middle-class readers of Parents’ Magazine that the $10,000 that each of their children cost them was the equivalent of a 20-year mortgage. But “if America was to survive as a nation,” they would have to contract for the equivalent of three concurrent mortgages—except that “[u]nlike houses, children cannot handily be abandoned if the going gets rough, to be repossessed by the bank.” Andrews pushed the historical analogy to the democratic-labor-liberal struggle for free public schools as confiscation of bachelors’ property to subsidize other people’s children’s education.

By the end of the war, children’s allowances had become a sufficiently respectable income maintenance proposal that the Brookings Institution published a large-scale study of the Social Security system that included means-tested allowances as a component of a future comprehensive program. The resurgence of interest in children’s allowances in the United States during the 1950s was institutionally manifested by Senator Richard Neuberger’s repeated filing of bills modeled on the World War II-era Canadian system. Enacted in 1944, Canadian allowances, which unions initially opposed and then tentatively accepted, were funded by the state and covered all children, providing $5 per month for those under 6 years of age and up to $8 monthly for those 13 to 15 years of age. To be sure, as a “concession to the clash of racial attitudes,” the allowances were reduced for the fifth child and all higher birth-order children, who were disproportionately represented among French-Canadian families in Quebec.

In 1955, as the U.S. birth rate reached its highest level ever and the proportion of childless married couples under the age of 45 declined significantly vis-à-vis the pre-World War II period, Neuberger, together with seven of the most liberal senators, including Paul Douglas, who had written extensively on allowances three decades earlier, submitted a resolution to create a special committee to study the Canadian program with a view to implementing a similar system in the United States. Why, when “America [wa]s growing its biggest crop of children” ever without direct state subsidies, family allowances had become “unusually pertinent” Neuberger failed to explain. Nor did his proposal to omit any means test and make the payment a universal entitlement, thus reducing administrative costs, make it any more palatable to Congress. The same year, the congressional Subcommittee on Low-Income Families heard testimony from several witnesses who tentatively advocated family allowances. The somewhat iconoclastic economist, Richard Lester, “thr[er]e out what some people may think is a wild idea”: if low-income families have proportionately more children, “I am not sure but that we ought to consider seriously...family allowances....” The only interest that it sparked on the committee was a personal pecuniary one in Alabama Senator John
Sparkman, who, upon hearing that it might amount to $6 to $7 per month per child, opined that he would like to have it for his tenant farmer.87

The 1950s were not, however, ideologically propitious for such blatant state intervention, and only sparse mainstream support for allowances emerged; emblematic of the subject’s marginalization was the inclusion of a proposal for a $3 per week family allowance in the 1952 platform of the radical Progressive Party. The glorification in the popular media and social sciences of the male-headed medium-sized family, taking care of which fully occupied the wife/mother, constructed a norm that left no room for government largesse. Yet that same middle-class family appreciatively became the recipient of government handouts in the form of pro-family tax code revisions such as joint filing, increases in the personal exemption, and homeowner-related tax benefits paid for by lower-income taxpayers, and Veterans Administration and Federal Housing Administration home mortgage insurance programs, which encouraged the proliferation of child-focused suburbs.88

Interest in family allowances was sustained propagandistically during this period by Catholic welfare specialists “as an alternative to limiting family size.” Thus a leading Catholic magazine stated that: “The answer to the economic problem they [children] create must not be a limiting of family size to fit income. Rather we must find ways to help the larger families obtain the income they need for a decent family life.” Based on census data showing that median family income peaked in families with two children, the authors proposed that the allowance be triggered by the advent of the third child: “Our present wage system is geared to the needs of the two-child family, so that in many families with only one or two children the need for supplementing income is slight.” The misogynist orientation of some Catholic contributions, however, was scarcely calculated to appeal to women.89

Family allowances found a new champion in Representative John Conyers, who introduced the Family Allowances Act in 1967, which would have paid $10 per month per child. Like its predecessors, however, it died. At the same time, Daniel Moynihan, in between high-ranking policy appointments in the Johnson and Nixon administrations, was agitating for a universal non-means-tested family allowance. In the 1960s, too, Mollie Orshansky, creator of the federal government’s poverty definition, was showing how monthly child allowances of $50 would push the vast majority of large families above the poverty line. Perhaps the most thoroughly thought-out proposal came from an economist, Harvey Brazer, who had been the Treasury Department’s principal economic advisor on tax policy. He coupled a children’s allowance and discontinuation of the dependent child exemptions under the federal income tax with a children’s allowance tax, which at its maximum would have equaled 95 percent of the allowance received. Peaking at $3,300 for a four-child family and no other income, it would have cost $7.6 billion and efficiently reduced the poverty gap in families with children by 81 percent, removing more than half of all poor children from poverty.90

By the end of the Johnson administration, Congress heard several more
advocates of family allowances as components of income maintenance programs. New York State and New York City welfare officials, for example, urged adoption of a non-means-tested universal program to close the gap between “a worker's productive capacity and the cycle of his family needs.” Family sociologists proposed income maintenance programs specifically keyed to the phases of the family life cycle in which the gap between needs and resources was greatest. The radical potential of the late Johnson administration, thwarted by its Indochina war, was symbolized by an intraliberal debate in which negative income tax supporters such as James Tobin and Henry Aaron could afford the political luxury of criticizing family allowances on the grounds that they not only wasted resources on the nonpoor while offering monetarily mere token gestures to large families, but failed to do anything for the 10 million single adults and childless couples below the poverty line. A children’s allowance demonstration project planned by the federal government in 1968 to study its effects on birth rates and labor force participation rates was cancelled the next year when the Nixon administration began pursuing its (abortive) Family Assistance Plan.

When the U.S. Congress in 1993 amended the Internal Revenue Code to introduce a modest increment in the Earned Income Tax Credit for families with two or more children, it institutionally and ideologically opened the way to the ultimate enactment of a family allowance—albeit one that initially would be confined to low-income families. In light of the renewed call by feminists and policy analysts for a full-fledged family endowment especially to help the burgeoning number of single-parent families, the United States may yet introduce a program that the rest of the capitalist world began implementing 70 years ago. Until that time, however, Myrdal’s rhetorical admonition that it was “impossible that the majority of good Americans should really think that so many...families who are forced into poverty or destitution because the number of their children is so large...should be left largely unaided” will remain unheeded.

Such a prospect is, however, dimmed by the lingering effects of eugenicist, racist, and antipaternalistic individualist ideologies. During the Great Depression, for example, Paul Popenoe, a eugenicist at the Human Betterment Foundation, was appalled that families on public relief in Los Angeles were “producing children steadily at public expense,” necessitating further “charitable aid.” By means of this “vicious circle,” the “self-supporting part of the population” is so burdened that it reduces its own procreation while “paying for...the reproduction of a class of persons many of whom are eugenically inferior.” The multivalence of family allowances was amply on display when eugenicists became anxious because the fertility rate had fallen below the replacement level in the United States. Popenoe, convinced that the wage system was incompatible with the family, demanded equalization of “the economic position of the fertile and the sterile.” The particular object of his concern, however, was that “the feeble-minded and the dependent...on relief” were overreproducing while “educated people” were not. He therefore suggested a “selective family wage” for the “white collar class” “not to evaluate the children of the community and say one is worth more than
another [but] merely to neutralize the economic pressure for childlessness [and] to ensure that educated people will not have to sacrifice their own standard of living...."94

Thirty years later, even the staff of President Johnson’s liberal Commission on Income Maintenance Programs warned that:

The point is made much too frequently that every industrialized nation except the United States has a children’s allowance.... What is never mentioned...is that those countries...are demographically much more homogeneous.... To the middle income white suburbanite, black has significant negative externalities. So does illegitimacy. The combination is overwhelming. Although illegitimate black children are a small proportion of children in poverty, the myth of a high proportion is real impediment to adoption of general programs in aid of children.95

Moynihan, whose 1965 memorandum was responsible for galvanizing public debate about black families, observed in connection with his account of the Nixon administration’s failure to enact its Family Assistance Plan that by the end of the 1960s it had become clear that poor families with children were large, southern (or southern migrant), black, and “living in a state almost of population siege.” The likelihood of passage of a family allowance diminished in proportion as it was projected as a “‘baby bonus’” for “teeming working-class quarters so disagreeable to social welfare enthusiasts.” For Moynihan, the chances of introducing a family wage in the United States were diminished by its association with religion and race: on the one hand, its “pronatalist conservative cast was disastrously confirmed by the zeal that the Roman Catholic Church exhibited for the subject”; and, on the other, at “its most crude, the question of family policy...might be reduced to that of providing stability for the Negro slums.” Nor is the continued pull of original Malthusianism to be underestimated. Even as liberal a policy analyst as David Ellwood, who became the guiding intellect in the Clinton administration’s project to “end welfare as we know it,” rejected children’s allowances on the ground that “if...set at a high level, it becomes simply a guaranteed income” and by “offering a reasonable level of security...may discourage work.”96

If there was a time when it was not outlandish for the early nineteenth-century Ricardian socialist William Thompson to ask: “Why should a father and mother be punished—in diminished comforts—for having large families?,” that period lies as far in the past as the belief that large families were caused by “[p]eculiar fecundity,” which struck people by “chance [or] causes which they could not...controul....”97 The widespread availability of birth control means in combination with the Center’s adoption of the Right’s emphasis on personal responsibility makes such a position politically untenable in the United States.

Ironically, recent trends in family size undermine the racially motivated Malthusian claim that poor law payments promote large families. Thus from 1976 to 1992, the proportion of single women receiving AFDC payments who had one
child rose from 29.5 percent to 35.9 percent while that of single-women AFDC-recipients with four or more children dropped from 22.5 percent to 12.8 percent.\textsuperscript{98} Moreover, the birthrate among welfare recipients is lower than the national average. In fact, with the possible exception of the ideologically unique case of Nazi Germany, scholars have been unable to conclude that modern family allowances or the nineteenth-century English poor laws have stimulated birth rates.\textsuperscript{99}

There may therefore be some validity to Eveline Burns’s claim that, for opposite reasons—namely, wealth and hopelessness—financial considerations play little or no part in decisions about family size among high- and low-income families, so that only middle-income groups are fully subject to Malthusian preventive checks of economic rationality.\textsuperscript{100} Nevertheless, regardless of whether they are a demographic incentive, children’s allowances are one of the most efficacious and egalitarian means of alleviating impoverishment associated with the unequal burdens that people bear in contributing to the production of the next generation.
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Is Reproductive Solidarity Possible Under Laissez Faire?

Modern children...appear to be valued for similar reasons that modern pets appear to be valued.... A household pet...rarely disappoints its owner-investor; and if it does, it can be given up without paying high penalties in the form of guilt or social disapproval.1

This final chapter explores contemporary family policies and policy debates from the perspective of their impact on overall social solidarity. The analysis focuses on attitudes and practices that foster or hinder the development of fissures between the material conditions and perceived interests of those with current parental responsibilities on the one hand and those who have definitively discharged such obligations, those who intend to or at least will become parents, and those who reject parenthood, on the other.

As the example of several European countries demonstrates, even capitalist societies can, through family allowances, parental leave payments, and other horizontally and vertically redistributive programs, make a significant contribution to mitigating the economically impoverishing impact of, if not physically and psychologically equalizing, the burdens of producing the next generation. None, however, has proved capable of moving beyond indirect financial incentives to the creation of mechanisms for direct macrosocietal guidance of demographic development.

To the extent that capital has colonized formerly seemingly independent socioeconomic domains so that “[w]e have become a nation of employees,” the narrower question of the size of the proletariat has tendentially merged with that of the overall population. In that sense, the political-economic tradition, to which both Smith and Marx belonged, that could abstract from the laws governing the demographic development of non-working-class strata might appear antiquated at a time when the U.S. Department of Labor makes occupational employment pro-
jections of the number of physicians, fashion models, judges, rabbis, and stockbrokers. This universal quasi-proletarianization explains why even procapital policy-formulating entities like the Rockefeller commission can speak of population in general without needing to identify class-specific subgroups.

Capital-specific population policy today embraces two areas recognizable continuous with classic nineteenth-century cyclical demographic interests of employers (although stylized accounts of multigenerational AFDC paupers have created the trope of a secular problem): the first joins the public costs of alimenting the surplus population generated by AFDC families, calibrating the size of the surplus population to discipline the labor market, and the appropriate cost-benefit analysis to gauge the point at which growth of pauperdom becomes dysfunctional; the second involves regulating immigration to act as the more controllable aspect of the exogenously given supply of labor. In contrast, the perceived demographic problems of age-specific underpopulation and disproportionalities conjuring up an old-age pension crisis and environmentally catastrophic overpopulation are not commonly analyzed as specifically capitalist phenomena. Fortunately, for capitalism, pauperage is still constructed, albeit contestedly, as rooted in personal rather than systemic defects, while the labor supply dimensions of immigration policy can be conveniently submerged beneath the humanitarian concerns of reuniting families and admitting selected Third World people to the First World lifeboat.

CHILDREN’S IMPACT ON PARENTS’ CLASS CONSCIOUSNESS

He that hath wife and children hath given hostages to fortune; for they are impediments to great enterprises.... Certainly the best works, and of greatest merit for the public, have proceeded from the unmarried or childless men; which both in affection and means, have married and endowed the public. Yet it were great reason that those that have children should have greatest care of future times, unto which they know they must transmit their dearest pledges. Some there are, who, though they lead a single life, yet their thoughts do end with themselves, and account future times impertinences; nay, there are some other that account wife and children but as bills of charges.... Certainly wife and children are a kind of discipline of humanity....

The birth-strike controversy raised, with great intensity, the issue of the effect of raising large families on the class consciousness and political activity of mothers. Advocates of small families argued that proletarian women with many children to care for were simply too overburdened and fatigued to devote themselves to the class struggle. Others have maintained that having children to care for gave workers an even greater stake in the struggle against capitalism. One of the chief architects of the Australian family wage and family allowance after World War I, for example, articulated a structure of differential political consciousness based on relative deprivation:
The propagandist material either for strikes or for evolutionary change comes invariably from the privations of the family. It is the wives and the children, who as they suffer most, so they furnish the readiest and most poignant illustrations of industrial injustice in the matter of the living wage awarded. Workers without family obligations may feel resentment at the unequalness of fortune; they do not know the year-long bitterness of the underpaid family man.

Considerable empirical evidence corroborates the existence of relative deprivation rooted in the so-called family-cycle squeeze, which is shaped by the financial pressures of supporting a large number of children. Regardless of the ultimate impact on parents' consciousness, the crucial initial effect is the compulsion toward multiple jobholding. Preoccupation with making ends meet plausibly preempts mental and physical energy that could be directed toward political or social activities or movements organized to deal with the underlying causes of poverty.

The more modern argument, deemphasizing individual economic hardship, runs to the effect that children give parents more of a stake in the (future of the) world so that they are more concerned, for example, about pollution than are childless adults, who may take an après moi le déluge egotistical stance. The childless (and especially the potential mothers among them) may be inspired by popular writers who urge them to choose either "Housework and children—or the glamor, involvement and excitement of a free life." This view is hardly new. Three centuries earlier the complaint was also voiced that a "Free and Generous Way of Living" was "maimed" by children. The emergence of a post-baby boom protoantinatalism was perhaps presaged by the appearance in 1965 in that arch-profamily magazine, The Saturday Evening Post, of a piece entitled, "Children Are a Waste of Time." Five years later, both Redbook and Look unleashed unprecedented torrents of letters to the editor by publishing articles that irreverently pooh-poohed the notion of motherhood as biological destiny and promoted childlessness as a sensible way of life.

A very different view of the political ramifications of large families goes back to the early nineteenth century and continues to inform public debate. John Bray, for example, a Ricardian socialist in the 1830s, pondered the consequences of parents' anxiety for their offspring's well-being: "how long and patiently does the workman toil—how many of the insolences of upstart authority does he silently receive—how enduringly does he bear the galling of every chain which the present accursed system fastens upon him?" The remedy that Bray proposed for such parental diversion was the socialization of childrearing. At the time of the German birth-strike debate, Fritz Brupbacher, the Social Democratic physician, charged that a father, whose fears for his family made him a tractable employee, "must become a bad soldier in the proletarians' army...." He therefore easily concluded that "the less baggage we have to carry in the social war, the more strength we will have left to fight campaigns in forced marches against our traditional enemy capitalism." Similar sentiments were common on the left in the United States too. The International Socialist Review, for example, published a neo-Malthusian manifesto.
on the eve of World War I asserting that: “It does not take a philosopher to see that having many children renders working class parents almost helpless in the hands of their masters. When they go on strike the children’s cry for bread drives them back.”

Unlike these socialists, employers have appreciated and at times sought to encourage multiplication of the family obligations that bind workers to the paternalistic firm. In proposing that the French legislature introduce family allowances for the low-paid civil servants, “un prolétariat de fonctionnaires,” a member of the Chamber of Deputies observed that even for private employers such benefit payments were

a good deal, for the workers burdened with families are generally very conscientious, very faithful to their agreements; they are steadfast...; they remain attached to the entreprise because they must be stable in order to receive their wages regularly, in the interest of their wife and their children; they cannot follow the law, sometimes capricious, deceptive, and shimmering, of supply and demand; these workers burdened with families cannot move so easily as the others, they remain attached to the industry, bound...by their heart; they are the best reserve of an industry.

Jacques Bertillon, one of the leaders of the pre-World War I French repopulationist movement, synthesized its rhetorical charge by asserting that both strike agitators and the families most prone to follow them generally had few children. At the time of the birth-strike controversy, the Alliance nationale pour l’Accroissement de la Population française, a repopulationist organization supported by French firms and the state, distributed a circular, Un grand péril industriel—la dépopulation, to employer circles warning of the close connection between birth strikes and industrial strikes and including a fulsomely invidious comparison of parent-workers and childless workers. How, it asked, could the workers’ spirit not become worse and worse when more and more, not having “young mouths to feed...spend more at the tavern, [and] having no fear of being rapidly plunged into misery if their employer dismisses them, are always disposed to lend an ear to the labor union leaders’ incitements”? It was, therefore, in order to avoid strikes, in employers’ interest to “urge their workers to have children...."

A century and a half after Bray wrote, many, especially child-rich, parents continue to put up with degrading substandard conditions in order to feed their children. The blunt postmodern sociological version reads: “He who has a wife and two children to feed does what he is told.” Standing for many parents, a truck driver exposed to a high daily risk of being murdered by teenage robbers observed: “I have two kids, bills. I can’t say, “Forget this job.” You keep working.” Others are reluctant to participate in strikes or engage in other kinds of workplace resistance for fear that a sharp fall or cessation of income or loss of a job would adversely affect their children’s welfare. As a 45-year-old formerly unemployed worker remarked on his decision to take a job as a strike-breaker: “I turned the
corner and saw there was a strike in progress,' he said. Taking a striker's job gave him pause. 'But my family is more important...so I went to work.'"^{13}

Dispensation from meeting children's urgent nondeferrable daily needs enables the traditional breadwinner to refrain from taking the highest-paying steadiest job: "Not having a family to support almost certainly reduces a man's willingness to take a job he does not want." Occupational risk-taking becomes a more plausible life choice. Thus whereas childlessness permits women to devote themselves singlemindedly to their professional careers in a manner that was once possible only for men whose wives devoted themselves to the reproductive mission, men can regard elimination of the economic costs of parenting as a partial liberation from rigid adherence to customarily prescribed career paths. Such subjective willingness may, however, become impotent as parents find that they cannot underbid those with only a single mouth to feed. Indeed, in the mid-nineteenth century, the socialist Louis Blanc viewed this displacement as the representative case: a competitive compulsion inherent in the labor market prompted employers to prefer the childless, who could afford to work for less, thus supplanting proletarian parents, who, together with their children, could then starve or steal.\(^{14}\)

The extent to which familial financial obligations serve to press men into employment is presumably reflected in table 23, which compares the labor force participation rates of single and married men of various ages in 1960 and 1993:

Table 23: Labor Force Participation Rates (in %) of Single and Married Men, 1960 and 1993\(^{15}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>16-19</th>
<th>20-24</th>
<th>25-34</th>
<th>35-44</th>
<th>45-64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>93.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>82.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The considerable gaps in labor force participation rates between single and married men in all age groups strongly suggests that the assumption of financial responsibility for a family significantly reduces the freedom to abstain from employment. Data on married fathers would presumably show an even greater spread of participation rates. Conversely, some self-selection appears to take place as only 43 percent of men in their 30s earning less than $10,000 annually were married in 1990 compared to 83 percent of their counterparts with income in excess of
$50,000. The fact that married women's and mothers' participation rates, which were formerly much lower than single women's, have begun to converge with them, underscores the labor-compulsive impact of parenthood.

Unlike the birth-strikers, however, adherents of the hostages-to-fortune position do not imply that childless adults are more likely to be activists. On the contrary: whereas as late as the 1950s and 1960s few married couples in the United States wanted to be childless, a spate of press reports beginning in the late 1970s, when the two-earner childless couple had replaced the employed husband, housewife, and two children as the typical American family, suggests that a new wave of relatively well-paid double-earner (including working-class) spouses, believing that even *Three's A Crowd*, choose not to procreate precisely in order to dedicate themselves to expensive adult consumerism.

Malthus himself provided the strongest imaginable evidence in support of the claim that an ideology promoting procreation may be a prerequisite of capitalism by arguing that contraception or any other procedure that would enable people to control their fertility to the point of volitional childlessness would be highly undesirable because it would remove or at least dull the incentive that compels them to work. In the late twentieth century this admonition might be framed more plausibly in terms of consumerism than work-shyness. As a soon-to-be Secretary of Labor noted in the mid-1970s, the "higher" standard budget for a family of four that the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) compiled, which was "more in line with the popular conception of American affluence, carried a price tag" that exceeded husbands' median income by 69 percent; filling that gap motivated millions of wives to enter the paid labor force.

The extent to which parents have succeeded in achieving an idealized standard of living by virtue of mothers' paid labor is striking. The Consumer Expenditure Survey compiled by the BLS shows that in 1991, the average husband-and-wife couple whose oldest child was 6 to 17 years old and who had a total of 2.2 children reported a before-tax income of almost $48,000—18 percent higher than that of the average childless husband-and-wife consumer unit. Although the detailed breakdown of expenditure items does not include any exclusively adult luxury commodities that would make possible a comparison of the higher reaches of per capita conspicuous consumption between the two groups, in absolute terms, the two-child family outspends the childless parents in virtually every category. For 1993, data reveal that even with regard to luxury goods, the childless spend less in the aggregate if not on a per capita basis. In that year, the same average 2.2-child family reported both before- and after-tax income 20 percent higher than that of the childless couple, while its annual expenditures were 26 percent greater. The only consumption items on which the childless outspent parents were coffee (11 percent), alcoholic beverages (8 percent), owned vacation homes (33 percent), lodging on out-of-town trips (12 percent), mattresses and springs (14 percent), refrigerators/freezers in owned homes (26 percent), cooking stoves and ovens in owned homes (33 percent), lawn and garden equipment (10 percent), men's coats and jackets (118 percent), men's sweaters and vests (14 percent), all women's
apparel (1 percent), new cars (30 percent), airplane tickets (9 percent), pets (41 percent), boats (without motor) (420 percent), motorized recreational vehicles (219 percent), gifts to persons outside the consumption unit (655 percent), charitable contributions (50 percent), church contributions (11 percent), contributions to educational organizations (22 percent), newspapers (23 percent), magazines (16 percent), and gifts of goods and services (17 percent).20

Regardless of the original motive for childlessness, once couples become accustomed to the standard of living that the nonreproductive state makes possible, the decline in material wealth that sharing their income with progeny may entail can convert opportunistic nonparenting into a permanent way of life. In West Germany, where despite very marked differences in per capita private consumption levels between childless couples and families with children—in 1973, for example, the gap ranged from 17 percent in one-child families to 44 percent in three-child families—the proportion of households with various major appliances varies very little according to the number of children, an official family commission nevertheless took the position that if parents raised a claim to achieve the same material consumption chances as the childless, then either child care would have to be socialized so as not to interfere with the parents’ labor force participation or a much more decisive distribution of income in favor of families with children would have to be instituted.21

CONFLICT AND SOLIDARITY BETWEEN PARENTS AND THE CHILDLESS

There would be two classes, not of exploiters and exploited, but of makers of children and of makers of sterile love! For the celebrated formula: “Workers of the world, unite!” it would be necessary to substitute this other motto: “Workers of the world, buy Dr. Mascaux’s contraceptives at 3 francs 50 a bottle.”22

Beginning several decades before Malthus published his Essay on the Principle of Population and extending well into the Victorian age, the “chaotic period of large-scale industry” swallowed up enormous numbers of very young children. Looking back a century later, Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, a laissez-faire advocate, asserted that: “The man of the people would not, in general, run any risk in setting up house and having children without calculating....” Workers could “[d]uring their rare hours of leisure indulge in what one has sometimes called the pleasure of the poor without fearing the consequences.” From Leroy-Beaulieu’s perspective, the poor man could combine pleasure with business because children already by the age of six or seven years were paying their own way and by eleven or twelve were receiving wages in excess of the very modest costs of maintaining them. Malthus and others may have conflated natural fertility with an enhanced fertility brought about by the transitory “indirect bounty on the production of children” associated with the social customs of the industrial revolution. After all,
proletarian parents in Britain and elsewhere during the latter part of the eighteenth century and the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century made a major contribution toward the achievement of a capitalistically optimum population.23

While bourgeois parents contradicted the allegedly rational principle of individualism by preserving irrational or altruistic motives, workers were, according to the founding father of the Frankfurt School, subject to a new set of forces:

That something was wrong in the society of free and just exchange was not coincidentally revealed first in the working-class family, whose children at the time of the industrial revolution were pressed into the production process as labor slaves. Bourgeois society could perpetuate itself only by strengthening the compulsion of the principle of exchange through immediate forms of dependence, and the family was its agent also in the sense that the autocratic father took care of this business so much more thoroughly the more he himself was under economic pressure.24

Once the movement to reduce the scale and scope of child labor had removed the economic advantages accruing to working-class parents of large families, their incentive to overreproduce faded. Indeed, as early as the 1830s, British economist Robert Torrens recognized that except in areas of new settlement, such as North America, where insufficiently dense population and the concomitant flagging division of labor made the large family a lever of wealth, "a family deprives the working man of the ease, and comfort, and independence which he enjoys in the single state." Since the demise of the kind of child labor that made procreation a quickly paying proposition, economists and demographers have recognized that those with few or no children enjoy great advantages on the labor market vis-à-vis those carrying the burden of supporting a large family. This differential has, in the wake of the feminization of poverty, become particularly prominent among single (including divorced custodial) mothers.25

The fact that an owner of the income source "labor" who has children must withdraw time that could be used to earn additional income to raise children disadvantages her or him vis-à-vis childless competitors. Even a lawyer surmised that one reason the fathers of dual-professional families may earn less than male professionals with children whose wives do not work outside the house is that child-care activity makes them less alert, rested, flexible, and concentrated. The uneven distribution of the burden is manifest. A social fact supporting the enactment of Canadian family allowances during World War II was that 84 percent of that nation's children under 16 years of age were dependent on only 19 percent of the gainfully employed adults. In Britain, one-quarter of the families were raising three-quarters of the children in 1944. A decade later, one-third of the civilian labor force in the United States carried the burden of supporting more than nine-tenths of those under 18 years of age. To be sure, these disproportions in part reflect life cycles: adults not supporting children today may be past or future reproducers. By the same token, the assertion that a working man's earnings tend to rise and decline in synchronization with the life cycle of family responsibilities under-
scores how hopeless it is to depend on market forces to eliminate poverty associated with above-average reproduction.26

Depending on which end of the spectrum of demographic policy they occupy, policy analysts call for state intervention to accentuate or diminish such handicaps. As early as 1952, the U. N. Department of Social Affairs stated that the movement in most countries to equalize the standard of living of the “family group” with that of persons without dependants had not only become the driving force of postwar social thinking and planning, but had implemented “the principles proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that ‘the family is the natural and fundamental unit of society [and] that everyone has a right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and his family....’” In contrast, Paul Ehrlich, the discoverer of the population bomb, has urged a reversal of the tax advantages for richer parents on the ground that “the plush life would be difficult to attain for those with large families—which is as it should be, since they are getting their pleasure from their children, who are being supported in part by more responsible members of society.” Instead, Ehrlich proposed prizes for the childless.27

In contrast to the tradition that has bemoaned the labor-market disadvantages attaching to parenthood, in recent years organized groups of the childless have formed to attack what they see as the discrimination to which they are subjected at work (such as requests to give their accumulated vacation time to co-workers who are facing childbirth or being refused time off to see an accountant when parents are permitted absences to care for sick children). Unless these militants are end-of-the-worldists, they fail to see the main point—namely, how large the next generation should be and how the burden of creating that population should be shared. Perhaps fortunately, but surely inadvertently, such antiprocreationists are complying with Hannah Arendt’s admonition that “[a]nyone who refuses to assume joint responsibility for the world should not have children....” Yet even some of those who understand that adults were once children aspire to a balkanized society bereft of cross-linked ties of solidarity. The founder of ChildFree Network urges that parents should shoulder the cost of workplace day care whereas she, as a single person, does not expect families to subsidize her long-term disability insurance.28

This movement must be seen in the context of an increasingly childless society. The proportions of adults and children living in three-child-or-more families in the United States have declined significantly since 1959, when they amounted to 20 and 60 percent respectively, and only 46 percent of adults lived in childless families. By 1992, only 8 percent of adult and 38 percent of children lived in households with three or more children; in contrast, 60 percent of adults lived in childless households. If in 1960 married couples with children and single parents accounted for 48 percent of all households while childless couples and one-person units accounted for 43 percent, by 1988 the two childless groups surpassed those with children, accounting for 54 percent of all households compared with only 35 percent for those with children. The growing preponderance of childless adults in the United States cannot, however, by itself explain the emergence of aggressive organizations dedicated to the maximum privatization and internalization
of the costs of childrearing by parents while accepting externalization of the benefits in the form of fresh contingents, inter alia, of Social Security taxpayers. After all, other advanced capitalist societies have experienced the same quantitative inversion between parents and the childless during the same period (or, as in the case of Sweden and the United Kingdom, even earlier) without giving rise to similar movements. The 1981-82 European Community (EC) censuses, for example, revealed that 62 percent of all households in the 12 countries were childless—West Germany reaching the highest level at 72 percent. Three or more children lived in only 6.5 percent of EC households—West Germany, again, reaching the lowest level at 2.9 percent. It therefore seems more plausible that the recent increase in the childless in the United States merely created the opportunity for giving vent to yet another expression of the peculiarly American lack of social solidarity. In this particular setting, the individualists fail to appreciate that the gap between the macro- and microsocietal consequences of procreation for living standards can be closed by subsidizing the costs either of raising children or of old age (or both).29

States have been using positive and negative financial incentives for at least 2,500 years in an effort to guide population change. Until the impoverishing effects of the Industrial Revolution made themselves felt in Britain at the end of the eighteenth century, state power had largely been used to promote population growth. Eighteenth-century English mercantilists believed that the population was, in spite of massive poverty, too small; based on the ideology of the utility of poverty and the disciplinary consequences of dense population, they placed a premium on “a numerous population of unskilled laborers, driven by the very competition of numbers to a life of constant industry at minimum wages....” In parts of pre-capitalist Europe, however, including Austria-Hungary and Germany, the state into the nineteenth century denied men permission to marry unless they could prove that they could maintain a family.30

As early as 403 B.C., Roman censors allegedly fined old bachelors for having failed to perform their duty to the state. Actions against bachelors were known in ancient Greece, especially in Sparta but also in Athens. Spartan legislation encouraged citizens to have as many children as possible: fathers of three sons were exempt from military service and fathers of four from all state burdens. Plato would have subjected men who were still unmarried at age 35 to an annual fine graduated according to their wealth. Caesar prohibited women who by the age of 44 had neither husband nor children from wearing jewels or being carried in a litter—a measure that Montesquieu called a “méthode excellent d’attaquer le célibat par la vanité.” Caesar also partitioned farm land among fathers of three or more children. The Lex Papia Poppaea of A.D. 9 required men and women to produce a certain number of children by a certain age. Throughout the Middle Ages, European states imposed taxes on bachelors and conferred awards on those with many children. In France in 1666, Louis XIV ordered pensions for those with ten or more children to support the propagation of the species; as late as the 1920s, employees with 10 or more children were exempted from rent and income taxes and had the privilege of free matriculation at all official educational institutions.31
Bachelor taxes, which are a counterpart to the construction of child raising itself "as a form of tax," have abounded in modern states as well. Britain introduced an abatement of income taxes for parents in 1799. It amounted to 5 percent for each child for persons with incomes between £60 and £400, and tapered off to 2 percent for children over six years of age and 1 percent for those under six for persons with incomes in excess of £5,000. Both the French Revolution and Napoleon made extensive pronatalist use of bachelor taxes and political fines (such as greater vulnerability to military service) in addition to providing tax exemptions and financial assistance to economically needy worker-parents. Fascist Italy in 1927 imposed a tax on bachelors between the ages of 25 and 65, exempting priests and war invalids. When the United States finally enacted a national income tax in 1913, the $1,000 exemption for married couples was debated as "amount[ing] to the taxation of bachelors."32

Even before the Nazi regime introduced the system, an SPD social policy expert in the Weimar Republic proposed a tax on bachelors and on parents with a below-average number of children in order to finance social insurance to compensate for the burdens of childrearing. The Nazis, impelled by alleged biological dangers to the race—the introduction of children's allowances in the form of subsidies to families with five or more children under the age of 16 and with a monthly income of no more than 185 marks was announced the same day that the Nuremberg Laws were promulgated—undertook great efforts to eliminate financial impediments to large families by equalizing economic burdens between child-rich and childless families (Familienlastenausgleich). In order to finance marriage loans, which were granted to couples who married after the statute went into effect if the wife had been employed between June 1, 1931 and May 31, 1933, and obligated herself not to be employed again so long as her husband's income remained below 125 marks, marriage aid was raised by taxing the unmarried. The latter were defined to include widowed or divorced persons whose marriages produced no children, but exempted those over 55.33

In seeking to eliminate the economic privilege of the childless or child-poor, the Nazi regime was painfully aware that reducing basic wages to finance family supplements could not act as a work incentive for the childless. But the supreme principle read: "There is no such thing as equal right for all. Right protects only him who is of some value to his people." Not even the involuntarily childless had ground for complaint: they had to be weaned from the "liberalistic" attitude that they were being punished when in fact they should have been "proud of being able...to contribute to Germany's again becoming a country of laughing children and laughing parents."34 Beneath the mendacious Nazi bombast lay an insight into one of the bases of a solidary society which liberal-capitalist formations have indeed found it difficult to foster.

A half-century later, Germany again debated bachelor taxes. The economic-demographic occasion is unmistakable. Complaints are voiced by the governing conservative Christian Democratic Union (CDU) and the oppositional SPD that "children in Germany have become the number one poverty risk"—specifically,
that even a second child places a family with an average income in Germany at risk of falling into poverty. The virulence of the debate is not coincidental since Germany has experienced long-term below-replacement-rate fertility.35

This economic-demographic complex must be analyzed in connection with the history of comparatively small state-redistributed children's allowances in West Germany. When first introduced in 1954, the family allowance, which was financed by employers' contributions, was 25 marks and applied only to families with at least three children. The dominant political figure of the period, the CDU chancellor Konrad Adenauer, himself the father of seven children, regarded the subsidies as superfluous: "One needn't pay the people for having kids. They'll have them anyway." In 1965 an allowance, which was now financed by the federal government, was introduced for the second child. Although since 1975 the German Social Code has expressly conferred on every person who supports children the right to a reduction of the associated economic burdens, the amount set for the first child was only 50 marks per month, for the second 70 marks, and for every higher birth-order child 120 marks; at that time the subsidy was thought to amount to 25 percent of the cost of one child, rising to 50 percent for six children. When the amounts were raised to 100, 220, and 240 marks for the second, third, and fourth and all additional children respectively in 1986, they were subject to graduated reduction in higher-income families. By the time the children's allowance was raised to 70 marks for the first child in 1992, it amounted to only 8 percent of the 830 marks viewed as the minimum monthly cost of a child.36

Rather than being financed by the rich or even the childless, children's allowances have, according to one jaundiced view of the German tax system ("transfer exploitation"), in fact been financed by parents themselves. As a result, parents' per capita income is only 40 percent of that of the childless. A CDU member of parliament therefore called child-rich families "'the idiots of the tax system.'" Despite the fact that the German constitution places the family under the special protection of the state, the Federal Constitutional Court has acknowledged and held constitutional the systemic disadvantaging of child-rich families for the benefit of the childless in the tax and social security systems.37

As the parliamentary parties began floating proposals to provide existing and potential parents with an economic incentive to stave off perceived ethnic suicide, federal Family Minister Hannelore Roensch urged imposition of a 7.5 percent wage and income "solidarity surtax" on the childless, which would be used to raise children's allowances to 200 marks for the first child, 300 for the second, and 400 for each higher birth-order child from the current 70 marks for the first, 130 for the second child, 220 for the third child, and 240 for the fourth and higher birth-order children. Her plan would have limited payments to low-income and child-rich families, higher-income families being taken care of by increasing the dependent child exemption for income tax purposes to the level of the so-called existence minimum. Its most sensational provision would have defined parents whose children have been financially independent for five years as taxably childless.38

The proposal gained some public support from those outraged by the fact that
children heftily cofinance the old-age pensions of that half of the adult population that is childless or has only one child. After all, as reproduction faltered, German public debate has included plans to reduce procreators' old-age pension contributions to reflect their in-kind contributions or to reduce pensions of the childless. Nevertheless, the bachelor tax met with almost universal denunciation from the major political parties, including Roensch's own ruling CDU, one of whose leading parliamentary members remarked that Germany needed a tax on the childless as much as one on beards or bald heads. Rejecting the tax, the SPD instead proposed abolishing the tax exemptions for dependent children altogether as disproportionately benefiting those with higher incomes and introducing a uniform monthly children's allowance of 250 marks. In a surprising pre-election move, the CDU, which for years had complained that its demands for additional support for child-rich families had inspired the SPD to attack the CDU for seeking to shift the question of distributional justice between rich and poor to that between child-poor and child-rich, essentially adopted the SPD's proposal.39

In the end, the CDU and the SPD enacted compromise legislation. The 1995 amendments to the Bundeskindergeldgesetz both eliminated the graduated reductions for richer parents and increased the allowance to 200 marks per month (and to 220 marks beginning in 1997) for the first and second child, 300 for the third, and 350 for the fourth and higher birth-order children. To be sure, the necessity of choosing between income-tax dependent exemptions and children's allowances under the new amendments means that the economic situation of two-child families with average income may remain unchanged.40

Arguably the most interesting insight to be gleaned from this German debate for the question of how to mobilize broad-based support for the collectivization of reproductive costs refers to public perceptions of redistributional fairness. The SPD had also proposed a children's or family fund to be financed by a 5 percent tax on all income recipients; parents would then be entitled to 600 marks monthly for each child. A public opinion survey revealed that 40 percent of the childless supported the plan and only 30 percent opposed it. More than half of the childless, however, opposed a tax to be imposed only on them.41

Macrosocietally self-destructive solipsistic parental behavior has, according to James Coleman, become critical as parents' liberation from dependence on their own progeny for an economically secure old age has made them lose sight of the fact that collectivized pay-as-you-go pensions merely shift their dependence onto other people's children. Being trapped in a race to the bottom of the socialization process deprives parents of any motivation "to bring up their child to maximize the child's value to society." Not coincidentally, then, the United States has witnessed a resurgence of interest in the functional equivalent of bachelor taxes after a crisis atmosphere developed over a potential gap in financing the pay-as-you-go social security old-age pension system as the ratio of younger contributing workers to older retired former workers has declined. Ben Wattenberg, who did much to popularize the notion of a "birth dearth," depicted the childless as "'free riders'" who receive "full pensions paid for by children who were raised and reared—at a
large expense—by children of other people. That’s not fair. Couples without children have extra discretionary income while they are young, which they can invest for their retirement.” He therefore proposed that more Social Security taxes be withheld from the childless or, to make it politically less unpalatable, that parents be exempted from already enacted future Social Security tax raises.\(^4^2\)

At the same time, however, legislators have become solicitous of the 62 percent of the labor force without any children living at home. In connection with the abortive health care bill of 1994, for example, the Subcommittee on Health of the House Ways and Means Committee expressly considered and rejected the notion that the childless should subsidize the cost of providing health care coverage for other people’s children. Such arithmetically popular political decisions overlook the possibility that the increasing workplace labor-intensity to which more and more parents are subjected as mothers’ rate of employment reaches ever newer highs in an attempt to maintain family living standards may be undermining their physical, mental, and emotional substance while interfering with their capacity for socializing their progeny. At some point parents but especially mothers may begin to be used up, like the natural environment, by those who are not required to pay for the costs of restoration.\(^4^3\) This analogy is, to be sure, complicated by one subjective difference: unlike humanity as a whole, which is never heard to complain that it can do without the air, water, and soil it has destroyed, many childless protest that some (quantitatively or qualitatively indeterminate) proportion of procreativity is not a social benefit on which they are free-riding, but rather an externalized cost, which should be internalized or, better yet, never created in the first place.

Proposals for redistributing the costs of producing the next generation of social security old-age pension pay-as-you-go payors have not been the exclusive preserve of pronatalist men. Feminist economists have also used the specter of a twenty-first-century Social Security crisis to urge an alleviation now of the collective burdens one-sidedly borne by parents. Shirley Burggraf, for example, takes as her point of departure two assumptions that seek to assimilate to the market phenomena that economists have heretofore failed to incorporate into their models. On the one hand, “Femina Economica” has at last emerged who “understands the concept of opportunity cost” and must “balance gains and costs at the margin.” On the other hand, now that women, liberated by neoclassical economics, have rationally made their cost-benefit analysis and collectively depressed the fertility rate below replacement level, society has grasped that “starting a family involves as much effort, investment, and risk as starting a business....” The question has therefore become how to “reverse the current disinvestment in family” that has resulted from the heavy financial penalties imposed on parents.\(^4^4\)

At stake is no trivial issue for Burggraf: “The essential question for our culture in the twenty-first century is whether...to socialize or privatize the roles and functions of family.” These two modes correspond to tax-financed redistribution to families and strengthening incentives for parents to invest in families. Burggraf criticizes the new home economists for their preoccupation with children as private
consumption goods and their failure to see that, although children as private investment goods may belong to the past, "[c]ollectively, we are just as dependent on our children for old-age security as families used to be." The obvious question is therefore: Who will produce the producers and how will they be induced to do so? Putting "economic rationality at the center of the family decision process," Burggraf cautions that before embarking upon a socialization of the costs of parentage, feminists and economists should give privatization of benefits a chance. As Adam Smith and the male chauvinist classical school would have put it had women’s reproductive labor not been invisible to them: Give parents a contractual claim to whatever wealth they individually succeed in generating. Specifically, Burggraf targets the enormous wealth transfer system ($16 trillion) embodied in Social Security, which requires each current recipient of earned income to support everyone else’s parents who are retired former recipients of such income rather than reimbursing her own personal procreators, who contributed most in labor and commodity and service expenditures to the creation of the labor power that is the foundation of her current earning power. Burggraf instead proposes “using the market system to promote family values” by creating a “parents’ dividend” to be earmarked and collected, like the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) tax, from their own children’s earnings.45

Burggraf wants it understood that her system solipsistically privatizes both costs and benefits: it appears to do away with the safety net. Because “economic rationality means consistency between the costs and benefits of individual choices, according to their social productivity,” if, for example, the human output of a “single, career-tracked parent...turns out badly,” “her choice” would become her problem. Like the former Soviet-bloc countries, the parent must understand that a choice must be made “between two major economic systems....” Burggraf fails to sketch what the fate of the voluntarily or involuntarily childless would be in the wake of this atavistic secular reprivatization. But since she wants to subject parents to the rigors of the market, it would only be fair to place the childless in the same regime. Thus if the existing Social Security system were terminated and nonprocreators were free to dispose of what they were formerly required to pass on to retirees, they would finally regain their Friedmanesque “freedom to make their own mistakes.”46 Opting for this type of dissolution of the compulsory, paternalistic, solidary, somewhat redistributionist Social Security system might, ironically, undermine Burggraf’s refederalization of the family, which in effect garnishes procreators’ earned income in perpetuity. For if parents observed that the emancipated childless invested their former FICA taxes in private annuities that yielded more than the fixed share of their own children’s wages, parenting would remain a substandard investment and socialization of the costs of procreation would once again advance on the agenda.

Irrationality, contradiction, and dysfunctionality must abound in societies that continue to commit childbearing and childrearing to unfettered private initiative while collectivizing the social security system. To the extent that parents withdraw from the market in order to carry on reproduction, they lower not only their
standard of living contemporaneously, but, through reduced earnings, also their old-age pensions; at the same time, the fact that their children are legally obligated to transfer part of their income to finance the old-age pensions of the members of their parents’ generation, including many who made no procreative contribution, may render them financially impotent to subsidize their own progenitors’ retirement. This hybrid system partially reproduces a striking phenomenon of the turn-of-the-century U.S. poorhouse, a very high proportion of whose elderly male inmates spent their last years there precisely because they had no children. While European societies have been struggling for decades toward a system that harmonizes reproduction and social security by moving toward greater socialization of reproduction, both U.S. state policy and even many of its critics insist on maintaining a rigidly outdated private-public divide.

Nancy Folbre, a Marxist-feminist economist, is also concerned about childless Social Security recipients’ “free-riding on parental labor”—especially mothers’ unpaid labor—because children are fiscally positive externalities. Folbre is nevertheless torn by Burggraf’s proposal. She welcomes its rewarding of parental labor, but presumes that it would reduce the level of income security. Folbre recognizes that eliminating pay-as-you-go social security would put an end to free-riding by nonparents, but the worst consequence she mentions is that dissolution “would impose stringent and inefficient limits on macroeconomic and social policy.” What Folbre finds most unsatisfactory, however, is the Burggraf plan’s potential for “encourag[ing] parents to treat their children in instrumental terms,” which would be “inconsistent with liberal principles of individual autonomy....” Against the history of hundreds of millions of parents who have created children for nonpecuniary, psychologically instrumental reasons, this fear, however, comes somewhat late in the day. For Folbre, then, the “best alternative” is to compensate parents “through a greater tax exemption or credit....”

This preference for the tax system unites strange bedfellows since it has also become a favorite of the religious Right, which promotes atavistic patriarchy and gender roles while rejecting state-redistributed cash allowances as propelled by an “egalitarian impulse”: as soon as recipients come to embrace them as entitlements, “the positive incentive effect is lost.” Consequently, such authors call the “[p]ro-family tax...that distinctively American form of crafting social policy....” Contrary to a widespread misperception that family allowances and tax deductions or allowances are different because one is a cash transaction and the other merely an accounting procedure, their impact on family purchasing power is the same. Indeed, in Britain the introduction in 1909 of income deductions for tax purposes based on number of children is viewed as “even more revolutionary” than that of family allowances after World War II. Although the reduction in tax liability may not be observed as an income flow, “the State is sharing in the responsibility of caring for each taxpayer’s family just as certainly as if it were paying cash allowances....”

The problem with dependent child exemptions as a welfare measure is that they benefit parents in higher income tax brackets more than those whose incomes are taxed at lower marginal rates (and whose incomes may be so low that part or
all of the exemption is wasted). In Britain, for example, socialist critics complained in the 1950s that dependent child exemptions were costing the state three times as much as child allowances; consequently, this segment of the welfare state, like others, benefited the middle class more than the working class. A man with £20,000 of annual income and two children received 13 times as much from exemptions and allowances as one earning only £500. For reasons of fairness, Sweden had already eliminated the exemptions in 1948; for budgetary reasons, other countries with family allowance programs, such as Denmark, Britain, and Canada, have also reduced, phased out, or eliminated the exemptions, which the SPD has opposed since 1950 and still characterizes as a “bitter social injustice.”50

In the United States, the money value of dependent child exemptions exceeds the cost of the entire AFDC system and is double that of the federal share of AFDC. In 1991, almost 73 million exemptions for dependent children were granted on almost 41 million returns. The exemption, which amounted to $2,150, was worth $322 to taxpayers in the lowest (15 percent) bracket, $602 to those in the middle (28 percent) bracket, and $667 to those in the highest (31 percent) bracket. For joint returns of married persons, these brackets encompassed adjusted gross income from $0 to $34,000, $34,000 to $82,000, and above $82,000 respectively. The total value of these exemptions was almost $34 billion. The richest taxpayers, who accounted for about 10 percent of the exemptions, obtained about 15 percent of the value of the exemptions. The poorest taxpayers with 55 percent of the exemptions obtained only 38 percent of their value.51

The exemption reduced the tax liability of a jointly-filing working-class married couple with two children, vis-à-vis a childless couple, by $644 or $1,204 depending on whether they were in the 15 percent or 28 percent bracket. These sums amount to 2 to 3 percent of the annual income of families earning $20,000 to $50,000. In contrast, children’s allowances for a similar family in such welfare states as Australia, Germany, Denmark, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Sweden represented 4 to 9 percent of the average production worker’s annual wage in 1990. This quantitative comparison significantly understates the gap in state support between the United States and European countries inasmuch as the latter is embedded in a complex of family policies including housing allowances, prenatal and postnatal allowances, birth grants, paid maternity leave, and day care centers. The Swedish reproductive subsidies were significant enough that the prospect of an austerity-driven 15 percent reduction in child allowances (from $114 to $97 per child per month) and the complete elimination of additional benefits for child-rich families in 1996 purportedly prompted the sharpest decline in births in 70 years.52

A number of children’s advocates in the United States have begun to press for the establishment of a refundable child tax credit as a means of creating income security for families with children without having to embark upon the politically more difficult task of proposing that the United States join Western Europe in enacting a universalist communitarian welfare state. Instead, the National Commission on Children, for example, suggests that new initiatives “build upon the mo-
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mentum of pro-family tax reform begun in the 1980s." Specifically, it proposed replacing dependent child exemptions with a $1,000 inflation-adjusted refundable tax credit, which would entitle a low-income family to a cash payment from the Internal Revenue Service if its tax liability were less than $1,000. Although this credit would, unlike the exemption system, operate progressively by creating the equivalent of a $6,666 exemption for families in the lowest income tax bracket and only $3,225 in the 31 percent bracket, it would still not restore the inflation-adjusted value of the $600 exemption from 1948.

The political direction in which such proposals appear to drift is revealed by the Democratic Party's and Clinton administration's initiative to compete with a right-wing Republican Congress by offering additional regressive nonrefundable tax credits to all but the wealthiest taxpayers. The $500 tax credit embodied in the American Dream Restoration title of the Republicans' proposed Contract with America Tax Relief Act of 1995, in Newt Gingrich's words, "categorically rejects...class warfare" by creating a supraclass tax code which recognizes that "the cost of raising children...is consistent across all economic boundaries." By treating "every child equally" and excluding only 1 percent of all taxpayers, the bill purports to view tax issues "through the prism of family" rather than that of class. One-third of all children who live in families too poor to pay federal income tax would not benefit at all from the nonrefundable credit; an additional 10 percent live in families that would receive only a fractional benefit since their total tax liability is less than $500.

In addition to providing dependent exemption subsidies, the United States has been operating a refundable tax credit system for low-income parents for two decades. The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), dating from 1975, was originally designed to compensate for the regressive impact of the employment taxes on low-income families. As the FICA taxes became increasingly burdensome in the wake of the increase in old-age pension benefits during the 1970s, pressure grew to provide relief to low-paid workers from a tax that was not only flat regardless of income level, but did not apply at all to wage or salary income beyond a middle-class level (which was raised from $7,800 in 1971, to $14,100 in 1975, and $60,600 in 1994). As a result of recent increases and differentiation for families with more than one child, a multichild family with earned income between $8,425 (the equivalent of full-time year-round work at the minimum wage) and $11,000 in 1994 is entitled to the maximum credit of $2,528. This program cost the federal government in 1991 about the same amount as AFDC ($10.5 billion), but subsidized about three times as many families (13 million); three-fourths of the credit is refunded. Some on the Left, however, object to the EITC on the ground that it functions as a Speenhamland-type wage depressant and subsidy to low-productivity and/or low-wage firms, since wage offers and acceptances are made with background knowledge of the supplement.

In light of this recent interest in the tax system, it is intriguing that as mainstream an economist as Victor Fuchs finds family allowances financed by the childless to be efficient and equitable. He points out that between 1960 and 1988, child-
less households increased as a proportion of all households from 49 percent to 62 percent; in the prime age group for parentage, 25 to 44 years old, the shares rose even more markedly, from 20 percent to 37 percent. Because childless households have considerably higher average incomes than those with children, redistribution from the former to the latter would promote equality; similarly, children's allowances financed out of general revenue would also have a progressive redistributional impact because children are overrepresented in low-income households.  

The primary tension inherent in a system of family income security exists between universality and progressivity: How can the stigma of means- or income-testing be avoided without wasting too much of the redistributed income on richer families that arguably do not need subsidies? Is a blunting of the drive toward equalization of conditions by means of the distribution of equal amounts of benefits to the poor and the nonpoor the price that must be paid to secure abiding political support for an income security plan that does not degenerate into a poorly financed and staffed poor law? If even at the moment that the solidaristic welfare state triumphed, the "social utility of targeting benefits was a virtue against which the dilemma of squandering scarce resources on the well-off in the name of national solidarity had to be weighed," the resurgence of market-knows-best ideology and policy in the last two decades of the twentieth century has reinforced the dilemma. That even European societies permitted the value of family allowances to be significantly eroded during much of the post-World War II period casts doubt on the strategic assumption that universalism offers the kind of political protection that programs targeted on the poor lack.

Nevertheless, if the origins of welfare universalism had more to do with the self-interest of the middle classes desirous of the benefits already afforded the working class than with incorporating the working class into full social citizenship rights, then arguably a frank reorientation of children's allowances toward overall systemic egalitarianism to the exclusion of the rich from whose income and wealth the redistributive wherewithal would derive might be a sound political program. It is noteworthy, for example, that in the Netherlands, a society with a well-developed social wage and a long tradition of family allowances, the left-wing parliamentary opposition and the trade unions have advocated the introduction of income-related benefits in order to generate some vertical income redistribution. By the same token, framing the debate in terms of a policy choice between universalism and target efficiency may itself be misguided if it is in fact the overall societal context that is decisive. Thus in a society such as Sweden where almost as many people are recipients of state aid as are taxpayers, income testing may engender so little stigmatization that the alleged functional division between those two groups does not become an axial line of cleavage grounding fundamental political conflict. Although it might prove possible to destigmatize income-dependent family benefits in the United States by conceptualizing them as equalization of family burdens rather than as welfare, the by-product of such a step would be the creation of a new hierarchy of public assistance recipients, depressing the status of the childless.

That even the United States, which has developed a Social Security system
remote from if not hostile to universalism, can create a targeted benefit to families with children that does not stigmatize is shown by the National School Lunch Act. Passed by Congress in 1946, it was designed "as a measure of national security, to safeguard the health and well-being of the Nation’s children...." It provides free lunches to children from families with incomes below 130 percent of the federal poverty guidelines and reduced-price lunches to those from families with incomes between 130 percent and 185 percent of the guidelines. For the school year 1994-95, these guidelines meant that children from four-member families with incomes below $14,800 were entitled to free lunches, while those from such families with as incomes as high as $27,380 received lunch at reduced prices. What is particularly interesting about the school lunch program is that, in response to the "humiliating discrimination" to which many poor children had been subjected, in 1970 Congress wrote an antistigmatization clause directly into the statute: "No physical segregation or other discrimination against any child eligible for a free lunch or a reduced price lunch...shall be made by the school nor shall there be any overt identification of any child by special tokens or tickets, announced or published lists of names, or by other means." U.S. Department of Agriculture regulations further specify that "children shall not be required to use a separate dining area, go through a separate serving line, enter the dining area through a separate entrance, or consume their meals or milk at a different time." As the major judicial vindication of the right to nonstigmatizing receipt of benefits glossed the statute: "many youngsters are ashamed to have it [poverty] seen, and federal lawmakers...have decreed respect for their feelings." Almost 25 million students, more than half of total U.S. school enrollment, participate in the program, of whom 11 million receive free, 2 million reduced-price, and 12 million full-price lunches (which receive a small subsidy). Even if there is no such thing as a free school lunch, at $4 billion for 4 billion meals, nonstigmatizing and perhaps even invisible support for poorer families with children need not be expensive. Unsurprisingly, the profamily market-knows-besters of the 104th Congress bent on undermining the rudiments of the U.S. welfare state targeted this program for extinction.

One way of resolving the tension between selectivity and substantive equality on the one hand and universalism and formal equality on the other is to abolish general children’s allowances and to replace them with income-dependent programs. Italy instituted this change in 1988, eliminating payments altogether to families above a certain ceiling and providing allowances to lower-income families (depending on the number of children), in part as an austerity measure but also to anchor redistribution for the purpose of reducing social inequality as the basis of Italian family policy. For somewhat different reasons, a similar program was implemented in 1992 by the Conservative government in Canada—where the demise of family allowances through neglect had been predicted two decades earlier—when it eliminated universality and increased payments to the poorest families. The center-right coalition government in Germany at one time announced legislative plans for a similar transformation. The communitarian spirit underlying social security systems could be better preserved by a progressive subsidy, as in
Italy and Australia, that tapers off or is phased out at higher income levels, or clawbacks, as in Britain and Canada, which recoup payments to the rich families through a progressive income tax system. The Reaganomic flattening of marginal tax rates would, to be sure, make the latter plan infeasible in the United States. By the same token, however, as President Johnson’s Commission on Income Maintenance Programs observed, clawback financing, “[h]owever cleverly disguised,” as based on a postpayment means test will erode the supposed benefits of universalism. The Commission ultimately rejected child allowances in favor of a minimum supplementary income for the poor regardless of whether they had children; it foresaw a role for children’s allowances only as a French-style horizontally redistributive program between families with and without children with similar incomes once the United States had created a higher statutory income floor.60

MALTHUS REDUX, OR THE END OF THE POOR LAW AS WE KNOW IT?

Nothing symbolizes the vacuity of serious political thinking more than the resurgence of popularity of theorists as irrelevant to the modern world as Smith, Locke, Malthus.... Malthus, like an ancient talisman, is brought out whenever liberal society is in trouble.61

The Reagan-Bush administrations brought to bear on the formulation of public policy a recrudescence of political Malthusianism that would have been inconceivable just a few years earlier. Its most prominent social welfare analyst was Charles Murray, who offered a quick solution to the problems of hard-core unemployment among the young, procreation among single teenage girls, and the breakup and immobilization of poor families. To this end, his “most ambitious thought experiment...consists of scrapping the entire federal welfare and income-support structure for working-aged persons, including AFDC, Medicaid, Food Stamps, Unemployment Insurance, Worker’s Compensation, subsidized housing, disability insurance, and the rest. It would leave the working-aged person with no recourse whatsoever except the job market, family members, friends, and public or private locally funded services.”62

Once his patrons were out of office, Murray sharpened the focus of his Malthusian misogyny, and discovered to his surprise that right-wing politicians espoused it. First in the Wall Street Journal and then before Congress, he announced that rising (white) illegitimacy, “the single most important social problem of our time...because it drives everything else,” signaled that “the sky really is falling.” Although “the constants are that boys like to sleep with girls and that girls think babies are endearing,” Murray trained the penalties for procreating without the financial wherewithal on single mothers. Their growing numbers, a persistent Ricardian-Malthusian echo resounds, “must destroy the community’s capacity to sustain itself.” Murray’s only innovation is that “the government should spend
lavishly on orphanages” where a “warm, nurturing environment” will be provided for the children whose single mothers abandon them. This “stern, self-selection process...increases the chances that the child will survive.” Without offering all that Murray demanded, the proposed Real Welfare Act of 1994, a right-wing Republican congressional bill that would have eliminated AFDC benefits for the children of single mothers under the age of 21, pointed in his direction. The Right’s gender-specific attack on teenage procreators is illuminating in view of the finding that the impregnators of high school girls are 2.5 times as likely to be men over the age of 20 as high school boys and four times as likely to have impregnated junior high school girls as the boys in those schools.63

The Clinton administration, despite having at its disposal several of the most liberal social policy analysts ever to have advised a president on poor-law reform, itself began the march down the Malthusian road. Its most visible step was to authorize states to impose a so-called family cap on AFDC recipients that eliminates additional payments for any children born after the mother becomes a recipient. Although the $67 average monthly increment is so far below the incremental cost of another child that it can scarcely qualify as an economic incentive to have more children, President Clinton apparently shares the conviction of the governor of Mississippi “that mothers on welfare became pregnant precisely so that they could collect the $24 a month in extra benefits offered by the state.” Ironically, however, when officials of a state that had implemented the cap were later forced to concede that the restriction turned out to be less efficacious than originally claimed, they promptly denied that lower birth rates were the goal; instead, its purpose had always been to make poor-law beneficiaries take responsibility for their procreative decisions and nondecisions.64

The Republican capture of the 104th Congress brought about the legislative embodiment of neo-Malthusianism as the Personal Responsibility Act of 1995 featured the prohibition of AFDC payments with respect to a child born to a woman already receiving such aid. The current fascination with AFDC caps represents another turn of the Malthusian wheel, which has attracted conservatives and liberals alike over the years. At the height of agitation over population and the poor law during the Nixon administration, the American Bar Association’s Committee on Law and Family Planning opined that “a salient reason for indifference to birth control...on the part of the many-offspring welfare mothers is that...since they are supported by public assistance, which is of course increased for each offspring, they do not fear the need to divide the same loaf of bread among more mouths—a fear which may motivate birth control among self-supporting parents.” It therefore proposed that the new Work Incentive Program for AFDC mothers “be programmed to provide a specific economic incentive to birth control. The amount the welfare mother keeps from her wages without deduction from her public assistance grant, should decrease a small amount with each additional child. That is, she should contribute more from her wages to the family budget as her number of children increases. Such a policy would bring her economic situation into some conformity with that of self-supporting parents for whom more children mean
Politicians who have promoted the cap and rushed to implement it have resurrected the same arguments that Malthus introduced against miscegenation of wages and poor-law payments. In announcing that the Clinton administration’s Department of Health and Human Services had granted a waiver to Wisconsin—New Jersey, Arkansas, and Georgia had already received waivers—to cap cash benefits to women who have additional children while receiving AFDC payments, Governor Tommy Thompson justified the change on the ground that across “society, wages are not increased when families have additional children. They shouldn’t be in the AFDC program either.” Yet this right-wing politician with an unparalleled record of ejecting recipients from the AFDC and food stamp rolls was merely repeating what James Florio, then the liberal governor of New Jersey, which imposed the cap in 1992, had told Congress earlier: “If...a working poor woman...chooses to make that decision to have a child, she does not go to her boss and demand that she get a pay increase.” This response soon assumed the status of a mantra in other state campaigns to eliminate additional benefits for additional children born to AFDC recipients as government officials hastened to personalize the issue: “‘If my wife and I have another baby, my salary does not go up.’” In upholding the constitutionality of the New Jersey provision against claims that it denies due process and equal protection of the laws to needy children based on their parents’ behavior, a federal judge joined the chorus by agreeing that the cap merely “puts the welfare household in the same situation as that of a working family, which does not automatically receive a wage increase every time it produces a child.”

Senate Finance Committee Chairman Moynihan joined the issue by first conceding that indeed “in a working-class family, when another child comes along, they put more water in the soup,” and then observing that nevertheless the United States is the world’s only industrial democracy to fail to provide child allowances to avoid that predicament. The debate was broadened when a New Jersey legislator, a descendant of slaves, argued to Moynihan that people had to bear the consequences of their personal decisions to use condoms, or to have a child or an abortion: “I am trying to prepare my people for America. And, therefore, American values; not some other country, because this is where they have to survive. In America, we do not automatically add income as you add family members.” Governor Pete Wilson of California gave the debate a divisive intraclass point by charging that it is “‘unfair’” to make a hard-working young couple, who must save to afford a child, “‘pay taxes to provide a greater stipend to a woman on welfare who continues to have one child after another out of wedlock’”—an issue that his rival for the Republican presidential nomination, Senator Phil Gramm, reiterated in a losing effort to mobilize Senate support for retaining the family cap in the Family Self-Sufficiency Act.

Despite the politicians’ generally correct characterization of the U.S. wage system’s lack of an express reproductive component, they have overlooked a venerable tradition of paying variable sums to families with unequal numbers of increased economic stringency.”
mouths to feed. As long ago as the 1920s Paul Douglas catalogued the precedents for the family wage. During World War I, for example, the United States Government provided family allowances graduated according to family size to enlisted men. The so-called mothers' pensions that most states afforded mothers who had lost their husbands' financial support were also largely graduated according to the number of children. The death benefits provided by numerous state workers compensation programs also varied according to the number of dependents.68

One important area in which the United States has followed the European model of family allowances is unemployment insurance. Fourteen state unemployment compensation systems do provide for additional benefits in the form of dependents' allowances. Congress itself was the first legislature to enact such a program when it created the District of Columbia Unemployment Compensation Act immediately after passage of the Social Security Act in 1935. The statute set the insurance payment at 40 percent of the worker's wage plus 10 percent of the wage for a spouse and 5 percent for each dependent relative up to a maximum of 65 percent. In Florio's own New Jersey, the unemployment insurance statute provides for an additional 7 percent of the worker's weekly benefit amount for the first dependent and 4 percent for each of the next two. In other states the number of dependents is not capped. In Massachusetts, for example, the unemployed worker receives an additional $25 per week for each dependent up to a maximum of 50 percent of his or her weekly benefit rate.69

The introduction of procreative allowances in the unemployment insurance programs has, to be sure, not taken place without controversy. Significantly, the debate mirrors that surrounding wages and family allowances. Congress, which regarded the whole benefit system as a compromise between providing subsistence and preserving workers' former standard of living, noted that: "Benefits are based on normal earnings but at a very low rate for the single man, which may be supplemented if an employee is married or has dependents."

The chief argument against dependents' benefits has always focused on their injection of the element of need into a non-needs-tested program. Advocates, accepting the framework set out by their protagonists, argue that the need in question is merely presumptive: the state agency does not conduct an individualized inquiry into the worker's particular circumstances to determine whether he or she in fact needs the additional amount to support the dependent. This conclusion derives from sample studies showing that weekly benefits for single persons equaled or exceeded nondeferrable expenditures for food, shelter, utilities, and health care, whereas benefits for even four-person families fell far short of the cost of necessaries.70

The clinching argument in favor of dependent-adjusted unemployment compensation benefits, however, is the same one that has historically attracted employers to family allowances:

Dependents' benefits can also be a means of providing total benefits for the family head without raising the basic benefit to a level that would weaken the incentive of workers without dependents to find jobs. [If basic benefits were
increased to 80 percent of gross weekly wages in order to provide adequate ben­efits for heads of families, a working wife who is laid off while her husband is working might be strongly tempted to “take it easy” in looking for work. Also, a single man who averages almost as much as male heads of families might lack incentive to work, particularly since a benefit of 80 percent of gross wages would provide an income more closely approximating his former net wages.71

Like many European employers during the period before the enactment of mandatory family allowances who saw private allowances as a way of fending off general wage increases, some states introduced dependents’ allowances into their unemployment compensation systems as a lower-cost method of enhancing benefits than an across-the-board increase. And although there is no evidence that allowances have depressed basic unemployment benefit levels, states with dependents’ allowances tend to provide low basic maximum benefit levels in relation to average wage levels.72

Dependents’ allowances have also been adopted in supplementary unemployment benefits that some unions have negotiated with large firms. Then, too, some states have included dependents’ allowances in workers’ compensation awards for total and partial incapacitation. The chief benefit that some employees receive from some employers that is differentiated according to the number of children is probably health care, although many workers must share the cost of the premiums for dependents. Other major elements of the social wage in the United States also contain a reproductive component. The Social Security Disability Insurance program includes a child’s insurance benefit. And the death benefits provision of many state workers compensation programs pay amounts to children.73

Thus although politicians have understated the extent to which the principle of reproductive need has penetrated the social wage even in the United States, the positions that they have staked out have come to mold the politically and rhetori­cally plausible field of discussion in a society characterized by ever thinner public opinion. Stripped of its Malthusian ornamentation, the argument that what is good enough for the working class should also apply to poor-law beneficiaries must, therefore, be addressed. It may be sufficient to reply simply that it is unacceptable to permit the latter’s children to suffer irreparable harm, but it is evasive to argue that an AFDC recipient, like middle-class women, may reproduce to satisfy “the desire to give a grandchild to one’s own mother” (to whom she has by definition already given at least one).74

It is inaccurate and politically perilous to insist that the assumption underlying child-cap programs “is that middle-class people are intelligent enough to refrain from having children when they cannot support them and that poor women should do likewise.” Rather, such programs are predicated on the empirical reality that anarcholiberal ideology and policy condemn working-class procreators and their children, by and large, to suffer the untoward consequences of the parents’ lack of self-discipline, poor judgment, or bad luck. The appropriate response to the argument that AFDC recipients should not be exempted from this fate cannot lie in reciting the altruistic and selfish reasons that motivate rich and poor alike to have
children, but in criticizing the atavistic foundations of the overall pseudoindividualistic, antisolidaristic reproductive and demographic policies of the existing poor-law state.75

How difficult it might be to muster outraged majoritarian opposition to implementation of a reproductive cap on AFDC payments can be gauged by the extent to which the U.S. Supreme Court cut off such discourse a quarter-century earlier. In *Dandridge v. Williams* it rejected an equal protection challenge to a Maryland regulation that imposed a cap on the total AFDC grant that any one family could receive regardless of the number of its dependent children. Because the case involved merely "the most basic economic needs of impoverished human beings" rather than commercial free speech or some other right deemed protected by the U.S. Constitution, the Supreme Court subjected the cap not to a standard of strict scrutiny, but only a reasonable basis standard. And here it found such a basis in "the State's legitimate interest in...avoiding discrimination between welfare families and the families of the working poor." If Justices Marshall and Brennan were unable to persuade a majority that it was unconstitutional for a state to inflict a deprivation on the children of a large family in order to "wield its economic whip" in the form of a work incentive for the parents, it is improbable that the current Supreme Court would come to any conclusion other than that of a liberal legal commentator two decades earlier, who argued that "a sound birth planning rationale" would also support *Dandridge*: "such a regulation creates an incentive to limit births in welfare families closely analogous to that which exists in non-welfare families, and thus is neither discriminatory nor unduly harsh." And indeed, the federal judge who upheld New Jersey's cap found it analogous to the maximum family payment that passed statutory and constitutional muster in *Dandridge*.76

The sea change in political discourse on poverty and reproduction that has taken place during the last quarter of the twentieth century can be measured by an argument that plaintiffs' legal services attorneys made in their brief in *Dandridge*, deployment of which in the post-Reagan era seems inconceivable. They attacked the cap on the ground that "by penalizing families of seven or more for the birth of additional children the regulation's harshness falls heaviest upon those who do not believe in artificial means of controlling birth." The Attorney General of Maryland, who had turned the tables on the underdogs by submitting a remarkable sociologically oriented Brandeis brief replete with quotations from Alva Myrdal, Daniel Moynihan, and E.H. Carr, directly joined the issue by replying that: "What plaintiffs seek in this litigation is essentially a judicially conferred family allowance system limited to welfare recipients." Asserting that European family allowance systems had originated in response to concerns about inadequate population, Maryland argued that at "a time of rising concern with population increase it would...seem unwise to...require the state to eliminate the normal checks on population increase on behalf of" large AFDC families but not with regard to "the 'working poor' or the public at large." Although the Supreme Court chose not to rule on this dispute, even the dissenters obliquely acknowledged the socioeconomic and legal constraints circumscribing their arguments: "It is true that government in
the United States, unlike certain other countries, has not chosen to make public aid available to assist families generally in raising their children."

An earlier libertarian proposal to install a pure laissez-faire regime of procreation by eliminating as many externalities as possible underscores the *aporia* of the child-cap for AFDC recipients. Singling out welfare payments (together with public education) as the main subsidies to childbearing, David Friedman proposed making procreation a "losing proposition" for the Banfieldian lower-class parents with short time horizons rather than for the family as a whole. "It can be made so by making the welfare payments received by a family independent of the number of children. In terms of calculations of 'need' this procedure would oversubsidize small families, undersubsidize large ones, or do both. But it would also impose the cost of an additional child entirely on the parents." Apparently oblivious of the 200-year-old debate over family wages, all Friedman succeeded in doing was reproducing within the poor-law sector the dilemma of the so-called productivity-oriented wage system that abstracts from individualized needs such as family size. As Friedman ultimately acknowledges of his own proposal: "The disadvantage of this imposition is that the... [parents] may transfer the costs to the child, thus thwarting the purpose of the program."78

No capitalist society has yet discovered how to penalize guilty overprocreators without visiting their sins on their innocent overprocreatees. To be sure, a resurgent Republican Party inspired by Charles Murray and led by Newt Gingrich purports to have found the holy grail in the form of the abolition of the poor laws altogether for miscreant reproducers and the consignment of millions of their now lucky offspring to lavish neo-Lockean and neo-Malthusian orphanages. Somewhat less preposterous and mean-spirited alternatives are also imaginable. The state could, for example, wait to impose special penalty taxes on its overreproductive citizens until all of their children had reached the age of 18, thus making their older age as miserable as possible. Such a system would be unlikely to act as a deterrent to the rich unless it were steeply progressive; and how many poor people have at age 18 the requisite quarter-century time horizon to engage in the necessary procreatively evasive action to avoid the taking? The implausibility of these scenarios is rooted in the lack of a consensus that any advanced capitalist society is suffering from general overpopulation.

Nevertheless, to assert, in spite of this renewed Malthusian onslaught, that perceived "irresponsible reproduction...in the face of overpopulation" among the poor is not a source of such proposals as requiring welfare mothers to use Norplant is naive. After all, even the black U.S. Surgeon General at the time asserted that: "'Medicaid...must have been developed by a white male slave owner. It pays for you to be pregnant and have a baby, but it won't pay for much family planning. White male slave owners wanted a lot of healthy slaves, people to work. We don't need slaves any more. We need healthy, educated, motivated children with hope.'" The labor-recruitment metaphor is disorienting since the illegitimate births that Dr. Joycelyn Elders wanted to reduce reputedly contribute relatively little even to the reserve army of the unemployed. Eighty percent of the children of unwed, teenage
high school dropouts will themselves be poor, and single teenage- mother-headed families in the United States are said to cost taxpayers $34 billion dollars to support. Indeed, the Republican Party expressly motivated its Malthusian Personal Responsibility Act of 1995 by reference to the $120 billion in AFDC payments, food stamps, and Medicaid that births to teenage mothers cost between 1985 and 1990. A capitalistically dysfunctional lumpenproletariat is a pure cost, which confers no benefits on whomever the Surgeon General views as the structural successors of the slave owners.

To be sure, the initial impetus for the population control movement in the United States as the post-World War II baby boom came to an end was not the perception of a general overpopulation crisis—although the Nixon-Rockefeller Commission on Population Growth declared that a larger population would confer no benefits—but rather overpopulation among a distinct subpopulation. “The importance of high fertility among the underprivileged,” according to the National Academy of Sciences, “lies not so much in its contribution to the national birth rate as in the difficulties that excessive fertility imposes on the impoverished themselves.” If, for example, in the mid-1960s families with incomes less than $4,000 had produced the same average number of children as those with more than $4,000, the total number of children ever born to women 40 to 44 years of age would have been reduced by only 4 percent.

Indeed, the connection between Norplant and Malthusian overpopulation-cum-poverty has been made clear by proponents and opponents of state-provided contraception targeted at the poor imagined to be largely black ghetto residents. The Philadelphia Inquirer, for example, noting in 1990 the happenstantial appearance of two news reports the previous day that the Food and Drug Administration had approved Norplant and that half of black children lived in poverty, wondered editorially whether “foolproof contraception” could “reduce the underclass.” It made the link the cornerstone of a trial-balloon proposal that “welfare mothers” be offered a larger benefit in exchange for using Norplant or that it be made available free to poor women. Bombarded with accusations of racism by its own reporters and editors, the Inquirer apologized profusely for having “hastily and foolishly juxtaposed” contraception, poverty, and race. In resuming the 200-year-old debate over the direction of causality between procreation and poverty, or, seen from the perspective of the birth-strike controversy, over whether poverty can be avoided or eliminated by individual action or only by macrosocietal changes, the editorial board moved toward what had once been an orthodox Marxist position but has now become the adoptive shared rhetorical patrimony of an otherwise politically heterogeneous front of anti-Malthusians and anti-blame-the-victimologists: “It’s true that many single young women lessen their chances of escaping poverty by having children too early in life. But it’s also true that the very hopelessness of their circumstances often underlies the decision not to postpone childbearing. Creating hope...must be the main tenet of any effective war on poverty.” The newspaper even accepted its antiracist critics’ charge that “to dangle cash...in front of a desperately poor woman is tantamount to coercion,” although the offer
does not deny her any otherwise existing entitlement. According to Alexander Cockburn, racist “child disincentive” programs such as the caps on benefits to women who have additional children while receiving AFDC payments will permit “Nazis” to impose Norplant as a condition for conferral of any social benefit on poor black teenagers. Nevertheless, a refurbished version of the birth strike in the form of state-aided technological contraceptive solutions to proletarian poverty has not met with monolithic resistance even among blacks. Former Surgeon General Elders, for example, enthusiastically welcomed Norplant as a means of preventing teenage pregnancies, bemoaning only its high price.

LAISSEZ FAIRE OR SOLIDARITY FOREVER?

In a life where the only thing that counts anymore is money, young people are beginning to see children as a handicap.

The laissez-faire underpinnings of the state’s and capital’s implicit policy that population is unimportant for capitalism are, ironically, supported by leftist historical research arguing not only that “working-class men and women accurately gauged the relation of family size to their own interests,” but that such conscious and deliberate fertility behavior is “simply not susceptible to very much direct control.” Michael Katz and Mark Stern, for example, believe that workers’ procreative “choice makes sense in terms of their class situation...even if its consequences in the aggregate seem to contribute to problems such as the imbalance between people and resources.” The pull of microprocreative and macro-demographic individualism even on the Left can be gauged by the indignation with which Katz and Stern reject the possibility or propriety of public policy’s or education’s influencing fertility: “Rather, people will determine for themselves the family size that seems most appropriate to their lives.”

How individual proletarian couples could be acting in conformity with their class interests and yet uncoordinatedly unleash macrosocial consequences that may weaken their class, strengthen the capitalist class, or perhaps even undermine the ecological vitality of any society remains unclear. After all, if the working-class standard of living is controlled by the typical family with the average number of wage earners, incorporation of additional family earners into the labor force does not in the long run necessarily raise the average family’s aggregate real wages, although it may immediately increase the individual family’s income; “instead, the intensified competition in the labor market and the lowering of...wages simply spread the family wage over more workers [and] the degree of exploitation would be increased.” At the very least, even if members of advanced capitalist societies have voluntarily reduced their fertility in response to overall economic pressures,
Reproductive Solidarity Under Laissez Faire?

a question still remains as to how close they have come to exhausting the potential for a societally optimal adjustment.85

The logic of left-wing demographic laissez faire is reminiscent of Harvey Leibenstein’s rejection of the claim that fertility behavior in underdeveloped countries was irrational because it is based on conventions uninformed by capitalist rationality or technology. Yet the advantages that might accrue to the economy as a whole from a smaller population do not necessarily create the requisite micro-incentives to induce macroeconomically sound decisions: “For what may be appropriate when viewed from the standpoint of the economy as a whole may be most inappropriate when viewed from the position of an individual.... This error involves something...akin to the fallacy of composition.” Specifically, Leibenstein means that subsistence-level families may be acting rationally in maximizing births despite their detrimental impact on the larger economy. What is most striking here is Leibenstein’s inversion of the vantage point: he appears almost to be saying that rationality is the result of spontaneous aggregation of individual decisions. Missing is any sense of the independent existence of a macrosocietal plan with which individual procreators could democratically interact in order to mediate among and inform people in their collective and individual roles. But whatever the exigencies of Third World impoverishment, hunger, and starvation, they afford no basis for upholding laissez faire in societies possessing the manifold resources to eliminate poverty. Procreational individualism should be even less unquestioned where the behavior is not rational even from the individual economic perspective and parents instrumentally create offspring as a “valued asset,” “investments in parental status,” or “a hedge against loneliness.”86

By the same token, however, the fear expressed by the British Royal Commission on Population in 1949—that “a community...in which birth control is generally accepted can only...survive, if its members think it worthwhile to have families large enough to replace themselves”—underscores the heavier burden that ideological conformity has been made to bear in modern capitalist societies. The question of whether “the cult of childlessness and the vogue of the one-child family” were symptoms of “decadence” during the interwar period and whether the widespread failure to reproduce in capitalist societies in the last quarter of the twentieth century reflects a similar phenomenon is, here at least, subsidiary to the fact that it has become politically more difficult for capital and the state to correct demographic course if such a change were necessary.87

By promoting moral and cultural understandings that elevate individual over collective rationality, capitalist societies foster attitudes and behavior—adequately captured or at least reproduced by the market-beholden “new household economics”—that treat children, that is, humanity’s future, as fungible consumer commodities, between which and nonhuman commodities individuals or couples are free to allocate their scarce time and monetary and emotional resources. This conception contrasts sharply with the frameworks of traditional societies in which reproductive behavior was “guided by norms embedded in a cultural-institutional superstructure that overwhelmed rational choice at the...household level and sub-
stituted a time-tested, survival oriented group rationality [that] left the individual couple (particularly the wife) with little or no discretionary control over completed family size."88 The obviously progressive enlargement of freedom associated with modernity’s vindication of women’s liberation from collectivist prescription of reproductive fate has less obviously annihilated and superseded the collective rationality that regarded children (perhaps instrumentally) as unique, since they guaranteed survival of the community in a way that transcended whatever individual interests procreators may have managed to nurture in such societies.

Against the background of the need to consolidate that liberation from pre-modern forms of gender oppression, even the most reflective women’s organizations have difficulty transcending the bounds of liberal individualism in vindicating reproductive rights. Thus the “Women’s Declaration on Population Policies,” which was drafted by an international network of women’s health advocates in preparation for the 1994 International Conference on Population and Development, stated that: “Women have the individual right and the social responsibility to decide whether, how, and when to have children and how many to have....” How women qua atomized individuals would ever have the knowledge to exercise that responsibility the authors of the Declaration failed to explain. That a feministically gendered invisible hand, like any other Smithian system, must generate collective irrationality is itself an invisible problem to those who reject “the idea that individuals in the present generation will not, left to their own free desires, make sound decisions...for the good of future generations....”89

Only the theoretically most sophisticated feminist population discourse problematizes the “mystical ‘harmony of interests’ between individual women and public authorities [or] conflicts between ‘private’ and ‘public’ interests....” Sônia Correa and Rosalind Petchesky, for example, while conceding that the existence of a biologically based fundamental right to procreate “is clearly more complicated than whether one has a right, as a matter of bodily integrity, to prevent or terminate a pregnancy,” nevertheless insist that the recognition that childbearing has third-person and collective consequences does not necessitate the conclusion that women have a societal duty to refrain from reproducing. Their reasoning, tailored to the situation of women in underdeveloped countries, carries pregnant implications for the advanced capitalist world and beyond: “Such a duty could begin to exist only when all women are provided sufficient resources for their well-being, viable work alternatives, and a cultural climate of affirmation outside of childbearing so that they no longer depend on children for survival and dignity.” To the extent that such societies do provide the material resources and degendered social structure and values that deprive single- or absent-minded devotion to the creation of large families of any collectively or even individually rational basis, feminists may then come to accept the need for the formulation of joint collective-individual demographic and hence fertility goals. The 1994 United Nations Conference on Population and Development took a step in that direction by declaring that couples and individuals, in exercising “the basic right...to decide freely and responsibly the number...of their children...should take into account the needs of their living and
future children and their responsibilities towards the community."

To the extent that the invisible hand proves to be as inept at guiding billions of self-regarding decision-makers toward a collectively rational demographic outcome as it has been in so many other areas marked by "market failure"—that is, if procreators fail to identify, measure, and balance the collective costs and benefits of additional children now and 20 years hence and to refrain from producing them when the former exceed the latter—the state's visible hand may have to intervene to steady it. The sanctity shrouding procreative choices, which ironically has reached its apotheosis in social formations that reify children, has, at least in the United States, added its ideological weight to the inevitable rearguard struggles against decommodification—in this case in the form of family or children's allowances. But regardless of how warranted such subsidies are as a matter of social welfare and social justice, bribing people to multiply or to limit their fertility cannot substitute for the creation of an objective and felt community: "We cannot, in a democracy, appeal to parents to bear children as part of their democratic responsibilities whilst at the same time they are forced to serve their own economic interests at the expense of the rest of the community."

A profound demographic dilemma, which is presumptively inescapable in any society riven by class, racial, ethnic, gender, generational, or religious cleavages, lies in developing within the individual procreators a sustained psychological identification through the current and adjoining generations with the larger community as a living and life-giving collectivity that has a past as well as a future—a project that can hardly be fulfilled merely by establishing, as France has done, a ministry for "solidarity between the generations." Creation of a quasi-universally perceived identity between personal and collective interests so that individual and societal reproductive needs can mesh and be harmonized is a task that is difficult enough in a tabula rasa microcommunity such as a kibbutz, where the generational existential context is palpable, but becomes almost impossibly heroic even in a relatively homogeneous nation, and barely imaginable on an international level. The social-psychological and moral delicacy of the dilemma is captured in the need to nurture both an abstract analytical and a felt emotional commitment to solidarity with the collectivity and the other people, past, present, and future, who compose it—a commitment that never collapses into a merely repressive and ultimately feckless procreational duty to the state.

If these desiderata of an intergenerational demographic solidarity appear not to extend beyond vague generalities, the reason lies in their purely aspirational character in a society grounded in individualism, competition, privacy, exploitation, greed, indifference and, at best, mutual toleration. Where virtually no one reproduces for the sake of the preservation of the human community but only for various self-regarding reasons, it is perilous to impute changing macrosocietal goals to changes in overall fertility rates. Nevertheless it is plausible that a kind of demographic Zeitgeist speaks, for example, through a massive shift toward childless or one- or two-child families. Whether, however, the fact that millions simultaneously decide, for personal economic, psychological, or cultural reasons,
to limit their procreativity means that they have been guided by a vision of the long-term collective outcomes of those decisions is doubtful.

Articulating a collective judgment as to the appropriate future size of the population presupposes a structure of democratic planning that no capitalist society has ever undertaken. Although the Nixon administration and the Rockefeller-led Commission on Population Growth and the American Future spoke vaguely about the need for foresight in this area, the state shrank back from taking any concrete initiatives. How, after all, should a society that is quasireligiously opposed to planning something as mundane as how many automobiles or pairs of socks it will produce next year suddenly be able to lay down a framework as to how large the population should be and how many new members of the human race should be born. To be sure, Congress is deemed to possess the organizational capacity and administrative expertise to determine how many B-1 bombers should be produced and how many already existing human beings from other countries should be admitted as immigrants annually, but, given the intensely personal character of procreative decisions, governmental intervention would, without more, be perceived merely as intolerable fiat. Societies are imaginable in which even such decisions could be integrated into an interactive process between the democratically formulated needs of the community at large and those of each potential individual procreator, but a militantly competitive capitalism in which a Spencerian wall divides the family that “exists to protect...the weak” from the society that “exists to reward the strong,” is not one of them.93
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